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PREFACE
-With this report I bring my more or less constant-,
efforts of the last' five years to fruition.

My first visit

to Highland Chiapas .took place in May, 1956, at which time
I was fascinated by its cultural uniqueness and diversity,
and instilled with a desire to return there to do field
work®

I began to formulate this study with the help of

friends in Mexico City in the latter part of that year
and in the early part of the following year while I was
studying at the National University of Mexico as an
exchange on a Mexican government scholarship.

The initial

field work was begun in the Fall of 1957 when I remained
■ ./
in Larrainzar for two months„ Enough was accomplished in
this period to allow me to state the problem in more
specific termso

I left Mexico with the termination of my

scholarship in December of that year and did not return
again until June of 1959,

My second period in the f ield

took place during the latter half of that year and in April
and May of 1960, and was supported by National Institute of
.Mental Health pre-doctoral fellowship number MF-8589>
After that t ime, ;.1:
,.remained in San Cristobal to carry out
the second phase of the reisearch- until' Apr 11 ?71961, when I,
finally returned to the United States,
Over the years that:I have:been'preparing this work.

/

I have become indebted to many people in harrainzar, San
OristShaly Mexico City and. Tucaomy.Arizonae

First of all

I should like to thank Dr© Oscar Lewis for the stimulating
suggestions which led to the original formulation of the
study while I was his research assistant in Mexico City in
.1SS6 and 19S7o

I should also like to thank the people of

Larrainzar, both Indian and Ladino, for extending their
gracious hospitality^ warm friendship, a n d .assistance during
the months that we lived among them©

I am deeply indebted
'

/

to Elizabeth M c Holland for -making our stay in Larrainzar as
comfortable as possible, and for sharing the experience of
being in that most interesting place © I am deeply grateful
/
to Sr© Lorenzo Diaz and Sr© Refugio Navarro, president and
secretary of Larriihzar,for their help in making our stay in
the village possible©

I am especially grateful to my

Indian informants for their cooperation in offering informa
tion about their medical beliefs and practices and their way
of life in general©

I am deeply indebted to my warm friend
i

'

:

and eompadre, Antonio Gomez, who was my guide and sole
companion on many trips on horseback over the mountain paths
of Larrainzar, and whose kind and patient cooperation allowed
me to make first-hand observations, photographs, and taperecordings of his curing ceremonies©
In my opinion, the most important contributor to the
success of this study was Sr© Faseual Hernandez, Larrainzar $s
only fully Ladinoized Indian©
iv

S r © Hernandez is indeed a man

among men; his flexibility^ natural intelligenceP and deep
sense of responsibility made it possible for him to perform
many valuable services over the year and a half that I had
the pleasure of being associated with him0

/

In Larrainzar

he was my loyal guide and companion in the field and led me
to many situations which I could have never seen otherwise0
He also made a very extensive collection of medicinal herbs
which were sent to the United States for analysis^

laterP

he accompanied me to San Cristobal where he did the major
part of the interviewing in the INI clinics in the second
phase of the study0

At the same time, he 1 earned to tran

scribe his language phonetically, translate it to Spanish,
and typewrite the result

In this way, he made many invaluable

translations of curing and witchcraft prayers that were tape/
.
recorded in Larfainzar0 As time went on,, he eagerly learned
the new skills necessary to deal with the tasks at handp and
as he did, my admiration for his intelligence, maturity and
human qualities in general, reached new heights0

After

leaving Chiapas in' March, 1961, he accompanied me to Villa
Hermosa, Tabasco, by car, and then to the archaeological
site of Palenque by air0

From there, we went to Mexico

City where we spent a wonderful eight days while we both
marvelled at the wonders of that beautiful city, he for the
first timec

It was a sad moment when, our goal accomplished,

we finally parted, for I am sure that my debt to .him can
never be fully paid*

I should like to express ray gratitude to the
/

■

/

personiael of the Institute Macional Indigeiaista both in
1■ /
■
■
,
San Cristobal and Mexico City* I am especially grateful to
the doctors5, nurses, and medical promoters in the clinics
in which this study was carried out»

I am deeply grateful

to Profo Julio de la Puente, assistant director of the INI,
for his many typically honest and extremely valuable
criticisms of the study and also for his concern in ray
personal welfareo

To Prof0 Alfonso Villa&Rojas, Mexico's

Maya expert who was then director of the Centro Coordinador
i
'
'
'.
•
; ■
TzeltalfTzotzil, I am especially indebted<, Prof 0 Villa Rojas extended the facilities at his disposal many times to
make ray stay more comfortable and to expedite the success
of my studyo

He was most kind in spending many hours with

me talking about my work in great detail when his duties
demanded his presence elsewhere®

I believe that the best

ideas and most crucial implications of my work were pointed
out by Profo Villa®Hojas, who has a background of more than
30 years of anthropological work with the Maya®

The mutual

friendship and esteem for each other that grew from these
meetings is among ray highly valued memories of Chiapas»
I should also like to thank Dr® Emil Haury, Dr®
Edward Dozier, and Dr® Harry. Getty of the Department of
Anthropology of the University of Arizona for their many
constructive criticisms of the manuscript in the various
stages of its preparation®
vi

To Dro Edward Ho Spicer, I should like to express
my appreciation for having served as my faculty adviser
and thesis director while I was a graduate student at the
-"

•

'

L

University of Arizona«, it is through his mature under
standing of me as a person and his capable professional
guidance that I have arrived at this point in my career*

vii
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INTRODUCTION
The Spanish conquerors who first arrived in Mexico
in ISIS were amazed by the wide variety of Indian cultures
which they encountered in their Journeys throughout the
countryo

Although many of the Indian groups with which

they came in contact had shortly before been brought under
the political sovereignty of the Aztec Empires most of them
remained essentially independent of their rulers and
continued to function as autonomous self-sufficient
communitieso

Many Spaniards undoubtedly thought that the

fall of Tenoehtitlin in 1S21 would mark the end of the
Conquest of Mexico, but they soon learned to the contrary,
for it actually only marked the beginning*
Highly developed regionalism and great cultural
variation seem to be the natural heritage of mountainous
countries where overland communication is extremely
difficulto

Mexico is no exception to this generalization0

The two chains of rugged mountains which extend the whole
length of the country give rise to many abrupt changes of
terrain, generally accompanied by striking contrasts of
climate and vegetation*

The resulting isolation that has

always typified rural Mexico has given rise to socially
and economically autonomous Indian villages with great
cultural diversity within rather small areas *

1

The

2

Spaniards, then, found not one hut many tribes in'Mexico,
and it was they w h o .began the task of subduing and imposing
a centralized political system, as well as a national
language and culture, on a multitude of diverse groups which
felt little in common with each other and even less with
their conquerors„

In this way was begun the process of

social and cultural Integration among the Spanish and
Indian populations out of which the modern Mexican nation
has growno
Today, 443 years after the.arrival of the first
Spaniards, Mexico's Indian population still maintains its
prehispanic pattern of distribution0

In many places in

north Mexico, the Indians lived a semi-nomadic and simple
agricultural existence, seldom forming dense concentrations
of populationo

For the most part these groups were more

highly assimilated by the Spanish, and this area, with few
exceptions, became more thoroughly mixed racially and
culturally*

By contrast, in the central and southeastern

part of Mexico where there existed great prehispanic
civilizations, the, Indian population has survived in great
numbers0

The Spaniards conquered and controlled these

groups by, superimposing their authority on the top echelons
of the highly complex social, economic, political and
religious organizations of Indian society*

These native

systems, therefore, continued to function with minor
alterations, and .for this reason, the rural areas of

3

central and especially southern Mexico are still over
whelmingly Indiano

'

Geographic factors have also played an important
part in this process, . The more economically desirable
areas of the country, such as the fertile valleys, received
the greatest numbers of i m m i g r a n t s a n d these became the
regions of greatest racial and cultural mixture „

The

Indians who lived in such areas were eventually absorbed
into the white and Mestizo^- populations.

On the other hand,

those who lived in the economically less desirable
mountainous areas were less often contacted by outsiders, .
and Indian groups generally survived in such places.

In

the southern .states of Oaxaca and Chiapas are found some of
the most conservative groups, speaking the greatest variety
of Indian languages,
/ The process .of racial and; cultural;mixture initiated
by the Spaniards is still going on and although the pro- ■
portion of the, population classified as Indian, has constantly
decreased, their absolute number has tended to remain more
of less cons tan "6 (llii, 1950:20),

V

According, to a recent classification, there are
still some 143 separate and distinet aboriginal languages
spoken by this relatively small segment of. the Mexican
population.(Swadesfcg 1959),

In 1950, about 11,5% of

Mexico *s t otal population, or approximately 2,898,268
individuals fell within this classification.

Of these

there are some 1,960,280 who are hilingual and speak Spanish
as well as their own languagee

The monolingual Indian

population of 937,988 is declining very rapidly0

Oscar

Lewis (1961) predicts that if it continues to disappear at
its present rate of 3 05% per year, by 2007 there will be no
Mexicans speaking only an Indian language0

Only after that

will the bilingual population begin to decline0
As has been suggested previously, the Indian problem
in Mexico is definitely regional0

According to Manuel

Germ&i Parra, Mexico's outstanding economist, in 1940, 94# .
of the Indian population was grouped in three of the five
geographic regions of the country as follows %
South Pacific (3§#), and Gulf Ooast (23#)»

Central (36#),

On the other

hand, the remaining zones reached only 6#, North (4#), and
Pacific Worth (2#) (INI, 1950:16).
In the post-revolutionary period since 1910, Mexico
has emphasized more and more its basically Indian cultural
and racial heritage.

The Mexican Indian plays an important

role in this ideology.

For most Mexicans he is a symbol of

oppression and his redemption has been a major aim of the
Mexican Revolution0

The immediate approach to the problem

was through the ejido program, which reached its height
from 1934-40 under President Lazaro cirdenas, and found a
temporary solution in returning farm lands to dispossessed
Indians and peasants.

Since that time, great quantities of

agriculturally productive lands have been returned to the

s
po©ro

However5, the redistribution of land has not proved

to be a very effective solution to the Indian problem which,
it is now realized, must be dealt with as a cultural problem
in the broadest sense of the term*
A much more inclusive approach to the Indian problem
was undertaken in 1949 during the presidency of M e „ Miguel
Aleman when Mexico's national Indian Institute (Institute
Macional Imdigenista)

was inaugurated*

The first and

present director of the inI is Mexico's outstanding
Indianist, D r 0 Alfonso C§.soe

Prom the beginning he has

applied a very comprehensive, definition of the Indian which
takes much more into account than simply linguistic
affiliation (M I ,

19§0gl3) t

G% n Indian is he who feels that he belongs to an
Indian community0 In such a community non-European
physical types predominate, an Indian language is
spoken b y preference, there is a high, proportion of
Indian material and spiritual elements, a strong
community feeling exists which isolates it from
the surrounding communities as well as from white
and Mestizo populations o'"
The Indian, especially the monolingual, lives outside
of the wider community of Mexico and does not participate in
its cultural, economic, or political life*

They are always

last t.o receive the educational and health benefits of the
government because they live in the most inaccessible
places in the mountains0

They do not know how to speak

Spanish or speak it imperfectly *

They produce., only for

their own needs, which they only partially satisfy, with

the result that they are In a permanent state of crisis0
"

(

The INI's Immedilate goal is to take the benefits of
modern life to the Indians and raise their standard of
living by giving them the social, economic, and cultural
devices necessary to lessen their present disadvantages in
their encounters;with Mestizos and Whites0

As the remaining

Indian groups acquire these skills, the regional cultural
variations which have traditionally divided Mexico are ;
lessened*

As an instrument of the Mexican Revolution,.its

ultimate goal is to correct the injustices to which the
Indians have always been subject by integrating the remain
ing native groups into the wider society of Mexico (INI,
1954:266)*
From 1953 to 1959 the INI established centers for
cultural advancement among the Tarahumara of Chihuahua,
the Mazatec of Veracruz, the Mixtec of Oaxaca, and the
Taeltal and Tzotzll of Chiapas, among whom the present
study was carried out*

From 1960 to 1966 it expects to

found 13 more centers among the various Indian groups of
Mexico*

CHAPTER 1
THE T20T2IL .INPI'MS OF CHIAPAS
,

'

The Area

': ' . '

The 182,81#- Tzotzll'Indians of Highland Chiapas are
one of 21 Maya;groups,living on the Yucatan Peninsula, in the
State of Chiapas, in Mexico, and in Guatemala (Figa l )0

These

groups have a total population of over 2,000,000 (Morley,
19565:17"18)o. The name Tzotzil means Titerally Tbat 'people*.
(Seler, 1904$233)o

The Tzotzil are one of Mexico's least

acculturated and assimilated^ Indian groups and very few have
mastered enough Spanish to be'considered effectively bilin
gual <, Their way of life has not changed greatly since the
Conquest and. relatively few European culture traits have been
added to. their basically prehispanlc way of life:*
Their native habitat in Highland Chiapas near the city
of San Cristobal de las Casas® presents a continuous succes
sion of high rugged mountains which reach a maximum height of
9400 ft*, averaging: about 6Q00 ft*, and everywhere inter
spersed with abrupt cliffs and deep gorges»

There are few

plains or v a l l e y s * T h e area .is .covered with abundant trees
and thick vegetation®
Highland Chiapas remained cut-off and isolated from
the rest of Mexico until 1950 'When the Pan-American Highway
■was extended from Tuxtla Gutierrez, the state capital,
•_

,

'
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Figo lo

Tzotzil Region of Mexico0
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through the mountains to San Cristobal.
Due to the high altitude, the climate is temperate and
humid with summer rains from June through November,
est month of

The warmo
the year has an average temperature of 71 F, In

the valley of San Cristobal there is an average annual precipi
tation of 37 inches; in the mountains nearby it i® generally
much more,
afternoon

During

the rainy season fog appears in the

late

and often becomes so thick that it limits visibility

to a few yards,

During the dry season from December to May

the temperature may go as low as 24° or as high as 76° in the
shade and 100° in the sun (Villa^Rojas, 1960).
Prehistory and History
Archaeological (Adams, 1961:!#S) and linguistic evi
dence (McQuOwn, 1961:141) suggest that the first Maya ancestors
of the Tzotzil probably entered Highland Chiapas in small num
bers during the Early Classic period (350-650 A.D.), apparent
ly from the east and southeast.

Scant archaeological remains

were left by these people, suggesting that they were few in
number.

By the Late Classic period occupation became wide-

spreatE^ Settlements were regularly placed in highly defensive
locations on steep ridgelines, bluffs, hilltops, and even sharp
pinnacles

(Adams, 1961:107)(Lowe and Mason),

The earliest

calendar date in Highland Chiapas, 9,17,0.0,0,,
/

is from Stela

Chinkultie, near Comitan, Chiapas, and corresponds to January

24,' 771 A.D. (Morley, 1953:446) In the Christian calendar.
The myriad Hahuatl toponyms found through the region
provide abundant evidence for ancient contacts with the Aztecs
which in all probability occurred immediately prior to the Con
quest when the politically-ambitious Tenochca were rapidly
extending their empire into Central America,

Today, little

remains of their influence except as preserved in toponyms,
for the garrisons

of troops which they left behind to maintain

control have long since been absorbed into the local Indian
populations.
The first Spanish encounter with the Tzotzil may have
taken place as early as 1520,

Relationships between the two

groups were hostile from the beginning.

The second expedition

into the area led by Captain Luis Marin in 1523 was driven off
by the Tzotzil of Chamula,

In 1528 Diego de Mazariegos con

ducted another campaign into Highland Chiapas and succeeded in
establishing a permanent European settlement,which later be
came the present city of San Cristobal (Bancroft, 1886).
In Chiapas, as in other parts of Mexico, the Spaniards
seized the best lands in the valleys and river beds and left
the less productive mountainous areas to the Indians,

In com

parison to the rest of Mexico, relatively few Europeans set
tled in Highland Chiapas, and as a result, it continues to
have a predominmily Indian population in which Indians out
number •non-Indians by about seven to one.
The conquerors imposed their rule on the IndlAns by

simply removing those in the higher echelons of the native
political and religions hierarchies and replacing them with
their Spanish counterparts„ In this way the Spanish encomen6
7
dero wrested control from the Indian cacique in many places
of economic potential and
the native priesthood.

the Catholic ecclesiastics replaced

The Spanish colonial system estab

lished a type of political and religious control which readi
ly lent itself to the economic exploitation of the Indians.
Since the Conquest the Indians of Highland Chiapas have been
subject top and living on the margin of, the dominant Hispanic
society.
Since the Conquest the had!nos have formed the other
major ethnic group in Highland Chiapas.

A Ladino is anyone

who speaks Spanish, wears European dress, and does not par
ticipate in the life of an Indian society, regardless of
race .(Tax, 1942:43*48)„

There have been Indian rebellions

at various times which were the culminations of nativistic
movements organized to expel the Ladinos.
In June 1712 an Indian girl from the Tzeltal village
of Cancuc claimed that the Virgin Mary had appeared to her in
blazing glory and had told her that she had come to help the
Indians.
officials.

A small shrine was built for her by

the village

In August of the same year the Indians of Cancuc

summoned all the Tzeltal from other villages in the name of
the'Holy Virgin to come to the village to see the Virgin die
on the cross because the Jews were coming out from San
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•Gfeistotal to kill h e r .
At a meeting on August 10th the Indians sent off 2000
11soldi„ers of the Virgin" to kill the Ladinos and to bring pres
sure on Indian towns which had not joined the movement„

At

the Virgin’s shrine the girl was acting as the intermediary
between the Virgin and the public by talking with her from
behind a straw mat so that her voice was mistaken for that of
the Virgin.

The war started in August of 1712, and the Indian

villages were not thoroughly pacified again until March of 1713.
The Indians

of Highland Chiapas also took part ihithe

War of the Castes which inflamed the Maya area from 1847 to
/
/
1901. In 1867 Pedro Diaz-Cuzcat and Augustina Gomez-Checheb,
natives of the Tzotzil municipio of Chamula, made and dressed
a pottery idol which they said had come down from the heavens
to help the Indians and to which all should contribute.

The

new saint drew large crowds and several huts were built about
its shrine in the hamlet of Tsajal-Jemel.
From inside the wooden box Cuzcat used to move the
idol, and as he did the crowd of Indians fell to the ground
crossing themselves.

Augustina, who interpreted the will of

the idol, listened to what Cuzcat said inside of the box and
reported

his words to the crowd.

the mother of God.

Augustina became known as

The authorities from San Cristobal heard

about it and tried to break up the meetings,
they would end in revolt.

fearing that

Cuzcat told the Indians that the

saint had come for the Indians alone and that the time had

arrived for them to do. away with people who were not of their
blood„

He then proceeded to organize a movement to wipe out the

Ladinos

»

Cuzeat made the Indians believe that it was no longer
necessary for them to adore foreign images.

He convinced them

that they should crucify an Indian boy so that they could worship
one of their own people* instead of the gods of the Ladinos„ A
■
/
ten or 11 year old boy* Domingo Gomez-Checheb* was chosen as the
Chamula successor to Jesus Christ and was crucified on Good
Friday 1868»
In June of 1869 the Catholic priest of Chamula went with
three companions to the shrine of Tsajal-Jemel and demanded' the
idols.
four.

The Indians willingly gave up one but decided to keep
On their way back to Chamula the priest and his group

were attacked and killed by a party of 1000 Indians.
lowing day the same Indians killed all

The fol

the whites whom they

could find and subsequently attacked and almost captured San
Cristobal,

The uprising was finally subdued* but guerrilla war

fare continued until October of 1870 (Thompson* 1954;18-20).
Highland Chiapas Today
&t present the Tzotzil Indians live in 28 municipios
in Highland Chiapas and extend into the lowlands toward the
border of the State of Tabasco.

A municlpio is a territory in

which the inhabitants are united by common

religious * political,

economic, and kinship ties in distinction from other territorial
units,

A munieipio is usually composed of a politico-religious

center where the Indians gather for ceremonial and economic
activities on the weekends.

Each municipio possesses a well-

defined territory, dialectical peculiarities, uniform costumes
for all men and women, endogamy, separate politico-religious
organizations, and a strong sense of solidarity against the out
side.

Similar Maya municipios in Highland Guatemala have been

described as tribal in organization by Tax (1937:433-41).

How

ever, this term as applied by anthropologists is too ambiguous
for the purposes of the present study, and therefore, the
municipios of Highland Chiapas will be referred to as folk
societies.

Redfield (1947) states that a folk society is one

characterized by:

isolation, cultural homogeneity; organization

of the conventional understandings into a single web of inter
related meanings; adjustment to the local environment; pre
dominantly personal character of relationships; relative import
ance of familial institutions; relative importance of sacred
sanctions as compared with secular; development of ritual ex
pression of belief and attitude; tendency for much of

the b e 

havior of the individual to involve his familial or local group.
In most municipios monolingualism is high among the
Indians, ranging between 62.68$ in Fantelho to 98.76$ in Chamula
In a few of the most assimilated municipios it is less than 50$.
The educational facilities now available offer only the most
elementary opportunities for instruction.

It is unlikely that

more than 3500 of the total of 182,815 Tzotzil have any know
ledge of even the basic rudiments of reading, writing, or arith
metic.

is
The settlement pattern of High Chiapas is the

vacant

town" type, much like that of Highland Guatemala (Tax, 1937).
Each municiplo consists

of a village center, which is the po

litical and religious headquarters for the Indians, and numerous
parajes or hamlets composed of collections of thatched huts dis
persed throughout the mountains.

If there are Ladinos living in

a municiplo they are generally concentrated in the village center
where they operate stores and do business with the Indians„

The

parajes, on the other hand, with their scant houses surrounded
by corn fields, constitute the year-around settlement area of
the Indians.
the

While small Ladino nuclei live in the countryside,

overwhelming majority of the rural population is Indian.
The most striking characteristicc of Highland Chiapas

continues to be the existence of the Indians and Ladinos as two
distinct ethnic groups.

Each exhibits separate ways of life

with peculiarities which tend to affirm the social distance which
separates them.

The cultural differences between them extend to

practically every facet of life.

This dichotomy is even more

accentuated among the people of San Cristobal, where Ladino
culture of European origin has made the most

advances.

It is

there where one sees how the Ladinos control economics, politics,
and property in general.
The Ladinos

speak Spanish and wear European type cloth

ing, while the Indians wear regional costumes and speak their
own languages.

The houses of the Ladinos are of adobe with tile

roof, and are situatid along streets in villages and towns.

Those

of the Indians are made of thatching and situated in parajes
in the mountains,

Ladinos of all classes deprecate manual labor

and go to great lengths to avoid it,
on physical work and skills.

Indians place high value

.The world view of the Ladinos ex

tends to the Mexican nation and Mexico City is its center,
Ladinos have some knowledge of the "basic facts of Mexican
history and identify themselves as Mexicans,

The Indians have,

a very narrow world view in space

They have, practi

and time.

cally no idea of history except from folktales,

Their.world

view is confined to their paraje and municipio with

which they

are very closely identified.
Indian society has no great differentials of wealth or
social classes.

Higji value is placed on spending excesses of

wealth for social and ceremonial activities so that no accumu
lation can occur.

Ladino society, on the other hand, is divided

into social classes according to wealth.

In spite of the fact

that there are, few or no racial barriers to movement between the
two groups, the tendency of Indian society to consume excess
wealth makes 18passing’* into Ladino society all the more difficult.
If an Indian can acquire a fluent knowledge of Spanish,
dress in Ladino clothing, and follow Ladino customs he can cross
the ethnic line.
impossible.

This change of status is difficult but not

When an Indian passes into Ladino society he

usually enters the class structure on the lowest level.
:' '

■

'

/

' '

'

'■

Economically San Cristobal and the surrounding area

constitute a unit.

The Indians produce the food surplus from
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which the Ladinos of San Cristobal live»

The city is the major

center for distribution and consumption of agricultural products
in the area.

It is also a major center for the manufacture and

distribution of hand-made goods among the Indians, and, there
fore,is a major labor market.

The principal focus of inter

ethnic relations is concerned with this exchange of goods and
services.

There is a market every day of the week, and the

Indians come into the town early in the morning carrying their
products on their backs which they trade for others or sell for
cash.
Indian-ladino Relations
Ethnic relations in Highland Chiapas have remained as
inegalitarian as in colonial times, with the ladinos constantly
assuming the superordinate position over the Indians.

The

social superiority of the Ladino is constantly expressed in
forms of behavior which typify the interaction of
groups.

the two

For instance, in impersonal relations the Ladinos em

ploy familiar terms such as vos and _tu which imply the social
inferiority of the Indian.

In addition, the Indians are address

ed according to their municipio - Chamula, Oxchuquero, Pedrano,
9
etc. The Indians reserve the term kashlan, a corruption of the
Spanish word Castellano to refer to the Ladinos.
rank are referred to as awalil, meaning god.

Those of high

When Indians

address Ladinos they always employ the Spanish feudal respect
terms of don and dona, no matter how miserable the. circumstances
of the latter.

These terms are never applied to Indians, however.

Until a generation ago Indians were expected to walk in
the streetsj while the sidewalks were for the exclusive use of
the Ladinos.

The Ladinos still push the Indians and generally

mistreat them in crowded places such as the market,

Indians are

often apprehensive of accepting food from Ladinos for fear that
it may he poisoned.

In many places it was forbidden for Indians

to ride horses until recently.

Before the 1910 Revolution,

Indians were required to fold their arms and bow in a submissive
position when speaking to a Ladino employer,
is customers, Indians are often treated curtly by Ladino
merchants, and cheated on weights and prices,

The Indians are

aware of being cheated but accept it as inevitable in their
transactions with Ladinos,

It has long been a

policy of Ladinos

to make the Indian’s meter 80 centimeters and his kilogram

800

grams, Diseased meat has been known to be set aside for sale to
the Indians (Villa®Rojas, 1960),

Conversely, Indian merchants

are sometimes bullied by Ladino customers, into selling at prices
lower than those commanded by Ladino merchants„

Whether as

merchant or as customer, the Indian is always at a disadvantage
when dealing with the-Ladino,
The ascendancy of the Ladino group over all Indians is
taken for granted by the Ladinos,

This superiority is almost

always explained as cultural rather than racial.

Even the Indians

seem to have accepted the Ladino scale of evaluation to a large
extent,

Colby and van den Berghe (1961:785) summarize ethnic

relations in Highland Chiapas in these worlds:

19.
■'A superord-lnate mlnGrlty oi* Ladlnos concentrated In
San Cristobal lives among a subordinate majority of Indians
dispersed in the rural hinterland. As .the. differences
between the groups are cultural rather than facial^ Indians
can and do become liadinoized> although the process is ,
neither easy or rapid. Interethnic concubinage is frequent#
and intermarriage occurs, though hot commonly. Ritual
kinship ties growing out of common membership in the Catholic
Church are frequent but unequal and unidirectional. The
Ethnic, division of labor is clear-cut and complementary
.
with the Indians as peasants# unskilled laborers# or
servants# and the Ladlnos as merchants # artisans# clerks #
and professionals. ladlnos generally treat Indians with the
condescending kindness accorded to a backward child. Indians#,
though latently ambivalent and sometimes hostile to the
'
Ladlnos# are outwardly accommodated to their subservient
\ '
status. Rigid rules of etiquette maintain the social
distance between Indians and Ladlnos # but physical distance
in the shape of formal segregation is minimal. Contacts
between Indian and Ladlnos are frequent# particularly in
the sphere of economic exchanges # but only exceptionally
are such contacts of an equalitarian nature.*
The III Program;

Its Methods and Goals

In 1951# a year after the completion of the Ran- •
American Highway# the III. inaugurated a program of directed
culture change among the Tzotzil and Tzeltal.

The final goal

of this program is the assimilation of these Indian groups into
the wider culture and society of Mexico (111# 1954;268) „
center of operations was established in San Cristobal.

Its

.

Among %

its directors have been some of Mexico’s outstanding anthro■
V
- V '
/
'
. ■
pologists# including Dr.- Gonzalo Aguirre-Beltran# and Profes
sors Ricardo. Rozas # Julio de la Puente # Alfonso Villa Rojas
and Raul Rodriguez# its current administrator.
The III believes that the. Indian problem in Highland
Chiapas is to a large extent economic in nature# and its program
is aimed'at-attacking and manipulating.the basic causes,

Its

two-phased approach to the problem of raising,the standard of

20
living in the area consists of:

1 ) industrialization of the

economy of San Cristobal, and 2) technological improvement of
the Indian economy (INI, 1954:266),

To realize the first

objective the IHT is supporting a project to provide the -city
j
of San Cristobal with cheaper electric power which, it is hoped,
will help to transform its present system of handicraft product
ion based on cheap labor into a more modern factory system
with organized labor unions.

The second phase of the INI

program has four fundamental points of concentration in its
work with the Indian municipios1of High Chiapas which a re;
1) communications, 2) health, 3) education, and 4) agri
culture, animal husbandry, and forestry.
Under the communications program the INI, often with
state cooperation, has been working on the construction of a
network of gravel roads connecting the Indian municipios with
Ban Cristobal,

-It has also helped t o .organize cooperatives

within the municipios for the purchase of vehicles for the
transportation of goods and people over these roads.
One of the most important aspects of the INI work is
the medical program.

Medical attention is now available in four

clinics and eight medical posts„

Preventive medicine has played

an important role from the beginning in the INI’s widespread
campaigns against smallpox, typhoid, whooping cough, tetanus,
and typhus.

Included in the program of preventive medicine are

campaigns for the protection and improvement of water supplies,
housing programs, construction and installation of latrines,
public baths, and barbershops, etc.

Among the progressive

si
methods used to further the acceptance of modern medicine are
illustrated posters written in Tzotzil* puppet theatres# and
audio-visual aids»
The educational program attempts to reinforce the federal
government's system of rural schools.

The III has built many

schools throughout the Indian municipios in which it attempts
to teach basic arithmetic as well as literacy
and Spanish.

in both Tzotzil

The first three years of instruction are offered

generally.
The agricultural# animal husbandry# and forestry program
are also carried on in the III center in San Cristobal where
there is a large agricultural experimental station*
The III selects young Indian men and women who are
brought into the center in San Cristobal where they are given
the opportunity to continue primary school# improve their know
ledge of Spanish# and given in-service training in medicine#
education# agriculture# etc.

After the two to three year period

of preparation# they return to their municipios as III ''cultural
promoters" to practice their newly acquired Skills among their
people.

To date hundreds of young Indians have been trained by

the III.
In support of the above program# the III has attempted
to modify the Indian form of municipie government.

Ultimately

it hopes to alter the present governments by decreasing the number
of officials# secular!ztag power# increasing the authority of the
municipal president# substituting monetary remuneration for
prestige as payment for public services# substituting Indian for

La&ino secretaries<,

The assimilation of the Tzotzils into the

wider culture and society of Mexico depends in large part on
the realization of these goals (INI* 1954:268).
The Problem
This is a study of the processes of acculturation induced
by the activities of the INI medicine program and their impact on
traditional Tzotzil medicine,
Two groups of Indians were chosen for investigation.
/
The first was from Larralnzar where the INI preventive medicine
campaigns have penetrated* but where with the exception of a
few patent medicines sold in the village center* there is no
modern medical attention.

The people studied there had never

had modern treatment and were exclusive users of traditional
Tzotzil medicine.

The second group was chosen from the Tzotzil

patients who solicited treatment in three INI clinics and two
medical posts.
before and

Most of these people had had modern treatment

were users of transitional medicine* a phrase which

will be used to refer to the combination of modern and tradition
al Tzotzil concepts and practices of medicine* assumed to result
when the Indians attend INI clinics.
The concepts of disease causation and treatment practices
were studied separately for each group in order to ascertain how
traditional Tzotzil medicine and modern medicine are integrated
by the clinic group.

The resulting information was used as a

basis for suggestions for INI policies and practices which may
accelerate the acceptance of modern medicine by the Tzotzil.

Method
Part I:

A ten month study of Tzotzil folk medicine
1

/

was begun in Larrainzar in October and November 1957; continued
from July 8 until December 19, 1959, and finished in April and
May of 1960=

During this time some 38 adult Indian informants

(35 males, three females) were contacted.
from 20 to 70 years =

They ranged in age

Sixteen were practicing curers and four

were currently holding political offices in the municipio, while
the rest were farmers and housewives.

All were born and lived

all their lives in Larrainzar with the exception of four
informants from the neighboring municipio of Chamula,
two were married,
medical care.

All but

^one had ever gone to school or had modern

With the exception of one person, all were mono

lingual Tzotzil speakers.

All professed the Larrainzar variety

of Catholicism.
This phase of the study was designed to describe
traditional concepts of Tzotzil folk medicine before contact
with modern medicine =

First, in order to provide an ample basis

of understanding, ethnographic data on the economies, social
/
'
organization, and religion of Larrainzar were gathered.
Then
the Tzotzil theory of disease causation was studied and the
names of the most common diseases known to them, as well as
their symptoms, causes, and cures were determined=

In this way

the Tzotzil system of disease classification was established.
The investigator attended 27 curing and six witchcraft cere
monies , studying them in detail with the help of photographs
and tape-recordings.

In addition, ,39 herbal specimens were sent
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to the GIBS? Pfizer and Lederle pharmaceutical companies for
identification and analysis.
Part II:

A six month study of transitional medicine was

carried out from June to November 1960.

During this time a total

of 172 Tzotzil patients (171 men, one woman) were interviewed by
Sr. Pascual Hernandez and the author.

One hundred and six were

selected from the central clinic in San Cristobal, 15 were
contacted at Chamula, 20 at Chili 1, 20 at Hlnacantan, and 11 at
Romerillo (Slig.2).

These patients were natives of all municipios

in Highland Chiapas.

Sixty-eight were from Zlnacantan, 38 from
/

/

/

Chamula, 24 from Huistan, 17 from Chenalho, 12 from San Cristobal,
three from Chalchihuit^n, three from Larra/nzar, three from
Teopisea, two from Hitontic, and one each from Magdalenas, and
Venustiano Carranza.
70 years.

The subjects ranged in age from 16 to over

Two claimed to exercise the role of eurer among their

people.
The clinic group is heterogeneous and represents a wide
range on the acculturation continuum, from completely unchanged
Indians to those who have accepted many Ladino culture traits.
Eighty-two (48^) were monolingual Tzotzil speakers; while 90 (52%)
claimed enough knowledge of Spanish to be considered bilingual,
although very few wehe able to speak Spanish as well as their
native language.

One hundred and forty-two (83$) had never gone

to school; while the 30 (17$) who had achieved a mean of 2.6
years of education.

One hundred and thirty-eight (80$) were

dressed in the native costumes of their respective municipios;
while 34 (20$) were either mixed Indian and Ladino or all Ladino
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clothing.

The vast majority of patients in the clinic group

appeared to have accepted little more of Ladino culture than the
/
harramzar group, and many of these were going to the clinic for
the first time.

These patients were all closely identified with

Indian culture in speech, dress, and education, or lack of same,
and all lived within and participated in the Indian societies of
their respective munieipios.

On the other hand, about 20% of the

clinic group, all of whom were contacted in the central clinic in
San Crist6bal, appeared to have accepted much of Ladino culture
in speech, dress, and formal education.

Most of these patients

were living in places near the Pan-American Highway or on the
outskirts of San Cristobal, and had had modern treatment on several
previous occasions.

Many were living entirely outside of Indian

society and were at least partially assimilated into Ladino
society.

They were included in this group because they maintained

enough Indian culture traits so as to be identified as such.
culture

The

of the clinic group ranges from that of the most isolated

Tzotzil munieipios in Highland Chiapas to that of the lowest
echelons of San Cristobal Ladino society.
The concepts of disease of the clinic group were studied
by means of a questionnaire and later compared with those of the
/

Larrainzar group in order to gain further Insight into the
Indian's reaction to modern medicine and its impact on traditional
Tzotzil medical beliefs and practices.
Theory
This study is designed to test Barnett's (1942) theory
of functional substitution of culture traits in culture contact
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situationso

Using Linton's concepts of form and function,

Barnett adds principle as a characteristic of culture
traits*

In this system the principle is the theme about

which the form is ►organized*

-The principle or theme of

traditional Tzotzil medicine is a configuration of magico:
'
_
-,
■
religious causes; while in modern medicine the underlying
principles of causation are scientific0

3n general, a

principle is an operative system or plan and human behavior
shapes itself around principles*
Linton (1936) has demonstrated the importance of the
connection between a given form of a trait and the meaningfunction relationships in a particular culture*

It is the

severance of the traditional form-meaning connections, by
reason of an insight into underlying principles or the
introduction of new principles which produces the observed
occurrences of different functions*

Spicer (1961:531) refers

to this process as fusional integration® ...The formula which yields
these alternative associations, according to Barnett, and so
characterizes the assimilative integration of traditional
Tzotzil and modern medicine is .as follows:
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Tradi tional
Tzotzil
Medicine

Modern
Medicine

functions

forms

principles

A.

Traditional Tzotzil Medicine:

AEG (culture trait)

Principle A = magico-religious principles of disease causation
Form E
=
"
curing practices
Function G = maintain health by establishing harmonious rela
tionship between the individual and magicoreligious powers.
Modern Medicine:

BGF (culture trait)

Principle B = scientific principles of modern medicine
Form C
= modern medical practices
Function F = maintain good health by keeping the body free of
germs
Transitional Medicine:
Form D

BDG-AEG (culture trait) alternatives

= Tzotzil and modern curing practices combined by
clinic patients
In this diagram A and B symbolize different principles;

C, D, and E represent different forms, although D may draw upon
either C or E as a model; F and G represent different functions.
Each line, therefore, represents a trait, and the convergence of
the two of them represents the recognition of a common function
for them at G, or of a common principle acting on them at B .
Divergence of lines represents different functions at F and G,
the traits being connected by a common principle at B, or a
difference in principles at A and B, connected by a common

function at Go

Line BCP (modern medicine) may be visualized

as the borrowing line swinging over to the left on pivot B to
create a synthesis of modern and traditional Tzotzil medicine
(BBG)f which then operates with and substitutes for traditional
medicine (JIEG),
Hypotheses
1.

The clinic group accepts modern medicine (BCP) as

an alternative, to,rather than as a substitute for traditional
Tzotzil medicine (AEG).

Therefore, in seeking cures, users of

transitional medicine (BDG) vacillate between the two systems of
medicine which are available to them (Linton, 1936:273)„
2.

In transitional medicine, the principles of tra

ditional (A) rather than of modern medicine

(B) predominate

(Linton, 1937; 406)„
3o

Modern treatment is more readily accepted for disease

such as smallpox, whooping cough, typhus, etc*, which the Tzotzil
generally consider they share with the rest of humanity than for
afflictions which they interpret as the result of witchcraft and,
therefore, believe to be typical of Indians only ( Poster, 1952;11)„
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The principles of traditional and modern medicine are.

composed of functionally interrelated parts so that a change in one
part automatically involves an alteration in the adjoining parts
(Linton, 1936:397)0

Therefore, the individuals of the clinic

group who have received modern treatment on various occasions
for the same disease begin to change their concepts of the prin
ciples of these diseased for which they have not received
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treatment«

For example, a subject treated several times for

diseases A,

B, C, and D in the clinic,

may also change his concept '

of the treatment for disease E, even though never specifically
treated for
:
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it0
The modern forms of curing

(c) are integrated into

traditional medicine by giving them magico-religious functions
(G),.and they are accepted as alternatives to traditional remedies
because they are believed to be a more effective type of magic
than is already known (Linton, 1936 5406; Hsu, 19555148-49)0
6.*

Modern medicine is accepted"and integrated into tra

ditional practices more rapidly if the doctor is able to gain the
respect and cooperation of those who already enjoy high prestige
in the traditional social organization and value system of the .
society (Foster, 1955:24) 0

If the objectives of the INI are to be

realized, the role of the modern doctor should complement that of
the traditional curer rather than seek to exclude it (Leighton and
Leighton, 1944; Chap «, 5), and inter-cultural oo.mmunic at ion should be
maximized (Adams, 1956;15 ; Hall and Whyte, 1961; 12 * Saunders,
1954;2lV)o
-
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As a result of the decreasing isolation and homo

geneity of the clinic group due to its increased contacts with the
wider society of Mexico, the sacred principles of traditional
Tzotzil medicine (A) tend to move-toward secularization along
line AB (Redfield, 1941;339)0
■ 80

As the principles of traditional Tzotzil medicine

become secularized by the acceptance of modern curing forms and
principles, the traditional principle-form connections linking

•

the Tzotzil theory of disease causation* system of disease classi
fication* and curing practices are severed.
functions of traditional medicine

As a result* the

(G) begin to be fused with and

replaced by those of modern medicine (F) along

line GF,

As this

process of assimilative integration progresses the world view of
the clinic group tends to approximate more closely that of the
wider society of Mexico in which the use of modern medicine is
more common.

CH4PTEH 2
A HIGHLAED MAYA POLK SOCIETY
Larra^n^ar
r' .
The m n i c i p i o o£»-Larra4-nzar is located in one of the
more isolated and conservative Tzotzil-speaking areas of
Highland Chiapas»

It has many characteristics of a folk

(Hedfieldp 1947$297) or tribal (Tax, 1937) society, being
small, isolated, non-literate, predominantly sacred, and
homogeneous with a strong sense of group solidarity and
organization0

Its borders circumscribe an area of 56 square

miles consisting of one main settlement, the ceremonial and
economic center, and. many smaller rural parajes scattered
over the area0

The village center, composed of a church, a

municipal building and some hundred small houses, is
situated about 17 miles northwest of San Cristobal0

The

village center is occupied nearly exclusively by Ladinos who
live by their commercial,activities with the Indians»
The altitude of the municipio ranges from approxi
mately 3000 to 6200 fto, the village center being located at
one of the highest points»

As might be expected, a moder

ately wide variety of flora is found varying from orange
and banana trees in the temperate altitudes to dense pine
forests in the higher zones0

vPrehistory and History
/

-

There is an oral tradition in Barrainzar whieh links
the origins of the Tzotzil to the Maya of the Classic
Periodo

According to this tradition, their ancestors

inhabited a place to the east of their present location
called Vashak Men, an elegant palace of stone built layer
upon layero

These original inhabitants left Vashak Men,

however, and journeyed in the four directions and eventually
became the gods of the four corners of the world.

The

Tzotzil are the descendants of the group which came to the
west.

They call the gods of the four cardinal points who

support the world on their shoulders, the Vashak Men,

It is

vaguely possible that this myth refers to the early Classic
Maya site of TJaxaetun in the Guatemalan Paten,
three reasons for making this inference,

There are

First, the name

Vashak (Maya, eight) Men (day name in the Maya calendar) may
refer to the long count date, eight Men eight Kayab (April 11,
328 A , D , ) inscribed on stela 9 at TJaxaetun, the earliest
dated monument in Maya hierogliphie writing from which the
site took its name (Morley, 1936292) *

Secondly, Vashak Men,

like TJaxaetun, was built layer upon layer.

Although this

idea is in dispute today, it is worth mentioning that the
Peten area was once supposed to have been the early cradle
from which Maya civilization originally diffused, (Morley,
1.9§6 271) o
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Throughout its history the village has had; desig
nations of Tzotzily Nahuatl, Spanish colonial and modern
origins„

According to local tradition, the first founders

were led there from some place to the east by San Andres,
the patron saint of the municipio„

The village center was

first founded at a place about one mile south of its present
location, just inside the present-day boundaries of the
municipio of Chamula0

This place proved to be very small

however, and so the village center was later changed to its
present location.

This place is notable for the large cave

of white rock nearby, from which the first village took its .
name =

As early as 1591, It was referred to by its Tzotzil

name of Zacanch'en (Tz0 lacan, whitej ohhen, cave), which
undoubtedly was of prehispanic origin (de Ara, 15911292) 0

•

Probably upon the arrival of the Aztecs, who brought this
territory into their empire in the latter part of the 15th
century, the Tzotzil'name was translated into Nahuatl as
Istacostoc (Calnek, 1961:2), which probably served, as its
official name during their period of domination.

When

Christianity was introduced after the Conquest, the Spanish .
formed a new nomenclature by .affixing a patron saint to the
Hahuati name, and so during colonial times it was referred to
as San Andres Istacostoc„

This name endured until the early

1930's when, during one of the government's anti-clerical
campaigns, the patron saint's name was dropped and the
municipio was officially renamed for a local hero.
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Manuel LarrainzarB Unofficially,■however, It has been
:•■■■
. . ;
' '
-■ ' , ■: /" .
■
•'
referred to locally as San Andres Chamula for many years»
-The Present -Situation
According to the unpublished preliminary results of
the 1960 census, the total population of harrainzar is
With a density of population of 150 people per .
square mile, it qualifies as a seriously over-populated area„
The Ladino inhabitants•living in adobe houses with tile roof
concentrated in the village center number 608(Pigo 3); while
the 6677 Indians living in thatched huts are dispersed
throughout the mountains in.parajes (Figo 4)„

The Indian

hut of Larrainzar is .of the general type found throughout the
Tzeltal-Tzotzil region0. The base is generally rectangular
and sometimes square, and generally measures about 1 2 1 x 1 6 s,
allowing a floor surface of nearly 200 sq„ ft*
work is formed by a system of poles „

The frame

The roof is made of

thatched material bound to the frame which forms a sharp peak
with a large opening serving as an outlet for smoke0

The

walls are made of thin poles and are often filled on one or
- two sides with mud0

In front there is a small door made of

two swinging boards which act as an entrance0
The hut is used as a combination of sleeping room, :
storage room, and kitchen0' •As one enters the hut, the first
thing he sees is the cooking fire which burns incessantly in
.the center of the floor„

Most food is cooked by boiling it

in small buckets which 'hang, over the fire suspended on wires

On the Edge of the Village Center
of Larrainzar

HHHHH

from the framework overhead«

The clay tortilla baker is ,

balanced over the fire on three rocks0

In one corner is

found a small table where the meals are prepared*
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manufactured- corn grinder is often attached to the table and
stands out as one of the few modern products in the hut*

The

prehispanic corn grinder is generally present too0
In Larrainzar, as throughout the Chiapas-highlands in
general5, the ethnic differences between Indians and Ladinos
are very apparent*

The Indian wears hand-woven native

costumes uniform for men and women? while the Ladino invariably
is dressed in manufactured-Western-type clothing of a variety
of styles and colors*

The use of footwear is much more common

among the Badlnos than among the Indians*

Probably not more

than ten percent of the Indian men regularly wear huaraehes
or kaites and none ever,wear shoes*

The women and children

go barefoot* The Indian attire has great social and cultural
significance, for it associates the wearer with Indian culture
and creates a strong group consciousness among the members of
the Indian community which sets them off from other communities
Practically all of the ladinos are bilingual, knowing
at least enough Tzotzil to carry on their commercial relations
with the Indians and often much more.x The Indians, on the
other hand, are not bilingual*

In 1940, only 1*33$ of the

' /

Indians in larrainzar knew enough Spanish to be considered
bilingual (INI, 19§0s3§)»
/
There are eight schools in the munieipio of Earrainzar
.

■

with a total enrollment of about 536 children, approximately
107 of whom are Ladinos and the remainder Indians„

Five a r e •

federal schools ^ two are run by the INIj and one is under
state auspiceso

A maximum of four years of education is .

offeredo
■
.
/
These, estimates of school attendance in harrainzar
are very liberal due to the fact that the actual number of
children who appear daily for classes is well below this
figureo

There are often wide discrepancies between the

children formally enrolled in school and those who attend
regularly,

Probably not more than one in eight or ten

Indian children of school age eSso receiving instruction.
The very limited educational resources and facilities only
partially explain this situation,

Education of the Indian

population is a recent introduction, and it has met great
resistance from the older generation who consider that it is
more important to work in the fields, tend sheep, and to
contribute to the economic well-being of his family than to
waste time in school.

It. was probably this attitude which

motivated the burning of the school in the paraje of
Talonvits and other acts of protest over the years that IUI
has been active in the area.
Indian children go to school.

The result is that very few
Those who do attend manage

to learn only a few words in Spanish and make other meager
beginnings when their educational experience ends, and they
are called away to follow the ways of their ancestors.
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I
For .the Indian, Barraxnzar is practically an auto

nomous and independent socid-cultural entity, for its
resources satisfy practically all of his needs without making
it necessary for him to depend, on things from withouto

The

village center is the seat of the political, religious, and.
economic life of the Indian population,)
The Ladinos, on the other hand, depend on both local
resources and those of the wider economy of Mexico0

Although

many grow part.of their own food supply, they generally
supplement this by doing business with the Indians0 A few
are craftsmen such as tailors, carpenters, barbers, etc0
Most Badino famlTIes have stores of very small capital and
sell the Indians various types and quantities of manufactured
12
products, the most important of which is aguardiente„
.

.

/

.. About«»,three years ago the Bad!nos of Larrainzar
organized a cooperative and bought a new 1-ton stake body
trucko

Since, then'"this vehicle has provided daily passenger

and freight service over the poor road between the village
/

center and San Cristobal, creating another link with the
modern w or Id „
Making a Living
Despite the more than 400 years which have elapsed
since the coming of the first Europeans, the economy of the
i
Indian population,,,of Larrainzar, like that of most highland
/
Maya groups * i-a still essentially prehispanic (Vogt, XSSI $142)
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(Wagleyj, 1941) 0

The Indians still practice the traditional

form of slash and burn agriculture, use humans as beasts of
burden, and employ the ancient Mesoamerican market systems,
Since the Conquest some European plants have been introduced
and added to the traditionally basic crops of corn and beansc
The technological introductions have been few®

Although the

hoe has been adopted for breaking the soil, the plow is still
not usedo

Domestic animals such as goats, sheep, chickens,

pigs, mules, horses, and donkeys have been introduced0
Sheep have made wool the basic material of clothing«

The

weaving technique, however, and many aspects of the clothing
itself have remained the same for hundreds of years0
The strict division of labor by sexes leads to a
high degree of interdependence of man and woman which makes
the family a solidly integrated social and economic unit*
Practically all the needs of the various members are
satisfied within the f a m i l y T h e man must build and repair
the house and provide the food0

The woman must prepare the

food, make the clothing for the family, and attend to the
needs of the children0

Marriage offers great economic and

personal advantages, and family life is the common denomi
nator of all Indians1 experiencec

Pew people ever remain

unmarried, for survival as an individual outside of the web
of complementary kinship relationships is neither practical
nor desirable for an Indiano
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Land Ownership and Inheritance
Until not long ago the prehispanic pattern of land
' '/
ownership was predominant in Larrainzar„ In order to claim
lands under this system, a man would move into an uninhabited
locality and begin to clear the virgin forest in preparation
for planting0

By establishing his family there first, prior

claim to the lands was confirmedc

As his sons were born and

grew up on the father’s lands, their eventual claim to it
was also e.stablished0

The patriarch directed their efforts

in the exploitation of the land, and when he. died, his
holdings were usually divided among them*,

After several

generations the original ancestor assumed mythological
proportions, and his descendants spread over a sizeable
territoryo
This prehispanic system still functions in the more
•

x

•

isolated areas of Larrainzar and in nereby Santa Marta,
Santiago, and San Pablo Chalchihuitan«

However, as new

lands are no longer available in the areas of greatest
population density, the larger kinship units have been
reduced in size as the members have moved elsewhere in
search of lands.

The principle of communal lands has slowly

given way to the institution of private property.

Today,

with the exception of sources of water, some grazing lands,
/
and unclaimed marginal territory, land in Larrainzar is
privately owned but still inherited through the male line.
It is becoming more common nowadays for Indiana to seek
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legal documents certifying ownership of their lands0
y
Larrainzar is composed of small land parcels0
According to the preliminary data of the 1960 census, there were
a total of 1021 land owners (1204 Indians and 17 Ladinos)
cultivating a total of 467702§ sq0 hectares of land,

An aver

age of 3 082 hectares per owner or *69 hectares per person
indicate that there is a critical land shortage®
Agriculture
>
The agricultural land in Juarrainzar is divided into
temperate zone located at altitudes of 3000=5000 ft® above sea
level and cold zone located at 5000-8000 ft®.

The growing

season in the lower altitude is longer, sometimes permitting
two plantings a year®

Generally, there is a wider variety of

products in the temperate zone than in the cold zone®
All agricultural activities are governed by the E a r r a i n - •
zar version of the prehispanic Maya agricultural calendar still
in use there today®

This system divides the years into 18
15
months of 20 days each and one month of five days®
Each 20
•day month has its own traditionally-determined agricultural
activities®

For instance, in the month of mukta sak (March 2-

21) in temperate country, the lands are prepared by slash and
burn methods®

Corn, beans, squash, and potatoes are planted®

In mok (March 2 2 -April 10), the following month, the same
activities are continued in cold country®

In temperate zones

limes, avocados, and wheat are harvested®

The field is
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cleaned of weeds twice during the year0

Most crops in the

cold zone are brought to harvest sometime during the latter
half of the Summer or Pal1„
As in prehispanic times new lands are generally
prepared during the winter monthso

The trees are felled and

the vegetation is burned from lands which are brought under
cultivation for the first time*

Both'new lands and those

which have been cultivated previously are broken with the hoe,
the plow, not having yet been introduced.
extremely costly in terms of labor.

This method is

According to Pozas

(19S9s79) it takes 115 man-days of labor to break one hectare
of new ground and make it ready for planting.

It takes 34

man-days of labor to prepare ground which has already been
planted in previous years.
In planting the field, a small hole is made with the
stick and fertilizer such as horse or mule excrement is put
on the bottom.

The seeds are then added and the hole is

covered with ground.

Water is thrown on top to make it grow.

The yearly planting is generally accompanied by prayers to
the gods of the earth asking for success and a plentiful
harvest.
In the Spring and Pall when there is a great deal of
field work, all the members of the family including the
women and children, are often called upon to help the man of
the family.

The man who has many strong sons living at home

is considered wealthy because he is never at a loss for help
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in such emergencieso

Those Indians who own larger amounts of

land often hire those who have little or no land to work for
them hy the day*

Such field work usually pays three pesos
14
per day ($!024 U 0S 6)
and food for about nine hours of work*
Corn is the basic crop in Larrainzar»

It is of such

importance that the quantity of corn produced and owned by
each farmer is the measure of his relative wehlth or poverty=
The scarceness of the land, its poorness, and the primitive
technology employed make it an intensively cultivated crop
from which men try to. obtain a maximum harvest from the mini
mum amount of land*
The poor harvests of corn are also due to the several
plants which form the i$milpa complex0te

Certain varieties of

beams, the second most important crop, are always planted
with the corn, as are squash, potatoes, and lima beanse
Besides these crops, the economy is supplemented by the culti
vation of wheat, peas, sweet potatoes, coffee, sugar cane,
cabbage, lettuce, garlic, onions, chile, peaches, cherries,
oranges, avocados, bananas, tomatoes, etc0, which vary with
the altitude of the life zone in which they are grown0
Band rapidly becomes worn out in some regions due to
the variety of crops which are grown.

It is not rare to

find corn, beans, squash, and potatoes growing in the same
fieldo

Horse, mule, sheep and cow excrement, as well as

ashes are used to fertilize the lands,

Nevertheless, the

Indians find it necessary to practice crop rotation and to

let lands lie fallow for a year or more at a time before
replanting them.

.

A farmer does not usually plant more than

half of his lands at one time*

Crops are constantly subject

to plagues of frost and drought and the ravages of wild and
domestic animals which .make their agricultural efforts even
less productive0
Domestic Animals
/
'
In Larrainzar the principal types of domesticated
animals are chickens, turkeys, sheep, pigs, cows, mules, and horses

o

All of these with the exception of turkeys are of

post-hispanic introduction0
Indians„

Chickens are kept by nearly all

Their eggs are generally sold to M d i n o s rather

than eaten

o

Turkeys are much less common than chickens

0

The

meat of both animals is eaten only on ceremonial occasions»
Probably not more than 20% of the Indian families in
Earrainzar own sheep and, although some flocks are large,
most average from six to eight animals„

The principal use of

sheep is for the production of wool for weaving clothes„
Sheeps and pigs are generally sold to Ladinos who slaughter
them for their meat=

It is very uncommon for an Indian

family to own a cow, and those that do always sell the milk
rather than drink it-themselves = Horses, generally of a very
inferior quality, are owned b y a small minority of IndiansD
Mules are even scarcer and more highly valued»

Both animals

are used as beasts of burden and almost never ridden by the
Indians„
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Wage Labor

■

v
There are few sources of wage labor In Larrainzar
and those that do exist are very poorly paldQ

Usually only

the poorest Indians are reduced to selling their labor, for
ideally they seek to maintain economically Independent
kinship units®

Wage labor is also considered undesirable

because it takes the Indian away from his family and into
strange and hostile environment in which he has little
knowledge of how to fend for himselfo
In the Chiapas highlands wage labor has always led
to Indian-Ladino contact and a great deal of inter-group
friction has tradi-tionally crystallized in the resulting
situationso

Indians who have no lands are often fo,reed to

work f or those who do,,. Such work is generally remunerated
at the rate of three pesos per day and food,

Indians often

find it necessary to work for Ladinos as general laborers
either in their fields or around their houses in the village
center.

The going wage price for such labor is five pesos

per d a y .

Many Ladinos prefer to pay their Indian help in

aguardiente rather than cash because they have found it a
more effective way to keep their employees dependent upon
them.

In many instances a Ladino makes an agreement with

a group_of Indians to do some large task such as repairing
a fence, etc, in return for one or two liters of aguardiente
per day each as remuneration.
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For many year a Indians from Larrainzar and Highland
Chiapas in general have gone to work on the cotton planta
tions in the lowlands near the city of Tapachula, Chiapas =
They were contracted by Ladino labor recruiters who acted
as contact men for the plantation owners„

The abuses, mis

treatment, and exploitation of the Indians by these men are
notoriouso

One of the traditional practices used in recruit

ing laborers was to lend the Indian money in order to get
him drunk0

Once under the influence of alcohol, the Indian

was tricked into affixing his mark to a labor contract0
Upon regaining consciousness later he was reminded by the
Ladino of his indebtedness and informed that he had agreed
to even the account by going to the plantations for so many
months o

If he chose to resist, the Ladino would, beat him

into submission until he agreed to begin the several days
march through the mountains to the plantation*
Since the extension of the Pan-American Highway and
the advent of the INI in Highland Chiapas, the practices and
abuses of the labor recruiters have been modified consider
ably by governmental controls and regulations.

Nowadays the

Indians who are contracted usually go as a group or are
transported in trucks provided by the plantation owners to
Arriaga, Chiapas, where they board the train for Tapachula.
Upon arriving at their destination, they are taken to the
plantation which has hired them.

There they live in

quarters and -eat the food provided by their Ladino employer.
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These facilities are often very poor even by Indian standards,
as is the general treatment received by the Indians from the
Itadino overseers (Pozas, 19S%?12i-30)o -They frequently remain
in the lowlands for several months during Which time they
become quite rundown in health from the long hours of excessive
ly fatiguing labor, the unhealthy climate, and the poor living
conditions»

Many Indians become ill and die from malaria and

other diseases of hot, damp, climates, and such migrations to
the plantations arB* feared for their notoriously high
mortality rates0
Food
15
Corn in the form of tortillas and posol

accompanied

by salt and chile is the basic form of nourishment0

Many

people do not have beans,and coffee and bread are almost
never eaten0

In places where the dampness and the fertility

of the soil permit, a great variety of products is grown,
creating a more diversified dieto
The Indians consume little meat»

Pork and dried fish

are eaten occasionally and are considered a great delicacy*
When the hadinos slaughter a cow in the village center, as is
their weekly custom, the Indians are seldom able to buy any
thing but the intestineso

The more edible parts are purchased

by the Ladinos themselves*
The amount of food that an Indian eats and has in
reserve is the most widely accepted indication of his Wealth*
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Those who have much land and reap plentiful harvests manage
to store many ears of corn for use during the nonproductive
months of the year*

Hany families are less fortunatep

however, and for them it is more common to suffer a scarcity
of food, resulting in chronic hunger and undernourishment0
In nearby Santiago, probably the poorest area of the municipio,
it is not uncommon for the Indians to go without eating even
tortillas for days at a time0
The Role of Alcohol
/
Many Indians in Larrainzar have their own clandestine
36
stills where they manufacture their own low-grade ehicha
and aguardiente from sugar eane<>

Most Indians produce these

alcoholic beverages both to satisfy their own needs and to
sell to their friends and neighbors=

Home brewed aguardiente

sells for about two pesos per liter»

This practice is against

Mexican law and the Indians who have illegal stills are
constantly apprehensive of the unexpected arrival of the
government agents who occasionally risk an attempt to confis
cate an Indian's stillo

The Ladinos in the village center

sell a liter of aguardiente which is brought in by the ftrue'k
of the. cooperative for three to five pesos per liter0
As among most Maya groups, ritual and ceremonial
t
drinking are a cultural norm in larrainzar0 Bunzel (1940)
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noted that alcohol is the common denominator of practically
z
all social interaction in Chamula0 In Larrainzar drinking is
■

an act laden with social meaningo

'

/

The solitary drinker, or

man who drinks while others abstain, is as unknown as is the
total abstainer*

Not only is drinking always social, it is

always ceremonial0

Drinking forms a part of every ceremony,

religious or social - the worship of the saints, the curing
of the sick, the celebration of marriage or baptism, the
closing of a contract * whether it be betrothal or the sale
of a sheep, the termination of a journey, or any other
occasion when men and women come together=

Even the casual

drinking of the road or market place is ceremoniouso

Alcohol

is so much a part of the religious manifestations of the
Tzotzil that -it is thought to be sacred and to abstain from
it is to deprecate Tzotzil tradition and offend the ancestorsc
The use of alcohol is so well integrated into both
the sacred and secular aspects of their culture as to consti
tute a norm of human behavior0

Alcohol is not socially

disruptive among the Tzotzil but a mechanism of social inte
gration 0

Children of both sexes, are introduced to the use of

alcohol at a very early age0
to th,e oldest woman drinks 0

Everyone from the youngest child
At fiestas the whole manic ip io

finds itself in varying degrees of intoxication for a day or
even a week =

Most Indians continue to drink heavily through

out their whole lives, and alcohol constitutes an important
element of their daily diet0

Seldom a day passes in the life

of.an Indian in which he fails to drink0

According to

B u n z e l ( 19402372)s the average daily consumption is about
' 13 ounces of aguardiente»

For most Tzotzil, ceremonial and

religious drinking constitute the essence of human existence,
for they are unable to conceive of a greater pleasure than
drinking at a fiesta among an assemblage of relatives and
friends 0
Drinking has an important status functiono

When

aguardiente is consumed, it is generally shared by a small
group of friends and relatives»

The- first drink is -for the

man who bought the bottle, the second for the man who takes
charge of the bottle and pours, the rest are distributed to
the other men present in order of age and rank„

The women

drink after the men in their order of age and rank0 When all
have had their first drink, the order is repeated until the
bottle is emptyo
/

It is very difficult to be an abstainer in Larrainzar,
for to refuse-a drink automatically excludes one from nearly
sill the social and religious life of the community,.

Such a

person is viewed with suspicion and can never arrive at a
place of consequence or responsibility in the social organization of the community0

In Larrainzar it is said?. !,He

who does not drink isn’t a citizen,” because an abstainer
has no place in Tzotzil society»

The Weekly Market
7
Larralnzar is quite self-sufficient as far as food,
production is concerned*

Unlike the Chaim las, the Indians

of. harrainzar manufacture no products for the commercial
market (fozas, 1959^104)*

Although any of all of the agri-

cultural products of Larralnzar appear on the market from
time to time, the most common crops offered for sale are
corn and beans*

On the average, a man is able to carry to

market 12 measures of corn (gross value, $2*40 UoS), or 12
measures of beans (gross value, $ 4 oS0 U* 8 *).

The capital

value of his produce is very small and when sold, allows him
little buying power in return for the extensive effort he
had put forth to grow it *

The people from Larralnzar

generally depend on the Chamulas for the hand-manufactured
goods such as some articles of clothing, musical— instruments
such as harps and guitars, washing troughs, basketry, and
pottery*
•

/

The economy of Larralnzar shows many obvious signs
of transition from that of a typical Indian village to a
more-modern money economy*

Even so, barter still supplements

cash'transactions as a form of exchange among Indians*
Cash is used in most dealings between Indians and Ladinos0
*

•

.•

As in almost all of Mexico, haggling is the standard method
of establishing the selling price of all articles*
The weekly market which takes place on Saturday and
Sunday is an event of major social, economic, and religious

significance in Barrainzar0

The Indians converge on the

village center from all parts of the municipio as well as
from the nearby municipios of Ohamnla, Santiago, Magdalenas,
and. Santa Marta0

On the average weekend they number approxi

mately 1000, but during fiestas, 2000 or more are likely to
attendo

The Indian families usually leave home on Saturday

morning destined f or the village -center0

Bach member carries

the products which he hopes to sell on his back in nets held
by cowhide laceTs-and a forehead strap 0

The family generally

proceeds down the path in single file, the man in the lead,
followed by his wife and childreno

A few Indians are fortu

nate enough to have

horses ormules to serve as beasts of

burden, but this is

quite exceptional,,

They begin to arrive in the village center by Saturday
noon and go directly to the square in front of the church6
There they begin to look for a place to unload their goods
and sleep for the night 0

They invariably choose the front of

one of the Eadino houses around the square and then begin to
unload their possessions and set up quarters for the night0
A. few ask permission from the owners of the houses, but most
just move in and settle down in the best available placeo
Small fires are built on the spot for heating tortillas and
the other edibles which are prepared-by the woman of the
familyo

As the day

wears on, more Indians

arrive, and by

nightfall the square is alive with people„This offers a
great opportunity for socializing as people from distant

§5
parajes gether together to exchange news and impressions of
the events in their lives which have occurred since their
last encountero

The weekly: market undoubtedly makes many

social relations possible which would not otherwise take
place in the normal course of life0

By nightfall several

hundred Indians have gathered together, and as the sun
disappears, they settle down to sleep under thin cotton
blankets huddled together in the doorways and porches of the
Ladino homes around the village square0

They usually talk and

socialize for several hours and true silence does not envelop
the group until midnight or later0
On the following morning, the Indians rise before
dawn and begin to spread their products on the ground in
preparation for the market,- (Pig? 5 ),

In the meantime,

many more people stream into the village from the nearby
parajes and the square becomes even more alive and overflowing
with humanityo

Those anticipating purchases circulate around

the market to compare the quality and prices of the products
on display*

Other people stroll through the crowd engaging

in conversation wherever they encounter their friends?
Several Chamulas generally lend great atmosphere to. the
already colorful market by wandering through the crowd play
ing accordions and strumming homemade guitars?

On the side

lines Ladino barbers administer rapid low-priced haircuts
and shaves to the waiting Indians?

By 11:00 A?M? the activity

reaches, its peak as the village becomes alive with Indians

•Piga 5 Q

The Weekly Market®.

m
from all over the surrounding territory0
As soon as the Indians sell their products, they use
the cash to purchase aguardiente from the Ladino merchants <=
Drinking then begins on a large scale as myriad small groups
of friends and relatives throughout the village share bottles
of aguardienteo

The younger adults generally provide drinks

for those whdttthey recognize as superior to them in age and
prestige, especially curers and old men*

Drinking is am

important institution for winning the acceptance of those who
have status in the group, and offering a drink is one standard
mechanism for demonstrating respect»

Older men and especially

those who occupy "elite16 roles in Darrainzar society calcu
late their relative status b y how of-ten they are offered
aguardiente„

A man who believes that he has really "arrived" .

frequently measures his success by boasting that he never has
to buy a drink for himself because his friends are only too
willing to provide it for h i m a
As the day wears on, the market activity slowly ends
and practically the flail attention of the group turns to
drinkingo

By 2 %00 P 0M o, drunkenness becomes general through

out the village and reaches orgy proportionso

The usual

course of intoxication is a progressive numbing of mental
faculties terminating in stuporo
in all phases of inebriation^

Everywhere people are seen

Indian men, momen and children

stagger from one place to another in an alcoholic bewilder
ment o

All types and quality of emotions are openly expressede

Some are extremely euphoric and laugh giddily with their
companions as they struggle to maintain enough control to
continue pouring drinks=
and hostile*

Others become extremely aggressive

Many raging arguments expressed in incoherent

whines and screams soon evoke threats of violence*

The

bodily assaults which often result are generally broken up
by the minor village officials, who maintain a constant
vigil in order to prevent woundings and murders, When such
things do occur, -one of the individuals involved is generally
shunted off to the local jail for a few hours or even over
night in order to separate the contenders.

Many Indians

exceed their capacity and pass out wherever they happen to
be and are left lying on the ground oblivious of their
surroundings*
By the late afternoon the Indians have begun to make
their first efforts in the direction of home, .Wives follow
their husbands and attempt to help them when they fall, and
family members generally attempt to assist each other to
regain enough equilibrium to be able to stand and stagger
down the paths leading from the village.

They often weave

from one side of the path to the other and stumble several
times before going far.

Drunken Indians line the paths*

Although most manage to regain their senses and return home,
some are not able to regain consciousness and lie in the
path all night exposed to the cold, penetrating dampness*
By nightfall practically all of the Indians have left the

village center and .normality returns as the streets once
again "become enveloped in silence0
Indian-hadino Relations
♦ , . The Ladinos in the village center are very small
scale capitalists who serve as the municipio’s tenuous link
to the national economy and culture of Mexico0

Almost every

family sells cigarettes, cheap candy, dried and canned food,
candles, soda pop, and inevitably other products trucked to
the villageo
There are a few who have larger stores and sell a
wider variety of products such as cloth, ready made clothing,
light hardware, farm tools, kerosene, cheap patent medicines,
and even antibiotics«

Some Eadinos who own the largest

stores in the village also possess sizeable amounts of agri
cultural lands and herds of cattle which are generally worked
and cared for by Indian tenant workerso

These few Ladinos

are the richest in the munieipio0
The two groups have- regular economic relations and
their activities are interdependent and complementary<, The
Indians supply the-Ladinos with food, raw materials, and
unskilled labor in exchange for manufactured products and
especially aguardiente0

In inter-group relations the

Ladinos always have the superordinate position in dealing
with the Indian *

All transactions a re carried on in

Tzotzil and the Indians generally are browbeaten by the
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Ladino’s attempt to force the price as low as possible*

For

instance,.on market day Ladinos often go to the entrance of
the village in order to intercept the Indians and buy their
products at reduced rates before they enter the village *
They are very aggressive as a rule, grabbing what they want
and throwing the Indians the least acceptable amount of money*
The Indians resent this treatment but generally do not
protest openly*

The ladinos then resell their acquisitions
•
/
■
f
at a profit in the market of harrainzar or San Cristobal*
Many hadinos set up temporary stands in the square
during the market and sell meat, cigarettes, candy, candles,
soda pop,'religious pictures, mirrors and other trinkets*
-Most of these articles are bought by Indians and Ladinos
alike*

When the Ladinos slaughter the cow on the main street

of the village every Friday morning, the best cuts of meat
are always bought by the Ladinos *

The Indians who are able

to buy meat wait passively on the sidelines for the Ladinos
to finish their purchases before they step forth to claim the
most inferior meat and the intestines*
Many of the most conflict-ridden inter-group relations
grow out of the Ladinosf role as vendors of aguardiente*

The

Ladinos are interested in maximum profits and therefore will
sell the Indian as much aguardiente as they are able to pay
for in the present or future*

Indians who are drinking in

the village center congregate in front of the Ladino *s store
where they are being supplied with drink*

If bottles are

©1

used which belong to the Badlno., the "Indian is required to
leave his hat in order to insure its safe "return«

The more

they drink the louder they become, and they soon reach the
point when arguments and fights can flourish in a moment.
In the later stages many pass out and lie wherever they
happen to be until the effects of drinking abateo
_.The Ladlnos encourage Indians who they know have
economic resources to buy aguardiente oh credit.

Such

Indians are given unlimited amounts of aguardiente and
allowed to drink themselves heavily into debt.

They often

remain in the village center for several days drinking on
credit, eating little, sleeping wherever they happen to be,
and only leave the village center when friends or relatives
are able to cajole them back to their homes.

The Ladinos

keep the accounts and often charge the Indians twice the
regular price for what they have drunk,

hater, when they

recover sobriety and return to the village, they are
confronted by the storekeepers who invariably-remind them
of their debts,

4s Indians generally have little cash,

they frequently make restitution by delivering corn, beans,
coffee and other farm products to the Ladino,

If the

Indians fail to pay, the Ladinos may go to their houses in'
■order to extract payment by force.

They may seize anything

of value such as a domestic animal, a blanket, or he may
even forcefully relieve the Indians of a piece of clothing.
On occasion they even abuse the Indians physically, only to
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be met generally with a dociles submissive react ion0
/.

Larrainzar and the World
In spite of the INI’s activities over the last ten
/
years, Larrainzar is still a folk community, remaining
culturally and socially distinct from the wider society,
and in large part, economically autonomous0

Practically all

matters are internally regulated within the community on the
household, paraje, and community level0

Their external

relationships with other communities of the state, both
Indian and Ladino, are much less frequent and few assume
major importance0

Those on the national level are so rare

as to be nonexistent

( F i g o

6 ) =, The life experience and

world view of most Indians seldom reaches beyond the
munieipio in which they are born, live, and die®
The physical barriers created by the steep and often
impassable mountains of the region have limited the Indian’s
travel to a very small area*

Few other villages, probably

not half a dozen, are ever visited personally, and as many
more are known by name only to the average inhabitant of
/

Larrainzaro

As a rule, not more than three or four villages

exchange visits of patron saints annually, but on these
festive occasions there is considerable interaction between
the inhabitants of the communities involved0

Just as

Tax (1941) reported in Highland Guatemala, economic interests
and inter-relations often draw people from Larrainzar to

Pigo 6c,
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far away places but the interaction with other Indians, and
especially Ladinos, tends to be superficial and determined
by economic motives nearly exclusively.
Many Barrainzar men have gone as far as the coffee
plantations near Tapachula over 100 miles from the village
where they have worked for the season and then returned to
their families0

During these periods, many have had contact

with fellow workers from other highland Maya villages of both
Mexico and Guatemala as well as Ladinos who serve as their
superiors.

These experiences tend to be superficial and

without lasting effects, and after the coffee season, they
return to their village and resume work as farmers.
The limits of travel in.the opposite direction are
bounded by the city of Tuxtla Gutierrez, about 35 miles from
the village center.

The few people from Barraiazar who

have arrived there have usually remained only a day or two,
after which they returned to their familiar surroundings in
the highlands.

The vast majority spend their lives within

the narrow limits of their own paraje and municipio.

There

are some who are born and die there without traveling to
San Cristobal, and there .are some people of middle age who
have never traveled as far as Chamula,
Their view of the universe is formed within
narrow temporal and spatial boundaries,

very

They consider them

selves to be different from people of nearby munick.pioa,
■ '
/
z '
such as Chamula, ginacamtan, Chenelho, etc, because of the

obvious variations in costume, speech, patron saints, and
customs, and even more distinct from the inhabitants of
more remote municipios such as Tenejapa, Huistan, and
Venustiano Carranza»

The most distinct form of humanity is

the Badimo, however, and this term is usually flexible
enough to include Mestizos and foreigners alike.

Probably

not more than one percent have any awareness of the State
of Chiapas or the Mexican nation, which is even more remote
in their experience.

For the vast majority, the geographic

center of the world lies somewhere within the manicip£o of
Chamula 0

CHAPTER 3
SOCIAL AND POmiTICAE ORaAHIgATIOH
Social Structure
The social, organizatioia of Larrainzar is slowly
entering a state of transition after a very long period of
relatively little change<, At present it is neither an
entirely isolated Maya folk society nor a typical Mexican
p e a s a n t ^ village,/for although the "attributes of the
former are predominant but on the decline, those of the
latter are present and dm the increase0

These gradual

-changes are probably the result of the recent improvements
\
/
on the road between the village center and San Cristobal
which have allowed more frequent passage of vehicles0

In

' this way greater dependence on the regional and national
/

market has been created, bringing Earrainzar a step closer
to integration into the world economyp
The structure of Earrainzar-society is analyzed
here on three separate but interrelated levels, that of
the household, the paraje, and the municipiOo

Each has its

distinctive principles of descent and residence which, to
a large extent, determine intra and inter-group behavior*
Every individual, consequently, has a position and
/

participates in all three levels of Larrainzar social
organizationo

Kinship and Kinship Behavior
The great reverence and respect associated with age
in general is possibly the most important characteristic of
/

Karrainzar kinship behavior0

This attitude is clearly

reflected in the kinship terminology which is bilateral and
differentiates relatives primarily b y generation, sex, and
affimityo

In the ascending and descending generations of

one's patrilineage the principle of collaterality is recog
nized; whereas in egofs own generation relatives of the
same sex are merged and differentiated by relative age @
The kinship terminology of Larrainzar is the same as that
described b y Bozas (1§S@ s4S-4@) for ChamalaQ
The male members of ego's ascending generation are
referred to as bankilal (older brother);

while those of

the descending generations are itslnal (younger brotherK
Age is a very important factor in Tzotzil1 society because
it is generally not until a person is older that he can
achieve the most important roles in the system of political
and religious -leadershipo

In--all relationships, consider

ations of age are a prime factor in structuring patterns of
social interactiono

When people of different generations

meet, whether they belong to the same patrilineage or not,
the younger person must bow and offer the crown of his head
to be touched by the older person, addressing him in a
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deeply respectful manner<, When conversing$, the younger
person retires and turns to one side in order to avoid being
disrespectful by looking directly into the older person's
faceo

Only members of the same generation interact on an

equalitarian basis, and greet by facing each other and
touching the other’s palm with two fingerso
The generational principle is so important in
Tzotzil kinship behavior that it pervades their" whole per
ception of realityo

Prom the Indian’s point of view there

are bankilal and itsinal saints, caves, and water holes, and
even mountains are arranged in this order of importance»
Ritual Kinship
Ritual kinship (SpQ, compadrazgo) also exists among
the Tzotzil and is established through baptism^ the only
Catholic sacrament practiced by them to date0

lon-relatives,

that is people having a different surname, are generally
preferred as ^g&dparents (Sp0, compadre? T z 0, kompagre ) for
one’s children*

Baptisms in many cases are carried out by
/

the me ’santo, the highest form of Indian surer in harrainzar,
and probably less often b y the Ladino Catholic priest0

Both

are equally valid for the Indians who probably prefer the
former because the m e ’santo, a very important man in their
society, becomes the parents’ ritual kinsman as a result0
According to the Badinos, Indians do not maintain the
responsibilities of ritual kinship toward their ggbdchildrem

as traditionally defined b y the Hispanic custom from which •
this practice originated*
The Household
/
The household is a basic social unit in Larrainzar

society for within it are combined the lineage principle of
descent and the family principle of residenceo

"

4s a rule

the .Larrainzar household is composed of one or more nuclear
families whose male heads form a patrilocal patrilineage =
In the simple o r .extended form the.household is the most
closely knit social, political, economic, and religious unit
in larrainzar society*

It is the common denominator of

every Indian’s experience and the institution which gives
his life its most satisfying values and deepest meanings o
The complex network of social relationships which constitute
family life are very cohesive because practically all of the
needs of the individual are satisfied within their framework =
The high degree of internal cooperation makes family living
the basic element of all experience*

People are generally

very closely.identified with their families because they
know that without the support of kinship ties, it is almost
z

impossible to survive in larrainzar*
The usual household settlement pattern is that of
four or five huts located close together with a father and
his several married sons and their children composing a
patrilineal extended family with sometimes as many as five
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generations represented,.

The oldest male members of the

household form the basis of the patriarchy whose authority
is derived from their ownership and control of the land on
which their married sons and their families live and work0
They decide how the land shall be divided, how it shall be
used, as well as when to plant and harvest.

They serve as

the.ultimate arbitrators of the internal problems of their
households and often represent its interests in situations
involving other social entities,
/

In Iiarrainzar, as among the Tzeltal of Gxehuc
described by Siverts (1960:14), birth, adoption, marriage
and death are the events responsible for the structural
changes in particular households.

These changes may be

described as phases in a developmental cycle in which four
phases may be recognized (Pig, 7):
1, Natural growth of the elementary family until the
wife reaches menopause.

During this phase orphaned children

m a y b e adopted, and widowed or separated sisters (true and
classifieatoryj included together with their children,

A

second wife may also be taken into the group.
Work on the milpa, in the gardens, and in the
kitchen is distributed according to age and sex.
In order to survive, this steadily increasing group
has to extend the area of cultivation,
2,

Adult sons and daughters marry; this incorporates

some affines into the household.

Married daughters stay at

Figo V 0

Family Development Cycle In
Larralnzar$
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home temporarily, viz c, the year of "bride service0

Sons

and their families live in their father’s house until they
themselves cam afford to build new houses0

fhe territory

under cultivation needs to be doubled in this period»
3o

The oldest son with his family establishes an

independent household in the neighborhoodc

He still helps

his father, though his own household is usually a discrete
unit of consumptiona

The size of the original household may

remain almost the same in spite of the fact that daughters
and sons marry and move, but the maximal size has been
passed.». .•.thereafter a gradual limitation of the cultivated
fields can take .place©
4©

The younger son does not move as long as both

parents are alive and need his help©

Eventually he inherits

the house and garden, and the cycle reverts to phase 1©
/' ■ ;

The Parage:

The paraje is:a larger descent and residence aggre
gate than the household, for it tends to unite members of the
same sib^® who life in the same area or paraje©

Parajes are

generally composed of several patri-lineages occupying
households located In the same area whose male heads were
formerly, and in many eases still are, linked by common kin
ship ties into exogamous patri-sibSo

The households are

generally dispersed over a wide area and usually, but not
necessarily, adjoin their own fields ©

The members of these
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households live and work together and consider themselves to
he kinsmenj, even though they are tmable to trace -their exact
relationships to every member of the g r o u p I n the past,
parajes undoubtedly were more highly organized as patri-sibs,
and although this level of organization is disappearing near
the village center where there is greater contact with.the
money economy of the hadimos, many patri-sibs still survive
■
/
in the more isolated parajes of Earrainzar today where
segmentation of large kinship groups has not yet taken place „
There is a direct relationship between the settle
ment pattern of the paraje and the predominant system of
slash and burn agriculturee

The present level of technology

makes it necessary to continually bring new lands under
cultivation because- the old quickly become exhausted and are
easily subject to erosion..

New lands are constantly sought

by moving further into the mountains and cutting and burning
the forests to prepare the land for planting„

Therefore,

the location of the paraje is sometimes quite temporary and
can be created and disappear in a relatively short period of
time if its lands become exhausted or insufficient to main
tain those who seek a living from it*
When unexploited lands were more plentiful in .
/
Earrainzar, claims to them were originally established when
a man felled the virgin forest, planted crops, and began to
reside there«

In this way the right of his lineage to live

and work in the paraJe was established by prior use and
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oeempaticmo

The rights to the lands are inherited patri-

lineally and the male members of a patri-lineage trace their
claim to their territory to an original settler0

As the

population of a paraje increases the original lineage grows
and becomes a sib, and the households spread over the nearby
lando

Formerly patrilineages grew to the proportions of

sibso
The general rule of patrilocal residence combined
with that of paraje exogamy allows the patriarchy of the
lineage to retain control of-their lands»

The custom when

a man marries is for him to bring his wife to live in his
father's household where he continues to work as he did
before0

After about one year or more, the couple will build

its own hut near that of the father and his other married
sons o

Upon the expiration of the father, the sons share

equally in the: inheritance of the lands 0

The daughters do

not inherit land however, for it is assumed that they will
marry and be maintained thereafter by their husbands in his
paraje.
The social organization of Larrainzar probably
reached a higher level of complexity in the past when it
formed a system for the communal exploitation of land
similar to the calpulli of the prehispanic Aztecs»

There is

good reason to believe that this may still be the case in
V
the more isolated areas of Larrainzar and also in the nearby
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communities of Santiago a n d .Santa Marta, where the road has
not yet penetrated and the population pressure on the land
/

resources is mot yet as great as in Larrainzar0

/

Guiteras-

Holmes (1959) reports this prehispanic fora of social organ
ization in the adjoining municipio of Chalchihuitan0

However,

in the parajes which are closer, to the village center, there
has been greater density of population which has caused
greater scarcity of land, and in most cases, that which is
available is insufficient to meet the needs of the people*
The desire for new lands has caused men to leave their
parajes in order to seek cultivatable lands in the less
populated areas of the municipio*

.When a sib becomes seg

mented the geographically removed patri-sib segments become
separate patri-sibs with time and often intermarry, consider
ing themselves distinct social units with distinct territories
and antecedents*

In this way people with the same surname

become husband and wife*

The larger„soelal units have become

segmented so that nowadays communal lands exist only in. the
most isolated- sectors, where the institution of private
property has not yet replaced this old custom*
It is not
/
uncommon to find parajes in Barrainzar constituted of house
holds of two, three, or more patri-lineages, and this
tendency toward atomization of larger groups will undoubtedly
increase in the future as the population increases*

How

that new lands are becoming very scarce, it is becoming more
common to buy property with cash, and although nearly

completely Illiterate and monolingual for the moat partj,
many heads of households have sought to protect their invest
ments b y acquiring legal documentation to prove ownership of
their lands!
The Munieipio
The munieipio is the most inclusive social aggregate0
/

The various patri-lineages and patri-sibs.of Larrainzar
living throughout its 57 parajes are designated by a total of
/
/
f
13 surnames which are: Diaz, Hernandez, Lopez, Santis,
Gonzalez, G6mez, Perez, Nu'nez, Ruiz, Monte jo, Teratol,
Vasquez, and Batista0 • Although patri-lineage and patri-sib
exogamy is the norm, die munieipio as a whole follows strict
endogamy and inter-munieipio marriage is practically non
existent o
/
The munieipio of Larrainzar and its dependent agency,

Santiago, is composed of a total of 17 parajes which are:
1 0 Arkoch1en

10„ Chaukiluk 5um

2 o Ba c h ‘en

1-10Chaukiluk?um

3 o Bashantik

12 cChichelalo

4o Batsitetik

1 3 0 Chonomyakilo

So Bayalemo

14a Ohoyf) (Santiago)

6 o Biktaluk ’urn

15 c Chuchilton

7 0 Bok'em (Santiago)

16<, Jok’olo

So Buena Vista

17 oJolbash

§ 0 Cha’lotoj

1 8 o Jolnachoj

■
.

(Santiago)
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39, San Cristbbalito

19 o Jolnamoch
20 o Kant e

.

40, Shanate

21, Kaomtetik

41. Shulumo

22 o Eatshilton

42. Sikiluk’um

23.0 Hukilo

43. Stenlejsotsetik

24 Ma joval

44. Suitik

t

2 6 , Meono

46 . Tabiluk*um

26 o Muktavits

46,

27* Natok

47. Talonvits

28 o Nachitom

48 * Tentik

29 * Eashinich

49 . Tiamnal

v.

SO,

Einamo (Santiago)

SO.

i

Tajlevilo

Tibo

31» Eintetik

61 , Tres Puentes

32 * Patentik

52 . Tsajalo

33 * Pikintetlk

53 o Tsutsben

34, Pokolton
SB,

Pontevits

.. 54 o Tsolilo (Santiago)
' §5.

TJnena.lt ik

36 0 Potobtik

56. Yutch’en

37. Pusilo (Santiago)
"/
38, Sakpukano

57. Yolte

The village center is the focus of the political,
religious, and economic activities in the municipio0
Although many affairs of this type are carried on in the
parajes, which are often secondary politico-religious
centers, the most important matters are carried on in the

village centero

The politico-religious hierarchy is the

main governing and. ceremonial body and all its functions
are realize# in the village center0
The Politico-Religious-Structure
According to Aguirre Beltran (1953)«, the officials
of the manicipio governments of Highland-Ghiapas rule
together with, and subordinate to, the officials forming the
traditional government, which is clearly a blend of preSpanish and Colonial elements0

In both the prehispanic

Indian and medieval Spanish systems, there existed a hier
archy of politico-religious offices 0

In the Indian system

leadership was provided b y a hereditary "elite"; while in
the Spanish system offices were periodically rotated among
lay holderse

The positions of the modern Indian politico- '

religious hierarchy are part of both the municipal system of
town government introduced in the early Colonial period and
of the local organization of the "folk" Catholic cult«,
Consequently, it could be assumed that the modern hierarchy
is basically of Spanish origin (Carrasco, 1961; 484)0
The successful introduction of the Spanish form of
village organization in Mesoamerica rests upon the fact that
it could adapt itself to the existing Indian social structure6
It also proved most suitable to the transformation of the
native societies into a peasantry of autonomous, equalitarian, and democratic communities»

The transformation of

the-politico-religious hierarchy is a direct function of
the change from folk to peasant society by the Mesoamerican
Indian - the fact that formerly independent stratified
societies became unstratified peasant communities within a
wider social system*

The hierarchy changed from being a

mechanism for the selection of personnel for the validation
of inherited claims to high office within a stratified
independent society to a mechanism for the sharing of
responsibilities among members of an unstratified segment,
a peasant community within a larger society*
These were key features in the development of the
municipio as the basic social and cultural unit, and they
also account for the development of the politico-religious
hierarchy as a system for sharing governmental and ceremonial
expenses among the villagers *

This is part of an equal

distribution among all members of the burden imposed on the .
community by the state*

The hierarchy system also.has

survival value in that the immediate consumption of economic
surpluses through fiestas and ritual drinking holds the
community together by checking internal economic and social
differentiation*

At the same time economic and social

conditions in the wider society generally do not allow the
assimilation of the Indians *
■
/
The politico-religious hierarchy of Barrainzar is

a typical example of this form of government *

It is

composed of three bodies which are the Ayuntamiento
Constitutional, the Ayuntamlento Regional and the
principalss (Tz 0, moletik, elders).

The first is the only

legitimate administrative organization which is recognized
by the state government of Chiapas and does not deal with
any religious matters.

The Aymn tami en to Constitutional

and the Ayuntamiento Regional are very closely integrated
because the offices of the former compose the highest
political offices of the latter.

The Ayuntamiento Regional

is composed of a number of offices in the political system
which function closely with those of the religious hier
archy and together form the effective governing body in
the village center.

The principalss are ex-office holders

who have passed through the hierarchy and have returned to
their homes in the mountains? where they form the supreme
authority of the municipio.

The regulation and control of
i
the internal affairs of Barrainzar are achieved then by the
cooperation of the Ayuntamiento Regional in the village
center and the principales in their respective parajes, and
the two bodies tend to complement each other’s activities.
/
Quiteras Holmes (1961:74) describes the politicoreligious structure of the nearby Tzdtzil municipio of
t
San Pedro Chenalho in the following terms %
■

'3
1,

^ The political organisation Implies protection and
service to the community; the religious organization
service to the saints. The former is related to the
world of men, and is linked with the agricultural

cyclej the latter takes charge of Insuring the good
will of the saints in the church in order that they
will be m a n $s. ally in his struggle against destruction0
The great gods of life are not in the church, they are
in the world; therefore they belong to the pagan cult
which is the most important part of government« The
images in the church are the Catholic saints, who with
their presence bear witness to man's behavior and take
sides when justice is to be done0 ,The Holy Cross, in a
separate chapel up on the western hill, facing the
rising sun, is related more to pagan than to Catholic
worshipo
The municipio’s increasing integration into the
wider society of Mexico is reflected in changes .In the
politico-religious h i e r a r c h y T h e rigid system of control
by the principales, which is typical of isolated Indian
communities, is feeling, the impact of modern life and is
slowly showing signs of yielding its supremacy and autonomy0
Although the political and religious affairs of Larrainzar
-are still controlled by predominantly traditional Tzotzil
influences, transitional and modern Mexican forces are
ascending rapidly in importance to meet the meeds of the
dontaet situation.

These changes have barely begun, however,
/
and the governmental system of harrainzar is still little
different than those found in other isolated southern Mexican
Indian communities of the past and present0
/

One of the two main avenues of prestige in larrainzar
is through the occupation of offices in the politico-religious
hierarchy.

It is the responsibility of every Indian man in

the municipio to avail himself for unremunerated public
service when called throughout his life.

Ladinos do not

participate except as secretary and priest0

Each Indian

male should give at least one year of his life in the service
of his community in the village center= When called to
serve9 he leaves his paraje and resides in one of the 24 huts
around the edge of the village center, where he remains for
I '
'
a yea r<,
"

/

'

In Earrainzar, as in the Tzeltal village of Oxchuc,
candidates are selected for offices, especially the higher
ones because they possess the personal characteristics which
lead to ascendency in Tzotzil society (Siverta, 1960s:19)»
These ares (1) age and experience; (2) esoteric and ritual
knowledge; (3) supernatural powers derived from having a.
powerful companion animal or n a g u a l (4) personal charac
teristics such as intelligence and administrative ability;
(S) economic solvency=
The traditional offices, in the political system are
those of mayor9 regidor, gobernador„ and alcalde; while in
the religious organization the most important ones are
mayordomo0 capitan* and alfirez (Fig0 8)»

The dotted lines

between indicate the usual route of ascent in the hierarchy0
It is not necessary for the candidates for traditional offices
to know Spanish br even to be able to sign their names
because their duties are concerned with the internal affairs
of the mumicipiOo

The office of mayor is the lowest in the

political hierarchy, and all those called to service begin

Figs 80. Politico-Religious Structure„
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either in this position or as
organizationo

mayordomas in the religious

The eight mayores are usually under 28 and

their duties are to run errands and do Siimple tasks around
the municipal "buildings

The next grade is that of regidor,

of whom there are 11* ranging in age from 25 to 45,

They

serve as representatives of their parajes and their duties
are to solicit cooperation in the parajes in matters of
municipio-wide importance* recruit communal lahor for public
works* and take part in legal decisions»

The two governadores

are usually over 45* and the high prestige of their office
is symbolized by their baston de manda9 a stick which they
carry while in the municipal buildings

They organize the

collection of funds for public works* render decisions in
cases* and swear in new office holders»

The three alcaldes

range in age from 30 to 60 and also carry a baston de manda0
Their duties are similar to those of the governadores=

One

of their most important duties is to pass judgment on cases
tried in the municipal, building* as well as to swear in new
officials a
The lowest office in the religious organization is
that of mayor do mo* which is usually occupied by young men
under 25«

There are twenty mayordomos whose responsibility

is to care for the ten saints in the church which are most
important in the ceremonial life of the munieipio.
capitanes usually range in age from 25 to 45.o

The

There are two

types: capitanes montgdos* or mounted capitanes* and

capltanes danzantes, or dancing cap!tans <, There are six of
the former whose responsibility it is to appear at most
fiestas and ride their horses around the village square as
part of the ceremony.

There are eight of the latter whose

responsibility it is to appear only at the most important
fiestas to dance as part of the ceremonies.

The former serve

for six years, and the latter for eight or nine yearso
Ideally there is an alferez for each of the saints whose day
is celebrated throughout the year e
always the ease0

However, this is not

The alferez must sponsor the fiesta of a

particular saint, supplying all the food and drink for the
celebration®

Economic solvency is the key factor determin

ing-.,who occupies this office rather than past offices in the
politico-religious hierarchyo

Large fiestas for the more

important deities carry more prestige than those for lesser
gods o

,
The politico-religious hierarchy is the focal point
/

of many sacred values in Larrainzar, and through it the
group expresses its Identity and shared meanings in the
many extremely elaborate religious ceremonies throughout
the yearo

The traditional offices and all that is associated

with them are sacred in the minds of the Indians0

All the

rites and ceremonies performed throughout the year are
believed to have been, created by, and performed in honor of
tlieir ancestors, the most important of whom are synonomous
with the deities of the Catholic pantheon0

Most highly

,

respected are those men who occupy progressively higher
offices in the hierarchy for -in serving as the interpreters
of Indian tradition, they achieve the greatest possible
harmony with the divine will of their ancestors o

They can

expect to be rewarded with what the Tzotzil values most,
prestige in his community, good harvests, health, and long
life*
1
s
Quiteras Holmes’ statements about San Pedro Chenalho
/
are applicable to harrainzar <> She states (1961s72) t
,

-■

■

'hPower is supernatural and is acquired by service
(in the politico-religious hierarchy)o He who
serves the people and the saints is uplifted,
enhanced, exalted; he becomes greater and ’sees
the world in ah ever clearer light.’ Here again
is to be seen the high-value attached to experience,
to the knowledge of the workings of the society and
of good and evil. Those holding office are
substitutes of the godsj they speak in their stead
and thereby are assimilated to them. Sometimes
they are likened to priests or to saints®®'
For the transitional offices of escribano, presidents
municipal, and fiscal, some literacy is mandatory because the
occupants of these posts must represent their municipio in
k
affairs with the wider society of Mexico = The eseribanos are
generally under 25 and are literate.

Their duties are to

assist the Ladino secretary, represent their people in
disputes with non-Indians, and interpret government documents
jbertinent to municipio affairs. After having served.as
escribano, a man is eligible for the highest posts in the
transitional hierarchy without passing through the grades of
the traditional offices.

The literacy of the escribano

allows him to circumvent the traditional structure and
become either presidents municipal or fiscal*

The presidents

municipal has the most important office in the political
structure *

He is generally a man over 40 hut of late, since

the literacy requirements for the post have increased, this
is not always the case.

For this reason, in come municipios

of Highland Ghiapas men have been chosen for this position
who are in the thirties and even younger, The duties of the
president are to take charge of public works, decide cases
such as disputes over land ownership and use, conflicts over
women, fights, thefts, minor crimes, adultery, broken
betrothal, threats to. kill, slander, problems of inheritance,
accusations of witchcraft, assault, murder, etc *

He and the

other authorities listen to both sides of the case and then
decide on the disposition of justice,

The presidents

municipal also is in charge of the financial matters of the
municipiOo
45*

There are five fiscales who are generally over

They are in charge of all the religious fiestas and set

dates for each one according to the ancient calendar, teach
the Indians the Catholic prayers in Spanish, help the hadino
priest give mass, and serve as his interpreters when he
preaches,
The offices of. the secretary and the Catholic priest
are both occupied b y Ladinos whose immediate superiors are
both located in San Cristobal,

These posts form part of the

link of the municipio's link to the state and national

hierarchies of their-respective institutions, and are always
filled by people from outside of.the communityQ
The Principales
The rule of the principalss which exists in Larrainzar
is a direct prehispanic survival of Mexican Indian government„
It has shown some signs of change, however, with the greater
outside contact of recent years 0
When a,Man. succeeds in reaching the passing through
the g rade of -e1.ther'# 1c a Id e, gobernador or presidents munici
pal in the political^hierarchy, he may return to his paraje
as a principal^

There he assumes an important role of leader

ship because he has proved his mastery of the traditions of
Itarrainzar,/S'ociety9,(;and ^knows how to think."

The princlpales

are deeply respected and revered for they are considered of
much higher achievement and closer to perfection than ordinary
men who have not distinguished themselves in public servicee
Those who are older are considered closer to their ancestors,
and therefore have greater claim to the supernatural know
ledge which is the sacred heritage of their ancestors0
y

Suiteras Holmes (1961:70) expressed this as follows:
'The possession of wisdom means rising to the
possession of supernatural power. Wisdom accrues
gradually with every passing day, every passing
year; youth does not possess supernatural power,
maturity is expected to acquire it through
individual effort on entering the ranks of
holders of office, while it is intrinsic to old
age. The graded way of acquiring power, always
accompanied by prestige, makes obvious the value
of accorded experience.^
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The paraje of Larrainzar form secondary economic,

'

political, and religious units away from, hut in constant
relationship with the village center*

The effective leader

ship of the paraje is provided by the inter-related hierarchy
formed b y the heads of the various households*

Generally,

the more important principales are those who have occupied
the higher offices in the political hierarchy for they play
the most important role in both paraje and raunicipio
leadership o
The oldest man in the paraje is as a general rule
the most important because he usually has occupied the
highest office in the hierarchy, and therefore has more of
the necessary qualities for leadership*

He serves as the

ultimate arbitrator of all internal problems, of his paraje
and represents its interests in-all situations involving
other social entities*

In disputes over land use and

ownership, all types of family matters, etc*, he has the
final decision as to how accord shall be achieved between
the feuding parties, and his verdict supercedes those of all
lesser men*

When it is necessary to carry out public works

such as repairing the paths and roads, he assigns men for
communal labor*

He also orders the ceremonial life of the

parajes by having final say as to which saints will be
celebrated and how the fiesta will be carried out, who is
to contribute the feast, aguardiente, skyrockets, and who
will occupy the various roles of prestige*

He is also the
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ceremonial leader when members of the paraje unite to make
offerings to the deities of agricultureo

In many cases

principalss add to their prestige by occupying a place in the
/
■
other main hierarchy in Larrainzar society, that of the
curers, and in this role, they perform the magico-religious

.

ritual to take away illness„
Besides the principales1 activities in the internal
affairs of his paraje, he also represents it in .its relation
ships with other parajes as well as at the munieipio level0
When a meeting of the principales is desired, the president
sends the regidores to. the various parajes to notify them' of
the proposed time and the issue to hand0

The day of the

meeting they gather in front of the municipal building and
/
the president begins to discuss the problem. In Larrainzar
.

as in all conservative Indian communities, there is a fairly
strict grading of the more important principales from the
least to the most important.

The oldest principal is called

the principal de principales, and his judgment is supreme.
He is a super patriarch who is believed to look after every
one else in the munieipio, and is the most highly respected
/

of all people in Larrainzarc
Summary
The social structure of Larrainzar tends to divide
people into a common and an i?elite68 group which might be
diagrammed as a pyramidal-shaped hierarchy (Fig, 9),
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position in which is determined toy a person’s role and status„
Everyone who is either a farmer or a housewife and has no
special political, religious or magical role is a member of
the common group»

The "elite" group is composed of two

inter-related and overlapping hierarchies=

The first is made

up of men who have achieved high rank in the formally organized
politico-religious hierarchy0

The second is composed of

members of the informally■organized hierarchy of eurerso

As

a person becomes older, he is likely to enter either or both
of these if he is thought to have acquired the proper
experience, unusual intelligence, esoteric knowledge and to
have an unusually powerful companion animal0

If he has

administrative ability and is economically solvent, he may
enter the politico-religious hierarchy and eventually become
a principala

Simultaneously or independently he may enter

the informal hierarchy of curers and gain further status
which complements and reinforces that acquired in the former
system*

The "elite" group then is made up of older men with

greater .experience and familiarity with the traditions of
their society, and therefore forms the basis of the conser. ■1
'
' '\
/
vative leadership in Larrainzar*

. Pig® :9:o. ■Earrainzar Social Organizations
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RELIGION■I
Cosmology
The people of Larrainzar were declared to be converted
to Catholicism shortly after the Conquest „

As in most, of the

Maya region the conquerors succeeded in imposing their rule by
replacing the highest levels of the Indian theocracy with Catholic
priests aided by Spanish soldiers„

The greatest impact.of the C o n 

quest was felt in the ancient 'Maya ceremonial centers where the
most important manifestations of Indian political and religious
life took place»

The village centers of the contemporary Tzotzil

are functionally comparable to these ancient ceremonial centers.
The Catholic church and municipal buildings through the area have
replaced.; the pyramids and political structures of prehispanic
times.

The Catholic priest and the resident municipal secretary

are the ultimate representatives of the Catholic church and the
Mexican government respectively who have replaced the ancient Maya
priest-rulers .

The Catholic .saint-cult has.; been at least nominally

substituted for the Maya pantheon of deities.

The fiestas Cele

brated are those- of Catholic saints; the ancient Maya ceremonial
calendar has long been forgotten.

. ' r •. , '

The Maya masses living in.small,dispersed' parajes through
out the mountains were less directly affected by the Conquest than
the priest-ruler class.

The contemporary Tzotzil appear to have .

much in common with the ancient Maya folk societies from whom they

94
originate„

Many aspects of Tzotzil culture have undoubtedly been

inherited from. Classic Maya culture with minimal alterations, and
religion is a good example.

Therefore, many forms and concepts

of the folk religion carried on by lay practitioners in the parajes
/

of Larrainzar have very ancient origins which may be further il
luminated by a careful study.
Although the Tzotzil have been nominal Catholics for some
400 years, their present-day relgion and cosmology are essentailly
those of their Maya ancestors with a few key substitutions of
Catholic names and symbols.

For them, the earth is the center of

the universe and the sun revolves around it.

It is flat and sup

ported at each of the four cardinal points by a giant.

The world

is built in horizontal layers one on top of the other.

They visual

ize the sky as a scaled mountain with thirteen levels because from
below'it appears to form a cupola or cup over the earth’s surface.
The prehispanic Maya believed that the middle of the heavens were
penetrated and connected by a giant cottonwood tree.

From beyond

the sphere of the earth the sky is conceived of as a huge mountain
or pyramid.

This concept of the 16mountain of the earth’? was often

symbolized in the ancient codices (Wolf, 1956).

Below the earth

there are nine levels which form the underworld, Olontik, the land
of the dead (Fig. IQ)2 ’*'.
For. the Tzotzil as for the ancient Maya, the heavens are
the dwelling places of the benevolent gods who are the creators and
makers of all human, animal and plant life.

The underworld, by

contrast, is the abode of the malevolent gods who engage in an
everlasting contest to undo the work of the gods of heaven and win
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new occupants for the land of the dead,

M f e Is a constant

struggle between the forces of good and evil,
/

The religious life Of Larrainzar is carried on by two
hierarchies, one operating in the village center and the other
in the parajes.

The local variation of official Catholicism is

carried on in and around the church in the village center.

The

office-holders of the religious hierarchy maintain the church,
the saints, and are in charge of the fiesta calendar,

A Ladino

priest comes from San Crist'obal weekly to say mass and hear con
fession, both of which are poorly attended by the Indians.

In .

addition, there is an informally structured hierarchy of eurers
and principales who carry on a type of folk religion throughout
the parajes, which is probably less affected by Catholic in
fluence thqn that which is carried on in the village center.
Although they can be of any age, the most famous curers are
usually older men who have gained a wide reputation for their
esoteric knowledge of magico-religious curing methods.

Many of

their religious functions overlap with those of the principales
and together they constitute the most highly respected “elite6*'
/

in Larrainzar society.
The contemporary Tzotzil have essentially the same five
classes of gods as did their ancient Maya ancestors which are:
(1) gods of the heavens, (2) gods of the four cardinal points,
(3) gods of the earth, (4) gods of the underworld, and (5) line
age and ancestor gods.

The first four classes will be dealt with

in this chapter, and the fifth in that which follows.

Figo 10»

Tzotzil Cosmology.
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Creation Myth

There are many striking similarities and parallels b e 
tween the present-day Tzotzil cosmology and the prehispanie system
of the QniehS Maya of Guatemala, as described in the Popol Vuh
(Goetz and Morley, 1950)»
/
Like other Maya, groups, the Tzotzil Of Larrainzar still
' :

'

retain a myth concerning the creation of the world and the origin
of man which is very similar to the Quichi legend„

One

middle-

aged Larrainzar curer was told the following account of these
events by his grandfather when he was a small boy;
"'This is the third world and before it there were two
others. In the first the earth was completely flat and
there was no sun, only a very dim light. There were many
people in the world but they were imperfect and did not
know how to die. This did not please the gods and so they
sent a flood to end the world. Only the priests and bishops
escaped death because they were howler monkeys and spider
monkeys and climbed the highest trees to save themselves.
It is for this reason that in carnival time in February
the people dress in the skin of the spider monkey and dance,
making believe that they are the archbishops of the first
world who have turned themselves into people.
. 'After the first world had been destroyed and all its
people had died, another world was created and filled with
people. But they were imperfect, too, because they did not
die and remain dead. Instead, after three days they re
turned to life and continued to live indefinitely. This
did not please God either and so He decided to end the
second world with a torrent of hot water. When the water
began to fall, some people went to the daves to seek refuge,
but they all died and that is why we often find human bones
in caves. They are the remains of the inhabitants of the.
second world.
KAfter that, God thought that he would try/again and so
he sent his son Jesus Christ to earth who created the third
world. The first people were three Ladino couples. They
were rich and their work was to read and write. But then
God realized that it was necessary to have someone to do
the hard work and so he created three Indian couples to
serve the others who were poor. These people multiplied
very rapidly and soon filled the world with people
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Although many details are missing* the first two para/

'

|

graphs of the Larrainzar myth closely parallel in summary fashion
that of the Quieh4 in all of the basic aspects.
the

In both versions

world was originally flat and enveloped in darkness.

The

earth* all natural phenomena*including animals and men* were
created by a benevolent deity whom the Tzotzil now refer to as
Jesus Christ,

/

In the Quiche myth the same gods are called the

Creators* the Makers*

Gucumatz (Tz,* Kukumch'onj Aztec*

Quetzaleoatl)* Tepeu* and the Forefathers,. Both describe two un
successful attempts to create man and each is brought to an
identical end* the first by a flood and the second by a torrent
of hot water, . The howler monkey* an important symbol in Tzotzil
ritual* is judged to be an earlier form of man which has survived
from a previous world.

The first two attempts to create man were

unsuccessful and the results did not please the creators.

In the

Quichi* and probably in the Tzotzil* Version the first two cre
ations may be identified with the Classic Period of Maya Culture
prior to 987 A.D. (Goetz and Morley* 1950:61),

In the Quieh.4

and probably in the Tzotzil version the first two creations may
be identified with the Classic Period of Maya Culture,

For the

Quich4* the birth of the sun in the third world marks the Initia
tion of

the.Maya migration into the highlands of Guatemala as

well as the introduction of Toltec cultural influences in the
form of the deity Quetzaleoatl (Goetz and Morley* -1950PPart III),
Thus* the Post-Classic Period among the Quichi began with the
introduction of the new Toltec deity who rapidly became identified
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with the sun god, the Creator and the Maker.

In the Tzotzil

myth Jesus Christ has assumed this role, suggesting that He has
either replaced or at least overlays belief in the prehispanie
Mesoamerican deity, as both play the role of civilizer and
creator in their respective groups 0. The impact of the Spanish
Conquest and the pathos of the resulting subjugation of the
Indians

is evident in both the Q.uichi and the Tzotzil myth.

However, in the Tzotzil version the subordinate role of the
■Indians in the contemporary social structure of Highland Chiapas
is accepted as divine decree| whereas this was not so 300 years
before when the Q,uich4 version was written.
The Gods of Heaven
As in prehispanie times the forces of good are conceived
of as all the factors of nature -which assist man's continual
contest to wrest a living from the earth.

The most important

aspects of nature, especially those related to the agricultural
cycle are deified and associated with the heavens.

Each of the

thirteen levels of the heavens corresponds to one or more super-,
naturals„

The sun and. the moon are the central figures in the

Tzotzil pantheon as they were for the Maya in prehispanie times.
How, as always, each natural phenomenon is considered to have a
controlling deity which is human-like in temperament and charac
ter „

Since the advent of Christianity many of the native super-

naturals have become identified with Jesus Christ, the Virgin
•Mary, and the various saints and
theon.

angels of the Christian pan
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The prehispanicu.Maya believed that the middle of the
heavens were penetrated and connected by a giant cottonwood
tree (Tz., yashte; Sp»s eeiba){Tozzer, 1907?154)»

For the con

temporary Tzotzil the cottonwood tree continnes to be the tree
of life, for its multitude

of branches reaching skyward bear a

strong conceptual resemblance to the genealogical principle so
basic to Maya culture (Morley, 1956:151).

Those in search of

health and longevity have but to stretch their arms around the
sacred cottonwood tree to realize their desire„

There is mean

ing in this simile, for a tree iS' symbolic of life itself, of
the miracle whereby inert elements in the sun and rain and soil
are taken up and transformed by the mystery of growth„

It is

taboo to cut a cottonwood tree.
The ancient Maya believed that the spirits of the dead
ascended into heaven by climbing the branches of the sacred cot
tonwood tree until they reached the thirteenth level where they
take their places, beside the sun god, their creator and maker and
first ancestor.

This belief is preserved among the Tzotzil today

who are convinced that the spirits of most old men, especially
those of prinelpales and curers, rise into the heavens after
death and are deified by the same process„

Like their Maya

ancestors, the Tzotzil conceive of their gods, to whom have
become attached the names of Catholic saints, as white-haired
old men who are their ancient ancestors.
The power of the gods of heaven is infinite.

They are

the creators and preservers of all forms of plant, animal, and
human life.

Man is mortal, imperfect, transitory, and inherently
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sinful because he lives by the destruction and consumption of
plants and animals, the gifts of the gods.

The gods, however,

are immortal, perfect and transcendental because they do not
consume food as does man.

Man must allay his guilt for accept

ing these gifts by propitiating the deities with offerings of
candles and incense, the food of the gods, and by carefully ob
serving their fiestas.
In the Indian viewpoint, the gods are the constant over
seers of all human events who constantly scrutinize his actions,
and record both his virtues and sins.

-The Tzotzil gods like those

of the ancient Maya have a dualistlc nature and are able to reward
virtue as well as punish sin.

If one has the gods' favor he will

have success in agriculture and his crops will

grow and be

abundant, he will enjoy good health and feel the full value of
being human.

Every facet of his life will prove satisfactory

and existence will have deep

meaning.

Man must maintain the

proper relationship of great reverence and deep humility before
r

•

'

the deities, otherwise they will withdraw their protection.
Should this happen man may fall .fictim to one of the malevolent
spirits and consequently be overcome by misfortune in the form
of crop failure, an accident, or a debilitating illness.
The present-day Tzotzil concept of the sun god differs
little from its ancient Maya forerunner.

In both systems the

sun, which is situated in the heart of the thirteenth level of
heaven is in the supreme position,in the pantheon of supernaturals (Tozzer, 1941:145-46).

The Tzotzil refer to this god
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as Holy Father (Tz „„ e h 1ul totlk)»

A,s a result of Christian in

fluence, other names have become synonymous with that of the sun
deity, such as Totlk San Salvarol, Totik San Shallk, as well as
that of Jesus Christ.

The designations of Christian origin have

been added to the basic concept of the sum god without significant
ly altering its meaning.
' ■
:
'
■
'
'
. . .
/ ■
In the following tale told by the same Larrainzar curer
quoted previously, Christ is conceived of as an Indian born in
Chamula and, therefore, as a distant ancestor of the Tzotzil:
^Jesus Christ was sent to earth in the third world and
was the son of God and the Virgin Mary.
was born in a
sheep1s stall in San Juan Chamula,_the middle of the world.
That’s why we wear wool ehamarras.
It was very long ago
that He was born, probably over a thousand years.
1Christ was an Indian, not a Ladino, He grew very rapid
ly and after he was only three days old he left with his
mother, the Virgin Mary, and began to walk throughout the
whole world.
I don’t believe there were villages then, -but
later.he made them» He also made mountains and trees, and
planted corn, beans, sugar cane, bananas> pineapple, water
melons and all other plants.
:One day when Jesus was walking in the mountains with
the Virgin, he saw a man working. So he walked over to
him and offered to heIp him cut down the trees so that he
could plant his field. The man did not believe that he
could because he was so small, but Jesus insisted that he
could. So he took his machete and went to work and in a
half hour had cut down the whole side of the mountain.
When he finished he walked home with the man and said,
’Mow i t ’s your turn to work. When the mountain is dry,
burn it and then plant corn whenthe time is right.’ The
man listened and then told Jesus
to wash his hands and
invited Him to eat. But He did not eat because He is a
god, and He went away quickly with His mother.
;The man told three or four others what had happened
and they asked each other, ’What is He, a god or a devil.
He did not eat the meal.* They decided to follow him and
kill him becaptse they thought that He was a devil. In a
few days they caught up to Him and the Virgin, and they
said that now they were going to kill him. Christ replied,
’If you are going to kill me, I want to die on a cross.’
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Then the Jews went to have the crosses made hut they
could not bring them because they were too heavy, God
was punishing them a little, I guess,
''When Jesus saw this. He offered to bring the cross him
self, and so He did and placed it Inside of the church. At
12:00 P,M, He climbed up on the cross and they nailed Him to
it. At 2:00 P.M. He threw a paper to the Virgin Mary that
turned into a white cock, which began to crow on the cross,
and as it did all the Jews died. Then Christ descended from
the cross, and in three days He ascended into the heavens
with the Virgin, Jesus Christ became the sun and the Virgin
became the moon, for before Him there was only a very dim
lightJ
Christ, in his role as the creator and originator of all
animals and plants on earth, plays a role in Tzotzil religion
which closely parallels that of the deity called the Creator,
the Maker, Tepeu, Gucumatz, and the Forefathers by the Quiche.
He and the other gods of heaven are the authors of the sacred
traditions which have made it possible for the Tzotzil to sur
vive through time in their struggle for existence.

The coming

of Christ in the Tzotzil myth is associated with the birth of
the new sun and the appearance of the Toltec god Quetzalcoatl
on the horizons of the QuichS world, as described in the Popol
Vuh (Goetz and Morley, 1950; Part III),
The "place where Christ died is called Seulen and is located
in the east, the most sacred of the four directions.

Today, the

Pope of the Catholic Church resides there in order to carry out
God8s will b(y administering divine rewards and punishments to
mankind.
In the morning the sun rises in the East preceded by Venus,
the morning star, a large plumed serpent called Hukumction by the
Tzotzil)

As in prehispanic times, this great star is the

'

'
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precursor and heralder of the sun and Is still identified with
the serpent deity as it was formerly throughout all Mesoamerican
(Goetz and Morley, 1950:180n.f 18In*§fTozzer, 1941;I33n)«

The

sun ascends into the heavens on a flower-laden path until noon
when it reaches the thirteenth level of heaven in the center of
the sky, the heart of heaven.

In the afternoon it descends from

the heavens and disappears over the edge of the world, causing
darkness and nightfall.

During the night it passes under the

nine levels of the underworld, and while

it is dark

on

of the earth, the land of the living, it

is dark in

Glontlk, the

land of the dead.

thesurface

By the next morning the sun moves into po

sition in the east to repeat the cycle, and a new day is horn.
For the Indian, Jesus Christ and the sun are identical
deities,

No matter where the Indians may he, in front of their

huts, walking in a mountain path, or standing in front of the
village church, it is common for them to stop, turn toward the
sun and pray,

They often do this immediately before entering

the church and resume praying in front of one of
Jesus,

the images of

If questioned about this practice, they explain' that.

first they pray to the real god and then

to the god

of

thechurch,

the latter being a replica of the former,
The Indians say that when Christ was crucified the Virgin
Mary cried a great deal because Her son was dying.

Therefore,

when Christ made his ascension into heaven to become the sun,
the Virgin also rose to His side and became the moon.
then, the moon is the mother

Logically,

of the sun and is referred to as
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Holy. Mother (Tz„s ch'ml metik).
As a female deity the moon is a very Important fertility
symbol to the contemporary Tzotzil as it was for the ancient
Maya (Tozzer, 1941:10n), and its phases are taken as guiding
omens in both agrieultmral as well as the human reproductive
cycle «
According to popular belief„ the time of the full moon is
most propitious for planting and harvesting crops„

It is gener

ally supposed that if one disregards this sign and plants at other
timess, his field will grow poorly and yield little 0

In addition,

if crops, especially corn, are harvested during a full moon, it
is likely to be strong and free from imperfections, while that
:
.
brought to harvest at other times will be small, ill-formed, and
often attacked by insects„
A woman's ability to bear children is presumed to be <a bless
ing bestowed by the moon, and by

the same

logic a barren woman

is considered to have been excluded from this privilege as a. form
of punishment„

The menstrual cycle in general is assumed to be

determined by the phases of the moon0

Some Indians believe that

most women menstruate during the new moon and are most fertile
during the full moon.

Therefore, the latter phase is often con

sidered the ideal time for sexual relations because conception
is most likely to take place at that time.
Likewise, the time of the new moon is considered especial
ly unfavorable for accidents resulting in flesh wounds because
bleeding is generally very profuse and healing very gradual at
that time.

On the other hand, wounds occurring during the time
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of a full moon are less dangerous because they bleed little and
mend rapidly.
The saints of the Catholic pantheon are subordinate deities
who are the brothers and sisters of God.

They occupy inferior

levels of hedven according to their relative importance„ those
of greater prominence being in the higher positions and vice
versa.

Saints of equal importance are considered to occupy the

same level.
Every village has its patron saint who acts as its special
guardian and is considered its mythical founder and primordial
/

ancestor.

In order to account for the founding of Earrainzar, It

is explained that the people created in the third world multiplied
'

very rapidly and soon God realized that He had enough children.
He then decided to create villages by dividing the lands of the
world among the Chamulass Zinaoantecos, Tenejapanecos, Huistecos,
etc«

He sent his brothers, the saints, to found municlpio and to

serve as their protectors and patron saints thereafter.

San. AndrSs

/

chose Larrainzar for his home.

Other saints chose other places.

San Andres led the first group from an undetermined place in the
east to a rocky spot called Sacomch'en (white cave) near the
present village, where they built their church.
proved too small to celebrate fiestas and

This place

so the village center

was later moved to its present location.
Among the contemporary Tzotzil as among the ancient Maya,
each politico-religious unit has its own pantheon of deities
which they conceive of as the spirits of their ancestors (Tozzer,
>
1941:94). For this reason saints are often dressed as Indians
.
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(PBMg* ||r) and vary a' great deal from one municiplo
.

.

‘

to another =

'

Gods, like many other cultural phenomena in the Chiapas highland^,
are limited to a specific geographic area and social group beyond
which they are pretty much without special significance,
San Andris is the most Important saint in the church of
Larrainzar, and is assumed to occupy one of the highest levels of
heaven, possibly the thirteenth with God h i m s e l f H i s

image oc

cupies the central position in the church altar and forms an even
more imposing figure to the worshipper than that of Christ,

The

patron saint determines the length of life and serves as the
i

protector of each individual, animal, and plant in Larrainzar,
/?

For every person in the munielpio San Andres has a long white
candle which represents his life.

While the candle burns the

person lives, but when it goes out he dies,

San Andres is un

doubtedly the most powerful deity in Larrainzar for he is approach
ed for all conceivable favors from success in agriculture to curing
the sick and assistance in witchcraft.
Like all Maya deities he is dualistic and can punish people
and take away life as well as grant longevity and good health.
The deities have essentially human qualities and are everypresent
on the human scene,

In the following anecdote told by a young

Larrainzar man, San Andres is conceived of as a fertility god and
supreme paternal guardian who grants and takes away life at will.
Any person who considers leaving the municiplo either temporarily
or permanently to seek his living elsewhere must ask the permission
of the patroti saint;

Figo lie

Saints lin -Indian Dress, Magdalenas,
Chiapas0
■
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"A friend of mine used to live In the paraje of Tsajalo.
Each year when It came time to plant his crop he became sick
and could not work« Finally he called a curer who came and
took his pulse. He was told that his illness was caused by
his father who wanted him to die so that he could take his
.land.
•
’•One day my friend said to his wife, ‘Let’s go to
Larrainzar and pray to San Andris and I will ask him for a
solution to my problem.’ They went to the village and he
asked San Andris if it was His will that he get sick each
year at planting time.
'I am getting poorer and poorer,%
he said, ’and now 1 have nothing.
I am going to leave you
and look for another place.'
That night when he was asleep San Andres appeared to him
in a dream dressed as an Indian. He said to my friend, ’Go,
leave here if you must, but you are going to leave me your
corn seed. I am not going to let you take it with you. In
another place you will find other seeds to plant, and if
you get tired of living there, come back here and I will
return your seed.’
/
^Soon my friend left Larrainzar taking a few corn cobs
with him for their seeds and went to Plln&anos, a' place in
an adjoining munieipio. When the time came to cut the
mountain and plant, he used the seeds that he had taken
from here together with some that he bought over there.
At the end of the year he got a good harvest from the
second seeds, but those from Larrainzar bore nothing b e 
cause San Andres kept their spirits.here and they turned
to dusto
*l[y friend decided to stay in that village and pray to
its patron saint, San BartolomS, and now he no longer prays
to San Andres.*
■
z-.. ■
In the church of Larrainzar there are a total of fifteen
religious figures and statues (Fig.IS).

Seven of these are dis

tributed along the left side, six in front near the altar, and
two on the right side.
Indians and have very

Some of these saints are preferred by
little importance for Ladinos; while

others are favored equally by both groups, and still others are
the exclusive preferences of Ladinos.
often small, dressed

in one

Indian women wear, and has no

An ’‘Indian61 saint is

or more woven blouses of the type
protective glass encasement,

A

Figo 12e

Location/gf Saints in the Church
of Larraihzar»
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MLad.lnoM -saint, on the other hand. Is usually larger, more
elaborately dressed in commercially purehasdd garments and has
a large glass case for protection.

The saints which are

favorites of both groups generally combine some of the features
of the two types of saints.
The general pattern of religious activity of the two
groups appears to overlap in the adoration of some saints and
to be completely separate in the worship of others.

For the

most part, the left side of the church, especially the rear,
is given over to Indian saints and images of somewhat lesser
importance,. Nevertheless, this is an area of intense Indian
religious activity.

The front of the church near the altar

is occupied by saints who are generally favorites of both
groups, while the right""side is devoted to two elaborately
dressed, glass-encased Ladino saints and is used nearly
exclusively by that group.
There are two images of San Andres in the church, one
hung in a fixed position over the center of the altar, and
another in front which is taken out of the church on special
occasions.

These rightfully depict the same deity In the mind:

of the Indian.

However, the more basic polytheistic nature of

Tzotzil culture is, mohe clearly revealed in their more typical
depictions of Jesus Christ and the Virgin Mary.

Each of the four

images of these omnipotent beings housed in the church is con
sidered to be and worshipped by the Indian as a completely separ
ate and unrelated deity, and not as a variation of the same one.
In addition to the saints of his own church, the Indian
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generally has at least passing acquaintance with the deities of
other villages In the area and sometimes those from a great dis
tance,

The Indians believe that every village in the world has

its patron saint whose Imagine resides in and is the owner of the
local church.

The statue is only a replica of the deity, for the

actual one resides in one of the highest levels of heaven at the
side of God,
Some villages of their acquaintance have patron saints
with identical names, ' For example, the protectors of Platanos and
/

Venustiano Carranza are both called San Bartolome,

For the Indians

these supernaturals are as distinct as are their respective municlpios.

Many Indians believe that Christ has reappeared many

times since his first stay on earth, but these later apparitions
have become manifest in various other areas of the Chiapas high
lands,- Therefore, the saints known locally as Senor de Bsquipulas,
Senior de Tila, Senor del Pozo, and Senor del Traplehe are believed
to be more recent appearances of Jesus Christ and are worshipped
as such.
The religion of the Tzotzil is composed of a system of
rituals and ceremonies by which both the individual and the group
are able to establish satisfactory contact with the supernatural
powers.

The correct relationships will only be maintained if

these obligations are met regularly.
approached for favors

The supernaturals may be

of all types, the most common of which are

rain or sc me other aid to agriculture , freedom from disease and
accident, protection from the devils and witches, and many other
blessings which aid in man’s constant struggle to preserve life
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and good health«

Therefore by magico-religlous manipulation of

the deities the Tzotzil try to reduce their general anxiety by
gaining some greater degree of control of their lives and des~
tinies than is ordinarily allowed by their limited technology
and systems for rational approach to these problems„
The most common propitiatory acts of the Tzotzil are
1) prayers offered daily and on special occasions, 2) offerings
of candles, incense, and skyrockets, 3) sacrifices of animals,
4) fasts and abstinences, 5) ritual dancing, 6) fiestas for favor
ite deities«
Most Tzotzil adhere to a fairly rigid schedule of daily
prayers and offerings to the deities, and as a general rule offer
prayers in the morning, at mid-day, and in the late afternoon and
eveningo

The sun, they believe, is the god which watches over

them all day, and so upon rising in

the morning the Indian steps

outside of his hut, faces the sun, crosses himself and addresses
the sacred sun as To til? San Shalik, San Halvarol, or Jesus Christ,
He begins his prayer by asking that the day go well with him and
his family, that Cod accompany them and watch over them during
the day, that they may not fall or be hurt, that they be pro
tected from the witches and devils which bring sickness and acci
dent, that they be allowed food for the day, and that Sod bless
•their fields and make them grow.
At mid-day he usually repeats his prayers for the same
favors and also gives thanks for the divine guidance received up
to that point.

At the same time he may offer a white candle to

the image of a favorite saint or the deities in general before
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home altar„

This practice may he followed every day or only

on certain days, depending on the individual.
Returning home from work in the late afternoon, the Indian
may repeat his thanks to God for the favors which have seen him
through the day.

Again, before retiring in the early evening

shortly after sundown, he usually prays again.

This time he asks

for divine guidance through the night so that he may sleep peace
fully, and not be attacked by witches and devils in his dreams.
Besides his routine of daily prayers which are carried on
in and near his home, the Indian carries on many propitiatory
practices at various places throughout the municipio.

The cross

is a very sacred symbol which invariably denotes places of super
natural and ritual significance.

Grosses are located on prac

tically all of the streets of the village which form the entrances
and exits from the village, intermittently along the roads through
out the- municipio, at sources of water, in caves, in front of
private houses, and on high mountains which are considered to
house especially important spirits.

•

There are thirteen crosses which guard the entrance,
exits, and principal streets of the village.

The most important

of these is the principal cross (Sp. cruz principal) because it
is believed to represent the cross upon which Christ was cruci
fied.

It is located inside of the church where it leans against

the left rear wall.

The second most important cross is the one

located immediately in front of the church in the main street of
the village. .These two, the eleven other crosses in the village,
and those found on the roads and paths of the municipio are
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especially for travellers»

An Indian who Is contemplating a

trip to the village center often begins by kneeling before the
cross in front of his hut and asking the deities for protection
on his journey so that he will not fall victim of the malevolent
spirits who infest the road.
in the

Upon arriving at one of the crosses

road he will often repeat the prayer.

he will pray before

Once in the village

the cross in front of the entrance of the

church, thanking the gods for their protection to that point and
soliciting it for the return trip.

Returning to his hut, he repeats

the prayers at the same intervals, thanking the deities for their
divine

guidance and protection and his safe arrival home.
In addition

to these occasions

when prayers are offered

on an individual basis, religious activity can take place in the
church at practically any time when the Indian feelsvthe need of
a favor.

On the week-ends there are usually many people who come

to pray in the church before their favorite saint.

It is becom

ing more common for the Indians to attend mass and be married in
the church than in

the past, but as a general rule baptism is

the only sacrament of the Catholic church which.they have genuine
ly accepted to date.
In Tzotzil belief the gods do not eat food like men but
must be placated and nourished by offerings of incense, aguar
diente, candles, and skyrockets.

Incense and aguardiente are

considered the food and drink of the gods just as incense and an

■ ■'

' /■

'

.

-

:■

V

alcoholic drink known as balehe were among the ancient Maya of
Yucatan (Tozzer, 1941:92n).

They are a necessary preliminary

step to every petition to the gods, whether it be on the part of
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an Individual or the group.

Some or all of these Items are an

Indispensable part of every ritual in a private home curing cere
mony, in the church, sacred mountain or source of water, fiesta,
etc.

The use of skyrockets is mostly confined to fiestas of

saints celebrated both in the parajes and the village center,
but also by individual curers in the parajes to placate the earth
deities who are often confused with the saints of the Catholic
pantheon.
Sacrifices of animals are limited to chickens, and these
play a very important part in the magieo-religious curing rituals
but generally not in other ceremonies.
Each saint's fiesta celebrated in the village center dur
ing the year is begun with three days of fasting and sexual con
tinence by the alfirez as was the custom before religious celebra
tions in prehispanic times (Tozzer, 1941:107).

For the most

part, before important celebrations such as the fiesta of San
Andris and the Carnival, the Indians fast for three days each
week for three weeks.

.

During this period they are allowed to eat

only three very small tortillas in a day and drink an equally
minute quantity of water.

Other people who want to make special

observances of the fiesta may also do this but it is not obliga
tory.
The Tzotzil, like the ancient Maya, still practice ritual
dancing in their more important fiestas (Tozzer, 1941:93-94), but
social dancing is unknown.
Since the introduction, of Christianity and the consequent
displacement of the priestly hierarchy. Catholic saints have been
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at least nominally substituted for Maya gods, As a result, the
present-day I’zotzil follow the festive cycle of Catholic saints
determined hy the Gregorian calendar*

The 260-day prehispanic

ceremonial calendar, widely used in Mesoamerica before the Con
quest by the priestly class to determine festive activities, has
long since been forgotten*

The 365-day agricultural calendar has

survived probably because of its importance

in the subsistence

activities of the masses to whom it was probably familiar as it
is today.

Nowadays there are still very few Tzotzil who know the

Gregorian calendar.

Today, the ancient Maya agricultural calendar

serves both its original role and that of determining the festive
/

cycle of Catholic saints celebrated each year in Larrainza-r.
The fiesta system is probably the most important expres7
sion of Larrainzar social and religious life. There are about 28
religious observances of various types held throughout the year
in the village center.

The most important of these are the

Carnival, usually celebrated February, Holy Week in April, and
the Fiesta of San Ahdres, the patron saint, held in November.
In addition, there are many celebrations of less importance held
on the weekends during the year, in which as many as five saints*
days may be observed at once.

A total of 32 saints * days are

celebrated and visits of patron saints are exchanged with the
nearby villages of Santiago, Magdalenas, and Santa Marta.

As a

general rule, the fiestas of two or three saints are celebrated
together on the Saturday and Sunday prior to the week during
which they actually occur. For example, the fiesta of San Pablo,
z
San Sebastian, and San Vicente occur on January 15, 20, and 22
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respectively, but they are generally all celebrated at once on
the last week-end before the first saint’s day.

For this reason

no exact dates are fixed on fiestas, for many saints’ days are
celebrated a week or more prior to their exact dates.

The re

ligious activities and the week-end economic activities in the
village center are scheduled to take place simultaneously and
therefore complement one another.
In addition to the main fiesta system which is carried on
in the village center, many minor fiestas of favorite saints are
carried on in the parajes throughout the year.

Therefore the

/

village center of Larramzar is a main ceremonial center which
is surrounded by minor,centers throughout the parajes.

This is

very similar to the Classic Maya pattern.
Every saint whose day is honored should have an alf^rez
who accepts the financial responsibility for the fiesta.

It is

his obligation to supply all the necessary items which always
include either an entire beef or pork, tortillas, chiles, etc.,
for the banquet, great quantities of chicha and aguardiente to
drink, as well as large numbers of skyrockets to add to the festivities.

Anyone may ask to be alferez of a favorite saint, and

ideally the office is filled voluntarily.

As a general rule, as

soon as one fiesta is finished the officials begin to look for a
candidateffortthe following year.

If no one volunteers his ser

vices, the regidores arbitrarily select someone from the Sunday
market and approach him.

If he accepts, he is immediately taken

into the church where he is officially sworn in before the prin
cipal cross by the alcaldes and goberhadores.
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Having accepted the office, the new alf^rez must hegin to
prepare for it financiallyi

For the fiesta of one of the less im

portant saints an alf^rez would probably spend at least $1000
pesos ($80 U.S,), but for one of the maim celebrations the ex
penditures might reach $4000 pesos„

Host people are unable to

get that much cash together in a year and so some borrow and go
into debt for as long as three years in order to meet their cere
monial obligationso
■ /

The office of alferez is very sacred and those who accept
it are highly esteemed in the community as exemplifying the high
est form of virtue.

Assuming an active role in the ceremonial .

life of the municipio is the main avenue to prestige in
Larrainzar„

The alferez of the most important fiestas such as
y

■

-

that of San Andres or the Carnival, and those who spend the most
money and make the most elaborate celebratiqn enjoy the greatest
prestige and respect.
Most fiesta activities begin on Friday afternoon when the
alfSrez and the principal who sponsors him arrive in front of the
church.

First they pray at the cross near the entrance and then

enter the church and pray before the saint whose fiesta they are
celebrating, offering candles and incense.

The alferez removes

all his clothes except his shorts and begins to flagellate himself
on the back with a strip of leather while he prays.

Finishing the

prayers, both leave the church and go to the ceremonial house on
the edge of the village where the celebration is being prepared.
About seven in the evening the musicians come to the church
and begin to pray,' first in front of the cross and then in the

doorway of the church,

In a short while the musicians begin to

play the ceremonial music * which is taken as a signal for the
principal to come back to the church bringing aguardiente and
chicha for the musicians and other participants.
About this time the six capitanes appear in front of the
church and pray in the same way as did the others, first at the
cross and then in the doorway of the church.
The man in charge of fireworks then makes his appearance
alid like the others, begins his activities by first offering
prayers.

He then initiates the fiesta by offering three bombs

and three skyrockets.
The musicians, the principal, the capitanes, and the man
in charge of fireworks then leave the church and go to the house
where the celebration is to be held.

They may leave together or

in separate groups, but they must pray before every cross in the
road on the way to the alfirez house.
The fieafefe begins with a meal of beef or pork, tortillas,
chile, and large quantities of aguardiente and ehidaa prepared by
the alfirez1 wife with the help of many of the women present.
Besides those already mentioned, the alf^rez invites the capitanes
the musicians, and the authorities as well as preferred members of
his own patrilineage and personal friends.

As among the ancient

Maya, the ritual feast and ceremonial drinking are central foci
of contemporary Tzotzil religious celebrations (Tozzer, 1941:92).
About eleven o ’clock Friday evening, the alf^rez changes
from his ordinary clothes to the elaborate festive attire of his
office which he dons until the end of the celebration.

The
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activities are continuous from Friday night through late Sunday
afternoon and sometimes longer,

Large quantities of aguardiente

and chicfea are consumed amid the raucous din of cornets5 drums,
flutes, and harps intermittently interrupted by the shouts of the
guests and the hursts of hand-made bombs and skyrockets, and the
celebration loses little time in turning into an unrestrained
orgy.

As people succumb to the effects of the alcohol, they pass

out and remain lying wherever they happen to be at the moment,
only to continue again as soon as they recover consciousness.
At sunrise and in the early hours of Saturday morning
more bombs and skyrockets are offered as the fiesta continues
into its second day.
About ten o'clock in tie morning, the authorities go to
the church where the first and second regidores take out the cere
monial flags, ordinarily located near the pulpit, and carry them
in a procession to the house of the alf/rez (Fig.13) .

Arriving

there, the first alcalde prays while a new palm mat is put on the
ground and a small table is placed on top on which the flag is
/

deposited.

The alferez then places an incense burner under the

table, kneels before it and addresses the "authorities in a very
long prayer, crossing himself three times.

Upon finishing the

prayer he rises, and the flag is then stood in the front door of
his house and tied to three small trees especially cut and stuck
in the ground to support it.

Having deposited the flag in this

place, the authorities now begin to take part in the festivities
by eating and accepting drinks.

They usually remain at one

alferez house for about two hours, for if there is another they

Figo 13®

Politico-Religious Officials Carrying,
Ceremonial Flags During a Fiesta*

H
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must also make an appearance there where the above ritual is ref
peatecL After the visits to the alferez houses are finished, the
authorities leave in a procession and return the ceremonial flags
to the church where they are again deposited next to the pulpit*
lAbout one hour later, usually around three in the after
noon, the capitanes and alfirez appear in the square dressed in
their ceremonial attire, mounted on horses with bells attached
above the front legs.

They stop their horses around the large

cross in front of the church.

The first cap!tan dismounts and

enters the church where he again removes the ceremonial flag and
brings it to the door of the church.

There he hands it to the

/

alferez, who then mounts his horse holding the flag before him
and bracing it on the saddle.

The whole group begins to pray at

this time and then starts to run around the plaza in an oeliptical pattern, returning to the cross each time to continue praying.
After repeating this several times, they then divide into two
equal groups, each of which runs from the diagonal corners of the
square.

In each corner they hesitate a moment to pray and then

race back to the opposite side where they do the same, and in this
way the route of the two groups forms a cross in the middle of the
square.

After completing this operation, they again stop before

the cross in front of the church and the alferez returns the flag
to the first capitan, who returns it to its place in the church.
The group then reunites and runs from one of the four corners of
the square to the next, praying in each one before continuing to
the next (Fig. 14).

During this phase, there is often a small

boy stationed in one of the corners of the plaza with a bottle of

Fige 14 0

Capitan.es Riding in the Village
Square of "Larrainzar.
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aguardiente who gives the riders drinks as they stop to pray.
The whole ceremony is carried out with the participants under the
influence of alcohol, which often causes them to fall from their
horses.

For this reason it is quite difficult to know the exact

number of times that each of these phases of the ceremony is
rightfully performed.

In other villages, Magdalenas, for exam

ple , it is known that each phase in which the group goes from one
of the four corners of the plaza to the other is repeated 13
times. .This ceremonial pattern quite possibly symbolizes the four
gods of the cardinal points and the 13 gods of heaven.
The capitanes usually spend about three hours carrying
out their ceremonial duties, and by about 6 o ’clock they finish
and return to the house of the aIf^rez where the fiesta con
tinues on into Saturday night.and Sunday morning. Sunday after/
noon the capitanes and alferez repeat their performance of the
day before in the village square, and as they finish the fiesta
is officially ended.

However, for many who by now are lost in

the abyss of an alcoholic stupor, it may continue into the next
day and even longer.

It is not uncommon for those taking part in

important fiestas hot to return to their homes and their labors
until the following Tuesday or Wednesday.
The Gods of the Four Cardinal Points
The Tzotzil, like their Maya ancestors, perceive their
world as square and built

In horizontal layers.

Heaven and earth

come together and are united in the corners and at the ends of the
world.

The gods of the four cardinal points are called Kuch
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Vinajel-Baru.mil (bearers of heaven and earth) or Vashafc Men.
The former name refers to their main fonetion which is to sup
port the heavens and earth on their shoulders.
move causes earthquakes»

Their slightest

The latter name, Vashak Men, it has

already "been suggested, may he a reference to the archaeological
site of TJaxactun in the Guatemalan Be ten, from which the ancestors
of the present Mayan groups are reputed to have journeyed in the
four directions and become the gods of the four cardinal points.
The number four is a very important ritual number among
the Maya.

Everything that is important in their lives such as

the house, corn field, village center, and municipio is conceived
in this dimension.
The capitanes who ride horses around the village plaza

.

to celebrate fiestas honor these gods by stopping to pray in each
of the four corners.

Many eurers invoke the gods of the four

cardinal points in their curing chants, atid four continues to
have great importance in Tsotzil ceremonialism.
The Gods of the Earth
The survivals of prehispanic Maya nature worship are most
evident in the present-day Tzotzil beliefs in the supernatural
spirits (Tz. yawal balumil, chauk; Sp.- capitanes, angeles,
maestros) which inhabit the mountains, earth, and sources of
water.

These deities are fertility gods for they control all the

natural resources so important to the Indians' way of life.

This

folk aspect of prehispanie Maya religion by and large still car
ried out in the parajes of Larrainzar has endured into modern
times with fewer alterations than the more esoteric form carried
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on by the religious hierarchy in the village center.
The gods of the earth are everywhere, but they are es
pecially plentiful in the sources of water, high mountains and
deep, forbidding caves.

Many of these deities have the names of

Catholic saints such as San Antonio, San Miguel, San Manuel, San
Lorenzo, San Juan, etc., and many holy places in different parajes
have the same designations.

However, these inconsistencies do not

cause logical difficulties for the Indians because they consider
these gods to be as distihct as the places over which they reign.
There are many types of angels with as many different
favors to grant and withhold.

Those who control the wind and

rain inhabit the caves and are generally called chauk, which is
probably a cognate of Chad, the ancient Maya rain god (Tozzer,
1941:97n.).

When there is thunder and lightning during a rain

storm, the Indians believe that it is an angel leaping out of a
cave and into the sky where it sprinkles water from a huge jug
which falls to the earth as rain.

When the wind blows, it is

because an angel in a cave has exhaled.

Others control tem

perature and capriciously send heat and cold.

Some are the pos

sessors of great quantities of corn, beans, and all other forms
of agricultural wealth.

Still others control game animals and

from time to time will set a deer, rabbit, etc., free so It may
fall prey to a zealous hunter.

By the same reasoning, all sources

of water, regardless of how insignificant, have controlling an
gels which determine the abundance of their flow.
/>

In Larrainzar there

is a folktale concerning a large

serpent.(Tz. mukta ch'on) with a feathery coat which is worshipped
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as a godo

This snake, like the cant! of the ancient Quiche, is

a minor god in their mythology (Goetz and Morley, 1950;184)„
This deity is to be feared and venerated with prayers if acci
dentally encountered in the mountains«

If attacked, it will

avenge itself by sending other snakes to fall upon the victim.
For this'reason the Indians generally regard snakes as sacred
and endeavor not to harm them.
There are Colors associated with the gods of the earth,
the most often mentioned of which are red, white and green.

In

prehispanie times, colors were delated with the four cardinal
points of the earth (Tozzer, 1941:135).

The rainbow is inter

preted as, a combination of all of these colors.
Like other Maya deities, the gods of the earth are dualistic in nature, and consequently are capable of both advancing
and hindering m a n ’s lot in life.

They are, however, generally

more approachable and can be brought within the control of common
man more easily than the deities of heaven, who are held more i n
awe.

Therefore, to a large extent both curing and witchcraft

depend on the practitioner’s manipulation of the earth deities.
Many diseases are explained as due to loss of the individual’s
spirit to the earth deities, either accidentally or through the
malevolence of an enemy.

Many types of witchcraft practiced by

the Tzotzil consist of delivering the companion animal of the
victim to the deity of a cave, water hole, etc., supplicating
that it be tied, held prisoner, and starved to death.
The angels sometimes select ourers and appear to them
in their dreams.

The deity proposes to remain in the eurer's ■
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power and give M m divine counsel and guidance in dealing with
illness and all other human problems in general if the proper
ceremonies and rituals are performed.

If the eurer agrees, the

deity stays in his power for life, endowing him with the special
<$manat6 that only permanent contact with the supernatural can be
stow, and the deity and the individual become very closely identi
fied,

•
All places such as sources of water, high mountains, and

deep, forbidding caves are considered to possess especially strong
and important deities.

These are usually designated by crosses

and are the location of most propitiatory behavior.

The cross is

widely associated with water or fertility in general and, there
fore, befbre this symbol are placed incense burners, a board for
burning candles, and several pine branches are added for decora-

;

tlon,
Indians often arrive at these places individually or as
groups to pray for favors.

Most prayers are accompanied by offer

ings of incense and candles and by fireworks on more important
occasions.

Aguardiente .Is an indispensable part of every ceremony.

In addition to praying in their fields when they plant and
harvest, the people from all the parajes touched by this stream go
to the eaves to pray for success in these activities.

On May 3,

Day of the Gross, small groups generally consisting of one, two,
or more households from the same paraje form a procession and
journey to TibS, or wherever their'main source of water happens
to be.

These groups are inevitably headed by the prlncipales of

the paraje who lead the prayers.

The rest of the party is
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composed, of the younger men and theli* women who follow behind
carrying smoking incense burners.

They take many pine branches

with which to make altars before the several crosses located deep
in the cave, and alsc make offering of incense and candles.

When

the prayers are finished, fireworks are offered and aguardiente
is drunk as the religious atmosphere rapidly gives way to that
of a festive occasion.

If San Antonio is happy with the offer

ings and accepts them as sufficient, he will cause water to fill
the stream, the rains will be bountiful, and the success of the
planting will be insured.

However, if he is not content, the

water supply will prove inadequate and greater attempts to pla
cate him will have to be made until the desired effect is
achieved,

V

The Tzotzil also believe that there are angels who con
trol all the game and animal life of the mountains.

Before go

ing hunting they pray to these deities that they may be allowed
an animal, and if fortunate enough to kill one,before carrying
it away, they light special candles near the head and offer
thanks.

There are some places in the mountains that are sacred

and if a hunter should see an animal in such a place, he is
unable to hit it because the angels do not permit game to be
killed in that spot.
The Gods of the Underworld
Just as there are benevolent gods which favor man’s lot
in life, there are malevolent ones whose activities impede the
human struggle for existence.

Like their Maya ancestors, the

Tzotzil attribute the many threatening and destructive influences
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in their lives to the gods of evil and death who make their do
main in the underworld«

These supernaturals are in reality

anthropomorphic representations of the forces of evil in the
Indian's life, for they alone are assumed to precipitate sudden
accidents and disaster as well as to bring unforeseen illness
and death to man as well as to animal and plant life.
The common tendency to perceive the ambiguous aspects of
their environment as threatening and potentially destructive,
undoubtedly reflects the great difficulties of making a living
with poor land resources and very ineffective technology.

It is

probably a fairly accurate measure of their generally high level
of anxiety over survival under these conditions and the wide
spread suspicion, fear, and hostility they feel for those with
whom they enter into the struggle for existence in the everyday
liveso
In prehispanic Maya culture, nine distinct gods of death
were believed to reign over the nine levels of the underworld.
Among the Tzotzil this concept of levels is still present, and
the lowest level of the underworld is formed by Olontik, the land
of the dead.

The association of the number nine with evil still

survives, for witches often invoke the nine gods of death (T z „,
pukuj).

This Tzotzil term, meaning devil in the generic sense,

is undoubtedly a cognate of Ah Puch, the Maya god of death, who
reigned over the ninth level of the underworld (Morley, 1956:200).
The gods of death have several anthropomorphic forms
which are the ik'al, mukta pishol or walapatok, shpakinte,
natikiljol, me'charnel, and yalem bek'et or kitsil bak.

There
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are some individual variations in the concept of these supernaturals as to how they appear and what deeds each is known to
commit, hut most people are in general agreement.

Some are very

local in origin and others are associated with other communities
and are believed to appear in Larrafnzar infrequently or not at
all.
The Tzotzil believe that they are the motivating force
of all human misfortune whether it be in the form of accidents,
crimes, catastrophes, or diseases.

They are thought to be on

the scene of any inexpedient or untimely occurrence such as when
a person accidentally cuts himself, falls, fights with a friend,
strikes his w i f e , breaks a bone, loses <ior, forgets something,
etc.

When such untimely circumstances take place, those involved

are said to have fallen victims of the gods of death.
During the day, mankind is watched over and protected
by the sun and the gods of heaven, and the gods of death are
generally confined to the underworld.

At night, however, the

sun disappears over the edge of the earth and the gods of death
have permission to rise from their layer in the underworld and
wander over the surface of the earth to harass mankind.

The

Tzotzil them are. very apprehensive of leaving their huts at
night for in the darkness they are likely to interpret any am
biguous form as that of the gods of death who have appeared to
injure them.

With the coming of day, however, and the reappear

ance of the smn, the malevolent deities re-enter the inner
reaches of the earth through the caves, where many of them are
thought to make their homes, and man is once again protected by
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the gods of heaven«,

. •

The Tzotzll solicits protection from the gods of death
practically every time he prays,bnt aside from this there are
few ways of assuring protection against the forces of evil.

The

Indians are very fearful of the dark and try to be in the huts
by nightfall;,

hong journeys are especially dangerous because

they often lead one into unfamiliar territory and surroundings.
Prayers are offered to the gods before sueh trips are begun and
at the crosses along the road.
all times.

Protective amulets are worn at

Most Indians carry a very hard black stick in order

to defend themselves from the gods of death.

Another standard

item is finely ground smoking tobacco (Tz., mui) which is used
to anoint the face, chest, and wrists at the moment when one
encounters a god of death.

If this is done in time, the devil

will not come closer because of his natural aversion for ground
tobacco.
their way.

Indians never travel at night without a light to guide
By the same reasoning, they are in the habit of

sleeping w i t h .the protection of a fire in the center of the
floor of the hut, for if it should go out they fear that they
will then fall prey to the gods of death who approach under the
cover of darkness.

OMFSBl 5
RELIGION II
Human Nature
In Tzotzil concept, human nature is composed of the
material components of flesh and hone and the non-material
component of the spirit, which are dynamically inter-related
aspects, of every person.

The existence of flesh and hone has

been established by empirical observation and organized into
a rudimentary system of physiology and osteology.

Therefore,

like most non-literate peoples, the Tzotzil have some vague and
elementary knowledge of the structure and functioning of the
human body.

On the other hand, they have even less information

with which to explain the dynamics of individual and group b e 
havior, and so these non-material components of human nature
are accounted for supernaturally in terms of a complex spirit
world.

There is an intimate relationship between the material

and non-material aspects, for both must be well for the indi
vidual to experience good health.

The flesh and bone cannot be

Well if the spirit is ill, and vice versa, for the relationship
between the two is inter-dependent and reciprocal.
The Spirit
In the Tzotzil point of view the spirit (Tz., ch'ulel)
is the vital force of nature, the dynamic, vivifying, indes
tructible energy of all humans, animals, and plants.
134

In man
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it is the innate medium, through which he expresses his psy
chological and social character,'the essential nature of all
human beings =
The contemporary Tzotzil maintain the ancient
Mesoamerican belief that the blood is the substance Of the per
sony;

(Goetz and Morley, 1950:89)»

&a in the past, the blood,

for the Tzotzil, is synonymous with the spirit.

Even though

the jole of the heart in the circulation of the life-giving
fluid is not understood, the pulse, for the Tzotzil, is the
tangible, material expression of the human spirit.
The Indians generally assume that the relationship b e 
tween the flesh and bone and the spirit is interdependent and
dynamic, and that many things which affect the spirit also
influence the flesh and bone, and vice versa,

(Fig. 15)» The

material and non-material components are different in kind and
quality, however, the former being finite and mortal and the
latter infinite and immortal.

The flesh and bone endure only

as long as the individual lives, while the spirit exists b e 
fore the person is born and after he dies, in both cases
liberated from its .bodily confines .
The spirit has two complementary aspects or manifesta
tions,

One is the non-material component of the individual

described above, and the other is a projection of these char
acteristics onto certain members of the animal kingdom.

The

Tzotzil believe that whenever a person comes into the world,
an animal is born in the mountains at exactly the same moment.

Flgo 15=

Inter-relationship of the
Components of Human nature.
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maintain a very special rela

God decides which animal is to corres

pond to each individual„

From hirth until death the fortunes

of the two are intimately bound together

and inseparable

because the individual and his companion animal (Tz„5 wayijel)
share the same spirit»

She companion animal is a personal totem

which represents

and

symbolizes, the individual towhom it cor

responds In much

the

same way

as

did the tonal

ortonalli

(Poster, •1944s85-lQ5§4<Saplan, 1956;363-68) in prehistoric
Mesoameriean c u l t u r e I f the companion animal fares well in
this reciprocal relationship, so does the individual, but if
either should be Injured or become ill, the other will have the
same experience at precisely the identical moment (Fig. 16)»
The specific identity of each

person8s companion animal

is

of great interest to the Tzotzil because of its importance

in

their system of social relations*

However, it is never pos

sible to establish it with certainty,
suppositional methods are practiced.

and so a multitude of
In prehispanic Mesoamerica

the ceremonial calendar was widely utilized by the priestly class
for divining a person's companion animal according to the date
he was born.

Among the Tzotzil this has long since passed from

existence, for today all that remains of this custom are some
typical folk practices of uncertain origins.

For example,

curers are often called upon to attend child births so that
they may draw various animals in the clay tortilla baker in the
center of the floor of the Indian hut.

According to this

F x g o
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techniquej, the animal being drawn at the moment of birth is
accepted as the child's companion animal.

Others attempt to

divine companion animals by searching for similarities between
the appearance of individuals and certain animals»

Some

Tzotzil believe that a child reveals the identity of his com
panion animal in his first .utterances„

Still others simply put

the .question to God in their prays whos if he choosess will reply
by revealing the truth to them in their dreams»

In a few cases

one of Larrajfnzar!s many m e 1santos, or curers who have a saint
in their power? may be consulted for the same purpose»
The Tzotzil believe that only animals with five toes can
be companion animals.

If such an animal is taken as game, the

hunter assumes that it is a companion animal and that its human
owner has also died at the same moment of a similar woundc-

The

same prohibitions and taboos apply to eating the flesh of a
companion animal as apply to the consumption of human fleslp., and
if such an animal is killed accidentally in the hunt the Indians
will usually burn the remains immediately»
Just as in prehispanic times, an individual is. very
closely identified with his companion animal and is assumed to
share many of the same traits of character with the latter.

The

Tzotzil believe that there is a wide variety of possible animals
with which one can share his fate„

Some

and others are aggressive and domineering.

are timid and reserved
For example, If a .

person is large, strong, and intelligent, he is presumed

to

have had the good fortune to have been born with an equally
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superior companion animal.

However, if he is weak, retiring,

and easily led, he is considered to have a companion animal
which exhibits the same traits.

Thus, the concept of companion

animal is employed to account for all varieties of individual
difference.
The Tzotzll assume that their companion animals subsist
by marauding other animals, both wild and domestic.

Therefore,

it is most important for the survival of the individual to have
a fast, clever and strong companion animal capable of both
defending itself from attack and preying upon weaker animals
for food.

The most desired companion animals are the larger

members of the cat family such as the jaguar, ocelot, and puma
(Tz. bankilal bolorn), and the coyote (Tz. ok'il); while those
which are generally considered less powerful are the lynx and
wildcat (Tz. its1inal bolom), the fox. (Tz. Vet), raccoon
(Tz. m e 8el), and the weasel (Tz. saben).
Generally there is a close correlation between the
relative vitality and strength in the animal kingdom of an
individual’s companion animal and his role in Larrainzar so
ciety.

The companion animals of people of high status such as

principales, curers, and the more important authorities are
usually assumed to be the largest and most powerful members of
the cat family.

People of inferior status, on the other hand,

are attributed the less powerful companion animals, as a rule.
Theoretically a person has the same companion animal
for life and it cannot change.

In actual practice, however,

the companion animal which society attributes to a particular

■■ :
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individual is likely to be modified and altered according to
the status of the roles which he occupies throughout life,

F op

example» in youth, when one1s role is only that of a farmer
working on his father’s lands, it is most probable that,the
companion animal ascribed to him will be equally insignificant.
However, as toe matures and begins to occupy more important
roles, especially those in the religious and political hier
archy, his companion animal will change in the minds of his
fellow man to one of greater importance.

Finally, when, he is

older and becomes a principal, eurer, high authority, or possi
bly a combination of them all, it may then be commonly assumed
that his companion animal is a large and powerful jaguar or
puma because it has succeeded in outlasting and dominating
those of lesser men.

In this re-evaluation is found the justi

fication of his ascension to greater power and importance. Even
though changes in the companion animal are theoretically
impossible according to the Tzotzil viewpoint, it is generally
agreed that the individual and his companion animal mature
physically and intellectually at the same time, and as they do,
both gain greater strength, wisdom, and importance.
The Tzotzil assume that exceptional people have more
than one companion animal and that for each additional one the
person possesses, he is attributed another spirit.

A person

with one companion animal has one spirit, a person with three
companion animals has three spirits, etc.

It is logical to

attribute several very powerful companion animals to people of
much vitality and wisdom and only one to more ordinary

"

:

individuals„

•

/ ' ':
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The advantage of having several companion' animals

is. contained in the belief that if one should become ill and
die, the surviving companion animals will sustain the person's
life.

However, those who have only one are not able to survive

the death of their companion animal.
The Tzotzil association of the jaguar and puma with high
rank is undoubtedly prehispanic in origin, as clearly brought
out by the Bonampak murals (Ruppert et al„, 1955;63).

In

Larrainzar, those of high social status, such as principales and
curers, are generally attributed three powerful companion ani
mals such as the jaguar, puma, and coyote, which are usually
graded according to relative strength from the largest to the
smallest.

A relationship of cooperation and mutual assistance

is believed to exist between a person's companion animals„• If
one should become ill the others, especially the large one,
attempt to nurse it back to health.

If any are injured or ill,

the person suffers the same malady, and he will still survive
even if one of the smaller ones dies.

However, if the largest

companion animal expires, most Tzotzil believe that the person
will die immediately, but others assume that he will survive
for three days.
/

■

'

In Larrainzar, as Foster (19.44:85-105) and Kaplan
(1956;363-68) found generally true throughout southern Mexico
and Guatemala, tonaiism and naguallsm are often very closely
related.

It is possible that.they have survived in Larrainzar

in very nearly, their original prehis panic, forms.

/

The Larrainzar

material supports Vogt's^® work among the Tzotzil of Hinacantan
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and that of Gorrea (I960;42) in

Highland Guatemala in pointing

to these phenomena as identical and forming one basic concept
of two essential variations.

Correa states;

We find the term nagnal of jUSte© origin, which was
used in the spiritual world of the Mayas to designate
two different concepts that had to do with ma n ’s destiny
in this world.
One was the idea of individual totem,
represented by an animal that was his inseparable life
long companion.
It was in a way the creation of a
. counterpart of a person since the destiny of one was
intimately linked to the destiny of the other. $ii injury
or death in the animal would cause illness or death in
the person who was his nagual. The other concept linked
to the term nagual was the transformation of a man into
an animal. The two concepts became confused in G-uatemala
and the term came to signify either of the two.1'
These concepts sometimes apply to the same individual.
First, everyone has a companion animal but, in addition,
members of the “elite” are suspected of being naguals (Tz.,
biktal'on: small heart, envious one) and turning themselves into
animals In order to harm their enemies. For the sake of clarity,
/
the companion animals of the “elite” group, in contrast to those
of the common group, will be referred to as naguals hereafter.
In harrainzar, just as Villa#Rojas (1947:584) found
among the Tzeltal of Osehue, it is commonly suspected that some
prineipales and curers have become witches and can turn them
selves into several animal forms or naguals.

Such powerful

people are presumed to have 13 malevolent naguals, any one of
which they are able to turn themselves into in order to accom
plish their deeds.
The Spirit World
/
The companion animals of the people of Larrainzar are
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presumed to have their domains In the highes.t and most remote
mountains throughout the. municipio = These sacred mountains are
/ '
called ch'iebal in the Larrainiar dialect of Tzotzil, and
ch'ibal in several closely related dialects„

This term is

undoubtedly a cognate of the ancient Yucatecan Maya word,

.

ch*ibal, which, according to Roys (1957:4) referred to the patrilineage or patri-clan of an individual .
,■

Roys states:

A very important feature of Yucatecan Maya society
was what might be called the name of the group. Every
person of either sex had a patronymic, and the bearers
of the same patronymic constituted a recognized group.
This was called c h 1ibal ("lineage of the male line"),'
and the Maya thought of.it as, and called it, a lineage.
Some of these lineages certainly, and probably many of
them, had their own patrOn deities, a number of whom
seem to have been deified ancestors (Roys, 1933:147)
(Scholes and Adams)V'
'
The Quich^ term, chipal, which refers to the mountain

Hacavitz-CMpal in Highland Guatemala, where the mythological
ancestors of the Quiche first settled and founded their major
patri-lineages, is probably a cognate of the Tzotzil and Maya
terms also.
According to ancient Maya and Tzotzil custom, when a man
searching for new lands chose a section of virgin forest, felled
the trees,and planted his corn, he established his right to live
on and use that land.

In this way his family settled on the

lands and he became the founder of a patri-lineage.

In time,

the group multiplied and spread over an extensive area, form
ing a patri-clan, recognizing kinship through a mythical male
ancestor.

In traditional Maya society this patrilineal descent

group'was called ch*ibal.

Until recently, this prehlspanic custom of claiming and
j
f

acquiring land was widely followed in Larrainzar, as it still
is in nearby settlements.

In recent years, however, it has

been giving way to the institution of private property with the
consequent atomization of social'structure.

T h e ■concept of

c h ’lebal is still preserved, however, and maintains a nearly
prehispanic

significance„

Nowadays this concept refers not only to the individual's
patrilineal group, but also to the place where he was born and
the sacred mountain on which his original mythological ancestors
first established themselves„

The land where a kin group has

struggled to wrest a living from the soil for unrecorded gene
rations is very sacred.

To those who live there it is the

hallowed dwelling place of the spirits of their ancestors whose
inherited wisdom and sacred traditions allow them to survive in
a difficult environment.

They are intimately familiar with the

gods who reign over the isolated corner of the world and are
well aware of the value of effectively propitiating these
deitieso

To its inhabitants, this familiar terrain and the

patrilinear kin group which occupies it, with its complex web
of complementary human relations, represents the highest degree
/
•
of emotional security possible in Larralnzar. All that which
is outside of this territory and kin group is unfamiliar,
foreign and to be viewed with suspicion and rejected as threat
ening and dangerous.
It is generally agreed that the companion animals
corresponding to the members of the thirteen major descent
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/
■'
groups of Larrainzar lEiliafeit the sacred mountains and form a
society of their own or spirit world. -Each sacred mountain is
under the control and supervision of a saint who is the supreme
judge of all matters which take place, there.

This is in accord

with the Quiche tradition that the mountains were the places
where their ancestors hid their gods, and that thereafter they
consulted them in matters of importance.

The mountains3 their

saints, and probably the descent groups were, and possibly still
are, arranged according to their relative importance.

There are

generally bank!la1 (older brother) and itsinal (younger brother)
sacred mountains bearing the same name.

The most important

sacred mountain in Larrainzar is Sacomch1en, located near the
entrance to the village center where San Andres is considered
to be the dominant supernatural.

According to tradition, the

village was first established there when San Andres first led
settlers there from a place in the east.

San Andres seems to

have been substituted for the name of the original mythological
ancestors corresponding to Balam-Quitz^, Balam^Acab, Mahucutah,
.
y
and Equi-Balam of the Quiche, or else the three gods which they
2i§
brought, Tohil, Avilix, and Hacavltz.
It is considered the
sacred mountain of the Hernandez s i b ^ ■the ancestors of whom
may have been the actual founders of the settlement.'
was its original name.

Sacomch’en

The other mountain domains of the eom-

panion animals of the people of Larrainzar are;
y

Jolnamdch, Haob,
’

■'

Balavits, Ashvits, pontevits, Pamalvits, Sabania, Tres Picos,
'Junal, Mutvlts, Kunalbilum, Henvits, Tisikal, Titojtikal,

.• ■

,

;

■
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C h 1imjobeltikalg Chaklajaa, Yashk'om, and Lansavlts.

Hot all

of these sacred mountains are within the present boundaries of
the munieipio of Larrainzar, suggesting that the descent groups
which correspond to them have their mythical origins in other
places.

In..contrast to Sacomeh’en :wbere San Andres is the un

disputed master, there is less certainty and agreement as to the
identity of the saints which reign supreme in each of these
lesser sacred mountains «

:

The companion animals of the inhabitants of other Indian
■■ ■ ■ '
V
■
■ • ■. ■■ :
- . : . /
communities such as Chamula, Santiago, Zinacantan, etc., as well
'

as Ladinos and foreigners * are found in the sacred mountains
which are in or near their respective communities and are definitely apart and distinct from those of the. people of harrainzar0
The principal sacred mountains in some Tzotzil communities are
called Calvario (Calvary)0
According So Roys (1957;3-6), the 16 ancient Maya
provinces of Yucatan were eaSh ruled by a w Halach Uinic,11 whose
position was inherited within his lineage„

The ruling families

of the Maya exercised- political and religious control over the
several less important lineages in their provinces, and each had
a series of patron deities who were- probably ancestor gods „
Although the highest echelons of the Tzotzil ruling
class have long since disappeared, there are still surviving
remnants of this system of social organization.

Villa-Rojas

(1947:583) maintains that in all essential aspects, present-day
Chiapas social structure is similar to that which prevailed in
prehispanic times among the Maya of Yucatan.

Until quite
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■

recently? each patri-sib of Larralnzar occupied, a contiguous
territory.

All available evidence suggests, that formerly each

of the sacred mountains of Larralnzar corresponded to only one
patri-sib, which occupied contiguous parajes, owned and ex
ploited their lands in common.

Some older people can still

remember the time when all the companion animals of the members
of the Gomez patri-sib were considered to dwell in the same
/ : .■
'/:
'
mountain, those of the Hernandez patri-sib in another, etc. In
short, each descent group had its own separate area of the
munioipio-and the companion animals of the group occupied the
same sacred mountain.

Undoubtedly the members of each group

were reasonably certain about the location of their sacred
mountain.

'

It is probable that this clear distinction in the loca
tion of the sacred mountains of the various descent groups still
exists only in the more isolated areas of Larralnzar and in the
nearby villages of Santiago and Santa Marta.

In the even more

/

isolated areas such as Chalehihultan, the patri-sib system still
is very much intact and the calpulli forms the basic system of
land exploitation. Bach of the various descent groups considers
that the companion animals of its members occupy distinct moun
tains, and ceremonial relations are periodically maintained with
/

these holy places (Guiteras-Eolmes, 1951:202).
In areas of greater pressure on land resources, such as
Ghamula and the parajes of Larralnzar nearest the village center,
this prehispanic system of communal land exploitation has given
way to the institution of private property and the resultant
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atomiaation of social -units.

Many young men have not been able

to inherit or obtain sufficient lands gear those of their father
and brotherss and so they have had to seek other lands and es
tablish themselves in other parajes„

In this way the larger

social units have generally been disrupted and dispersed over
the municipio.

At present, many parajes of Larramzar are

divided between two, three, or even more patri-lineages or patrlslbs which own their own lands and exploit them privately.
As the social structure of Larrafnzar has changed, the
concept

of the. sacred mountain has lost its original signifi

cance as a group of common patrilineal descent and retains only
I
'.
'
'
residence meaning.
This process of change has created confusion
in some minds as to the identification and location of the sacred
mountains of each descent group.

Some who move away from their

original parajes feel like strangers in their new surroundings
and assume that their companion animal has remained in its
original sacred mountain.

Ihen others are forced to move to

new parajes, they believe that their companion animal also
changes residence and enters the sacred mountain of the inhabi
tants of the new parajes.
Just as the parajes are no longer composed exclusively
of a single kin group, neither must the companion animals of the
sacred mountain necessarily correspond to members of the same
kin grpup.

As the paraje loses its sib-like exclusiveness as a

kinship unit and retains significance as an area of residence
only, the concepts of sacred mountain undergo similar alterations .
It is becoming more common for several patri-lineages to reside
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In the same paraje* and this change is clearly reflected in the
world of companion animals„

The tendency toward atomization of

social units is explained by saying that nowadays companion
animals of several patri-lineages live in the same sacred moun
tain but maintain separate and distinct compartments therein.
The same rule of residence is followed in the world of
/

companion animals as among the inhabitants of larrainzar them
selves.

When a woman marries# her companion animal leaves the

sacred mountains of her patri-lineage and takes-up residence in
that of her husband.

In the rare case when an Indian changes

to Ladino clothes# learns to speak Spanish# leaves, his group
and takes up residence in a Ladino community, his companion
animal leaves the sacred mountain of his patri-lineage and
enters a sacred mountain of the Ladinos which is far away and
unknown to the Indians.
The Lineage and Ancestor Gods
The activities in the spirit world of the sacred moun
tains are directed and controlled by the lineage and ancestor
gods.

The former are the companion animals and naguals which

correspond-to the *elite*-of Larrainzar society.

The latter

deities symbolize the spirits of their immediate ancestors# who
are not as distant or remote as those embodied in the gods of
heaven. Both forms of ancestor deity are confused with the
pantheon of Catholic saints.
The Tzotzil image of the spirit world is in reality a
nearly exact projection of the social organization of their
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society (Pig.17)5 and offers a classic example of Durkheim*s
theories of religion (Timasheff, 1957;112-15)„

According to

Dnrkheim, religion may be defined as a unified system of
beliefs and practices relating to sacred things.

Totemism

(companion animals and naguala in the case of the fzo.tzil) refers
to an implicit belief in a sacred force or principle which pro
vides sanctions for violations of taboos, inculcates moral res
ponsibilities in the group, and animates the totem itself.

For

Burkheim, group life is the generating source or efficient cause
of religion.

Religious ideas and practices refer to or symbol

ize the social group.

The function of religion is the creation,

reinforcement, and maintenance of social solidarity.
lor the Tzotzil, the sacred mountains symbolize the sky,
and to ascend one of these peaks is tantamount to rising into
the heavens.

Both the sacred mountains and the sky have thir

teen horizontal layers, each of which is presided over by dis
tinct ancestor deities.

The strata of the sky are presumed

connected by the sacred cottonwood tree; while those of the
sacred mountains are imagined as linked from bottom to top by
a huge stairway.

25

The Tzotzil conceive of the. thirteen horizontal levels
or strata of the sacred mountains as connected by stairways, in
many respects quite similar to the ancient Maya pyramids.

Each

level is the abode of a certain number of companion animals
distributed according to their kinship relations and social
status.

Everyone has an elegantly painted, many-colored stool.

Those in the highest levels are much more elegant than those

Figs,-IV,
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below.

Abundant pine needles with flowbrs scattered over them

cover the floor around each stool, which many Indians believe
is surrounded on three sides by pine branches„
mountains vary in ornateness.

The sacred

Those which correspond to the

more important descent groups are more highly embellished with
flower pots on the walls and are lit by nothing less than elec
tricity.
The companion animals or maguals of the most powerful
principales occupy the most important seats in the 13th level
of the sacred mountain.

Among them the companion animal

of

the principal of principales, a giant jaguar, has the most
imposing position, from which he consults directly with the
ancestor gods on matters concerning the rule of his inferiors.
Conceptually, this bears many similarities to the Haya ^ascension
motif** at Piedras Hegras, where ruling figures were depicted on
stelae as seated in elaborate thrones and associated with
jaguars (Proskouriakoff, 1960;460,462).

This theme of dynastic

succession as a motive for constructing pyramids and recording
the significant historical facts related to the reign of the
glyphs is also strongly suggested by Roys'

(,1033:74) interpre

tation of The Book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel.
Just as the human relations of Tzotzil society are in
large part determined by considerations of age, the social
relations of

the spirit world are rigidly structured along

generational lines.

The thirteen levels of the sacred mountain

strongly suggest that each might correspond to a separate
generation.

Individuals of the same generation generally have
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their companion animals on the same level.

Actually, however,

all the factors which lead to ascension to leadership in
Tzotzil society dynamically interact to determine the level and
position of the companion animal of a specific individual.

Al

though age alone is not sufficient to achieve status among the
Tzotzil, there is a general relationship between age and in
creased position.

They believe that the higher levels of the

sacred mountain correspond to the more powerful companion
animals and naguals , which in most cases are those of older
peopleo

The lower levels are occupied by the more ordinary

companion animals which generally are those of younger people.
In effect, however, the levels of the sacred mountain more
accurately suggest the amount of Tzotzil tradition that their
occupants have mastered at a certain time in their lives rather
than their exact age and generation.
Ihen a Tzotzil is born, his companion animal is also
assumed to be an infant and therefore must take its place in
the lowest level of the sacred mountain.
two mature simultaneously.

&s time passes the

If the person is mediocre

in

adulthood and never plays a distinguishing role in his society,
it is explained that his companion animal possesses only aferage
qualities.

Like the companion animals of the majority of people,

it will never rise to a high level in the sacred mountain or
play an important part there.

Generally, however, as one goes

through life he occupies more important roles, and as he does,
a more powerful companion animal and inevitably naguals are
attributed to him which, it is assumed, occupy a higher level

. ...

in the sacred mountain.
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This happens when a man becomes older

and is more respected in his paraje, and finally becomes a
principal or curer.

He is deeply revered by his descending

generations because he now $$knows how to think” in terms of the
traditions of his society, and his vast accumulation of esoteric
and ritual knowledge is held in awe,. Such important individuals
are attributed as many as thirteen companion animals and naguals
of the most powerful types which are the lineage gods of the
sacred mountains,

At the same time, these people are considered

to have as many spirits as they have companion animals and
naguals, which account for their great vitality and success in
resisting death longer than ordinary people,
During a man's lifetime his companion animal may rise
to the thirteenth level in the sacred mountain, where it is
closest to the spirits of his ancestors and from time to time
is able to: confer with them.

The companion animals and naguals

of the welite”, the eurers and principales, are referred to as
the petometik (embracers) and kuchometik (carriers) of the
inferior companion animals.

With the ancestor gods they are

collectively spoken of as the totilme1iletik (fathers and
mothers).

Such older people are assumed to have the most

powerful companion animals and are often suspected.of turning
themselves into nagual animals in order to harm others, just
as were their ancient counterparts among the Gakchiquel
26
/27
(Heeinos and Goetz, 1953;1)
and.Quiche/ (Goetz and lorley,
1950;193) in prehispanic times»
Although the exact number of naguals that a curer
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possesses Is not known# in most o w i n g chants the practitioners
call forth nine and thirteen most frequently.

They are believed

to inhabit the same compartments as the other members of their
descent group, and those of' each kin group function.independent
ly of each other.
powerful.

The naguals of the higher levels are the most

The nagual of the principal of principales is the

most important lineage god and is in charge of all the activities
of the sacred mountain.

He confers with San Andres, patron saint

of Larrainzar, who comes down from heaven from time to time
especially for the occasion.

The patron saint of the municipio

in this role appears comparable to that of the principal ances
tor gods of the ancient Maya {Tozzer, 1941;9) w h o , it was be
lieved, descended from heaven in order to establish their
lineages on earth.

Like the ancestor g o d s , i t falls within San

Andres* duties to pay frequent visits to the other sacred moun
tains in the municipio also.
Like all Maya deities, the lineage gods have a dual role»
On the one hand, their companion animals look after all the
inferior companion animals in the sacred mountain.

On the other

hand, as naguals th e y .exercise social controls over the group.
It is their responsibility to supply the food for the group and
to Serve them as curers in case of illness.

At night, several of

the more important companion animals leave the sacred mountain
through a cave or other opening and the leader of the group
directs them where they can hunt deer, sheep, goats, wild boar,
■cows, etc.

The next night he direst s. them to another place in

order to avoid reprisals of the owners of the animals.

They
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bring the kill back to their sacred, mountains and the leaders
take charge of the preparation and distribution of the food
among the Inferior companion animals.

He whose companion

animal fares well maintains good health., but those whose animals
d on’t receive their share are destined to suffer as a result.
As Villa"Rojas noted among the Tzeltal of
very important function of the

Oxchuc, one

lineage gods is to provide a

supernatural system of social control through nagualism.

The

present research supports this point of view in its entirety.
/

In Larrainzar, as in Oxchuc, it is commonly suspected that most
curers and prineipales are able to turn themselves into malevo-v
lent animals and other natural

phenomena in order to harm their

enemies and send them disease.

Villa^Rojas(1947:583-84) says

that in Oxehue;
*Closely interwoven with the familial, political and
religious organization is a system of magical beliefs
and practices based on the concept of the nagual. The
system finds its justification in its efficiency as a
method of social control; it makes possible the con
tinued attachment to traditional custom, and sanctions
the moral code of the group,
stated above, there is
a widely held Tzeltal belief that all chiefs and elders
receive the supernatural help of a nagual.
In daytime
the nagual remains "in the heart" of his master, but at
night he can move about alone, quite independently of his
owner’s body. Through the intermediation of these super
natural beings, the elders and chiefs are able to know
the thoughts and actions of their subordinates and thus
mete out punishment in the shape of illness"or other
misfortunes.
To cause illness, all the witch has to do
is to allow his nagual to enter the victim’s body and
slowly eat his soul."'
On each level of the sacred mountain there is another
room where the ancestor gods meet to pass judgment on the
behavior of the companion animals.

The lineage gods act as

intermediaries between the ordinary companion animals and the
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ancestor gods just as the curers and prlnclpales play an'equi
valent role for man with his gods.

The letters' function is

similar to that of the priests and sacrifleers among the Quiche
as suggested in the Popol Vulu

Outside of the deity* s room

there is a cross, where the punishments dictated for each com
panion animal are inflicted.

If one is seated on the right of

the cross it is to he a light punishment.

If he is seated on

the left it is to be severe, and if bound to the cross he may
be dealt the death penalty for his transgressions.
The sacred mountains still play a very important role
in the ceremonial life of the Tzotzil (Gutteras^Holmes, 1951;
28
202), and according to Vogt
«, in Zinacantan, a less isolated
'

'

>

(
municipio than Larralnzar, are. usually marked by crosses where . \
religious rituals are carried on.

In the more isolated areas

it is likely that effigies of the ancestor gods are still in
us e .

In May 1950 seventeen idols were discovered in a shallow

cave on the top of the sacred mountain of Junal in the municipio
of Chalehihuitan, about fifteen miles from Larralnzar.

Unfor

tunately, the site was sacked by an irresponsible American
h '
29 '■■■'■'
,
.
'", „ adventurer, but two typical examples were 'recovered and are
presented in Pig. 18.

According to informants, the site was b

still in use for ceremonial purposes and was visited periodi
cally by the Indians to make offerings to the ancestor gods for
curing, success in agriculture, water, etc.

Incense was found in

the mouths and eyes of most of the idols, in accord with ancient
Maya tradition (Goetz and Morley, 1950:191).

There' was ample

evidence of burials and possibly of a pyramid on fop of the

Fig* 18*

Ancestor God Idols«

Type 1 (left); length, 23|rM ; Face Height, 10^^,
Ma.x* Breadth, 7 t$; Thickness at nose,/' 3^.
Characteristics; 2 holes through ears, incense
in eyes and mouth*. .
Type 2 (right); Length, 19n| Face Height ll-g-n,
Max* Breadth,
I Thickness at nose,-:4i|!t*
Characteristics; 2 holes through ears, one in
back, incense in left eye*
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mountain,
Destiny of the Spirit
When a person dies his companion animal.also expires
and the material side of life ends.
bond which united

The spirit, the magical

them in life is immortal, and death sets it

free to pursue its journey in the hereafter.

Formerly, it was

the common practice to bury the dead in the floor of the hut
so that they might be near their families even in death.

Mem

bers of the tt4litew were often buried in caves in the sacred
mountains of their ancestors, and their spirits were believed
to rise into the heavens on the branches of a big cottonwood
tree growing from the center of the earth, according to the
prehi'spanic Maya belief (Tozzer, 1941:132).

There in heaven

the spirits of these old men became gods for their descendants.
In regard to ancestor worship among the ancient Maya,
Morley (1956;182) states:

,

vAmong the Co.com, theruling house of Mayapan, a
burial custom obtained.
The bodies of the dead Cocom
lords were boiled until the fleshy parts could be com
pletely removed from the bones. The back half of the
head was sawed off, leaving the front half intact.
Then, where the fleshy parts of the face had been, a
new face was built with resin. These restored faces
were kept, together with the wooden effigies, in the
oratories of their houses with the family idols. They
were held in great veneration and respect, and on feast
days offerings of food* were made to them so that the
lords might lack nothing in their afterlife.4”
The spirits of those who have been serious trans
gressors of the social standards are destined for eternal
punishment in hell (Tz. katimbak).

The spirits of the majority

are bound for the underworld, the land of the dead, where they

: :
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.reside in much the same way a s ‘they did in the land of the living.
The practice of burying Indians in the village burial
ground is quite recent but is becoming more widely practiced.
When a body is made ready for burial it is always prepared for
life in the hereafter,

First,: a net. like those used by the

Indians to carry personal belongings is placed in the right hand
of the corpse and is filled with the basic essentials of Tzotzil
life - three small tortillas to eat, posol to drink, thirteen
grains of corn and thirteen beans to plant, a needle to repair
clothes, and a small amount of money.

Between the right hand

and the body is inserted a small white candle if the person was
married

in the church, and a colored candle if not.

The candle

is to guide the way through the darkness to the land of the dead,
As there are many dogs in the underworld, next to the candle are
placed three short green sticks with which to beat them away.
Bach person present puts a pinch of dipt over the corpse so
that it may take a small bit of its., land to the hereafter.
Burials are always made in the late afternoon.

The

head is pointed to the west and a small slit is made in the wrap
ping cloth over the face so that the spirit will leave the body
and rise with the setting sun, travel to the edge of the world
and then slip below to the underworld„ In the land of the dead
the spirit assumes the form of a little person (Tz. bikta vinik)
and lives in a society which has the same social structure and
culture as the Tzotzil„

The little people live in small houses

and are weak and unable to work in the fields and carry heavy
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loads»

When the sun passes over them at night they are severe

ly burned and, therefore, are always looking for a way to get
out of the land of the dead and return to the land of the living.
The time that the spirit spends in the underworld is not
indefinite because it only stays there as long as its human
owner lived on earth.

If the person achieved the age of forty,

his spirit'would remain there for the sake period of time.

The

cycle of life in the land of the dead is just the opposite of
that of the land of the living, for instead of growing larger,
each year, the little people grow smaller.

The spirit of the

recently dead enter the underworld as fully grown people, but
each year they grow smaller until they become infants again.
When the same amount of time has been spent there as was passed
on earth, God allows the spirit to return to the land of the
living and endows another person and companion animal with it.
They are born in another community, however. . Thus, with the
reincarnation of the spirit, life's cycle begins to repeat
itself and is interminable because the spirit is indestructible
and can appear over and over again in a great many human and .
animal forms..

CH&PTER 6
ORIGINS OP IKL.NESS
Illness and World View
Tzotsil culturej, like that of all pre-literate folk
societies, includes veiy little empirically-derived knowledge
"by comparison to the preponderance of supernatural conceptions
and interpretations .of world events e

Consequently, in the

Tzotzil world view the realm of sacred maglco-religious
speculation heavily outweighs the importance of secular facts
In the Indians1 conception of the ultimate nature of reality
(Redfield,"1947 s:297) 0

They conceive their world animistically,

The spirit is the dynamic, impelling force of all- life and the
essence of the nature of all men, animals, and plants»

The

Tzotzil anthropomorphize all the phenomena of their environ
ment, and for them most events are controlled by the deities
which they attempt to propitiate with magico-religious ritual,
often centered around blood sacrifice„

Even though human

sacrifice has long since ceased, animal sacrifices are still
performed in. abundance on the ancient Mesoamer.ican assumption
that the gods are nourished with the spirits of humans and
animals (Beon-Portilla, 1956sl08)0

Making blood sacrifices

to the gods is still the Indians * way of assuring himself
continued existence 0
The Tzotzil conceive of their lives as constant

16.3
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struggles between the, forces of good, embodied in the
benevolent gods of heaven, and the forces of evil incarnated
in the gods of the underworld, who- in their minds are the
messengers of death and destruction0
The cosmology of the ancient Quiche and prehispanie
Mesoamerican Indians in general in which so many natural
phenomena are attributed magical causes has survived with
'few alterations in the Tzot'z 11 world view (Goetz, and Morley,
1950sl68)o

The natural principles that apply to one event

are inapplicable to a similar event occurring at another
time or place,,-- Just as most deities are local and distinct
for each munieipio and lineage therein, nature has as
little uniformity .from one Indian community to another and
is also relative to the group in quest!on=

The deities of

each munieipio and descent group-make different demands on
those over whom they reign, giving rise to what -the Indians
believe is great variation in custom and tradition from one ;
munieipio-to an other 0

The natural principles which are

held as true in one munieipio do not apply in another.
Consequently, all municipios and their inhabitants are.
perceived as quite distinct,

Local variations and dis

tinctions in deities, customs and traditions are assumed to
give rise to equally as significant diversity in reality
and "human nature" itself from one area’.to another»

For

the Tzotzll there are almost no universal principles of
nature which apply to all men everywhere in the world.
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All truth has a very local and restricted frame of reference
and what is true in one munieipio is not true in another,
etc o
Nowhere are these generalizations about Tzotzil
philosophy and world view more clearly demonstrated than in
their interpretation of health ahd sickness«

As their

cosmological system is built on magico-religious tenets,
the causes and cures of illness, in their bpiniom, are to a
large extent understandable and amenable to supernatural
principles«

Man must do more than merely eat sufficient

quantities of food and protect himself from the natural
elements in order to maintain good health =

Actually,

considerations of the natural causes of disease are of
only minor importance in the Tzotzils’ nearly constant
struggle to avoid the ravaging effects of disease0 Probably
a great deal more time is spent trying to maintain good
health than among people living in Western. Society where
disease is more effectively controlled,,
hike most non-literate peoples, the Tzotzil believe
that a person is naturally well until his health is tampered
with magically and damaged0

Tzotzil medicine is predicated

mainly on supernatural causes and cures in which all but
the simplest diseases are interpreted as punishment of the
supernatural powers provoked by transgressions of the
social standards,

A basic premise of this system is that

good health can exist only when man's behavior is in
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harmony with the expectations of his society and he is at
peace with others„

Logically then, disease results from

discord with, one’s fellow man which gives rise to magicoreligious sanctions of his behaviora
There is no strict rule for attributing

disease to

either natural or supernatural origins, and there is often
considerable variation of opinion between individuals and on
the part of the same person at different times in these
matters„

Slight illnesses which last a short while involve

relatively little discomfort and do not cause the sufferer
great anxiety are most
causeso

often considered to have natural

When a person has an illness which causes only mild

discomfort, he will usually accept it as natural in origin
and wait for it to pass»

However, if after a reasonable

time, it does not respond to herbal and other simple'folk
treatments, he may become very anxious and begin to seek a
supernatural explanation by calling a curer' who will attempt
to diagnose the exact nature of the disease, the offense
that has been committed, and what supernatural power is
punishing h i m 0

Only after these facts have been established

can a cure be affectedo
The approximate relationship of the natural and
supernatural elements in Tzotzil concepts of disease is
found in Pig* 19„

Figo 1.9o

Tzotzll Concepts of Disease o

Supernatural
elements

Natural
elements

..natural Diseases
The Tzotzil assume that every food has the inherent
quality of being either l,hotw or Meold06

Although there is

wide variation of opinion, it is generally agreed that meat's
and chile possess the former quality, while fruits and vege
tables, with few exceptions, are of the latter*

If great

quantities of either type of food are eaten, the person
makes himself susceptible to an illness of the stomach and
related organs*

An affliction brought on by excesses of one

quality of food must be corrected by eating food of the
opposite quality in order to re-establish the body's natural
balanceo
Practically any illness which does not cause great
suffering or incapacitation is likely to be interpreted as
natural in origin*

However, those which interfere with man's

normal activity for any length of time, and especially those
which become progressively worse, are suspected of having
supernatural causes0
Supernatural Diseases
•
/
'
_
In Larrainzar all serious diseases are accepted as
supernatural punishments for transgressions of the social
-norms'and deviations from the sacred cultural traditions *
As in prehispamic times, the Indians still believe that most
illness is magically sent and transmitted over the surface
of the earth in the form of pos. lom* Pos lorn is a very
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general term which refers to practically any disease of
supernatural origin*

It may appear as a great gust of

malignant air (Tz* autum i k }), and for this reason the
Tzotzil are deathly afraid of whirlwinds and cyclones*

It

may also he conveyed, in the rain and fog and be associated
with several colors such as white, yellow, green, black and
red*

The rainbow is deeply feared as a gathering of pos lorn

and a carrier of .instant death*

Witches are known to_.convert

themselves into balls of fire and various animals deliver
death to their enemies as in prehispanie times (Goetz and
Morley, 1950 s84n) *

The-deities responsible for sending

disease are the gods of heaven, the gods of the earth, and
the four cardinal points, the gods of the underworld, and
the lineage and ancestor gods*

Each has a distinct form of

punishment*
Diseases sent by the Gods of Heaven
The pessimism about life and the fatalistic accept
ance of death which typifies the Tzotzil is clearly expressed
in their creation myth»

According to this account, the

present is the third world created by God*

The.men of the

first two worlds were imperfect because they nevap died*
They soon overran the world and there was not food for all*
Realizing His mistake, God ended these worlds and created
the third world with the birth, of the sun in the sky and
the appearance of Jesus Christ on earth*

God gave all things
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a spirit and by so doing, made them mortal0

H e 'gave each

'individual.^ predetermined number of years to live on earth,
\
and no one may live longer than his allotted time0
.

The gods of heaven deliberate as a body on the
matters -of the world over which they reign®

From their

various stations in the thirteen levels of heaven, the sun god
and the patron saints of the various manicipios maintain a
constant vigil over b o t h ,the populace of their particular
municipios as well as the spirit world of the sacred mountains.
1 the higher deities are in constant contact with those below
as well as the principal ancestor gods of each sacred mountain«
If a sin is committed in either the real or the spirit world,
the saints and ultimately the sun god are notified of it
through these long channels of communication into heaven0
'

It

i

is recorded in their book and charged to the account of its
perpetrator®

Periodically the gods confer and decide on

punishments to send those who have sinned against them, and
in this w a y , one liquidates his debts to the deities®
Right and-wrong are always relative to the demands of
the patron saint of a muniqipio, and the moral standards and
demands that he sets for his group®

Behavior is acceptable

in some villages that is hot permitted in others®

Ladinos

are usually allowed to do many things that are prohibited to
Indians®

No one strives for universal principles of morality®

By the same logic, the supernatural punishments for the
transgressions of the social standards are thought to vary
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just as widely,

A given disease which is believed to be a

typical punishment of the patron saint in one village, need
not necessarily be known to another, and the illnesses to
which Ladinos fall victim are quite often believed distinct
from those of Indians, and vice versao
The Indians believe that they are inherently sinful
because they live by consuming the food granted them by the
benevolent deities.

If man does not propitiate the gods

adequately, they become angry and periodically send him .
illnesses to remind him of his social and religious responsi
bilities,

Tzotzil folktales frequently tell of patron saints

who, dissatisfied with the yearly fiesta celebrated in their
honor, have threatened to leave that village and go to.
another where they would receive greater appreciation.

For

this reason most Indians are cautious not to forget their
daily prayers to the gods accompanied by offerings of incense •
and candles, and to take part in the village fiestas through
out the year0
In spite of these precautions the gods often become
angry with all mankind and send epidemic diseases as punish
ment,

At other times they single out certain individuals and

allow the rest to escape.

These diseases are often accompanied

by fever, intense suffering, present a crisis, and in most
cases, are contagious.

The mild punishments such as headache,

temperature, colds, measles, chicken pox, and diarrhea are
commonly thought to last only three days,; being sent for
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transgressions of secondary importance„

The severe punish

ments include all diseases with high fevers, whooping cough,
dysentery and small pox, and are assumed to last 13 daysP
being sent for the more serious infringements=
Only those whom the gods choose become ill, and
survival is limited only to those who have divine permission,.
The people allowed to escape one year may be stricken and
succumb the next for there is always disease among the
Tzotzilo
Diseases sent by the Gods of the ;Barth
and the Four Cardinal Points'
Dike all Maya deities, the gods of the earth are
dualistic and therefore capable of both good and evil deeds.
For the contemporary Tzotzil, the wind and the rain are still
the fundamental media for the transmission o f 'illness»

There

are believed to be white, red, yellow, and black angels
which send disease through the air and clouds in the form of
malignant air or flaming balls of fire (Tze, pos lorn).

The

rainbow with its spectrum of colors is conceived of as a
lethal combination of all these forces, and therefore, manipu
lation of the gods of the earth is very important in witch
craft and curing.
The gods of the earth are numerous and serve as the
protectors of those who dwell in that area.

Therefore a

person is generally safe in familiar territory, but if he
should travel to strange areas where he has not been before,
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the earth gods of the new place are likely to be displeased*
They will punish- him by capturing or damaging his companion
animal in a vulnerable moment causing him to become ill*
The angelsy especially the powerful ones which are
owners of caves9 waterholeis, and mountains are often enlisted
by witches to capture the companion animals of their enemies *
If sufficient offerings are made by the witch, the god of the
earth will grant the favor0

Once having the victim’s com

panion animal in its power, the god will tie it up and make
it his prisoner*

He then begins to starve and torture it

slowly Until its human counterpart is slowly overcome and
dies*

>■

Disease Sent by the Gods
of the Underworld

For the Tzotzil, the gods of death are the anthro
pomorphic representations and expressions of the myriad
dangers and misfortunes which typify their everyday existence =
These beliefs are the products of the many natural phenomena
in their environment which Tzotzil culture is not yet able to
understand and control0

These malevolent supernaturals are

the constant surveyors of all human affairs who rapidly advance
on any opportunity to initiate accidents, crimes, catastrophes,
and discord among mankind*

All events which impede m a n ’s

struggle to maintain harmony in his life are considered
triumphs of the forces of evil*

The gods of death -and their

human counterparts, the witches, are the authors of all birth
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defects such as missing and malformed limbs, crossed eyes?
idiocy, paralysis, schizophrenia, and nervous disorders of
all types which interfere with the individual’s effective
adjustment to the rigors of 1 ife0
The gods of death assume many forms, the most common
of which is that of the i k ’a l , who most Tzotzil believe is a
black man about the size of a four or five year old child
(de la Puente, 1959)»

He usually dresses like a Ladino with

black pants, shirt, shoes, and a small hat with a large brim.
His clothing is very dirty and he smells like a vulture.

He

often carries a machete and announces his presence with, a
peculiar-whistle or by throwing rocks from a mountain top*
The food of the i k ’al consists of human flesh,
preferably Indian, which he eats raw0
some preference for the human head*

He appears to have

Nevertheless, he is

believed to eat beef as well as fruits or posol and to season
his meal with brown sugar.
The i k ’al lives in a cave in a high mountain.

Several

caves of the area are believed to be his home, including one
/
in Earrainzar where there are many egg shells which are
assumed to be remains of his food*

The towers of the church

of Santo Domingo in San Cristobal and those of the church at
Chamula are also suspected of being among his possible
dwelling places„
When the i k ’al is not in his cave, he walks the
loneliest mountain paths waiting for the Indians going alone
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to the villages In order to make them his victims0

He also

hides behind trees in the cornfields to wait for farmers»
He lurks near the trails at night to harass drunks and
people returning to their homeso

The i k ’al also marauds on

the outskirts of the villagess and even in the villages
themselves, in order to trap people0

He prefers to molest

women, however, and he will^often wait for them in the fields,
when they are carrying water, or when they step out of the
house for a moment to perform some task* .If he can, the
i k ’al will enter a house when the woman is alone on the
pretense of asking for food, but his real motive will be to
take advantage of her while her husband is not present to
defend her0
The i k ’al will enter a house magically at night and
carry off a woman who is sleeping next to her husband withrout her being able to prevent it«,
makes her drink his urineo

If the woman resists, he

However, if he is carrying off a

man, he will tell his victim to close his eyes and when he
opens them, he finds that the i k ’al has wrapped him in a
straw sleeping mat and has carried him high into the clouds„
The i k ’al usually walks.or flies in the roads by night,
sleeping in his cave by d a y „

It is said that in good weather

he goes out alone at night, while in the rainy season in the
daytime too, he travels under the protection of the high
clouds and fogs which allow him to fly without being seen0
He is most active during the months of October and November
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because of the prevalence of storms and. bad weather at this
time of year,

Tuesdays and Thursdays are particularly bad

at any time of year, as well as fiesta times in general when
the ik'al is believed particularly active»
The course of action pursued by the i k ’al wh_en he
traps a vietim:depends on the' sex of,the victim.

If it is

a man, he kills him in the road and carries off the remains
to eat in bis cave.

He often sells: the head and skull to ;

those who build houses, bridges or public buildings.

The

head is put into the cement of the construction and allows
the walls to rise without falling, or it is also used for
strengthening walls that have a tendency to fall,
Although the main object of the i k ’al in trapping a
woman is to decapitate her, he occasionally does it for the
purpose of making her his wife,

An old belief has it thatjhe

uses the heads of women for the manufacture of bells of clear
sound because of the sharpness, of the female voice.
The woman who is stolen by the i k ’al is carried to
his cave to become his wife.

She may become a very prolific

mother vtio has a child every day, every week or month, or as
many as thirty children per year,

nevertheless, the number

of children that she has tends to be few and the time she
spends in the cave is usually short.

The children are black

like the father, and they grow very rapidly, soon learning to
fly in the cave, where they live during.the more or less
prolonged absences of the father.
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From ,time to time, the gods of death assume the form
of another demon known as the mukia pishol (large hat) or
the walapatdk (reversed feet).»

He is believed to be tall and

wears a large ranch hat like a Badino»

In addition, he has

two faces and two pairs of feet, one in front and the other
in back0 Bike the i k ’al, he lives in a cave and harasses
mankind mainly at night0

He is not as abominable as the

former figure, however, for his deeds are usually not more
than tricks or practical jokes.

He is fond of hiding behind

trees on the mountain trails in order to frighten people,
especially drunks, who pass.

His most typical and notorious

prank is to mount a horse and ride far .away to another paraje
where he abandons it„

He is especially dangerous for women

because he is fond of attracting them into the mountains on :
unfamiliar trails for the purpose of seducing them®

The

result of this is that the woman will wake up the next morning
lying in a stream or well where she has been abandonsdo
The gods of death also assume the form of the
shpakinte, a beautiful Indian woman who lives in a cave and
'
.
/
wanders in the area of a small lake near Larrainzar called
Chapopote.

This concept survives over a wide area in Meso-

america and is undoubtedly of prehispanic origin (Thompson,
1930$66)=

She often appears to men walking home at night on

the mountain paths.
me.

They often hear her say$ "Gome, follow

I am your woman I,f

She may even offer him a present,

but if he accepts it, it will disappear into thin air.
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As he follows her seductive voice, she leads him over unfamiliar
paths high in the mountains o He never quite succeeds in seduc
ing her for every time he attempts to seize her, she escapes
only to lead him further away, and suddenly he realizes that he
is losto

The next morning he awakens to find himself lying in

the bottom of a well or stream where he has been abandoned*
This deception can be prevented, however, if the man
takes off his clothes and puts them on again inside out„
doing this, he crosses himself and prays»

After

As he does this,

the shpakinte retires and the correct path to his house again
becomes evident0
The gods of death also assume the form of the natikiljol,
either an Indian or Ladino man with very long hair which touches
the ground«, The natikiljol molests and robs mules carrying
supplies through the mountains„

If necessary, it will kill the

mule drivers in order to seize the cargo and carry them off to
its cave„
The gods of death also appear as a female figure known
as the me ?charnel (mother of disease)0

The me'charnel wanders

throughou t the para j es crying, and. if her cries are heard,
they are taken as an evil omen that someone is about to become
ill and die*

If she is Diet face to face, her glance is fatal„

Some Indians believe that the m e 1charnel is sent by
God to deliver His punishmentsj while others recognize her as
one of the gods of deaths

Still others believe that the witches .

who have mirror eyes and are able to see through objects and
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for great distances beckon the me 1charnel and send their
naguals to bring her.

Only curers .and witches are able to
/

see her without being damaged.

.

One Larrainzar curer thought

that he saw her recently when he was returning from the
village half drunk.

To him it appeared to be a dog.perched

in a tree, but he was not sure because the weather was very
cloudy and besides, he had been drinking.
A Chamula also thought that he saw it several years
ago when he went out" into the fields at night to hunt fox
with a friendo

While walking down the lonely paths, all of

a sudden they saw a group of Ghamula men and women.

They

appeared very happy as though they had just come from a
fiesta, the men playing guitars and the women walking behind
with incense burners.

As the hunters passed the group, one

of the men was bumped and he fell to the ground.

The other

hunter went over to pick up his friend but couldn't, and so
he went to get help.

He returned in a little while with

some other Indians, and they found the. man alive and carried
him away.

He realized then that thi-s group of people had

been the me'charnel for they always go along happily with

•

many incense burners and guitars as though they were going
to have a fiesta.
The gods of death can also assume another form which
is called both the yalem b e k 'et (down flesh.) and the
kitsll bak (noisy/ bones).

According to a local myth in

/

larrainzar, many years ago, no one knows how many, there was
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a man who wanted to w a l k .in just his skeleton, leaving his
flesh behind0

So one night he hung himself on one of the

large crosses In the road near the edge of the village and
said: MYalem b e k ’etl”

As. he said these words, his flesh

went, down to the ground and just his skeleton remained which
then walked down the road and Into the parajes»

In the

meantime another person came along and saw the flesh at the
bottom of the cross.

Assuming that It was that of one of

the malevolent gods, he urinated on It and then threw ground
tobacco over i t <, He then waited—behind a rock for the return
of the skeleton.

Soon the kitzil bak returned and went to

the cross and hanging himself on it as before, ordered his
flesh to rise and cover his bones.

It would not rise however,

because it had been, urinated upon by the person who was still
watching from behind the rock.

Therefore, realizing that he

was dead, the kitzil bak went down the road crying.
The kitzil bak still wanders at night in the village
/

of larrain&ar as did a similar god of death among the, ancient
Maya (Morley, 1956:198),

His presence is still interpreted

as an omen of impending death.

If one who is well is

frightened by him, he will become ill.

If an ill person sees

him or hears the grinding sound of his bones outside of .his
hut, he will surely die for the kitzil bak passes from one
house to another to see if the sick are not ready to join
him in death.
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Diseases Sent by the Lineage
and Ancestor Gods
In the society of the sacred mountains the lineage
gods are the powerful companion animals and naguals which
correspond to the tiellte$$ of Larrainzar society*

They live

In the same compartments of the sacred mountains as the
•other members of their patrllineage*

It is their responsi

bility to care for the others by providing them with food,
and so periodically they leave the sacred mountains and go
hunting for deer and other favorite, animals *

If they are

fortunate, they will bring the remains back to share with the
rest of. the group*

It is also their responsibility to-cure

the others when they became ill*
The principal of principales of each paraje and his
companion animal in the sacred mountain is generally its
most powerful protector and curer, as clearly illustrated
in the tale told by a Larrainzar Indian which follows^
--In 1919 God sent a flu epidemic throughout
,the Tahole world which Jellied many people* Pedro
Hernandez and Diego Ruiz were the most important
and powerful men in their respective parajes, When
the disease began to descend from the^heavens and
fall on the sacred mountains of Larrainzar, the
companion animals of Pedro and Diego were in the
highest levels of their sacred mountains of Pamalvits
and Mutvits* As it fell to earth, Pedro's companion
animal on the top of Pamalvits caught it.first and
threw it to that of Diego on top of Mutvits, who
caught it and threw it back to him* 'They continued
to throw it back and forth until the disease had
abated itself* In this way they successfully
protected the inferior members of their lineages,
very few of whom died; while in other parajes
hundreds of people died because their defenders were
less able to protect them*
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It is also the :responsibility of the lineage gods to
exercise measures of social control within their group0
During the weekly orgies, for instance, members of the. !lelite11
group in Lar|2axnzar society (1*6,, lineage gods in the sacred
smountains), when 'angered, sometimes threaten to starve their
enemy8s companion animal in the sacred mountain0

Each, of

the 13 levels of the sacred mountain is connected by a door
with another room which is occupied by the ancestor gods who
reign over that levelo

In front of the door is a large cross1e

The lineage gods act as' intermediaries between the companion
animals and the ancestor gods*

The former report the

infractions of the social standards by members of their group
to the deities of their levels

If it is sufficiently serious,

they in turn will consult the more important deities in the
superior levels, and in some cases the matter may even reach .
the sun god, Jesus-Christ himself0

After arriving at a

decision, as adequate punishment is chosen and the order is
passed down the line of divine command until it reaches the
-lineage gods whose responsibility it is to carry it out,
they call the companion animal forth from its place to receive
its punishment before the cross 0

If he is seated on the

right of the cross, it is to be a .slight penalty.

If he is

seated on the left, how ever, it is to be a severe penalty.
In the event that he is tied to the cross, he is destined
to be dealt the death penalty for his sin.

Most punishments

of the lineage gods are not as harsh, however, and consist
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of

s im p ly

slapping, hitting, or throwing the companion

animals to the ground„

'

The authority system of the spirit world reinforces
that of Tzotzil society and most Indians live in the constant
fear of magically-initiated punishment s of their "behavior „
Aberrant behaviar jwhioh escapes attention in human society
may be dealt with even more severely in the spirit world0
The contemporary Tzotzil, like the Tzeltal of Oxchuc (Villa
Rojas, 1947s§86), the Quiche of Chichioastenango (Bunzel,
1940:364), Guatemala, the prehispanic Maya of the Peten
(Villa®Rojas, 1947:586), and probably many other Maya groups
past and present interpret most diseases as punishment of
their ancestors for breaking the sacred traditions of their
society,.

The constant presence of illness is a strong force

which functions to maintain the social .and cultural status
quo in opposition to all but the most superficial changes,
Witchcraft
/

There are people in Barra inz ar --who are considered to
be servants of the forces of evil»

Those in league with the

gods of death are no longer sons of God for their spirit
belongs to the devil0

In return for making an agreement to

serve the forces of evil, the witch (Tz „ a k 1charnel

thrower

of disease) is endowed with the magical knowledge and occult
powers with which to harm others0

He becomes a human

facsimile of the pukuj and thereafter the activities of the
two are complementaryo

•
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Although the witches' serve the forces of evil and
have made a contract with the devil, in effect they actually
manipulate all of the various classes of deitiesa

I n ’the

same prayer they may appeal to several gods of heaven, the
gods of the earth, the gods of the underworld, and the
lineage and ancestor gods0
It is generally suspected that people are trans
formed into witches "by any of several methods„

Some Indians

f

explain that the pukuj surreptitiously seduces unsuspecting
women while they are asleepe
witches by nature»

The results of these unions are

Others assume that the pukuj secretly

infuses several drops of his blood into the veins of unpro
tected infants so that when they grow older they will become
witcheso

Many Tzotzil .hold the opinion that children

destined to become witches do not begin until the age of 1 3 o
At that age they begin to sample their strength by making
various tests0

While alone in the mountains, they take a

rock and begin to pray*

If they have supernatural power,

the rock suddenly cracks into four pieces»

Having been

successful in the first test, the next is to pray before some
pine treeso

If this is attempted and the trees soon dry and

die, the candidate achieves this level of power and then
proceeds to the next test which is to pray before a mule0
If,after this is done, the mule dies, then the next and final
test is to direct attention toward a human being»

A victim

is chosen and the prayers are offered, and if death is again
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the r e s u l t i t

is clear that such individuals have the power

to he witches and serve the forces of evil*
The Tzotzil believe that the occult and mysterious
powers of witchcraft and curing are often acquired in very
similar ways0

In both cases the supernatural reveals its

secret knowledge and endows its occult powers i-n-dreams 0

If

an individual.is to-be appointed as curer, he has a dream in
which the ancestor gods of his sacred .mountain call forth his
companion animal from its place?

heading it- into their

special quarters^ these, deities reveal the curing rituals and
techniques for several diseases... The future curer learns
how to take the pulse, how to build the curing altar, the
proper candles, incense, and herbs used for each disease,
how to pass the chicken, and how to addres-s the-gods in
prayer„ Each curer is given a different curing formula0
When the benevolent deities have finished instructing him, he
is told to pass into the next room but to pass through with
out stopping and return directly to his correct place*

In

this room there are several malevolent ancestor gods seated
around a table on top of which are beverages in bottles of
various colors*

As he passes through they invite him to sit

down at the table and join.them in a drink*

If he succumbs

to the temptation instead of passing through the room with
out stopping as he has been instructed to do, he then learns
to send a disease as well as take it away*

A person who has

knowledge of all the sacred traditions of his ancestors and
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serves both the forces of good as a carer and the forces of
evil as a witch is called a ts 1ak lorn, by the Tzotzil0
!

People with epileptic tendencies are generally sus
pected of having unusual powers, to harm others.

When a

person falls to the ground overcome with convulsive movements
and loses consciousness, it is considered a test of the
strength of his companion animal, by the forces of evil.
the individual

survives

If

this ordeal, he is believed to have

the powers of a witch and is to be feared.
In the
natural powers

minds of

the Indians, thosewho possess super

are like two sides because in their way of

thinking, curing and witchcraft are very closely related.
According to the logic, anyone who knows how to take away
disease should also understand how it is sent.

Therefore,

the typical attitude toward curers is very ambivalent, con
sisting of an dqual mixture of respect and fear.

On the one

hand very successful curers are credited with possessing great
esoteric knowledge and enjoy a highly revered and favored
position in Tzotzil society.

When they arrive at the Sunday

market in the.village center, those whomthey have cured as
1 well as those who seek treatment demonstrate their gratitude
by venerating them with gifts of aguardiente and chieha which
are the principal rewards of the profession,

Curers are

usually treated outwardly with great respect, but the more
powerful they are, the more they are viewed with awe and
apprehension by the common man who fears that they may
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suddenly decide, to put their great knowledge to evil uses
and harm him with witchcraft*

It is very dangerous to dis

please or provoke such a person for the consequence may prove
fatal*
The fear of disease sent h y witchcraft functions to .
preserve the most conservative values of Tzotzil culture.*;
The naguals of the witches are believed to be the powerful
lineage gods which occupy the highest levels of the sacred
mountain*

For the Indians they symbolize the spirits of the

elders who punish their inferiors whenever the sacred tradi
tions are broken*
The frictions and tensions in human relations which
are believed to be the basic motivations for witchcraft are
primarily economic and social in nature*

As a general rule,

a witch is assumed to be very poor and to have neither corn
nor beans to eat, and no lands nor animals with which to
sustain himself*

He consequently has the best reason to envy

those who, by his standards, appear rich and healthy*

As a

result, most Tzotzil believe that acquiring property and
"general economic success may make them the object of witch
craft by those who have less wealth*

To avoid this sanction,

they often seek to squander what little excess their subsis
tence economy produces by taking a more active part in the
fiesta system often times becoming an alferez and sponsoring
the celebration of a saint’s day*

The ritual drinking

pattern practiced daily and especially on weekends is the
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most important mechanism for the consumption of wealth and the
maintaining of the horizontal structure of Tzotzil economy,,
Revenge by witchcraft is also sought as a solution to
arguments which arise over rights to women, the inheritance
and use of lands, controlling animals which trample and destroy
fields, tensions resulting from the weekly.orgies, and Other
intra-group problems *

The threat of witchcraft also functions

as a social control in inter-group relations=

Those who are

tempted to take on Ladino ways of life such as riding horses:
and wearing -Itadino clothing find themselves held in check by
this very effective social control»

If one hopes to perma

nently avoid these ravages, he must not allow himself to
become too wealthy, respect the rights and property of his
neighbors, and in no way alter or deny his Indian social and
cultural heritage b y not fully participating in traditions
and spirit of, Tzotzil life0

Witchcraft, then, functions to

maintain the most conservative standards of Tzotzil life
against any possible .inroads of the new, .and therefore con
stitutes a strong barrier against culture change and the intro
duction of modern ideas0
In Tzotzil society the extensiye use of alcohol serves
to provide a direct outlet for-inter-personal aggressions
and hostilities resulting from the aforementioned problems0
These often find expression in violence which generally
results in woundings and even killings0

However, when these

same feelings are expressed by means of witchcraft, the same
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emotional release is achieved by the perpetrator but the
results are harmless»

Therefore witchcraft functions to

provide emotional release for aggression that might other'wise be expressed in more destructive forms in many cases 0
In the minds of the Indians, the reality of witchcraft is
.unquestioned, and an overt threat often provokes drastic
preventative measures, as the story of Sebastian Hernandez,
/

told by a BBrrainzar Indian, clearly points out:

•
:

*One day Sebastian’s grandmpther became ill and
so he .went to look for Lucas, luiz the curer0l Lucas
asked a great ^deal of aguardiente for the curing,
which Sebastian did his best to provide» After the
curing had begun and those present were well under the
influence of alcohol, Sebastian decided to invite his
father-in-law, Juan.Gonzalez to the curing. Juan saw
that his son-in-law was drunk and behaving badly and
so he threatened,-to, bewitch him if he did not stop.
When Sebastian heard this he drew out his machete and
said? ’’If y o u ’re going to send me a disease, do it
once and for all, right n o w .'’— With one swing of the
blade he decapitated Juan. Lucae; tried to intervene,
and with arsecond swing,' Sebastian laid open the side
of his ^Lucas’) face., Realizing what he had done,
Sebastian fled into the mountains and escaped. He
now lives in San Juan del Bosque, a neighboring
munieipio.®
All diseases which are magically sent are referred
to as postlorn.

It may be sent as a great gust of air in the

' form of whirlwinds or conveyed in the rain and fog.

The gods

of the earth are the special transmitters of pos lorn in its ,
several colors, white, yellow, green, black, and red.

The

rainbow, conceived of as a combination of these colors, is
feared as the bearer of certain death.
To the Tzotzil witches,like the ancestor gods of the
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„

£

Quiche on. top of their sac red mountain of Hacavit z -Ohipal,
are attributed, the extraordinary vision to see great dis
tances and through mountains,

in order to acquire knowledge

of everything in the four corners of the world (Goetz and
Morley, 1950:168)o

When a witch decides to send pos lorn

through the air, he stops at a great distance and searches
for either the person or his companion animalc Locating his
..
*
>
' victim, the witch prays and asks that he be attacked by
disease as described below:
1 0 ■ Jun k ’an tsanam chuvaj,
Un fuego amarillo de locura,
A yellow fire of dementia,
2

jun yash tsanam ehuvaj, •
un fuego verde de locura,
a green fire of dementia,

3.o

jun jonon ehuvaj,
una locura transmitido por avispa,
dementia transmitted by a wasp,
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jun tsunun, balun tsunun,/
un colibn, nueve colibris,
a humming bird, nine humming birds,

50

chuvsyj talel,
conviertanse en locura,
transform yourselves into dementia,

6„

yashal pepen ik® chaia,
mariposa verde en el„aire,
green butterfly in the air,

70

k ’anal pepen ik® cha ®a,.
mariposa amarilla en„el aire,
green butterfly in. the air,

©o

s a k ’il lumil tok cha®a,
niebla blanea,
white cloud.

'

9»

10o

tsajal lumil tok cha1a s .
niebla colorada
red cloud,
saklil wak'nebal,
arco Iris bianco,
white raihbow,

'

''
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tsajal w a k ’nehal,
arco iris rojo,
red rainbow,

12„

ta *olol spat sjol,
en medio de su eabeza,
in the -middle- of his head,

13,

ta 1olol y a b ’y a ’al,
en medio de su frente
in the middle of his fo-rebead, •

14 o

ta sak ha yoronton, y,
en medio de su corazon bianco,
in the middle of his white heart

15 o

ta jun me ora,
en una hora,
in an hour,
'

16o- ta merio me ora,
en.media hora
in a half hour,
1 7 ta lumil tok’uk me bal,
que se vayan.como una niebla,
go like a cloud, _
, ;
1@0

ta pepen ikuk1 me eeh’el,
que se vayan como una mariposa, •
go like a butterfly in the ;air,

19 o

jun stivanam, balun stiyanam,
un dolor, nueve dolores,
one pain, nine pains,

■
20b

yash tsanam ik*,
^laego verde de-locura,
green fire of dementia,

21,

sak'il/tsunun i k 1,
colibri bianco en el aire,
a white humming bird in the air.
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22 o

ya sha 1 ytsunun i k %
oolibri verde en ..el a ire,
a green humming bird in the air, .

25o

jun yolom,
un cohete,
a skyrocket,

24o

balun yolom,
nueve cohetes,
nine skyrockets,

25o

yolom tana,
que sea eomo cohete
may it be like a skyrocket,

26o

lumil tok’uk tana,
que sea comp niebla,
may it be like a cloud,

27o

pepen ikuk•,
una mariposa en el aire,
may it be like a butterfly in the air,
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ta 'olol spat sjol,
que" penetre en medio de su cabeza,
that penetrates in the fiiiddle of his head,

29o

ta 1olol yab’ya'al,
en medio de su frente,
in the middle of his forehead,

30d

ta sakba yoronton,z
I
en medio del corazon bianco,
in the middle of his white heart, .

31=

ta k'an ba yoronton,
en el corazon amarillo,
in his yellow heart,

32o

jun stivanam, balun stivanam,
causindole un dolor, nueve dolores,
causing him pain, nine pains,

33 <,

jun shyam yun, balun shyam yun,
que le venzan una vez, que le venzan nueve veces,
conquering him once, conquering him nine.times,

As he finishes, he blows across his lips sending
pos lorn to the victim„
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Plants and branches left in the mountain paths are
also dangerous bearers of malignant air and pos lomu

Some

times when a eurer finishes curing in am Indian hut, he will
take the plants used in the ceremony and leave them in the
mountain path on the assumption that they contain the
disease that he has just.exhorted out of the patient=

If

another person accidently steps on them and cuts his foot
and it becomes swollen and infected, the pos lorn which caused
the first person to be ill has then passed to hi m 0
The Tzotzil believe that branches left on the mountain
paths can also be a very dangerous source of pos lorn*

As

most Indians walk barefoot, they are usually very cautious
about branches lying in the path and often take great pains
to circumvent them0

Some witches place curses on branches

and leave them in conspicuous places destined for their
enemies =>
Many Indians are certain that witches purposely catch
them off guard when they are eating or drinking, especially
when they are drinking and their senses have been dulled by
the alcoholo

The witch will wait until the opportune moment

and then he will drop pos lorn into the food or drink of the
unsuspecting person.

Probably the most dangerous time is

during a fiesta or the inevitable orgy which follows the
'

/

..

'

Sunday morning market .in' Larrainzar, for at these times
people wash away their usual reserve with alcohol and by
afternoon, fights and brawls are general as drunkenness
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reigns supreme„

One Is never sure who Is a witch and If by

chance he should make one angry while drinking, he might
easily fall victim to him and be infected by pos lorn placed
in his aguardiente or chieha 0
It is widely believed that witches throw animals
into their victims, the most common of which are snakes,
toads, frogs, worms, dogs, pigs, rats, lizards, armadillos,
and groundhogs.

These are sent in prayers such as the

following sle

Oshlajunem mej riapo,
Trece diablos,
Thirteen devils, .

2,

Oshlajunpra mej pukuj talel,
trece dioses de la muerte,
thirteen gods .of death,

3o

jun k'anbol,
una culebra amarilla,
a yellow snake,

40

yash k'anbol,
una culebra verde,
a green snake,

5,

jun jipta,
una vez las man do,
once I send you,

6„

balun jipta,
nueve voces las mando,
nine times I send you,

7o

jun tsinte'
una culebra pintada,
a painted snake,

8,. balun tsinte’
nueve culebras pintadas,
nine painted snakes,
9,

jun chan ok'ni
una culebra.de cuatro nariees,
a snake of f our noses.

,
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IQo

balun chan ok*ni,
nueve culebras de cuatro narlces?
nine snakes of four noses,

11 o

jun Ik’ham,
una culehra de cola negra,
a black-tailed snake,

12 a

balun Ik ’nam,
nueve culebras de cuatro narlces,
nine snakes of four noses,

13 o

jun sch’ial,
una ponzoha,
a poison,

14o

balun sch’ial,
nueve ponzonas,
nine poisons,

15*

oshlajunem sha tsutsun,
trece veces las 11amo,
thirteen times I call you,

16*

balun sha tsutsun,
nueve veces las llamo,
nine times I call you,

17o

jun sha yes,
una vez las prepare,
once I prepare you,

18o

balun sha yes,
nueve veces las .prepare,
nine times ! prepare you,,

19o

jun sha chapa,
una vez las arreglo,
once I arrange you,

20o

balun sha chapa,
nueve veces las arreglo,
nine times I arrange you,

21„

ja’uk jun stivanam,'
para que sus dolores,
so that your pains,

22 *

ja'uk jun yavanam,
y sus ardores,
and your fevers.

• .
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23o

balun sete’uk aha bal.
penetren nueve, veces en el cuerpo de fulanoe
penetrate nine times in the body of .-. . .

24o

ch'ul aposhtoly jma k ^ ’waly,
sagrado apostol, patron m i o ,
sacred apostle, my lord*

Victims of this sort of witchcraft first experience
severe pains in the stomach, which later develop into even
more serious diseases ending in death0 'Tumors are thought to
be due to magically-sent animals because when they break, such
objects are suggested by the ambiguous form of the contente
When a pregnant woman has an abortion during the early stages
of the gestation period,by the generalized shape of the fetus
she is judged to have been carrying an animal magically sub
stituted for the
It

human fetus' by witchcraft or the puku j „

iscommonly believed that witches often put hair

in their victim’s throat or stomach, causing him to choke and
expire from an excruciating pain in the lower intestines0
Even domestic animals like horses, cows, calves, sheep
and chickens are susceptible to witchcraft0

A few years ago,

many sheep belonging to the Chamulas dies as a result of
worms that attacked them and became lodged in their heads „
It was soon concluded that the people of the village of
Tenejapa were responsible for this plague because the Chamulas
had overcharged them for their chamarras =

To venge themselves

for this injustice, the people from Tenejapa magically threw
these worms into the heads of the Chamulas’ sheep, causing
many to die*

Nagualism
The myriad insecurities and anxieties of Tzotzil
culture find vivid expression in nagualism, the prehispanie
belief/that witches appear before their enemies transformed
into animals =

The most common naguals are the eagle (Tz„?

ich'in), king vulture (Tz », va 'kos )g humming bird (Tz

.

tsunun)„ woodpecker (TzOJ t i f)9 two types of owl (Tz-., klish
Kush and shoch), cricket, butterfly and dove*

Witches also

appear as whirlwinds (Tz 05 sutum ikf), rainbow (Tz ., waklebaT),
and balls of fire, any of the companion animals previously
mentioned, or as practically any type of domestic animal such
as the cow, horse, goat, pig, dog, etce

Any animal which

appears at night and especially those which have peculiar
calls such as the owl and humming bird are capable of
striking terror into the hearts of the Tzotzil, as well as
the Maya of Yucatan (Redfield and Villa'-Rojas, 1934:210-11:;
:.Villa*wlojas, 194§:137-58), for their shrieks are still
believed omens of death as they were in prehispanie times
when the Indians believed they were the messengers of the
gods of death (Morley, 19i6:200) 0
The naguals leave the sacred mountains at night
to wander through the mountains in order to seek out.their
prey.

They may infect the companion animal of their enemy

with pos lorn which will cause its human counterpart to
suffer from any of a wide variety of diseases.

They may

frighten or wound it so.that it remains alone in the
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mountains, away from the protection of its group;, while at
the same time its human owner will suffer from spirit loss ,
and become ill„

The naguals may also attempt to eat the

companion animal and in this way kill the person*
In order to transform himself into a nagual, the
witch must perform a sacred ceremony in which he places
several colored candles on a board and burns them with
incense as an offering to the gods =

He addresses himself

first to the gods of heaven, asking permission to transform
himself into a king vulture, a ferocious sheep, a black dog,
and to fly through the air and clouds like a ribbon of silk*
In hi-s shouts and screams 'he transmits disease and- fever
nine times, thirteen times, which envelops his enemy like a
piece of clothing, penetrating the middle of his head and
skull, and the joints of his bones and muscles. (Appendix A)
He then addresses the lineage gods in the highest
levels of his enemy’s sacred mountain, the men and women who
change themselves into butterflies and other naguals Q

The

witch propitiates them with incense and candles for the
. favor of sending disease- and fever through the clouds in the
form of a white butterfly to the second and third level of
the sacred mountain, below the cross *
Finally, he addresses the gods of the earth and
repeats his request transforming himself into a sheep hidden
in the opaque cloudsj a whirlwind, and a butterflyi,

-Assum~

ing the form of an'owl, a king vulture, he casts the companion
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animal of his enemy from the sacred, mountain to a certain
death below0

He ends his prayer asking forgiveness and

offering thanks to Jesus Christ and the gods of heaven for
their favor.
When people become ill, they often interpret afflic
tions as having originated from just such magical.rituals as .
that just described.

The case of Andrd's Hernandez is typical

of this form of thoughts
Andres Hernandez of the paraje of Tibo was principal
of principalss among his kinsmen. One day he went to
work in the fields as usual, but about llsOO A.M. he
suddenly fell ill with a tremendous fever and had to
return home with his two sons. When his wife saw him,
she asked what had happened to him because he bad gone
away perfectly well. Gasping for breath, he thought
for a moment and then pronounced that his companion
animal had been thrown from its place in the highest
level of the sacred mountain, and upon striking the
ground, broke to pieces. His wife pleaded with him
in vain to send for a curer to save bis life, but he
knew that the end was in sight because, his old enemy
and competitor-for supreme position.had finally gotten
the best of him. ..-Overlooking his objection, one gf
_ his sons went and brought a curer, one Augustin Diaz.
The curer took his pulse immediately, and pronounced:
"Andre#:',, y o u ’re through, but. nevertheless. I ’ll do
what I can to.save you." Andres,’ sons went for the
plants to build the altar and Augustin began to pray
immediately. While he was praying, he heard a noise
like someone had thrown water from the roof of the hut.
Augustin said that this was proof that the spirit Ariagual)
Diego was" there in the room waiting to take the 'sick
m a n ’s spirit. Andres realized that he had finally
been bested and nothing remained for him but to die,
which he did shortly.
Witches who practice this form of sorcery are often
known to relate.how, on certain occasions, they transformed
themselves into one of a number of animals and flew through
the air, etc., on a particular mission against an enemy®
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In Larrainzar, as among the Tzeltal of Oxchuc and probably
the ancient; Maya, these men, most of whom are carers and
principals s, sometimes meet violent deaths (Villa-Rojas,
■
'
/
/
■
1947s586)<> The story of Augustin Hernandez Is a ease in
points
"Augustin Hernandez was a famous curer from the paraja
of TibOo Even though he was a curer, .people suspected
that he changed himself into a ferocious black sheep
night after night and wandered around bewitching both
neighbors and their companion animals0 Everytime the
sheep appeared he w,as absent and so everyone was sure
that it was Augustin* -They warned him several times,
and even threatened to shoot the sheep if he did not
stop* He' promised not to do it again* One morning
he left, home to cut wood in the mountains * He did
not return to eat at noon and about 5 sOO PoM0 a
woodpecker landed near his hut and made its typical
. noise* The woodpecker is considered a-messenger who
notifies the members of a family when something happens
to the owner* When his wife heard it, shs became very
uneasy, thinking about the welfare of her husband who
had not yet returned* She waited all that night but
the next day she went to tell Augustin’s brother,
Pablo* She thought that he might possibly have gone
to cure, but this was unlikely because it was always
his habit to tell her before he went* They decided
that if he did not appear by noon that they would have
to look for him*™ He did not return and so they ^gathered
a group of relatives and set out to find Augustin*
They went to the place where he had gone to work and
there t hey found him lying dead from.a musket ball
and having been robbed of most of his possessions®
Shortly afterwards the plaintive roar of a jaguar was
heard on top of the sacred mountain of Pamalvits,
and it was explained that that animal was the companion
animal of Augustin Hernandez, which now was about to
join its human owner in death® ''The motive of the murder was understood to originate
from Augustin1s widespread fame as a witch who turned
himself into a black sheep and damaged his enemies'**'
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Cutting the Hour
The most potent form of witchcraft performed by the
Tzotzil is known as cutting the hour (Tz0 tuch'bil hora),
and a slow, agonizing death is assumed to be its Inevitable
result.

Practically any private place is suitable for perform

ing the necessary rituals.

It is sometimes done at home in

the presence of the witch's family. 'However, the witch must
conceal his identity for if his victims discover who has
placed the curse on their lives, they are likely to kill him
in order to save themselves.

It is generally done, when the

witch is alone and by cover of night in order to escape
detection.

An obscure place in the mountains, the bank of a

river, or a mountain path frequently traveled by the victim
are usual locations.

Even more popular are the supposed

dwelling places of powerful supernaturals such as a water
hole, a cemetery, a cave, or a sacred mountain.

People-who

have seen the remains of the small colored candles before
the saints' images suspect that it is also done in the village
church.

There are many variations in methods of cutting the

hour.

The quantity of candles as well as .their size often

vary greatly according to the witch's preference, what
deities he is invoking, and how anxious he is to achieve the
desired effect.

On the average, about three dozen of the

smallest size candles are used and about half of them are
cut into three pieces.

The colors chosen are usually white.

•
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black, green, rsd, and green, and orange because the witch
tries to include all the colors of the rainbow„

When the

candles are all cut and ready, they are carefully placed in
systematic rows along one or two boardso

Other items in the

ritual are incense, aguardiente, and a few pine bows0
When the witch has arranged and lit all the candles,
he begins to pray<>

The white candles and incense are

offerings to the gods of heaven„

The colored candles repre

sent the various types of pos lorn which he is asking be sent
to the victim either singly or all at once in the rainbow„
In the prayer he explains what his victim has done to wrong
him, and he asks that the gods of heaven, the gods of earth
and the four cardinal points, and the lineage and ancestor
gods punish these deeds=

If some candles burn well, it

means that the gift has been accepted by the deities, and
that the favor will be grantedo

When the candles burn down

and go out at the end of the ceremony, the witch Often buries
them as though he were symbolically laying to rest his
I
enemies* -Some carry this form of sympathetic magic even

'

further by entombing a piece of meat, a strand of the person’s
hair, or an article of his. clothing to make the rite complete
by including something very intimate to his spirit and life*
When the ceremony is performed in his house, an
1obscure place in the mountains, the bank of a river, or a
mountain path, the witch beseeches the deities to send the
heat of the candles into the victim’s body so as to infest
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him with disease- -and fever that will gradually deliver him
into the arms of an insidious death.

When a witch cuts the

hour in a holy water hole, a cave, or a sacred mountain, he
invokes the gods of the earth and his naguals, pleading with
them to capture his enemy’s companion animal and hold it
prisoner without feeding it until his adversary dies as a
result, .This form of witchcraft then, amounts to magicallyinduced spirit loss from which disease and death often odour.
The gods .choose the. exact, punishment for each person.
At the beginning he becomes weak, faint, and constantly
tired during the day and unable to wo r k ,

At night he is

tormented by bad dreams and sleep is impossible.

He may

suffer from vomiting spells, or any strong pain or swelling
in any part of the body.

The condition is progressive, and

every day it becomes worse until the person is. completely
debilitated and succumbs to an agonizing death in a matter of
months, or certainly in not more than a year.
In the paraje of Nachitom lives an. old curer named
/

■ p

Jose Hernandez, who over the course of the last several
years-had had personal difficulties with seven individuals ,
Manuel pArez and his wife, Juana, became his enemies when
they seized a piece of land which his grandson should have
inherited.

Although they were asked for it several times,

they refused to give it up and now claim it as their legiti
mate property.
worse with time.

This situation has become progressively
One day not long ago when the old man was
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walking past the cemetery behind the village■on the way home,
he thought he saw Manuel Pesrez praying and burning candles to
the spirits of the dead.

To Jose this could only mean that

Manuel was cutting his hour0
i
The third victim was Juan Ruiz 0

/
Jose's problems with

him began when Juan's infant son died of measles recentlyc
One day Juan came to the old man's house and openly accused
his son, Lorenzo, of being the witch who transformed himself
into a nagual and..ate the baby's companion animal, causing
him to dieo

Lorenzo denied this and so Juan, seeking revenge,

attacked him bodily0
J

/

/f

Andres Diaz and his wife, Maria, are also curers in
the pa raj e of Nachitomo

Jose believes that they are jealous

of him and are trying to spread rumors about him that ruin his
curing practice so that they will have his patients for them
selves = Many of Jose's patients have died recently, and he is
convinced that Andris and Maria have cut their hours after he
has cured them,,

Consequently, they, as well as other people
/

/

such as Juan Hernandez and Pascual Ruiz, have told many
people that he is a witch rather than a curer, and instead
of taking away disease when he cures, he only brings more,
causing his patient to get w o rse0

He explains the fact that

he has not been called to cure very much lately by his
neighbors d u e 'to the efforts of these people„
After careful deliberation, he has decided to put an
end to them all by cutting their hours all at once in one
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grand ceremony <,
The day before the ritual, Jose made a special
journey to the village center to buy the small colored
candles and incense<, During the morning of the following
day in the presence of his wife, daughter, son-in-law, and
sister's son, he began to arrange the necessary items with
which he was to perform the ceremonyc

He first laid some

pine branches in two piles in the corner of his hut and, then
put two long boards between them*

On the left side he placed

the incense burner and a bottle of aguardientes
When all was ready, he kneeled down and began to
unwrap the .candles „

He first cut three orange, one black,

one green and red, and two green candles into three pieces
about an inch long each, carefully saving the remains 0 When
this was finished, he placed the 32 fragments in two rows
on a long board directly in front of him*

He then placed a

row of seven uncut colored candles on the front of the other
board, another row of 17 behind that, a n d '12cwhite /.candles
in the last row =

How the altar was all arranged (Pig„ 20),

Jose filled the incense burner and the smoke rose
quickly.pervading the room with its pungent odor«

He lights

the large white candle on the side and then the row of 12
white candles on the back of the second board0

Kneeling

before the altar, he boWed his head, crossed himself, and
began to pray„

The incense and white candles were offered

to the gods of heaven, the gods of the earth, and the four

Fig0 20<>
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cardinal points <, and the lineage and ancestor gods.

The

candles burned well and so he knew that his offering was
being accepted and that his case would be heard =, The old man
begged the gods to punish his enemies.whose names and primes
he carefully delineatedo

The heat of the incense and colored

candles he implored the gods to convert into pos lorn and send
to the victims in the form of a rainbow0

He poured aguar

diente dm the flame causing it to sputter and jump, hoping
tha.t the pain would be made more intense»

He continued his

-prayer requesting that the smoke cover the eyes and cloud the
vision of the witches/ and that the heat of the candles
penetrate their heads and bodies making them and all the
members of their family suffer severe, painss fever, epileptic attacks, and dementia?

He went dm to beg that they should be

tormented day and night so that, becoming progressively more
debilitated, they would then succumb to a slow agonizing
death o
.. -

'

•"

As the candles burned out, Jose finished prayingo

He then leaned back and crossed himself again0

Taking what

remained' of the candles and pine branches, he threw them on
the dying flames, causing them: to flare up and die slowly0
He turned toward the other members of his family, smiling
and obviously pleased, and he began to pass the aguardiente0
Later he burned the remains of the candles and pine branches,
hoping, that his victims would soon experience a. .similar
fate®

.

■•
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.Several months after the first ceremony Jose was
still awaiting the results of his witchcrafte

During t-his

time, only the son of one of his victims had succumbed to
death; while all the others remained alive and well*

Jose

decided that this was not sufficient punishment and he again
became restless for vengeance against his enemies; and so in
a subsequent ceremony, he attempted to enlist the aid of the
powerful owner of the cave of Tibo0
One bright May afternoon about eight months after ■
the first ceremony, Jose and his wife decided to travel to
/

the cave of Tibo, about one mile from their h o m e 0

Upon

arriving at this sacred place, they were cautious not to be
seen climbing the side of the mountain to reach the entrance
of the cave for fear of being suspected of witchcraft*

Once

safely inside the cave, they lit a pine branch for light and
made their way into the deepest reaches, of the mysterious
cave0

About ,100 f eet inside of the cave they came upon the.

main roomy

It was filled with damp and dripping "stalactites

and stalagmites, whose constantly changing form inspired the
Indians’ implicit'.belief in the dynamic, animate existence
of the cave spirit»

In the center of the chamber was a large

wooden cross in front of which were several incense burners
and other remains of former ceremonies*

Jose', overawed with

emotion at finding himself in the house, the temple of the
great cave spirit, knelt before the wooden cross and made
the sign of the cross»
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Then he took two dozen white candles which he had
bought.in the village a few days before and placed them in
two rows along a board,,

H q put fresh incense in one of the

incense burners and a liter-bottle of aguardiente between
• the rowof candles and the cross = When
lit the

all was ready, he

candles and incense,and after crossing himself

again, began to pray in rapid succession of barely under
standable utterances (Fig,21),
.

Jose offered his prayers in the name of the Father,

and Son, and the Holy Ghost, the sacred mountain, the sacred
'» cave, the sacred angel (San Antonio), and the sacred mother
'

3 1

and father of the cave sanctuary =

-v

'•

'

■

He began.by asking ,

forgiveness for addressing the gods while not having.properly
fasted.

H e .stated that he had come to complain about some

of God's children who have done him and his family great
harm, naming them individually.

He offered the candles and

incense in order to propitiate the gods in return for the
favor of punishing and sending death to his enemies „

Jose

-begged the deities to take his beautiful offerings with their
right hand in return for considering his ease, assuring them
that he had done nothing against humanity and was being
punished unjustly*

Jose beseeched them to send the heat of

/the candles and incense to their heads.and hearts so as to
cover their vision, and to send them disease and death in
their dreams, •

Figo 21 q. Witchcraft Ceremony in Cave Q

2X0
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He begged-that the gods go to the sacred mountains of his
enemies in order to capture their companion animals and
bring them to the cave of Tibo,

There they should be tied

and held prisoner, tortured and starved, so that their human
counterparts should -suffer a similar fate, dying of cold and
frozen from the loss of their spirits«,
After several minutes of prayer, he took the bottle
of aguardiente, poured some into a small whisky glass, and
sprinkled it on the candles, causing them to flash and
sputtero

As this happened, the witch asked that the heat

of the liquor be sent to the heads of his enemies in the
form of a giant whirlwind so that they will become demented
and die am agonizing death for their crimes0
The witch prayed for nearly an hour, stopping from
time to time to drink from the bottle of aguardiente with his
wifeo

z

As the ceremony progressed and Jose sank further under

the influence of alcohol, it became so emotionally-loaded
that at the end he broke into tears and sobbed:

wPlease

consider my .case, San Antonio of the sanctuary

He said*

"They have made me suffer a great deal so that now I am
ready to surrender and accept death for myself and my
family,

I am unable to resist much longer<, please grant me

this favor, beautiful god, beautiful-lord, beautiful, mountain,
beautiful cave.

In the Name of the Father, the Son, and the

-Holy Ghosto"
-■
z
The ceremony ended as Jose, emotionally wrung and in
tears, crossed himself and rose to his feet to leave the cave»

.
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, CHAPTER 7

BODY AND ITS ILMEBSSS

:Physiology and Osteology
The Tzotzll have only vague and elementary knowledge of
the human body and the Illnesses to which I t •Is heir.

The

material components of the human body for them are simply flesh
and bonej, and their understanding of these factors has been
organized into rudimentary systems of physiology and osteology
which provide a frame of
gories

of illness.

reference for their diagnostic

cate

Even though some Indians haveundoubtedly

noticed the structural similarities between the intestinal
systems of animals and man and drawn vague parallels between
them, the exact details of human physiology are little known
to most Tzbtzilo
There is considerable variation of opinion regarding
the exact location, structure, and function of the vital organs„
The vast majority only recognize the most important and obvious
organs, but they understand very little of their structure and
even less of their functions.

The human body is believed

similar to that of animals and analogies between the two are
frequently drawn in order to infer-the nature of the former .
Aside from this crude technique, most knowledge of human phy
siology. is suppositional and based on few, if any, systematic
observations of the bodily organs.
212
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One Tzotzil curer*s concept of human physiology Is
represented in Fig. 22.

Although there may be some curers who

possess more exact information about these matters, the eurer’s
observations which are dealt with below are probably about as
accurate as those of other practitioners of Tzotzil folk medi
cine.

He knows few precise details of anatomy and believes

that the stomach (Tz. chlut) and other organs associated with
,f&8d consumption are the largest and most important parts of
the body..

Be believes that after the food is taken into the

mouth it passes down the long intestine (Tz. bikil) and into
the stomach.

This intestine branches off and wraps itself

around the stomach wall and also forms a direct exit from it
to the anus (Tz. she1tso).

Excreta are formed by waste food

in the bottom of the stomach and are passed out the. anus through
the lower part of the intestine.
The liver he believes to be two small sacs directly
behind the lungs, several inches higher than its normal posi
tion.

In this ease, too, its function is not known.
The kidneys are two undersized sacs directly behind

the heart but several inches above their actual location.
Their role in elimination is not known.

The curer believes

that the urine gathers in the fatty tissues surrounding the
stomach and the intestine, and passes into a hypothetical sac
from which it is

eliminated through the penis.

The heart and lungs are grouped under one term
(Tz. k o 1onton) and dealt with as the same organ, the function
of which the curer is quite unsure.

The k o ’onton is s&tuated

Eigo 2 2 0

A Tzotzil Curer’s Concept of
Human Physiology0
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directly above the ch'lit and is about half the total size of
what is known as the heart and lungs in modern physiology. •
The curer believes that respiration takes place by
drawing air into the stomach through the mouth.

Prom the stom

ach it passes into the lower part of the intestine and out the
anus.

If for some reason the air is unable to pass out of the

body, the individual is likely to suffer from an inflated and
swollen stomach.

-

The muscle and nervous systems were also unknown to him
and therefore remained undifferentiated from the flesh and bones
which they adjoin.
The curer•s concepts of human osteology are as simpli
fied and lacking in accurate details as is his knowledge of
physiology (Pig.23)»

His information about bone structure is

probably derived in the main from;examination of the living,
as contact with human osseous remains is carefully avoided by
the Tzotzil.

Terms for bones in Tzotzil often refer to several

distinct bones as recognized in modern classifications.

For

instance, all the bones of the cranium are grouped under one
term and all those of the vertebral column are referred to with
another collective t e r m
Most Tzotzil do not conceive of the organ systems of
the human body as functionally inter-related as does modern
medicine.

As a result, it is often difficult for them to under

stand how the malfunctioning of one can be reflected in a
completely distinct part of the body.

According to this logic.

Pigo 23 6

A Tzotzil Curex^s Concept of
Human Osteology<,
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8 symptom manifest in one organ must "be the result of direct
damage to that organ.

A person suffering pains in distinct

areas of his "body may consider that each is caused by a disease
of entirely independent origin and, therefore, each is treated
as such.
Procreation and Childbirth
The moon goddess symbolizes the female principle in
Tzotzil culture and as such is the patron of procreation and
childbirth.

Many Indians believe that the menstrual cycle

follows and is controlled by the phases of the moon, and that
.during the full moon the woman is most fertile.

The relation

ship between sexual relationships and conception is well under
stood, and nine months is accepted as the normal length of
pregnancy.

Children are universally accepted as the natural

and desired outcome of normal marriage and sterility is inter
preted as supernatural punishment.

:

A normal pregnancy.is expected to end with a normallyborn, healthy child.

Abortion, is considered an act of the

devil, who changes himself into a monkey and comes by night to
change the fetus from one mother to another.

In its place he

leaves any of the several types of animals such as a dog, pig,
frog, snake, etc., or just large quantities of blood.

*52

There are women who are specialized mid wives and are
often curers as well, who attend births.

When a child is

expected, the usual position for the mother to assume is to
squat before, and grasp the main pole in, the center of the, hut.
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The midwife stoops in front and delivers the bahy, while the
•father assists from the back by first loosening the sash and
then raising it higher on the stomach and tightening it so as
to accelerate the delivery of the child.

When the baby has

been safely delivered, the midwife prepares to cut the umbili
cal cord.

If it is a boy, she cuts it over the head of an axe

so that he. will know how to cut the 'forest.

If it is a girl,

she cuts it over a grinding stone so that she will know how to
grind corn.

Then the umbilical cord is sewn with thread and

the afterbirth is buried in the corner of the hut *
After the baby is delivered, the mother lies down and
rests where she is attended by relatives.

She remains inactive

for about 20 days, during which, time she is carried out to
bathe in the sweat bath.

Usually she does not resume normal dr

near normal activities until a month after the delivery.
Illnesses and Afflictions
The symptoms, causes and cures of the major illnesses
known to the Tzotzil are dealt with here according to their
traditional system of medicine and disease classification.
'
.■
V '.
/
Tzotzil folk medicine as studied in Larrainzar has all the
essential components and concepts found in other systems of
Maya folk medicine studied by Adams (1953), Bunzel (1952), .
Gillin (1951), LaFarge (1947), Redfield and Redfield (1940),
Villa-Rojas (1945) , and Wisdom (1940). : In this study, a n ■
attempt is made to describe and deal with every aspect of each
diagnostic category of illness primarily from the Indian, point
of view.

When possible» parallels are drawn between Tzotzil
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afflictions and diseases known to modern medicine„

'This is

generally more successful when dealing with afflictions which
affect the visible body parts or have external symptoms,
because the Tzotzll have more knowledge of the structure and
function of such organs.

In these instances there is some

positive correspondence between Tzotzll and modern diagnostic
categories of disease.

By contrast, however, the Tzotzll have

very little knowledge of the■internal organs.

Therefore, ill

nesses involving these less-known organs generally are conceived
of as diseases of the spirit and their etiology is.always super
natural.

There is little or no correspondence between the

Tzotzll concept of disease of the spirit and the afflictions
of the internal organs known to modern medicine.
As stated previously in Chapter 6, disease is believed
to have both natural and supernatural causes and cures.

Ac

cording to this logic, an illness which is the result of a
natural cause will respond to natural cures.

On the

other

hand, afflictions of supernatural origin can be treated most
effectively by magico-religious methods.

Actually, most

diseases are treated with a combination of natural and super
natural devices.

Herbal remedies are natural cures used gene

rally both internally and externally to treat symptoms; while
magico-religious curing attempts to attack the assumed cause of
the affliction.

The relative proportions of herbal and magico-

religious curing techniques in most cases depends on the
seriousness Of the illness.

Less serious illnesses create less

anxiety and are generally attributed to natural origins.

They
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are more easily cured with purely herbal remedies.

However,

the more serious diseases create more anxiety because they do
not respond to simple herbal treatments and are inevitably
attributed to supernatural causes as a result.
Among the Tzotzil, most magically-sent illnesses are
referred to as diseases of the spirit (Tz, ta shch'ulel),

As

explained previously, the reality of the Tzotzil consists of
two inter-dependent societies having exactly comparable systems
of social organization*

The first is the actual world of

Tzotzil society, while the second is the projected society of
companion animals which occupy the sacred mountains.

Some

diseases are assumed to originate as direct punishments of man
by the deities; while others are sent to harass his companion
animal in its society (Fig, 24).

There is a dynamic and

mutually interdependent relationship between a person and his
companion animal so that everything that happens to the one
happens to the other at exactly the same time.

Lines A and A*

represent diseases sent to an individual and his companion
animal respectively from the gods of heaven.

Lines B and B 1

depict diseases sent from the gods of the earth and the gods of
the four cardinal points.

Lines 0 and 0' represent diseases

sent by the gods of the underworld..
diseases originated by

Lines D and D' indicate

the lineage and ancestor gods.

A person is never certain of the origin of an illness
because magically-sent diseases may either attack an individual
directly or his companion animal, or both simultaneously.

As

Figo 24°

Magico-Religious Causes of Disease„
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.

soon as one is affected the other 'becomes ill, and vice versa,
for both share the same experiences„

Diseases of the spirit

often become progressively worse with time and include some, of
the severest illnesses known to the Tzotzil.
& person's good health depends not only on what happens
to him but also on the events in the life of his companion
animal as well.

33

When the person is safe in his hut and enjoy

ing the harmonious relationships with other members of his house
hold, his companion animal is equally safe and contented in the
sacred mountain where it resides.

A s long as the individual is

well integrated into his group, his companion animal fares just
as well and good health results for both.

As soon as the social

relations of either become maladjusted, however, the other will
suffer the same experience, and illness is expected to ensue.
Like most American Indians, the Tzotzil believe that
many diseases are caused by the separation and loss of the spirit
from the body.

When an individual leaves his hut and walks

through less familiar territories, he believes that his companion
animal goes out of the sacred mountain simultaneously and roams
through the mountains.

If the person has a frightening ex

perience , such as a bad fall, an attack by an animal, etc., the
gods of the earth in that place may capture his spirit and hold
it prisoner.

At the same time, his companion animal has a

similar experience and remains in the mountains unable to return
to its sacred mountain and the protection and security of the
lineage gods.

The person may not realize that he has lost his

spirit at first, and he goes on his way and.finally returns h o m e .

,■

Soon he "becomes 111, however, and he or a curer traces the
origin of his affliction to this series of events„

The condi

tion (Tz. komel, fright*-sickness) must be corrected quickly and
his spirit reunited with his body, for if a witch should find
it he would surely eat it, making his death certain.
Other diseases originate in simple damage to the spirit.
For instance, when a woman is ■pregnant she is thought to'.have
especially strong and dangerous vision (Tz. k'el sat) due to
the excess of bodily heat caused.by her condition.

The spirits

of babies are .especially delicate and easily harmed.

If a preg-.

nant woman glances at a baby, the heat from her body will pass
into that of the baby, causing it to become ill with a high
temperature, and possibly an upset stomach and diarrhea.
Damage and disease of the spirit can occur when some
thing which has been intimate to a person, such as a piece of
clothing, is destroyed.

For this reason they are careful to

protect their discarded clothing in order to safeguard their
spirits from harm,

is the spirit and the blood are practically

synonymous, any great loss of blood may be interpreted as damage or destruction of the spirit.

The spirit is very deli

cate and can be damaged in a great many ways, and the Tzotzil
are always on guard to protect themselves from this form of harm.
The reality of the Tzotzil is not confined within the
narrow limits of an individual1
1s conscious/experience but
includes his dream world as an integral part.

Dreams are

interpreted as omens of future events, as Redfleld and Villaj
Rojas (1934.?210-11) found among the Yucatan Maya.

For most
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Indians, -nocturnal events are even more real and v&lid than is
consciousness, and no sharp line of distinction is drawn between
them.

The dream is ah esoteric medium in which the spirit ex

periences its most intimate contact with the forces of both good
and evil.

Through proximity with the gods of heaven, man has

revealed to him the unusual powers which allow him to control
his destiny through a complex series of magico-religious rites
and ceremonies.

Such dreams are the ultimate source of k n o w - -

ledge and. intellectual authority among the Tzotzil, for through
them man

is called to fill the role of curer.

Breams, however,

have an eq.ualTy negative aspect because while dreaming, a person
Is especially susceptible to damage by the forces of evil,
which generally result in many varieties of disease of the spirit.
As a rule, therefore, most Indians are very apprehensive of
dreams, for they believe that they are more often the trans
mitters of harm than' good.
It is widely believed that when a person begins to
dream, his spirit becomes separated from his body and wanders
out of the hut and off into the adjoining parajes, the village
center, or even further.

At the same time, his companion

animal leaves the sacred mountain and wanders off into the
surrounding territory (Fig. 25).

The spirit and companion

animal have left the security of their familiar surroundings
and frequently encounter the malevolent spirits of their ene
mies while dreaming.

The content of dreams m a y b e interpreted

as either the experiences of the individual’s spirit or his

Pig0 25.o

Interpretation of Dreams =>
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companion animal in their respective societies.

Generally

those which involve humans are accepted as occurring in the
former; while those dreams with a great deal of animal content
are believed to occur in the latter.
The Tzotzil believe, that loss, damage, or destruction
of the spirit can originate in dreams as readily as in con
scious experience.

Although some dreams are completely harm

less , others are considered extremely dangerous.

The ever

present threats lOf daily existence are read into nocturnal ex
periences in exaggerated proportion so that for the Indians,
dreams are even more dangerous than consciousness.

If a person

falls or is frightened in a dream, later he may trace an ill
ness to the loss of hi-s spirit which took place at this time.
Some dreams are considered to be extremely dangerous because
the spirit is practically defenseless against the attacks of
the gods of death and the witches„

Nearly any anthropomorphic

or zoomorphic form can be perceived as a.devil or malignant
spirit which has come to harm the dreamer's spirit by infest
ing it with pos lorn.

If the person's spirit is very strong, it

has a better chance to resist and withstand the attacks upon it.
Generally, the most damaging dreams are thought to occur when
the dreamer's role is very passive and that of the attacker very
active.
Especially dangerous are the dreams in which one is
tempted to seduce a beautiful woman, offered lavish meals of
beef, chicken, turkey, pork or mutton, or drinks of aguardiente
and chicha.

Such nocturnal experiences resulting in contact with
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a malevolent spirit or an object offered by it is considered
pos lorn and are often the explanation of pains in the stomach,
swelling or infections of all sorts, respiratory diseases of
several types, and especially progressive illnesses leading to
loss of weight and general weakening of the bodily resistance.
Dreams of aggressive behavior such as fights between enemies,
members of the same family, or attacks by animals, such as the
bite of a dog or snake, kick of a horse, etc „, are like,ly to be
associated with serious damage to the spirit„
The following anecdote of Pascual Hernandez- Gonzalez
of the paraje of jLrkoch'en presents a typical dream to which a
disease was subsequently traced;
’One night while.I was dreaming, I saw an animal
walking over the. top of a mountain. Suddenly it slipped
and fell, but fortunately it landed on the level imme
diately below.
The next day I awoke with a great fever
and tremendous aches in my bonee and.muscles, I called
a curer to come and attend me. After talking with me
about the dream and taking, my. pulse, he explained to me
that the animal that I saw.'Was my companion animal and
that it had fallen from one level to the other in the
sacred mountain.
The damage and fright that resulted
from the fall caused me to get sick. Luckily it didn’t
fall any further because if it had, I would have surely
died.
The Tzotzil conceive of the various parts of the body
as semi-autonomous units rather than as parts of a dynamically
inter-related system.

Symptoms felt in one part of the body

are not necessarily related to those In another,

For"instance,

a headache and a stomach ache may be thought of as entirely
separate and independent in origin because they occur in dif
ferent parts of the body.

In fact, most Indians consider that

they have as many diseases as they have distinct types of
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symptoms» and generally symptoms and diseases are not dis
tinguished in the same way as they are in modern medicine. What
in the latter is considered a symptom, may be accepted as a
disease by the Tzotzil, and vice versa,
The Tzotzil system of disease classification is found in
Appendix B .

m$mm s
GURERS AMD CUBING PRAGTIG1S
Introduction
Illness la a universal and eternal human problem over
which man has constantly striven to achieve greater control.
All known cultures have theories of disease causation as well
as methods of curing.

The understanding of disease and the

power to relieve human suffering is always highly valued and
widely sought after,

-

Sll systems of medicine are based on a mixture of
magical and scientific premises„

To the extent that bodily

structures and functions are well understood empirically, they
may best be manipulated scientifically.

However, when there is

less scientific knowledge of phenomena, they are generally ex
plained mystically and are manipulated magically.

In modern

medicine, science generally prevails over magic; whereas in the
medical systems of non-literate societies the opposite is
generally true.
Modern medicine has proved to be the most successful
system derived to date for dealing with disease.

In no other

culture has so much empirical investigation of the structure and
function of the bodily organs and their pathology been carried
out.

The reward of the scientific approach has been the accumu

lation of the most effective pharmacopoeia ever known to mankind.
229
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As a result of the greater control over disease In Western
society, the life expectancy of those to whom modern medicine
is available is significantly greater than that of people who
live without i t „
In all societies, medicine and curing appear occult and
mysterious to the masses for they are beyond the grasp of the
untrained.

Only the properly initiated members may assume the

high status of medical practitioner.

In every case the person

prepares himself by having an extraordinary experience which
differentiates him from the ordinary man.

As modern medicine

is scientific and based on empirical .data, our society requires
its

to have had several years of medical training.

Only

those who surmount the hurdles of medical school are allowed
to become physicians.

Their knowledge of scientific medicine

is supposedly vast, and.their experience in alleviating human
suffering is presumably extensive before they are allowed to
begin their service to humanity.
To the extent that the theory and practice of the cur
ing art is incomprehensible to the layman, myths generally
appear which express these complexities i n 'simplified terms.
Medicine is the field of operation of a few highly selected
practitioners who understand and manipulate its esoteric
secrets and, by so doing, exercise a form of charismatic
35
leadership.
In no known society is the Sole of medicine man
entrusted to the mediocre.

In order to insure success by

further enhancing the aura of omniscience which surrounds him
in the eyes of the public, the medical practitioner learns to
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exploit the myths associated with his role„
The Tzotzil Medicine Man
/
In Larrainzar both modern medicine and traditional
Tzotzil folk medicine are practiced.

The former is much less

important than the latter, however, and is represented by the
small amounts.of patent medicines available,in the stores of
the village center and the limited action of the INI in the area

30
to date,

In contrast to modern medicine, the premises of

Tzotzil medicine are based primarily on magico-religious specu
lation with little emphasi s on empirical fact.

There are few

data concerning thp structure and function of the bodily organs
and their pathology.

Their system of pharmacopoeia is general

ly applied in an aura of magic, and the true effects of the
herbai remedies are poorly understood,.
Traditional Tzotzil medicine is a basically prehispanic
system of curing carried on by a body of laymen who function as
combination medicine men, magicians, priests and diviners. They
■
'•
, :
.
.
.
.
'
/
are often older men w h o , with the principales, form the "elite18
of their society, and ape the main preservers of a great deal of
ancient esoteric knowledge of prehispanic Maya origin.

It is

probable that their theory of disease causation, which is based
on an elaborate system of magico-religious premises, as described
in Chapter V, .has not changed appreciably since prehispanic
times.

In the modern era the names of ancient Maya gods have been

forgotten for the most part, and in their places appear Catholic
saints.

But the cosmology of the contemporary Tzotzil and the
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ancient Maya are quite similar in most respects.
The motivations for becoming a curer in Tzotzil
society are more social than material.

The monetary rewards 3

though generally only a matter of a few pesos, are important.
Undoubtedly the free aguardiente that the curer is inevitably
offered, both at the curing and whenever he meets a former or
potential patient, is another significant factor.

Many curers

use this as a measure of their success and brag that no matter
.where they are they never buy their own aguardiente for they
are never■without someone they have cured to make the gesture.
The sacrificed chicken and other food constitute another
substantial material compensation.

v

The curer is the leader

• of the maglco-religious ceremony and a very important partici
pant in the social activities which follow.

His role is very

important and he is highly respected for his wisdom and power.
As the curer achieves greater success, he is called upon more
often by the people in his own end neighborning parajes to
spend a pleasant and sometimes- profitable interlude curing a
patient, and to.the extent that he is able to maintain such a
practice

he escapes the boredom of life's more prosaic

drudgery.
Among the Tzotzil, as in Western society, the role of
the curer is an example of

c h a ris m a tic

leadership, for prac

titioners in both groups exploit the mythology associated with,
their profession in order to achieve and maintain their position.
As Tzotzil medicine is based on magico-religious premises, the
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extraordinary experience which a potential.curer has in order
to he initiated into his role must he of a mystical nature.
The curer acts as an intermediary between man and the super
natural, and those who assume this role must he selected for
it by the ancestor gods of the sacred mountain.

Therefore,

instead of a medical education, he learns the secrets of the
curing art in revelations in his dreams.

If the ancestor gods

have selected a particular person to be a curer, he will dream
that his spirit has gone to the sacred mountain of his com
panion animal.

There he may see an Indian hoy, & Eadlno, or

practically any human form which he interprets as having been
sent to instruct him how to cure,

%

is shown all the details

of how to build an altar, the proper candles, the herbs, the 1
prayers, and related rituals of the curing ceremonies he is to
practice.

If one revelation is not enough to bring the indi

vidual to declare himself a curer, he will have another and
another until he accepts the role and embarks on his profes
sion ,

If he does not respond to the divine call, the ancestor

gods will punish him, for it is now his duty to go among his
people and relieve their suffering.
The Tzotzil curers are very careful to recognize the
limits of their knowledge and powers, for not to do so can
often mean death.

The Tzotzil.believe that health is normal

ly good until tampered with by supernatural forces.

If a

patient should become worse or die after being treated by a
curer, the relatives are likely to accuse the curer of being
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a witch who instead of taking away the disease made the situa
tion worse by bringing more„

Curers then play with their lives

and it is important for them to learn which diseases are curable
and which are hopeless.

Many try to postpone their curing

ceremony until a favorable outcome seems assured and the patient
has passed the danger point.

If a case appears impossible to

cure, the curer may simply say that the patient has not divine
permission to get well and then he quickly retires from the
scene, leaving the patient to his fate.

This is tantamount to

pronouncing the death sentence, because the attitude of the
family is generally fatalistic, and everyone including the
patient simply relax and await death's call.

This is often

accelerated by the family's refusal to continue feeding the
doomed person because he no longer will be able to contribute
to the welfare of the group.
411 Tzotzil curers have an approximate position in an
informal hierarchy of curers.

Those who generally know less,

cure fewer illnesses, use little or less elaborate magicoreligious ritual, and devote less time to their specialty, are
generally accepted as younger brother curers.

On the other

hand, those who make wider claims for their knowledge by curing
more illnesses, use more elaborate magico-religious rituals in
their ceremonies, and devote more time to their specialties,
are considered older brother curers.

The latter group is

generally older, has practiced longer, and is fewer in number
than the former, and as a result enjoys relatively greater
prestige in their profession.
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The Tzotzil have three main medical specialties which
are a function of their concept of human nature as flesh, bone,
and spirit..

The ts *ak bak specializes in cures of the flesh

and bone, but his .curing techniques are .the least esoteric and
ritualistic and he therefore occupies the lowest place in the
hierarchy.

Of the two types of curers who specialize in treat

ing’the flesh by magico-religious cures

of the spirit, the

methods of the ilol are. the less elaborate and he occupies an
intermediate position in the hierarchy .

The me *santo deals

with problems of all three types and therefore is usually a
I
ts1ak and an ilol at the same time that he performs many func
tions of a non-medical nature.

His ritual is the most magical

and religious of all and his role is the depository of most
prehispanic concepts and practices of Maya religion.

The

m e 1santo has reached the top of the hierarchy of Tzotzil
medicine men, which is shown in relationship

to the overall

structure of Tzotzil society in Fig. 26.
The Catholic priest has replaced the highest levels of
the Tzotzil religious hierarchy and, therefore, at times is
/
the most important curer in Larrainzar. •Whereas the Indian
curers function in the parajes, the activities of the Catholic
priest are concentrated in the village center.
When a disease reaches epidemic proportions in the
community, it is considered to be a punishment of God.

The

principales may meet in the village center and decide that a
special mass should be said in order to supplicate God for
relief.

The regidores are sent to the parajes to collect

Fig® 26*
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money for candles and fireworks' and the priest Is asked to
come to the village and say a special mass, which Is usually
scheduled for a Saturday morning.

On the day of the mass, fire

works are set off In front of the church starting at dawn, and
the white candles are set before the saints' Images In the
church.

The officials of the politico-religious hierarchy

generally attend, the most important sitting in front of the
church while the priest performs the mass.

After the rite is

over, more fireworks are set off in front of the church until
about noon, when the group finally disperses.
The Ts'ak .Bak
Of the three specialties of traditional folk medicine, to
that of the ts'ak bak is ascribed the lowest status in the
hierarchy of ourers .

The t W ak. bak specializes in treating

bones as t h e .Tzotzil conceive of them, but this concept also
includes much of the muscle and nervous system in terms of
modern physiology.

He is usually called .upon to treat aches,

pains, cramps, broken bones, swelling, infection, and even
paralysis.

Although the ts'ak bak uses an intricate combina

tion of natural and

supernatural techniques to cure, his

magico-religious ritual is less elaborate than that of other
Tzotzil curerSo

His repertoire of disease is generally quite

limited in number and to those afflictions which are less
serious and do not cause great anxiety.

Consequently, he

enjoys less status and devotes less time to curing than do
practitioners of the other specialties.

Individuals, who "become curers are usually -motivated to
do so by some urgent necessity created by the illness of a
member of their household.

When a family member becomes ill

and there is no foreseeable possibility of treatment, a member
of the group may declare that he has had a dream in which his
spirit was summoned to the sacred mountain where the ancestor
gods, the guardians of the sacred traditions, revealed the
secrets of curing to him.

Having this claim to the proper

esoteric knowledge, he will begin to cure the sick person. For
example, one ts <ak bakfab.ou* 45 years old from the paraje of
Talonvits began to cure about ten years ago when his mother-inlaw broke a bone and there was no one to help her.

He remem

bered that many years before, he had had a dream in which he
saw a Ladino who certainly must have been sent by the ancestor
gods.

The Ladino explained.just how he was to cure bodily

aches and pains and broken bones,

He did not tel# people about

this dream, however, because, being very young, he lacked
confidence and knew that no one would have accepted him as a
curer.

At the time that his mother-in-law was in dire need,

he decided that then was the time to let it. be known that he
was a curer.

This he did, and then he treated her broken leg

and she recovered.

Other people in Talonvits

heard about it

and he began to have the reputation as a ts *ak bak, and since
then he has been called in on many other cases.
The usual-way of contacting any ts'ak bak is for some
member of the sick person's family to go to the curer's hut and
tell him about the case.

He deliberates for a short while and

then either rejects the case or sets a date for his visit.
On the

f ir s t

encounter they decide.how much aguardiente and

money he is to receive for his time and efforts.

These usual

ly do not exceed two bottles and one o r .two. pesos respectively.
When the t s 1ak bak arrives at the sick person’s hut,
he begins by asking his patient about the symptoms but does not
take the pulse.

If the- problem is simply.a short-term case of

bodily aches and pains caused by malevolent air, the ts’ak bak .
sends a younger member of .the house to the field to collect a
plant with sharp thorns (Sp. chichicaste).

*

The patient

removes his clothing-from the affected area and the ts’ak bak
beats him with the plant in order to drive out the malignant
air.

When this treatment ends, the curer either ties the plant

to the cross outside of the house or leaves it in the path so
that the air it contains will be absorbed by an unsuspecting
passerby.

;

,

This same problem can also be treated by taking handz

,

fuls of chi jilt e ’ and meste’ leaves, heating them in the fire
until the ends begin to burn slightly.

The ts’ak bak then

takes these warmed leaves and places them on the aching part
for a few minutes so that their heat is absorbed by the body
of the patient.

■y

,

■■ -

■’

The above method is also used when broken bones are
treated.

After the herbs are applied, the next step is to

straighten and set the bone by pulling it back into place.
Some t s ’ak bak then tie the bone between splinters of pine,
while others prefer to tie it firmly in a rag, leaving some

■m ®
/

warm meste1 underneath to he taken out later.
While the tsfek bak is working, he prays to himself in
a very low voice which is barely audible and incomprehensible
to those present„

Such prayers are often directed to the gods

of the underworld, for as the originators of misfortune, they
are believed to have the power to remove it.

The ts’ak bak

from Talonvits says the following prayer while curing broken
bones;
'

1, ' T s 1akan bakI
'
jColiScate hueso I
Get into place, bone I
20

3o

Ts'akan c h ’ushubl
fColocate tendon 1
Get into place, tendon I
N a p 1an bakI
]Jt&itate hue so!
■ Join together, bone i

4,

l a p ’an e h !ushub I
fJ m t a t e tendon 1
Join together, tendon 1

5,

f o ’on cha kon pon bakI
ITe estoy hablando hueso!
I am talking to you, bone!

6,

J o 1on cha kon pon c h ’ushub!
■ 1Te estoy hablando tendon!
I am talking to you, tendon!

7„

Ts *akan. te !
rOol6oate rama!
Get into place, branch!

8.

T s 1akan ak >!
|Gol6cate parra!
Get into place, vine!

9,

lap*an bak!
jjiintate hueso!
Get into place, bone!

'

'

,

.

''

'

,

'

-
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10o

NbehV toak?
!Sanate hueso $
Heal, hone I

, Rock hoiling is often used to treat cases of swelling
and infectiono

This is done by heating three rocks over the

open fire of the hut and then putting them in a pail con
taining some of the following -herbs;

cho jora pos lorn,

meste*, pos lu mal vomo1 , ch'ish, shpanyat, and tuil vomol,
One rock is put into the pail at a time after being removed
from the fire with a split stick (Fig. 27).

The patient

allows the affected area to be exposed to the vapors pro
duced by the warm rocks when they come into contact with the
small amount of water and herbs in the pail.

The affected

area is then bound with a rag.
One old ts’ak bak treats swelling by first giving the patient a drink Of aguardiente, to warm him.

He then takes

some aguardiente in his mouth and spits it over the patient1s
body for the same reason.

If the case is very serious, he

may pass a chicken over the patient on the form of a cross
and then sacrifices it by stretching its neck.

The spirit

of the chicken is. offered to the gods of the underworld in
exchange

for liberating that

return to normal health.

of the patient, so that he may

Thesacrificed chicken

is plucked

and prepared; for eating later.
In many cases, the patient is bathed by the curer in
a bath of warm herbs.

The herbs

gourd and the bath is begun.

are poured into a large

As the gods of the underworld

Fig., 2 7 e

Roek Boiling Among the Tzolzil

are considered to "be the originators of this-disease, the
ts'ak hak supplicates them to remove it in this Sarely
audible prayers^®
1.

Oshla junem pukuj !,
'JTreee diablosl
Thirteen devils I

2o

Oshlajunem sitalt
jTrece hinchazonest
Thirteen fractures 1

3.

Oshlajunem tsi kill
jTrece roturas1
•
Thirteen fractures!

4.

OshlajUnem shuchal tojI *
jTrece resinas de pinol
Thirteen resins of pine!

5o

Oshla junem shuchal a k 1I
jTrece resinas de parrai
Thirteen resins of vine!

6„

Oshlajunem vomol!
jTrece medicinas!
Thirteen medicines!

7.

Oshla j.taaem sha 'n a p 1 !
jTrece coyunturas!
Thirteen joinings!

8.

Oshlajunem sh'noch!
jTrece curaciones!
Thirteen curing!

The prayer and ritual of the ts'ak bak are less corncomplex and esoteric than those of the other curers „

Unlike

the 1ilol, he does not diagnose by taking the pulse, nor
does he build an altar of plants and flowers, candles, in
cense, and only rarely does he sacrifice a chicken.

His

curing technique is more mechanical and obvious for he deals
directly with the area of difficulty in most cases.

Therefore,

m s

,

the myth and ritual surrounding his curing is less elaborate.
T h e :afflictions which the ts!ak bak treats are gene
rally less anxiety-provoking than are those dealt with by
the 'ilol, and probably for this reason fewer kin members
attend the curings of -the former than of the latter type of
curer,
It is not

uncommon for a t s 1ak

bak to work

with an

*ilol if they are friends and happen to be present at the
same curing.

However> the former is usually overshadowed

by the latter, who is always the main performer and enjoys
the greater prestige.
The 'Ilol
The 'ilol generally deals with problems of the flesh
which have mainly, supernatural causes,such as punishments
god, diseases of the spirit, and witchcraft.

of

In the terms of

modern medicine, his practice is very broad and includes ne&j?ly all illnesses which are either physiological or psychologi
cal in nature.

Most 'ilol supplement their curings with the

less esoteric techniques of the t s 'ak bak when necessary.
However, the ceremonies of the 'ilol contain more magico- .
rituals and are more esthetic than those of the former type
of curer.
Like other curers, the 'ilol usually begins his career
in response to the suffering of a loved one„ When a member
of his kin group is very ill his potential loss threatens to

disturb the integrity of the group„

There is considerable

anxiety to find a cure to save the individual.and maintain
the equilibrium of group relationships.

Under these condi

tions, the candidate may recall a dream in which he believes
the secrets of the curing art were revealed to him.

He b e 

lieves that while he was asleep at some time in the recent or
distant past, his spirit went to the sacred mountain of his
companion animal and there it encountered a representative of
the ancestor gods, who appeared as either an Indian or Ladino
boy or man.

Some curers remember that their spirits entered

the sacred mountain on the lowest' level and rose to the third
level, where they have remained ever since.

Others rose to

the sixth level and still others to the thirteenth.

The

higher the level to which they ascend, the. more learned are
their teachers and the more powerful curers they become as a
result.
In the sacred mountain the curer is escorted past rows
and rows of sick.

H@ is shown people who have diseases which

are curable and those who have diseases which are not, and it
is of great importance that he learn to distinguish between
the two.

He must take great precautions to cure only patients

to whom God has granted permission to recuperate.

If he cures

a person by mistake who is destined to die, the family may
accuse him of witchcraft and threaten his life.
One middle-aged 1ilol from the paraje of Talonvits
has been curing for the past ten years.

He describes how he

2 m

became a curer as follows:
®When my daughter was 111 about ten years ago, I
called a curer whowas well known to my paraje» He
. came to my hut and
took her pulse. He said that there
was no hope and that she would certainly die. I did
not want her to die but did not know what to do, either.
Suddenly I remembered this dream and began to understand
its significance=
''One night several years before, when I was asleep,
I saw God in my dreams. He appeared to me and said that
I should follow him. My spirit went to my sacred moun
tain. Upon arriving there I saw many sick people with
several different diseases.
These people were Indians
dressed like I am. They came to bring me into the first
level of the sacred mountain, and as I entered they
bowed down to me and begged me to cure them. Upon
arriving inside I saw a large cross, and suddenly a
person appeared to me and told me that I was to cure
the sick people. I replied that I did not know how to
cure and he said that he had come to teach me. First he
taught me how to take the pulse in order to learn which
disease the person
had. If it was curable I was to cure
it, but if' it was not I was not to try because the person
had been erased from God’s list.
®I was first given the plants with which to build the
altar. Then I was given the incense, candles, chicken,
aguardiente, herbs, and was shown how to place them.
When all was ready I was shown how to pray for each
disease, and then I began to cure. I cured all the
people in the.first row and then went to the second
where the people again begged me to take away their,
diseases. So I cured them too, and then went to the
third level where the same thing happened. My spirit
has been in the third level ever since.
®Now that my daughter was sick, I realized that I had
been selected to be a curer and that I had learned to
cure in that dream. So I rushed out of the house and
brought the necessary items. I quickly built the altar,
placed the candles and incense, began to pray, and later
sacrificed the chicken.
" ...ISilhen the curing was over, I told my family we would
fast for three days. After the third day we went to
the church in Santiago to pray and offer candles to
Santiago.. After we had finished we drank two liters of
aguardiente together in the church and then went home.

Lit tie by little my daughter began to get well.
People heard about it in TfeihWits .and they began to
call me to cure them. At the beginning, I knew how
to cure only a few diseases, but since then I have
dreamed on two other occasions and learned to cure
many more illnesses. I have gained some fame as a
curer and am now called up to cure as many as three
times a week or more.'*
'
Each *ilol learns a different, curing formula and
even though all ceremonies are predicated on the same assump
tions , great significance is often attached to slight varia
tions .

Both the t s ’ak bak and the 1ilol use herbs as an

important part of their curing ceremonies, and in some cases
both employ the same techniques.

The former depends mostly

on simple herbal and manipulative treatments which are
generally little more than relief of symptoms.

Many of

these methods are incorporated into ,the 1ilol ceremony,
which is composed of an elaborate series of magico-religious
rituals for correcting the supernatural causes of disease..
The Tzotzil believe that when man does not maintain
the proper relationship with the supernatural powers,, the
deities send disease to punish him.

The disease with which

the 1ilol deals is considered to be caused by either direct
punishment of the gods of heaven, loss or damage to the
spirit, or witchcraft.

The task of the curer is one of

magico-religious manipulation of his patient’s relationship
with the supernatural powers.

The most frequently performed

curing ceremonies are designed to restore the favorable
v
40
relationship of the patient with the supernatural.
. •

As in prehispanic times, the medicine man acts as a

, .
combination.diviner, eurer, and priest.
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In some rituals he

carries out one or the other role, but in others they are
combined.

''

It is the custom among the Tzotzil for, the sick person
or a member o f rhis family to seek but'the curer.

The first

curer consulted iives in or*near their.paraje and is general
ly well known .to them and may be a member Of.their kin group.
The first step is to diagnose the illness by taking the pulse»
The curer may be consulted in his hut by the patient or a
member of his family who asks that the curer come to see the
patient in his hut.

The Sunday morning market in the village

center is a favorite place for diagnosing, and it is very
common to see people sitting on the side while the others take
their pulse.
:
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As Villa®/Rojas (1947,584) found among the Tzeltal,
the curer "talks with the spirit" by taking the pulse, and
attempts to divine the condition of the,companion animal and
the nature of the illness.

Tzotzil curers, like those of the

ancient Quichi Maya (Goetz and Morley, 1950:168) and other
contemporary highland groups such as the Kanhobal, Chuj
(LaFarge, 1947:150) and probably others, are believed to have
extraordinary vision which allows them to see great distances
and search out companion animals.

Once they have determined

exactly what has happened to the animal, they send their own
companion animal for it to bring it back to its sacred
mountain.

If it is well taken care of and in its normal
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place In the sacred mountain, the pulse is strong and regular
and the person is well.

However5, if the companion animal is

out of its normal place and its relationships with the rest
of the group are disturbed, the pulse becomes weak and irregu
lar and the person is ill.

If it has fallen from the sacred

mountain«, the pulse beats one way; if it has been beaten by
one of the naguals, it beats another.

Each disease» there

fore, has a distinctive pulse beat which the curer learns to
recognize by divination.
The diagnosis is completed by asking questions of the
patient and his recent experiences.
are:

Have you fallen anywhere?

The most usual questions

Have you argued with anyone?

Do you have enemies? How have you dreamed lately?

The patient

replies by confessing his sins which may have brought on the
illness as punishment.

According to Landa (Tozzer, 1941:106),

the ancient Maya followed a very similar practice.
this information and his impression

Having

of the pulse beat, the

curer then makes his final diagnosis.

He may suggest that the

disease is a punishment of God, a disease of the spirit, or
witchcraft.

If there are manifestations in various parts of

the body such as high fever, rheumatic pains, and headache,

/

seeing little functional relationship between them the 1ilol
is likely to explain that they are of separate and distinct
origin, the first being a punishment of God, the second a
disease of the spirit, and the last undoubtedly the result of
witchcraft =

In each ease the curer .explains the circumstances

and reasons for each affliction and even names those .respon
sible if witchcraft is involved.

If the patient is satisfied

with the diagnosis they will.discuss a day for the curing,
the price, and the necessary items that the patient and his
family should furnish for the ceremony.

.

While there is far from universal agreement, most
curers say that certain days of the week such as Thursday and
Saturday are good for curing, while Friday is very bad because
the doors to the sacred mountains are closed so that no com
panion animals may enter.

The other days of the week are

neither especially good or bad.
The sum usually paid to an ’ilol does not exceed
five pesos ($.40 U.S.) and averages from two to three pesos
in most cases.

Payment is sometimes made in the form of

material goods such as corn, beans, chickens, etc., as well
as money.

Besides, what he actually.earns for his services,

the ’ilol'specifies the several other items which the patient
should provide for the. curing'ceremony, such as candles,
incense, one or two chickens, and a liter or more of aguar
diente.

The total cost of curings including the practitioner’s

fee and the value of the above items usually varies between
twenty and forty pesos ($1.60 - 3.20 U.S.), but can be much
more in exceptional cases.
The complexity of a curing ceremony is determined by
the number of curing rituals of which it is composed.

There

is generally a positive relationship between the anxiety level

of the patient6s family for his recovery and the amount of
magico-rellglous effort made to return him to good health.
Usually, "but not always, the more serious.the disease, the
greater and more complex are tie rituals attempting to control
the outcome.

In

the case of a progressive disease, for

instance, the sick- person may, hot treat the first symptoms
because he considers them temporary and thev do not cause him
great discomfort Or interfere with his normal activities„
When the disease becomes more serious and begins to hinder the
person's normal activity, his family becomes anxious to find a
cure for him in order to remove this threat to the established
equilibrium of group relationships.

Before the illness is

very serious, 'an ■'ilol may be called in who performs a simple
ceremony of only the most basic ritual, usually attended only
by members of the nuclear family.

After offering a few white

candles and incense accompanied by prayers

and possibly a

chicken sacrifice, the curer drinks a small amount of aguar
diente with those present, and leaves.
As the patient becomes worse, the curer is called
again and the illness is likely to be judged a disease of the
spirit.

The magico-religious curing ceremony for this afflic

tion is more elaborate and, in addition to the former rituals,
would include building an altar of plants, calling the spirit
with a small hollow gourd (Sp. tecbmate), and three herb baths
Such curings are aocordecl more importance and are attended by
more members Of the kin group. "If there are still no signs of

improvement the curer, the patient, and his family may
journey to a water hole, sacred mountain, or the church in
the village center to pray on one or more occasions.

If it

is decided that the curer is not powerful and lacks the proper
knowledge'to cure this case, the family will then seek another.
If the, same thing happens with the second, they may seek a
third, fourth, etc., until they find the one with the correct
secret to cure the disease.
After the "best curers known to them have all been
tried with no apparent result, it may then he decided that the
gods have not given their permission for the person to get well.
Death then is accepted as inevitable, and further efforts to
cure the patient are abandoned.

As this verdict is accepted,

the group's level of"anxiety lowers, the patient is put to one
side to await death and often not fed, while the remaining
members reform the group as a functioning unit.
The Tzotzil curers are aware of the major limitations
of their knowledge, and as a rule do not accept patients whose
prospects for recovery seem poor.

For this reason little

effort is made to cure serious wounds or epidemic diseases in
which death seems imminent or inevitable.

When the outcome of

a case seems doubtful, curers generally take the precaution of
postponing curing ceremonies until the crisis period has
passed and recovery appears certain.

The rationale of these

measures originates in the fact that when a curer has many
failures he endangers himself to being accused of witchcraft.

■'

.
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the frequent sanction for which is sudden and violent death.
Therefore, the curer1s skill, in selecting his cases is of
utmost importance, for in following his profession he risks
nothing less than his life.
Each curer receives a slightly different curing
formula and the rituals applied vary.in nature and number
according,to the demands of specific 'situations.

The most

. complex ceremony is for curing the diseases of the spirit,
and other magico•’•religious ceremonies,; utilize various amounts
of its rituals depending on their nature and seriousness.

In

this ceremony:,/the curer first builds the altar of plants in
the Corner Of the house«

Most, commonly used are either nine

or thirteen toj, tllil, k 1on k'on, k 8os, and cruz ech', which
are placed in holes driven into the ground in a rectangular
form.

Between the'plants on the floor of the hut are.placed

pine needles covered with rose petals/

If the patient is an

older person, the branches of the plants are cut longer than
for younger patients.

If the gods grant their blessing to the

• curing, the disease will leave the person and enter the branches
of the altar plants, which are left in the hut for three "days
after the curing.

On the third day, the curer returns and

removes the plants and either ties them to, the cross in
front or looks for a shady place, such as a cave, in which to
leave them.

As the plants dry slowly, the disease Is liber

ated from them'and the patient recovers.
As disease is believed to be sent b y both the forces
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of good and evil, in the curing ceremony the 1llol dramatizes
the symbolic conflict between these basically opposed forces
and attempts to re-establish a favorable balance between the
two.

The curer speaks with the gods in his prayers and

attempts to placate them with offerings of incense, candles,
money, chicken sacrifices, and aguardiente.

Just as in pre-

hispanic times incense is the food of the gods and forms an
indispensable part of any ceremony.
important offering to the deities.

Gandies are also an
White candles are received

by the gods of heaven, candles of pig's fat by gods of the
earth, and the forces of evil are placated with smaller green,
red, orange, and black colored candles. " The latter are of
fered to the gods of the underworld, the lineage gods who are
naguals, and the malevolent earth gods so that they will not
interfere with the curing.

Some curers offer the gods of

heaven up to thirteen one peso silver coins, but this custom
is becoming rare and is not often practiced.
The chicken sacrifice is one of the most important
rituals in the curing ceremony.

The theory of disease of

the spirit is that it is caused by punishment of the person's
companion animal by the naguals

or by its capture and en

slavement by the gods of th@ earth.

Sickness and death

result when these deities damage or eat the victim's companion
animal.

The function of blood sacrifice among the contem

porary Tzotzil is that of the ancient Maya (Goetz and Morley,
1950:191-92).

The spirit of the victim, in the former case

animal, in the latter animal and human, is sacrificed in
propitiatory rituals to the deities as their food.

The

Tzotzil sacrifice the chicken, offering its spirit to the
deities in exchange for the liberation of the companion
animal of the patient, which is then reinstated to its cor
rect position in the sacred mountain.
Ideally, only black chickens of the same sex and
relative .age as the patient are selected for sacrifices. For
instance, if the patient is a young boy, the curer sacrifices
a young rooster,

etc.

In most cases the selection of chickens

is too limited and so any one is chosen at random,.

Eost !llol

•pass the chicken three times over the patient’s arms extended
in the form of a cross.

It is killed by holding it down

against the curer’s side and stretching the neck.

As this is

done, the spririt of the chicken is offered verbally to the
gods in exchange

for that of the patient.

hung by the feet

over the altar,

The chicken is

Later the women take it

down, pluck it , and boil it in water, and it later forms the
basis of the banquet which follows the curing ceremony.
One of the most important rituals is when the priestcurer calls the lost spirit by blowing across the hollow
gourd.

In cases of disease of the spirit caused by a fall

or

other frightening experience,' the curer sometimes goes to the
actual place where it occurred and offers a white candle, a
candle of pig fat, puts three feathers in the ground.and
sacrifices the chicken to the gods of the earth

on

that

' ... ■
spot.

;■......
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After drinking aguardiente with the family of the

patient, the curer sounds the gourd to call the spirit and
then ushers it along the ground toward the patient's hut
with the handful of chijilte1branches„

If the place where

the spirit was lost is far away or unknown, or the disease

•

was caused b y events in the life of the person's companion
animal, the 'ilol will call the spirit from the door of the
hut„

He calls loudly and orders the spirit to come from wher

ever

it is and get back into the body of its owner„

He ushers

it into the door and symbolically deposits it in the body of
the patient by passing the branches over his chest three times
in the form of the cross0

At the same time, he supplicates

his naguals to find the patient's companion animal and help
it to return to the sacred mountain.

They then should raise

it to its proper level and restore it to its place among its
kin group where it is to be well fed and appreciated by the
rest, so that the person may recover from his disease of the
spirit„
The three herbal baths of the patient form an indis
pensable part of every curing ceremony.

There is a wide

variety of herbs used for this purpose depending on the
preference of the curer.

The ostensive purpose

is to make

the patient's companion animal more attractive to his naguals
so that they will return to its correct place in the sacred
mountain, and dsshow'S^ko it due appreciation.

This is often

followed by changing the person's clothing after passing it-.m

through the smoke of the incense for the same purpose.
The ritual drinking of aguardiente is an important
aspect of all curings.

The order of drinking is rigidly

structured hy considerations
ance of the participants.

of the relative age and import

The first glass is offered to the

lineage gods by sprinkling it over the plants of the altar.
The second is for the curer and the subsequent drinking order
is determined by the age and sex of those present.

The oldest

man drinks after the curer, then the second oldest, etc.

When

the men have finished, then the oldest woman drinks, the
second oldest, etc.

When all have drunk once, the order is

repeated until the bottle is finished.

In order for a curing

to be successful, there must be sufficient aguardiente so that
the naguals are happy and reinstate the patient’s companion
animal to its correct place without doing it further harm.
During every ceremony the ’ilol takes the patient's
pulsb several times in order to estimate the progress of his
efforts.

He also induces it by taking water into

his mouth

and gurgling it Up and down the veins in the patient's arms
three times.

In the early, stages, his usual response is that

the pulse is still weak and lacks much curing.

As the cere

mony continues, the pulse is taken and stimulated

in the

aforementioned manner, and each time the prognosis becomes
slightly more optimistic.

When it is over and the curer has

performed all the necessary rituals, he again, takes the pulse
and pronounces the patient again on the road to good health.
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Another form of divination commonly practiced in
/
:
Larrainzar as well as among other highland Maya groups (Oakes,
.

.

1951:147IlLaEarge, 1947:160) of Guatemala, which is definitely
of prehispanic origin (Tozzer, 1941:88), is that of casting
thirteen or any other magical number of kernels of corn. After
taking the kernels from an ear of corn, the 1ilol blows on
them, prays, and casts them into a gourd bowl with a small
amount of water in the bottom*

As they settle in the bottom,

he carefully.studies the pattern thus formed for indicative
signs.

If he sees none the first time, he takes the kernels

out and repeats the operation..

By studying the pattern in

which the kernels fall the second time, he again searches for
prognosticative signs.

If more fall on end than on their

sides, the more positive are the patient’s chances of a quick
recovery.

.

In serious cases, that do not respond to the usual
curing ceremonies, the intervention of even more supernatural
powers is solicited.

Counter-witchcraft ceremonies can be

performed in the patient’s hut as in a cave or sacred mountain
where the patient's companion animal is believed held prisoner,
or both places.

A typical altar design for this ceremony

performed in the former place is seen in Fig. 28.
patient’s companion animal is held prisoner in

When a

one of the

latter places, the curer must divine where it is and go there
to release it by performing a counter-witchcraft ceremony in
which offerings of incense, candles, and chickens are made to

•Figo .28o
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the earth deities or lineage gods of that place.

When cere

monies are held in such places, those present often accompany
the curer and patient to the sacred place where the counterwitchcraft ceremony is performed.
The curing party may also go to the church to ask for
the intervention of the patron saint.

They usually go as a

group at midnight, first having asked for the key to the front
door from the mayordomo.

After entering the church they first

offer candles and incense to the patron saint, and then the
curer will lead the group’s prayers for the patient.

If witch

craft is suspected, colored candles are offered and the curer
begs that their heat be returned to the sender so that he may
suffer as does his victim.

When the prayers are finished,

they generally share aguardiente in the church and later return
home.
In the curing ceremony, the patient becomes the focus
of group attention.

The rituals which make up the curing

ceremony symbolically restore the patient’s companion animal
to its place in the sacred mountain and attempt to readjust
its relationships in the; society therein.

This highly, sug

gestive ceremony should have considerable anxiety-relieving
value for the patient.

All ceremonies

present an occasion

for gatherings of the kin members which are accompanied by
ritual drinking and end in general festivity.

This assemblage

of the kin group around the threatened member is an important
form of group psychotherapy, as it functions to reassure him

of M s

place and Importance in the group»
/
z
Case I. Andres Hernandez is a principal of the

paraje of Talonyits who is believed to be about seventy years
old.

His wife died recently and he lives with his sons and

their families.
In the summer•of 1959 he became quite ill just after
the death of his wife.

An 'ilol was called who said that he

was bewitched just as his wife had been, and so a counterwitchcraft ceremony was conducted.

Ho positive effect was

forthcoming and the old man's Illness did not improve.
Another 'ilol was called with the same result, and then
another and another.

All agreed that his illness was sent

by witchcraft, but none was able to take it away and the old
man continued to suffer.

Finally the family decided to call

Manuel G^mez of the same paraje because they had heard that
he was an 'ilol of great power and knowledge.
The younger- son of Andres went to Manuel's hut to ask
him to come to attend his father.

After due deliberation the

'ilol agreed to come the following Thursday for the sum of
two pesos.
ed day.

Manuel arrived late in the morning of the appoint-

He began his diagnosis as usual by asking Andres

questions about his personal life.

How had he dreamed lately?

Dfd he have any enemies?. Was anyone angry with him?
fallen or had any frightening experiences?

Had he

Manuel listened

attentively as the old man told him that he had dreamed
recently that he. had fallen while drunk.

On another occasion
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he dreamed that he had crossed a river that was deeper than
he had imagined at first and became very frightened as a
resultStill

another night he dreamed that his companion

animal had been hurt while fighting with other more powerful
animals„
When the old man's confession was finished, Manuel
took his wrist and began to take h i s .pulse,

After contem

plating for a few minutes, the surer announced that Andres'
spirit was very ill as a result of having been frightened in
his dreams.

The old m a n ’s aches and pains were caused by

fights that his companion animal had had with other more
powerful animals.

These malevolent dreams may have been

sent in the prayers Of his enemies who -have cut his hour.
The old man’s companion animal is out of its place in the

;

sacred mountain and may,;be' lying wounded and held prisoner by
a god of the earth.

To cure the patient ft is necessary to

restore his companion animal to its correct place in the
sacred mountain where it can be given the proper attentions
by the lineage gods.

Manuel again stated what things would

be necessary for the curing ceremony and then-left, promising
to return on the appointed day.
The following Saturday Manuel appeared as he had
promised.

Upon entering the hut he greeted those present,

Andres, his two sons, their wives, and children.

They had

followed his instructions and brought the necessary plants,
nine of each type, which were standing in the corner of the

26S
hut.

Manuel chose a place for the ceremony and then began to

drive holes in the ground with a wooden peg to make the altar.
:
' •
/
He placed at least one of each type of plant in each hole and
then laid pine needles on the
'

he covered with rose
center of the

floor between the plants which
■

petals.

A small

~x .

'

. '

stool was placed inthe

altar, a large white candle in front on the left,

and a large candle of pig's fat in a comparable position on
the right of the altar.

Between them was placed a large gourd,

heated herbs,

and an incense burner, The altar was then

ready, and so

Manuel knelt before it,

crossed himself, and be

gan to pray (Fig. 29).
He first addressed the gods in the 13 levels of
42
heaven,
the Father, the Son, the H o l y Ghost , Jesus Christ
(the sun), the Virgin Mary (the moon), San Pablo, San Salvador,
San Pedro, San Jose, etc,

stI have come to speak on behalf of

Andres Hernandez,** he said, “who has fallen ill from a disease
of the spirit because his companion animal was east from the
sacred mountain and delivered to a god of the earth who has
it prisoner.

I have come,15 he continued, 65to find the animal

wherever it may be and return to its sacred mountain.

There

I will raise it to its proper level, whether it be the first,
the second, the third, the fourth....or the thirteenth, and
return it to its rightful seat, so that Andres' spirit may
again be united with his body."
Manuel addressed the gods of heaven again, begging
them to receive his offering of incense and candles as their
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food in return for their 13 sacred benedictions6
The patient then assumes his position in the middle
of the altar.
Manuel continues praying to the ancestor gods on the
highest level of the sacred mountain.He prays as they
showed him in the dream

in which they instructed him in the

ways of the curers > the sacred traditions of his ancestors.
/
He pleads for the life of Andres whose head and body are
racked with fever and whose pulse is weak and fired from
-disease.

He begs the gods not to allow the naguals who are.

witches, have eyes like

mirrors, like fires, and see great

distances, to appear in

the form of a rainbow, a butterfly,
• /

or a black bird flying between the clouds and cause Andres
another relapse into illness.

Those who have small hearts

should not do further damage to his companion animal whether
it be a jaguar, a puma, a coyote, a fox or a weasel.
He offers them a glass of aguardiente
on

theplants of the altar.

Manuel takes the

by pouring

it

next drink him

self.and the others present drink after him.
He then takes the chicken and passes it over the
patient in the form of a cross and then holds it down to his
side and kills it by stretching its neck (Fig.30).

He offers

the chicken*s spirit to the malevolent gods of the earth in
exchange for that of his patient.

Once inside the sacred

mountain, the ancestor gods should raise his companion animal
to the highest level and seat it in its place, surrounded by

Fig* 3 0 e

Chicken Sacrifice•
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those of his brothers and sisters} father and mother, uncles
and aunts, grandfather and grandmother, and all the rest of
his lineage.

The ’ilol then takes his hollow gourd, walks to

the door of the hut and blows across it, making a hollow
sound.

/

/

He calls the spirit of Andres Hernandez by name and

orders it back into its owner'a body so that he may again
enjoy good health and drink aguardiente with his friends.
Symbolically he ushers the spirit in the door with a handful
of herbs, first brushing them along the floor and then over
the patient’s body in the form of a cross„(Pig.31)«
Manuel takes the pulse again and announces that it is
coming stronger but that much curing is still needed before
he will be completely well.
The ’ilol then begins to bathe Andres in the boiled
herbs.

Manuel prays that the lineage gods of the sacred

mountain do the same with his companion animal so that the
others will find it agreeable, esteem it, and reinstate it
into the group.

Andres continues to bathe himself, Manuel

prays more, then finished and turns around to receive another
glass of aguardiente.
When the bbttle was finished Manuel turned around,
knelt before the altar, and began to pray again.

This time

he repeats the chicken sacrifice and calls the spirit again,
as he did before.
During the ceremony Manuel bathed the old man three
times.

/

The last time, Andres changed his clothes which the
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Calling the Patient’s Spirit0

'ilol passed through the Incense before putting on, praying
that this would make him even more agreeable to the lineage
gods.

Manuel finished his prayer, again asking for the

thirteen blessings of the thirteen gods in the thirteen levels
/
of heaven. ■% then took Andres1 pulse for the last time, and
’

after careful deliberation decided that it was now coming
stronger and that he would get well.
The ceremonial aspect of the curing had now finished
and those present were engaged in drinking aguardiente and
talking.

In a short while the boiled chicken soup was served

together with abundant tortillas and chile seasoned with salt.
The social aspect of the-curing carried on for several hours
and finally, toward nightfall, Manuel went to his own hut on
the other side of the paraje of Talonvits.
After this curing the patient improved somewhat, but
was far from well.

In about one week Manuel visited the

patient again, and it was decided that another curing would
be necessary.

In a few days Manuel performed a ceremony

similar to that just described to cure the spirit.

In addi

tion, however, he suggested that a counter-witchcraft cere
mony be performed in the cave Of .Ik' jo near his house in
order to enlist the help of San Antonio, the owner of the
cave, because it might be there where his companion animal
is held captive.
Manuel suggested that they visit the cave On two
consecutive evenings, taking precautions not to be discovered

2 r!.0

Toy those who live hear the r e .

On the appointed night, Manuel

went there accompanied by the patient's two sons, who brought
offerings of candles, incense, and aguardiente to San- Antonio„
Ik*jo is very inaccessible and it is necessary to climb part
way up the side of the mountain and then enter through a very
narrow passageway to reach the inside of the cave,

The three

arrived there in spite of the darkness because Manuel knew
the trail well, having been there many times before.

The

little group slipped through the passageway and into the cave.
The !ilol went to the end of the cave and knelt before the
small altar consisting of an incense burner and cross.
up several small candles and lit
self and began to pray.

them.

He set

Then he crossed him

He offered the incense and candles

to the owner of the cave, supplicating that their heat be sent
to the person guilty of the original witchcraft, so that he
might suffer the same torment that he unjustly caused Andres
Hern&ndez.

He pleaded that the old ma n 1s companion animal be

freed and allowed to return to its sacred mountain where it
would be well cared for.
to normal health.

Only in this way will Andres return

As Manuel prayed, the younger men

began

to drink the aguardiente, offering the first drink to the
'ilol.

They remained there for more than an hour the first

night, and the next night they did the same thing. Slowly
/
Andres began to recover his health and everyone was sure that
Manuel had discovered the correct secret.

Another ceremony

was staged and full recovery was now imminent, and within a

short time Andres was again drinking aguardiente with his
friends in the market place on Sundays„
The M e 1santo
The m e 1santo (mother of a saint) practices some of
the most ancient Maya religious traditions and occupies the
highest place in the hierarchy of Tzot2il curers„

The tradi

tion of divine revelation through talking oracles <, which was
common among prehispanic,;Maya (Goetz and Morley, 1950:191)
(Tozzer, 1941:112)* formed a-basis for the nativistic move
ments in Colonial (Thompson* 1954) and recent times (Villa
Rojas* 1945), is still carried on today among the Tzotzil.
As practiced in L a r r a m z a r * this tradition is an integration
of the Maya practice of talking idols and the saint cult of
Catholicism.
Of the three principal specialties of traditional
Tzotzil medicine * that of m e 1santo incorporates the most com
plex and esoteric magico-religious rituals and therefore has
the greatest prestige.

The main difference between the

m e 'santo and the t s ’ak .bak and 8ilol is that the first is
supposed to have made a contract with a god of the earth to
serve him as a divine oracle in diagnosing and suggesting
solutions to all types of human problems'.

The voice of the

deity is heard to emanate from a small wooden box placed on an
elaborately decorated altar * and the m e 8santo is the inter
mediary between the supernatural and man.
Most m e 8santos pass through the grade of t s 8ak bak or
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«Ilol, or both,

before receiving the divine visitation from

their particular deity..

It is generally permissible to

become a ts'ak bak and 1ilol when one is still

quite young,

sometimes in the early twenties depending on the characteris
tics of the individual.

If the curer is unusually successful,

some years later he may claim to have had the nocturnal visi
tations from a particular saint, the necessary prerequisite
for becoming a m e 1santo.

However, this pattern of transition

is far from automatic because it demands a person of genuine
ability as a charismatic leader and extraordinary success as
a curer to have' the self-confidence to undertake this role.
Needless to say, the majority of practitioners never reach
this level.
The deities select those to whom they want to offer
their power by appearing to them in a dream or unexpectedly
speaking from a small box in their hu t .

In either case, the

saint explains that he is the owner of a nearby cave, moun
tain, or spring.

The saint proposes an agreement with the

curer, promising to stay in his power for life if the curer
makes the proper fasts, makes offerings

of candles, incense,

and fireworks in a specified place on the saint's day.

If

the observances are carried out properly, the saint will
appear to him again and order that a box be prepared either
in the curer's hut or in a specially built hut nearby.

It

is usually placed on a table, above which are placed several
sheets of crepe paper for decoration.

Around it are found
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images of saints, and in front are several incense burners
and a board on which candles are burned.
Even though these deities are often confused with
those of Catholic origin such as San 'Lorenzo, San Antonio, San
Manuel, and San Miguel, the talking saints.are actually gods

.

of the earth or angels of the mountains, eaves, and springs„
Therefore, the concepts surrounding them are Maya rather than
typically Catholic.

The talking-saint is approachable and

manageable by man and his relationship with him is intimate.
He prefers to stay in the me 1santo's hut in the paraje rather
than to go into the church in the village center where his
intermediary would be a Ladino priest.

Like all Maya deities,

he has many human characteristics and can be spoken to using
the me-' santo as intermediary.

In addition, they are dual-,

istic and are capable of doing both good and evil.

When

satisfied, they are able to reveal an effective solution to
any problem.

But when angry, they may deceive man and even

beat their intermediary to punish him.

The phenomenon of

talking saints allows man a much greater degree of control of
the supernatural by a native priest right from the paraje who
carries on their religion in terms they can most easily under
stand.

For this reason practically every nativistic movement

among the Maya has been led at some point by native priests
receiving revelations from talking divinities.
There are relatively few m e 1santos in proportion to
the total humber ,of curers in Larrainzar.

The role of the
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me 1santo includes all the activities of both the t s ’ak bak and
the 'ilol.

Those who become successful are generally assisted

by.their wives, who are usually also curers.

Some make a full

time .specialty of curing and hire labor for their fields or
demand it as payment from their patients„

It is also common

for them to receive chickens, corn', beans, wood, etc „, for
their services, and most are relatively rich by Tzotzil
standardso
4s oracles of divination, me'Santos are approached for
the solution to practically any human problem, and for this
reason their power and ability to influence the behavior of
others is often very great.

M e 1santos are consulted by people

seeking to know why they are ill, how they lost an animal, or
answers to personal and familial problems, land disputes, et c »
No problem is impossible for a m e 1santo„

For those suffering

an affliction of the bones, the oracle may suggest that the
patient be cured by either the me'santo or his wife, who are
also t s ’ak baks.

For those thought suffering from a disease

of the spirit, the oracle may recommend that the patient be
cured by the same people acting as 'ilols.

When a sick person

feels that the end of his life is near, the m e 1santo may sup
plicate the oracle to grant the patient more life 0.. one, two,
five years, as the ease may be.

For those who are chronically

weak and ill, the me*santo changes their companion animal from
a weasel to a jaguar, and their strength and vitality improve
accordingly.

If witchcraft is suspected, the oracle may.name
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'the guilty individual and the place where the original ceremony
was carried out.

One solution is f o r .the m e 'santo to perform

a counter-witchcraft ceremony in that place.

Another is for

the oracle to change the patient‘..s name so as to trick his
enemies.

If the m e 1santo has an enemy, he may name him as

responsible and suggest that the only way to overcome the
witchcraft is to kill the guilty person.

For people whose

property is lost or stolen, the me*santo reveals its where
abouts and tells how it can be recovered.

The bearers of per

sonal or family problems also seek their solution from a
me'santo.

These oracles are still commonly consulted for the

solution to land disputes as well as problems of wealth inheri
tance, and until recent times, both internal and external
political issues were often solved by the talking oracles among
the Tz'otzil.

;

•

In many ways, the role of the me'santo in the paraje
is analogous to that of the Catholic priest in the village
center.

Both carry out rites of baptism, the only Catholic

sacrament accepted by the Tzotzil to date.

The m e ’santo's hut

serves as a ceremonial center for fiestas throughout the year,
the most important of which is that of the oracle saint which
is often celebrated twice annually with alferez, etc., bpt on
a smaller scale than the municiplo-wide. fiestas carried on in
the village center (Fig. 52).
' Some m e 1santos become well known and their fame extends
to the'nearby munidpios and sometimes for many miles through-

•Fig o 32 c 'A M e 1san to Celebrating the
;; Fiesta of his Saint c
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out the area,

People often travel great distances' to consult

a famous oracle.

On some cases a me'santo Is called to cure \

from a long distance, in which.case the patient is expected
to pay the cost of the trip and other incidental expenses.
In the minds of the clients the m e 1santo and the oracle become
closely identified.
equally.

The two, therefore, often divide the fees

The m e 1santo keeps half of the fee and puts the rest

into the talking box for the oracle to take to heaven.
The me*santo represents the highest echelons of what
remains of the hierarchy of Maya priesthood among the Tzotzil.
In his role he may be consulted and intervene in every im
portant aspect of Indian life and, therefore, is often a
person of tremendous influence and leadership.

The phenomenon

of talking oracles in general expresses the traditional Maya
desire to maintain control of their own lives and destinies,
for at several points in history these oracles have formed ■
the basis of nativistie movements against further inroads of
the Spanish-speaking world on Indian life.
y
Miguel Diaz of the paraje of Muktavits is an
important m e 1santo in Xarrainzar, and people often travel
great distances to consult his oracle.

He has been curing

for about twenty years, having started at about the age of
15.

Most beginners, fearing that people will reject them

because of their youth, hesitate to declare themselves as
curers until they are much more mature.

The youngest curers

are usually,at least in their middle twenties.
Miguel is extraordinary in many ways.

However,

It was probably his
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unusually large and handsome body, striking appearance and
great vitality which favored his original acceptance and
success as a curer»

As the years went by, he became better

known and people began to have greater confidence in him
despite his youth.
About three years ago he had a dream in which he saw
a saint who identified himself as San Manuel.

The deity said

that he was the owner of a spring near his hut, and so Miguel
began offering candles there and continued to do so over a
period of six months«, After the initial period, Miguel
dreamed of the saint again, and the second time the deity
ordered him to prepare a box.

San Manuel proposed an agree

ment with Miguel that if he would go to the spring each day
and light candles and incense, abstain sexually, fast on one
small tortilla per day for 13 days, the deity would enter the
box and remain in Miguel's power for life„
follow the dictates of the saint.

Miguel agreed to

The period of fasting was

very difficult, but the

day after he.finished

the saint spoke

to him from the box and

has been there ever since.

San Manuel

asked for a fiesta beside the spring in order to celebrate
the occasion, and so Miguel went there with friends and burned
many candles, much incense and fireworks, and San Manuel was
happy. •
Since receiving

the saint, Miguel has

been even more

successful than before,

and people often come

from long

distances to consult with San Manuel.

He has erected a

special hut in the center of his corn field from which he
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operates his practice. ' Inside of the hut there is avtable
along the back wall on which'the•talking.box is situated :and
covered with a red bandana„

In the center of the table is a

/

large statue of San Andres located in a glass case (Fig„ 33).
Between San Andres and the talking box is a smaller case
containing San Antonio„

On the wall behind the table are seen

images of the. Eternal Father, the. Virgin of Guadalupe, San
Miguel, San Isidro, Christ the King, and Saint Helen.

In

front of the table is an incense burner and a board on which
Candles are offered to the saint.

To the side of the talking

box are several empty beer bottles which are used to give
medicines.

These bottles are filled every night by San

Manuel

and contain "holy water," which in this case is cologne

mixed

with water.

other

This

times spat in his

is often, drunk, by the patient, and at

face in the form of a spray, as he sits in

front of the curer.

Both on the table and above it are

several pieces of red and green crepe paper with the edges dirt
so as to form a long border„

The floor of the hut is covered

with pine needles which emit a typically pleasant odor.
Haen a patient comes to Miguel with a problem, he
begins by offering the saint white candles and incense which
is placed on the board in front of the talking box.

Miguel

listens to the problem and after taking his pulse, he
consults Ban Manuel.

Miguel talks in his normal voice,

while the. saint’s voice is a high falsetto which is very
difficult to hear and impossible to understand.
repeats and interprets the saint’s opinion.

Miguel

Pi g o 3 3 0 ' A ; M e ’santo and His Talking Box0
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The following is a typical example of San Manuel1s
miracles as told by Lorenzo Gomez of the paraje

of Each!tom:

'My son Andres, aged 8, was very ill with a pain in
his back. ~ Many curers had seen him but none was able
to cmre him, and so 1 finally went to Miguel in des
peration.
I told him the story and he took my son's
pulse. When he had finished he decided to consult with
San Manuel in the talking-box.
The saint’s voice was
very high-pitched and 1 did not understand what he
said, but Miguel later explained it to me this way.
He said that San Manuel told him that the b o y ’s com
panion animal was a raccoon which had been shot by a
hunter and that’s why he was ill. San Manuel offered
to change Andres1 companion animal to a jaguar for
only ten pesos. I thought it over and then put the
money in the talking-box as Miguel instructed me.
Miguel then lit another white candle, burned more
incense, and prayed for several minutes, and in this
way the miracle took place. Soon after that, Andr da
began to get well and has been stronger evei) since.
He owes his life to San Manuel and Miguel Diaz, the
oracle and m e 1santo of Muktavlts
A more successful m e 'santo is Manuel P^rez of latok .
who has practiced for many years.

During one point in his

career when clients accompanied by an unmarried daughter
inquired about the well-being of his oracle, they often
received the reply that he was unhappy because he did not
have a wife.

Several families made the magnanimous gesture

of leaving their daughter with Manuel in order to please the
oracle.

This went on until Manuel had gathered a total of

seven wives for the oracle, of course. But Manuel’s heyday
was short-lived, for soon his spouses became disillusioned
and deserted him en masse, leaving him with only his first
wife to console his misfortune.
Undoubtedly the most successful m e 1santo in the area
v
is Rodolfo Urbinas, a Ladino from the village of Soyalo on
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the edge of the Tzotzil area.

His talking-box with the voice

of San Miguelito inside attracts people locally as well as
from the far distant corners of Mexico? operating in the same
way as those of the Indians.

Urbinas does an excellent busi

ness in selling the patent medicines recommended by-San
Miguelito.

He usually charges nothing for the consultation

but always accepts remuneration when offered.
Urbinas has been so successful that in addition to
his local practice, he receives inquiring letters from people
in other parts of Mexico who have heard; of San Miguelito*s
miracles.

In recent years his operations have expanded so

much that he now has four secretaries who keep records, send
replies to mail requests, write prescriptions, and give
directions for using the patient medicines which the oracle
recommends.
Dynamics of Traditional Curing
4s previously stated, the members of the hierarchy
of curers form an important branch of the traditional 11elite”
of Tzotzil society.

In this informally organized hierarchy,

progressively higher positions are occupied by the ts’ak bak,
the *ilol, and the m e 1santo respectively.

When future curers

are visited in their dreams by the ancestor gods, they are
instructed in the traditional Tzotzil practices for curing
some, but not all, diseases.

Beginning curers are called

itsifcall (younger brother) curers.

With time, however, they

may claim to have had further nocturnal visitations, in which

the treatment for other diseases is revealed.

In this way

their repertoire is broadened and their competence increased.
Those who are believed to have the greatest knowledge and
power are bankilal (big brother) curers.

A curer becomes

bankilal as his fame spreads and he is known to possess much
esoteric knowledge of traditional folk medicine.

As a general

rule, an older curer with much experience tends to inspire
more confidence in his patients,
The strength and power imputed to a curer is directly
related to that of his nagual and its relative position in the
sacred mountain.

A seemingly powerful curer is considered to

have a very strong nagual or naguals such as the jaguar, puma,
ocelot, and coyote, which dwell in the highest levels of the
sacred mountain.

Those who are less capable have somewhat

inferior naguals occupying the lower levels of the sacred
mountain,

Generally speaking ts'akbaks,

'ilols, and

m e !santos have progressively more powerful naguals occupying
the higher levels of the sacred mountain.
Every curer has a position relative to all others in
the informal hierarchy of medical practitioners.

Position in .

the hierarchy can change from time to time, and a curer can
both gain and lose prestige.

For instance, the more revela

tions that a curer has, the wider becomes his repertoire and
the finer curer he is destined to be.

He who has had only

his first dream is likely to know less than he who has had
several.

As years go by, the curer will seek to support his

claims to greater knowledge by having, the appropriate dreams.
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The higher in the sacred mountain that a curer*s nagual
ascends# the more knowledge he is reputed to have.

The

finest curers and most powerful witches are those whose
naguaIs<occupy the thirteenth level of the sacred mountain.
They are the most powerful lineage gods because they are able
to overcome all of their inferiors below.
Like the curer himself, his naguals often play a
duallstic role.

A person who exercises both the role of

curer and witch is a ts'ak lom, or one whose knowledge of
the occult is complete.

Such powerful people are able to

put disease on anyone's companion animal in the 12 inferior
levels of the sacred mountain.

Theoretically, then, the most

powerful naguals correspond to the oldest and most complete
masters of Tzotzil tradition.
When a person becomes ill and does not recover after
a time, his family usually calls a *ilol, who comes, to their
hut and diagnoses the illness by taking the pulse and asking
the usual questions concerning the possible origins of the
problem.

On the appointed day he returns and stages the

appropriate curing ceremony.

If the

'ilol decides that his

patient is suffering from magically-induced disease of the
spirit, he will perform a curing ceremony to placate the
witches responsible so that the patient's companion animal
will be released and returned to its proper place in the
sacred mountain.
If the witch's nagual does not accept the offerings
of Incense, candles, and the chicken sacrifice sent by the

curer, the two naguals will make an appointment to fight.

If

they belong to the same sacred mountain, they do battle
before the cross where the sick person’s companion animal has
been tied by the witch’s naguale

If they are from different

sacred mountains, they select a place in the mountains for
their encounter.

They fight in the mountains at night to see

who is the more powerful and will emerge victorious in the
curing.

If the curer’s nagua1 overcomes that of the witch,

he sets free his patient’s companion animal, allowing the sick
person to return to good health.

The Indians believe that the

contestants convert themselves into a variety of naguals or
balls of fire (Tz. pos lorn).

At times when they see a ball

of fire or comet in the sky, they explain that it is a
certain curer or principal on his way to accomplish a spe
cific mission.

When the Indians hear weird sounds or see

strange balls of fire in the mountains at night, they explain
that these are the naguals of witches engaged in combat to see
who will emerge victorious in a curing ceremony.

The winner

of such contests rises in the sacred mountain, becomes more,
powerful, and assumes an even more important role among the
’"elite"; while the opposite is true of the loser.
After waiting a few days, the family decides if the
.curing has been effective.

If the patient has not improved,

they may agree that it wasn’t and dismiss the first curer,
who, like most curers, becomes angry and retreats in a fit
of jealousy for his successor.

They then look for another

who has the reputation of being more powerful than the first.
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has more naguals oeciapylng a higher level of the saered mountaiBo

The second eurer does essentially what the first one

did, and the family again awaits positive results.

If they

are not forthcoming, they distals~s the second and search for
a third more powerful curer.

The process continues; a third

and fourth curer are summoned and dismissed without achieving
the desired result.

In the meantime, the many curing cere

monies may cost the family several hundred pesos, which rapid
ly diminishes its wealth.
it fifth curer may be called in and, like the others,
he goes through his curing rituals.

However, hy this time the

patient can he very ill and within a few days have a relapse
and become worse.

They are then likely to suspect that the

fifth curer is really a witch and, instead of taking the
disease away, has only brought more and made the patient worse.
In addition, they now suspect that he was the original witch
who sent the disease in the first place.

The first four

lesser curers were unable to. return the disease because the
fifth Was more powerful.

They then have two courses of action.

The first is to kill the witch so that his naguals will also
die, allowing the sick person's companion animal to go free.
The other is to find an even more powerful curer whose nagual
is able to overcome that of the witch.

If the sixth curer is

successful, the companion animal of the patient will then be
liberated and return to the sacred mountain where it will
nursed back to good health.
simultaneously.

Its human owner will recover

This process is diagrammed in Fig. 34,

be

Figo 3 4 o

Hierarchy of Curers®
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The sixth eurer emerges, triumphant in the curing
because he succeeded in overcoming the witchcraft of the
fifth, a feat that the first four were unable to accomplish.
His prestige rises and that of the others diminishes.

More

people will seek him out to cure and he will place a higher
value on his services
In the mind of the Tzotzil, curing is understood as
a qualitative rather than as a quantitative phenomenon.
Consequently, when ill, rather than take a medicine over a
long period of time awaiting a slow amelioration of their
symptoms, they search for a curer to magically remove the
affliction, expecting to get well again from one moment to
the next.

CHAPTER 9

.

TRANSITIONAL'MEDICINE I
The INI Medical'.Program
The first ma-g-or undertaking of the INI was to open
the Centro Goordinador Tzeltal-Tzotzil in San Cristobal0
This installation, which has since become a notable project
in applied anthropology, was opened in 1951»

Its first

director. Dro Gdnzalo Aguirre Be'l'tran, is a physician by
training,., but an anthropologist by avocation and interest»
■

■

'

■

-

-
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One of the main foci of attention of the INI was the
health program, the goal of which is to take the benefits of
modern medicine to the Indians,

The problem of improving

the Indian was begun by establishing clinics and medical
posts in the isolated municipios around San Cristobal as
well as through campaigns of preventive medicine,

One of

the initial undertakings of the INI was to establish a
clinic in the municipio of Chamula»

This was extremely

difficult because the Chamulas have always been most resist-r
ant to the incursions of outsiders upon

their territory„ On

various occasions the ladinos have made

unsuccessful attempts

to acquire Chamula lands, but in every ease, these have
resulted in their immediate and violent

expulsion by the

Indianso

were no hadinos

Up to that time (1951), there

living in Chamula 0

The Chamulas have the reputation of
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"being extremely dangerous to outsiders, Ladinos and Indians
.alike, who venture onto their territory«
The INI had set a formidable task for itself*

In

order to gain permission to acquire the land for the clinic,
three general meetings of the INI officials and the principales of Ohamula were held*

At first the Indians refused

permission to establish the clinic because it meant that the
.Eadino doctor and nurse would have to reside permanently on
Indian lands *

In addition, they seriously, doubted that the

clinic and its Ladino way of treating illness could be of
value to Indians because they had their own system of curing
disease which had worked for centuries*

After the third

meeting, however, the Indians decided in favor of the clinic,
on the condition that only the doctor and nurse would be
allowed to reside there*

The INI was granted permission to

buy just enough land.to erect the clinic and no more*
The first clinic in Ohamula was inaugurated on July
1, 1951, and was located in a small building next to the
present clinic*

During the initial period,.the medical team

came every day, gave consultations from 8:00 A * M 0 to 4:00 PoM*
and returned to San Cristobal at night*

After About two

months the doctor and nurse began to stay for a week at a
time, and several months later this was extended to a month*
At first the INI policy was to win the friendship and
approval of the Ohamulas by employing three highly respected
.■ prineipales as medical promoters*

These men had no preparation
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for their tasks and were employed to serve as contacts with
the other IndianSo

Little by little they became more useful

and were trained to perform manual tasks around-the clinic
and to serve the doctor and nurse as interpreters in dealing
with the Indian patients*

In spite of their presence, the

Indians ignored the clinic and deeply resented the promoters8 .
cooperation with the TNT*

In a short while, word was

received in the clinic that the-Chamulas planned to murder
both the members of the medical team and the Indian promoters*
The latter became justifiably soared and attempted to abandon
the pursuit , but were convinced not to do so *

Despite the

obvious dangers, the group, Ladinos and Indians alike,
persevered in their-efforts to establish the clinic*
•Then one day events took a decided change for the
better when the INI doctor was called into a nearby paraje
to attend an ailing Indian*

He went accompanied by the two

Indian promoters, and when his patient showed marked improve
ment, a very solid advance was made by the INI,

The Indians’

attitude had changed somewhat and so after that, they began
to arrive in small numbers at the clinic, as much out of
curiosity as a desire for treatment*
it major crisis occurred about one month after the
opening of the clinic when.the INI attempted to initiate a
municipio-wide smallpox campaign, the first'phase of a veryextensive program of preventive medicine*

Dr* Aguirre
■ ■

Beltran and Sr* Manuel Castellanos, director of Indian

affairs (Department© de.Asuntos Indigenas) in San Cristobal,
came to Chamula in order to win the principal©s’ support for
the project„
vaccinated.

At first, the Indians did not want to be

"•

They reasoned fatalistically that it was Go d ’s

will that man have smallpox, and that if He wished to take
their lives in this way, they were powerless to interfere
with destiny.

The IWI director countered their objections

by explaining that if they allowed themselves to be
vaccinated, they would have only a slight case of smallpox
in one part of the body that would soon disappear.

This

would then make them immune and save them from having a
severe case all over the body, which, if they survived,
would leave them; pock-marked for life.

A few prihcipales

remembered that many years ago the 'government had vaccinated
/
/
■
'
Indians in San ‘Cristobal who subsequently survived a smallpox
epidemic, when many who had not been immunized succumbed.
After much argument and turmoil, it was decided to allow the
III to begin its vaccination program.
, The Tzotzil reaction to the III campaigns of pre-.
ventive me.di,cine’has many-parale 11s among non-literate groups
in other parts of the world (Paul, 1956sPart II), where
modern medicine has been rejected on first contact.
The III medical team, consisting of a doctor and a
nurse, always went into the parajes of Chamula to vaccinate
accompanied by two Indian promoters, one in front of them
and another behind.

The promoters served as their contacts
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with, the Indians as well as their interpreters and general
helpers <,

In spite of the protection that the promoters

afforded them, the doctors sometimes carried pistols con
cealed on their persons, as an added precautiono

Upon

seeing the medical team, the Indians often became very
resistant, interpreting their presence either as that of
federal agents who had come to confiscate and destroy their
aguardiente stills or as that of engineers laying the ground
work for the construction of a road.

Both actions were

circumstances interpreted as prime threats to the autonomy
of traditional Indian life6

As the group approached, the

Indians often ran into their huts and slammed the doors0

In

order to east the tensions of these initial contacts, the
medical team acquired the services of a highly respected
Indian midwife who accompanied them wherever they went„
At first the Indians'rejected the vaccination know
ing that it would make them sick. : As long as they were well,
they deduced that they did not need medicinee

Those who

submitted to it blamed the INI for making them ill with a
slight fever„

It was better, they said, to die of smallpox

than to try and prevent a punishment that was God's will.
The INI doctors were not gods, the Indians reasoned.
Soon after the vaccination program had gotten under
way, the principalss changed their minds, and on several
occasions the Indians threatened to kill the doctor and
nurse with their homemade shotguns e

The doctor returned
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their threats with his pistol => Very few Indians accepted
willinglyo

In spite of the tremendous difficulties, the

work of the medical team went forward and the whole municipio
of Chamula was.finally vaccinated*
.in 1952 the IHI began its campaign against typhus in
l

Highland Chiapas *

• -

Several teams were organized which went

into the mountains on horseback to spray the Indians’ cloth
ing and huts with DDT*

In most places the program was fairly

well accepted and no major -dif ficulties were encountered*
In a place called Laguna, however, the Indians refused to
cooperate, fearing that the BBT. might be lethal *

The members

of the medical team explained that the disease was carried
by rats and fleas and that the BBT would kill them and thus
control the spread of the epidemic *

Some reluctantly sub

mitted to the fumigation after much persuasion, while others
refused flatly, reasoning that they needed nothing more than
their own folk medicine to d-eal with the situation.

As in

the case of smallpox, none was- ever convinced that typhus was
due to any other ..cause than the punishment of God,
During the same epidemic 26 people died and many
more were ill in the ranch of San Francisco near the Ladino
town of Teopisca, on the Pan-American Highway,

The III

medical team.,went there by jeep to treat the sick and also
prevent the spread of the disease,

During the preliminary

testing period, a blood sample was taken from a patient and
sent to the central clinic in San Cristobal for analysis*
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That afternoon the person died, and. the Indiana blamed the
INI doctor, explaining that in taking the blood sample he
had removed the patient’s spirit in the syringe0

This

caused great unrest among the Indians, who, at this point,
were far from accepting the medSeal treatment which was
being offered them.

A short while later, the owner of the

ranch advised the doctor of the Indians’ plan to ambush the
medical team in order to revenge the death and to discourage
further INI interventiono

The doctor and nurse escaped in

their jeep by night and avoided what might have proved to be
an even greater disaster if they had been apprehended by the
irate Indianso
When the tensions subsided and the situation was
again reasonably safe, the medical team returned to San
Francisco where it remained several days*

The Indians still

refused to allow their houses to be sprayed with DDT and
closed their doors when the medical team approached*

The

ranch owner convinced them to cooperate with the INI and
take the capsule being offered*

In one Indian hut there

were 11 sick people who took the medicine and none succumbed
to the plague e
From San Francisco the medical team went to a small
Indian settlement called Chiquihuistin, where many cases of .
typhus had broken out*

One evening soon after their arrival,

they saw a group of enraged Indiana gatheringo

In the

distance were heard the hysterical screams of an old couple
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by the Indiansc

The group was followed by several young

men bringing a wooden crosse

The old couple, it was

alleged, were witches and had caused the horrible disease
to descend upon the hapless populace of San Francisco„ A
crowd gathered quickly,

A shallow hole was dug into which

was allowed to drain the blood of a sheep which had just
.

■y J

been sacrificed*

The large wooden cross was placed in the

hole and a ring of white candles was placed around it and
lighted*

An Indian curer directed the activities, while the

INI nurse looked on powerless to interfere *

As' the evening

progressed, the couple became even more fearful as they
again hysterically proclaimed their innocence *

Events

gathered momentum and soon reached a fever pitch as the
curer, now well under the_influenee' of alcohol, began to
divine their innocence or guilt in prayer*.

Their lives hung

in the balance of a whimsical judgment of the curer, who, in
his stupor, claimed supernatural guidance in his decision*
If judged innocent, they would be freed and allowed to return
home *

If guilty, they would feel the immediate and full

weight of the community’s fury*

The crowd had already begun

to prepare for the latter event by searching for stones with
which to apply a very ancient but effective social sanction*
The curer interrupted his prayers from time to time to drink
the aguardiente being passed through the crowd*

The INI

nurse, who had witnessed the whole proceeding, was asked to
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join him in prayer«

She knelt and began to say her rosary0

In a few moments someone stopped them and requested the
verdict of the gods before the crowd became too inebriated*
The curer hesitated for what seemed an eternity, crossed
himself, and rising to his feet, pronounced the couple
innocent *

The epidemic, he added, had been sent as a

punishment of God,

The gods bad told him so0

The exonerated couple, tearful and overcome with joy,
went free and soon disappeared into the mountains e

The crowd

paid little attention to their hasty retreat, as the tense
atmosphere was lightened with harp arid guitar music *

By

that time, the liberal use of alcohol had left most of the
participants in a drunken stupor0

A gathering which almost

ended with the killing of two innocent'people, turned into
nothing more harmful than a drunken orgy*
After several weeks of H I treatment, the people of
San Francisco saw that the. disease was abating and that they
were recovering their health.

Thereafter, their attitude

toward the INI medical program was considerably more receptive
and charitable®

Ironically enough, due to her prolonged

exposure in San Francisco, the INI nurse herself contracted
typhus *

..
The medical post at the village center of Elnabantan

was established in 1953*

At the beginning, it was very

difficult to deal with the Indians even though the medical
promoter was a native Hinaeanteeo*

He often had to go into
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the parajes to convince the Indians of the worth of modern
medicineo

He explained that the human-body was like a

machine in which the parts broke down from time to time, and
that when this happened, it had to be repaired with medicine0
Half-convinced, some Indians submitted to treatment, and if
cured,-were left with a favorable impression of the INI
medical program«

Little by little, some degree of acceptance

was won for modern medicine in the areas most accessible to
the medical post, while people living farther away have
remained practically unaffectedo
f■

'

-

In ^inacantan, the smallpox vaccination was carried
out without major problems because the Indians had become
accustomed to being vaccinated years before when the road
to the. state capital passed through their village center?
Thousands of Indians have been vaccinated since the first
INI campaign, and at present, a few even.come to the clinic
to request immunization^,'
In 1958 there was an epidemic of measles in the
municlpio of Linacantan0

The people from the villages of

Navenchauc refused the .INI-medicine for'their children' and
about 80 died as a result»

The Indians of Paste and Nachij

assumed the same attitude and about 60 children died there,
/ •'
- ' ■ ""
In linacantan proper,however, the INI medicine was widely
accepted and only five children succumbed to the epidemic
as a result.

This experience demonstrated to the Indians

that the INI medicine was good for measles and such
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• resistance has not been encountered since0
The-process of acceptance of modern curing forms
has certainly suffered periodic reversals among the Tzotzil„
The Indians only accept modern medicine after its value is
pragmatically demonstrated to them on repeated occasions0
In light of adversities they are quick to condemn that which
Is new and unfamiliar and revert to time-tested traditional
methodso

In most cases modern medicine is accepted only as

a last resort after traditional means have been exhausted and
proven ineffective0

In many places where clinics have been

established,.particularly Chamula, the attitude of distrust
and suspicion of the outsiders persists and serves as a
' continual obstruction to the work of the IMIo
At present (1961), the IEI has four clinics in the
Tzeltal-Tzotzil area staffed with full-time doctors and
eight medical posts staffed with INI-trained medical promoterse
The clinics are in San Cristobal (Pi g c35), Chilli, Chamula
(Figo36)». and Oxchuc„

The medical posts are in Aguacatenango,

Amatenango del Valle, Chenalh6, Romerillo, Ghana1, Yalcuc,
/
Yochib and ginacantan.
'

'

'

'

■

>

■

'

In the Central clinic in San Cristobal there is a

drug dispensary, a laboratory for clinical analysis with
two technicians, and an X-ray machine0

In all of the clinics .

there are rooms equipped to deal with minor surgical
operations, and usually two beds available for temporarily
. interned patients„

There are no hospital accommodations,

Eige 3 5 0

INI Clinic at San Cristobal,
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PigB 3 6 o

INI Clinic at Ohamula0
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but a few people are sent to Mexico City for long term
treatment, especially for tuberculosis« The physician in
1•
'
' /
charge of INI medical services i n .San Cristobal pays
weekly visits to the medical posts of Romerillo, Aguacatenango, and Amatenango to give consultations (Fig0 37 )«.
/
The part-time services of a local dentist are contracted to
do extractions and give emergency treatments with the
exception of dental repairs or replacementso
The most common diseases and afflictions treated
by the INI are the following^®
l e Grippe and influenza
2 6 Bronchitis
3 0 Diarrhea and enteritis
4 0 Arthritis and rheumatism
5» Accidents
6 0 Dysentery (.all forms)'
7 0 Undernourishment and .anemia
8 0 Pharyngitis
9 0 Other Diseases of the digestive tract
10„ Conjunctivitis and ophthalmia
11® Ascariasis, oxurasis (stomach worms)
The First Ten TearsSince the beginning ten years ago, the INI has
constantly expanded the scope- and intensity of its operations.
Prom June,': 1931, through December, 1950, a total, of 7§,315.
consultations were given in the INI clinics and medical
posts,

A total of 1,226 dental extractions were performed®

The program of preventive medicine was carried on with
44,3S6 vaccinations against smallpox, 17,280 against
whooping cough, and 11,009 against typhoid fever.

The

Figo 3 7 o

H I Doctor and Indian Patient0
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anti-typhus campaign sprayed. 164,625 persons and 1,106,478
pieces of clothing with D D T .

In addition, 350 latrines and

18 protected water fountains were installed*
The INI is now working in a total of 16 municipios
with a combined Indian population of 115,043 *

The nine
/

Tzotzil municipios are Mitontic, Ghamula, Chalehihuitan,
'Darrainzar, Chenalhd, ginacantan, Huist4n, San Cristobal,
and Pantelho with an Indian population of 76,241 *

The seven

Tzeltal municipios are Chanal, Tenejapa, Oxchuc, Amatenango
del Valle, Ocosingo, Teopisca, and Venustiano Carranza with
_ an. Indian population of 38,802*
The Indians pay a token fee up to two pesos for a .
consultation in the INI clinics and only seldom does the
charge exceed this amount.

In many cases it is even graded

down according to the person's ability to pay*

In addition,

' Indians receive considerable discounts on medicine purchased
/

in S a n ,Cristobal with INI authorization.

This generous

policy makes it possible for Indians to have treatment and
medicine which are as a rule, worth many times the sum which
is paid for them*

In many cases the value of the INI

services if duplicated elsewhere would cost the Indian
several hundred pesos, but only in this way has it been
possible to Introduce modern medicine to the Tzotzil.
From 1961 to 1964 the activities of the INI will be
extended-to include 11 Tzotzil and 11 Tzeltal municipios,
with a total Indian population of 169,009.

In addition,
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work--will be begun in two Choi communities with a total
Indian population of 34,1@7»

During this period then, the

area of concentration will take in 24 municipios inhabited
by 203,196 Indians =,
Clinic Attendance
The study of transitional medicine was carried on by
/

S r 0 Pascual Hernandez and the author from June through
November, 1960o

A total of 172. Tzotzil patients were inter

viewed at three IHI clinics and two medical posts,,

For

136 (79%) of the clinic group, this was the first experience
with modern treatment; while the remainder had received INI
treatment previously =

The vast majority of the clinic -group

had the INI medical service recommended to them by people
who had had positive experience with it in the paste
Eighty-four (49%) of the clinic group came directly
to the INI clinic for treatment without first seeding the
services of a traditional curer*

Twenty-two (12%) sought the

attention of an Indian curer on only one occasion before
going to the clinicQ

Seventeen (10%) consulted such curers

twice before coming to the INI clinic,,

Forty-nine (29%)

sought Indian curers from three to as many as 25 times before
calling upon the services of the clinic*

Most of the

magieo-religious curings consisted of counter-witchcraft
ceremonies and curings for disease of the spirit of the type
described in Chapter 8, as well as special prayers in the
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churches and sacred mountains in many cases»

Sixty-seven

(39^) patients frankly admitted their intention to seek out
an Indian curer after being treated by the INI if their
condition showed no improvement0
Concepts of Disease Causation
All 17B patients described their afflictions in terms
of the traditional Tzotzil system of disease classification
(Appendix B ) s rather, than in terms of modern medicineo^""6
One hundred and thirty-two. (76$) came to the clinics to seek
treatment for a wide variety of' supernaturally caused
symptoms„

Only 27 (16$) attributed their afflictions to

natural causes.

Thirteen (8$) were undecided as to the

origin of their suffering0
■

i

Just as in the harrainzar group, an overwhelming
number (76$) of the clinic group blamed their illnesses on
magico-religious causes.

Host illnesses, especially the more

serious and long-lasting ones, were ascribed to punishments
of the gods of heaven, the gods of the earth, or to disease
of the spirit induced through any of the several varieties
of witchcrafts

Accidents, birth defects, wounds resulting

from fights, and other mishaps were assumed to be deeds of
the gods of deatho

Many Indians came to the INI clinics to

seek remedies to counteract these magically caused diseases <>
Upon being questioned carefully in their own language by
someone sympathetic and understanding of their cultural
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background, (S r » Hernandez in this case), many Indians
claimed that they had been bewitched0

For this reason,

Indians generally feel greater confidence and reveal them
selves more completely to the Indian medical promoters than
they do to the INI doctors,,

When interrogated by the INI

doctors, the few patients who speak Spanish seldom do more
than enumerate their symptoms, such as stomachache, diarrhea,
cough, etco

They seldom reveal what they believe to be the

true cause of their illness to anyone but the .medical
promoter.in whom they have- greater confidenceo

In such :

cases, they often request medicine to protect themselves
against malevolent air, bad dreams, pos lorn, and to make
their companion animals stronger and more able to defend
themselves, etc0

One 27 year old Binacanteco, believing

that his sore arm was caused by attacks on his spirit in
dreams, asked the INI for medicine to prevent him from
dreamingo

Many similar eases occur daily0

The medical

promoter plays a very important inter-cultural role in this
contact between the Indian patients and the INI doctors,
for it is his role to interpret the concepts of one cultural
system into those of another0

Promoters generally reassure

the patient that the INI has medicine for all diseases and
encourage-them to spell out their symptoms according to the
traditional Tzotzil system of disease classification so
that an accurate diagnosis can be made in terms of modern
medicineo
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Typical Reactions to Modern- Treatment
There is considerable disagreement among the clinic
group concerning the afflictions and illness which modern
doctors are able to treat „

Ninety •'•five (55%) stated that

the INI doctors could probably cure all diseases known to
the Indians including those which are punishments of God as
well as witchcraft<, Seventy-two (4:2%) believe that modern
medicine can deal with only a more limited range of disease
which generally includes the punishments of God but not
witchcraft, which they believe is the exclusive domain of the
Indian curer*

These patients believe that modern doctors do

not understand some diseases of Indians and therefore, are
unable to cure them.

Such people are still very much Indian

in culture and social identification for, even though in
contact with m o d e m medicine, the supernatural system of
social control inherent in Tzotzil witchcraft is still a
very strong influence on their behavior which encourages
their continued identification with, and participation in,
Tzotzil society and culture0

Such patients may logically be

expected to vacillate between traditional and modern medicine
most frequently in their search for a cure of a disease
deemed to be witchcraft.

The remaining five patients (5%)

were undecided.
The tenacity of these Indian beliefs is clearly
demonstrated in the thinking of a medical promoter from the
INI clinic in Chamula, who also plays the roll of principal
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and curer in his society0 After eight years of service his
concepts of the lineage and ancestor gods of the sacred
mountain are still very much unchanged.

In his opinion, the

INI doctors are unable to cure witchcraft or any other
disease of the spirit because, as he sees it, if one's
companion animal is held prisoner by a witch, only an
" Indian curer knows how to free it *

Only a curer can attack

the real cause of such an illness propitiating.the lineage
and ancestor gods with the proper, offerings, and he is
quick to inform Indians in the clinic of this facto

For him

the IEI medicine can cure only minor illness, but can do
little more than sooth the pain and discomfort of a disease
of the spirito

When he or a member of his family become ill, :

they usually consult other Indian curers„
Modern medicine is not a well established alternative
to traditional medicine 0

Some Indians who do come to the

IEI clinics have been attended with negative results on
■ several previous occasions by Indian curers, and for them
modern medicine is a last resort0

In such cases, the illness

is allowed to progress to the point where it is no longer
curable, as the following ease illustrates0
Oh August 31, 1960, the doctor from the central
clinic in San Cristobal was called away to Chamula to attend
a dying Indian»

The doctor was accompanied by two laboratory

technicians and the author, -• Upon arriving in Chamula by car,
the group was quickly ushered into one of the clinic's

hospital rooms where an old man lay gravely ill *

On one

side of the patient *s bed was an Indian curer kneeling before
a board upon which were burning several colored candles*

In

front of the board was an incense burner and a black chicken
which had just been passed over the patient and sacrificed*
The doctor of the Ghamula clinic said that the curer had
already prayed and called the spirit several times with the
hollow gourd*

Squatting on, the floor around the room were

about ten relatives of the patient*
Suddenly the patient seemed very grave and began to
gasp, for breath*

The doctors and the nurse went to the

other side of the bed and feverishly began their work*

The

doctors attempted to insert a rubber tube in his urethra in
order to drain his bladder, but after much effort, they were
unsuccessful*

The nurse began to take a blood sample but

by that time, his pressure was very low and only after much
work was a sufficient amount extracted*

Taking the sample,

the technicians began to analyze it under the microscope*
While this was happening, the Indian curer got up
and went out into the village square in order to resume
selling chicha in the small market which was being carried
on*

The author followed him and began to question him

through an Indian interpreter*

The curer explained that the

old man had enemies who were very powerful and that the
illness was caused by stepping on a rainbow on a path near
his house.

This rainbow was actually pos lorn sent by his
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enemies to damage.bis spirit, #iioh it dido. The}Indian
curer was confident that he would recover, however, and that
is why he left the sick man's side„
No sooner had these words left his lips than the
women and children who had been at the old man 's side emerged
from the clinic wailing 'that he had just passed away„

They .

all agreed; that: this catastrophe ha,d'happened because the
doctors had taken blood from him and.caused him great dis
comfort by picking at him with their syringes<> They

v:

lamented having brought him to the clinic and were sure that
,if they: had .continued to cure him at home^ he would have
recovered without having had to suf fer0
very angry, at the INI that day 0

The Indians were

Final diagnosis s acute

appendicitis I

■

Modern medicine has been accepted very well for
cases considered impossible and refused by Indian curers„
In some instances, Indian curers admit that they don't know
how to cure a certain disease and recommend that the person
go to the INI clinic: to be treated,

INI doctors are often

called' upon to treat -accident victims, cases of open wounds
caused, by ,machete slashes, and cases of dysentery, all of
which are beyond the reach of traditional curing techniques«
Indian .curers, considering such cases.hopeless, fatalist!cally withdraw from the scene, leaving the victim to his
destiny.

The INI doctor Is then invited to ward off what ■

is usually an unavoidable death*

•
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As for many other non-literate groups (Hsu, 1955i
148-49), modern medicine is another form of magic for the
Tzotzil-, who have no understanding.of its basic premises „
Dike Indian curers, INI doctors are considered to be magi
cians each with, his own formula for curing disease which is
•either right or wrong with no gradations between»

For this

reason, it is impossible for the Tzotzil to understand how
a long rest in the strange .environment of a hospital away
from home and relatives can cure a disease such as tubercu
losis, most often considered a disease of the spirit*

They

are convinced that good health can be re-established rapidly
if they are fortunate enough; to find a surer who is powerful
and intelligent enough to recover their spirits for them*
After being sold multitudes' of bottles of ’’medicine56
to learn to speak ,Spanish h y the Dadino merchants in San
f

Cristobal, the Indians occasionally ask for similar panaceas
in the INI clinics *
' Their approach to modern medicine is extremely
v pragmatic and consequently, they are very reticent to accept
new forms of curing.

If they have a positive experience

with one medicine, they generally request it the next time
they come to the clinic, regardless of the disease from which
they are suffering*

Most Indians have had positive experience

with injections, pills, and bottle medicine and accept it
readily.

In fact many who come to the clinics want injections

and do not consider t hems elves treated until they have had one*

;

-

.
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Many even ,go to San Cristobal and. buy injections of calcium,
believing that general malaise can be corrected by heating
the blood-with an' intravenous;injection:of that substance0
One Chamula curer, who for several years worked as an INI
medical promoter, now supplements the traditional curing
rituals .with, injections;

lihenrlast heard .of he had been

quite successful in adding this modern curing form to his
practice of traditional medicine, for no irate patient or
his family had taken the cureris life up to that time0
Reactions to injections can also be negative, however, as

'.

in the case of the man who brought his wife to an INI clinic
with an advanced case of tuberculosis<, She died, after being
given an injection of streptomycin, and her husband concluded
that intramuscular injections w e r e ’bad medicine»
There are many forms., of treatment which, the Indians
A TI

’

reject„

They are generally afraid of serious operations

because it is difficult for them to understand how one’s
health can be improved by d a m g i n g the body even further with
surgeryo

People Who suffer from tuberculosis generally refuse

to go to a sanatorium in Mexico City because they are afraid
of dying, outside of their village among people who are not
relatives„

They are generally afraid of having blood with

drawn from their bodies because, believing that their blood
is their life,: fear losing their spirit in the syringe and
dying as a result' (Pig.o38)o

Uncomfortable and painful forms

of modern treatment sometimes awaken great apprehension

Figo 5 8 o

Modern Treatment May Damage the Spirit*
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about damage to the spirit0

g

- •

For this reason, Indian

mothers often request orally administered medicines for
their children in preference to injections.

After treat

ments which have frightened them, some Indians have brought
curers to the clinics to call their spirits and deposit them
safely back in their bodies before leaving»
The Indians know very little about the structure and
function of the internal bodily.organs ,<=. Due to their
limited understanding- of physiology, Indians believe that a
treatment must be applied to the exact spot where the dis
comfort occurse

It is hard for them to understand how an

injection in the arm can relieve a pain in the chest, etc*
In their view, an injection should be applied to the exact
spot involved in order to be effectivec

For this reason

some IMT doctors administer injections of distilled- water in
the area of discomfort so that their patients will take the
pills' or other medicine necessary to relieve them?
The case of the second regidor of the mnnicipio of
Chenalho, who was. hit over the head with a club, is typical.0
The Indians brought him to the INI clinic, convinced that he
was about to die*

The doctor, upon examining him, established

that he had been hit on the parietal bone but had no external
lesiono

Fearing an internal fracture, he was given an

injection.

Both the patient and his relatives were convinced

that he had suffered damage to his spirit and would die if
unable to recover it.

An Indian curer was called who began

.5X6

his treatment: by stroking the patient’s head gently and
making a whistling sound to call his spirit»

After this

treatment, which complemented that of the INI doctor, he
felt more confident about his eventual recovery and.left the
clinic satisfied,,
The role of the INI doctor is made even more diffi
cult by the tendency of tie Indians to hold him personally
responsible for the fate of his patients regardless of the
eondition~in which they are brought to him,,

As many Indians

accept the INI as a last alternative, patients often arrive
at the clinic with only a tenuous grasp on life0

The doctor,

like the Indian curer, is generally expected to perform a
miracle and restore life and good health as though by magic„
If the person recovers, modern medicine wins a degree of
acceptance and prestige»

If he dies, however,' the Indians

blame the INI and bemoan having brought him to the clinic„
Such a case was dramatically witnessed by the author
i

in July, 1959, in the Larrainzar village center»

A young

Indian got in a fight in a drunken orgy and was' slashed about
the face three times with a_maehete0

He made his way from

the edge, of the village where the tragedy occurred to the
municipal building on the village square to call attention to
his plighto
own blood,.

In a short while he was sitting in a pool of his
The INI was notified by telephone but the '

arrival of the INI doctor was delayed by the 17 miles of diffi
cult road to the village from San Cristobal„ 'The doctor
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arrived some time la ter ? and the boy, still., alive, was given
first aid and packed into the Jeep to go to the central
clinic in the .city „

As the Jeep departed, .the last remarks

of the patient’s relatives and friends consisted of.warning
the INI doctor that if his patient died from the ■ride over
the rough road, the doctor would be responsible „ . The
patient died from loss of blood shortly after leaving the
village and the INI was blamedo
The Indian attitude is extremely fatalistic0

If it

appears that a person is going to die, his relatives implore
the INI doctors to stop their efforts to save him because
injections^ etc» only make him more uncomfortable * When the
case seems hopeless, the Indians patiently await, the end.
In some cases, they r emove the patient from the clinic and
take him home so that he may.die among his family0

When the

end seems in sight, the family often begins to prepare for
the burialo
Opinion among the clinic group generally favored
modern medicine and the INI doctors as against traditional
medicine and its practitioners,

Eighty-two (48^) stated that

they thought that the former were more effective generally
'than the latter*

From this statement it would appear that

the INI has had considerable success in gaining the acceptance
of the Indians, but it must be kept in mind that -many Indians
may have acted in accordance with what they thought was
expected of them, rather than having revealed their true
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opinion in answering.this question.

An equal number, 82 (48$)

accept modern medicine and the INI curers only as an equally
effective alternative to traditional medicine.

These people

may certainly be expected to vacillate between the two systems'
in seeking treatment.

Eight (4$) patients believe that modern

medicine is inferior to Indian medicine, and this small
minority may be expected to exhaust all possible traditional
curing resources before consulting the INI.
Complementary Systems
. Modern medicine gains greater acceptance when it
complements rather than excludes the practice of traditional
medicine.

;

The INI doctors wh,o have been in their post some

time and have gained the confidence of the Indians often invite
Indian curers" to join forces with- them in curing a patient. ■When doctors are called to Indian huts, they often find their
Indian counterparts already at work, in which case they
simply wait for them to finish before beginning their own
activities.

Indian curers often accompany patients to the

INI clinics where they are encouraged to perform their
ceremonies at. the patient's bedside.

The clinic at Chamula

even keeps incense burners on hand to lend to the curers.
Some Indian curers send their patients to the clinics after
receiving the traditional cure.

In general, the INI doctors

invite the cooperation of the curers, using, any possible
means to facilitate the acceptance of their own treatment.
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'■

9?tie two, systems can even be combined by the same

practitioner, of ten-with gta-ti,tying result s 0 , This was done
recently by the doctor of" the Oxchuc clinic who, when called
away to attend an Indian Who had fallen and struck himself on
a stone, demonstrated an exceptional -insight into the crosscultural problems of transitional medicine„

Receiving only

scanty information in a barely legible letter, the doctor
assumed that the mhn ha-d broken several fibs and probably
collapsed a lung as the result of his fall*

The doctor

prepared for such a case and set out on a five-hour trip on
horseback to where the Indian lived.

Upon arriving, the-

doctor tied his horse and went directly inside the hut and
began to examine the patient=

He soon found that his patient

had nothing wrong with him from the standpoint of modern
medicineo -The family was gathered around him and every member
present was convinced that he was about to lose his spirit
because of the fall he bad sustained*

The patient himself

insisted that his spirit was leaving his body through the
bruise "on his cheat *

The doctor realized that he had to do

something quite out of the ordinary in order to lower the
family’s anxiety*

He thought quickly and then turned to the

patient ’s wife and asked her to bring him a chicken0
returned in a few moments with the bird*

She

The doctor took it

from her and quickly passed it over the patient ’s body in the
form of a cross*

He then held it down to his side and

stretched its neck to kill' it just as the Indian curers do*
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Soon the chicken was deacL

The doctor then opened its eye

and shined his light on the pupil»

He allowed all present

to see that it was immobile and did not dilate, in response
to the lighto

He then turned to the patient and did the

same thing, shining the light directly into his eyeV

He

allowed all present to see that the patient’s pupil dilated
normallyo- The doctor interpreted these findings to the
family, sayings

t$l offered the spirit of the chicken in

exchange for that of the pat lento

It was accepted, and now

the chicken is dead and has no spirit, but the light showed
us that the patient is well and his spirit is still in his
'body."

As a further precaution, the doctor gave him an

injection of distilled water which he explained was very
good for making the spirit remain in its place0

The family

was so happy that, they insisted that the doctor accept
another chicken as a token of their gratitudec
Changing World View
• The Indiah#’ perception of their experience in the
INI clinic is rigidly structured by their traditional world
view, and many typically Indian reactions to modern medicine
and its practitioners .become more understandable when placed
in this frame of reference0
The Indians reaction to the INI doctor is especially
interesting*

Indians attending the INI clinics' are often

unable to distinguish the doctor from the other personnel*

Forty-seven (28%) of the clinic group-believed that the INI
doctors acquired knowledge of their profession in the same
way that Indian curers obtained theirs, that is, by being
destined for this role from birth or having it revealed to
them in dreams by '.God.- The remaining 125 (72%) either did
not know or" stated that the doctor had studied in order to
learn his profession*
The majority of Indians believe that the differences
between them-and Ladinos also extend into the field of
disease * ;One hundred an d twelve (65%) of the clinic sample
expressed the view that the diseases from which the two
groups suffered were somewhat distinct because the Ladinos
do not practice witchcraft; as do-; Indians, and therefore are
subject only to the punishments of God*

Some explained the

better health of the Ladino b y saying that it was due to his
superior companion animal0

Others believe that it was

because Ladinos use -sweet smelling grease and perfume on
their hair which won't allow witchcraft to penetratec

The

Indians don't use these things and for that reason they are
more susceptible 0

Thirty (-17*5%) were undecidedj while the

remaining thirty (17*5$) believe that the diseases of the
two groups are caused by both witchcraft and the punishments
of God, and that only the terminology is distinct0
The Indian world view is most affected in the prehispanic Maya belief systems concerning witchcraft initiated
by the lineage and ancestor gods of the sacred mountains0

In cont ras t t o -the -Larrainzar group among whom -tli-Is' belief is universal, only 97 (§6^) of the clinic group assumed that
all liadinos have companion animals as Indians do.

However,

it is common for Indians to attribute more powerful companion
animals to -Ladinos than to themselves, and in this way they
explain the Ladinos1 general better health and ability to
resist witchcraft»

The most important sacred mountain in

which the companion animals of the-Ladinos dwell: is Huitepec
on the outskirts of San Cristobal=

Fifty-two (30^) expressed

doubt that Ladinos had companion animals =

Fourteen (9%)

believe that only Indians have companion animals, and that
therefore the animating principle for Ladinos is a magical
process which is not yet known,or understood by Indianse
Eight (5^) expressed the .view that neither Indians nor
Ladinos had companion animals, and that life did not depend
on this assumed magical relationship, contrary to Indian
beliefa-in general 0

.

CHAPTER 10
TRANSITIOHAD. MEDICINE II
'

C o iaclu sl pns

.

To the extent that this evidence permits of general
ization, these ^conclusions about transitional medicine are
suggested;
Hypothesis 1 ; The clinic group accepts modern medicine
as an alternative to, rather than as a substitute for tradi
tional Tzotzil medicineo

Therefore, in seeking curers, users

of transitional medicine vacillate between the two systems of
medicine which are available to theme
Modern medicine generally enjoys only limited accept
ance as an alternative to traditional medicine, and the
Indians are far from convinced of its value in dealing with
disease>

Most Indians accept modern medicine with uncertainty

rather than from deep conviction or understanding =

For them

it is.a new and unknown curing system, the value of which must
be pragmatically demonstrated before they will, incorporate it
into their own system for dealing with disease =

For this

reason, many Indians make use of INI medical services only as
a last resort when all traditional curing methods have failed
and other resources have been exhausted*
The clinic group was about evenly divided between
those patients who tried traditional cures initially and those
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who sought modern cures first =

The former patients were

treated by Indian curers two, three, or more times before
going to the elinie0

The latter patients went directly to

the INI'cTinic for treatment without first...seeding a. tradi
tional curero

Thirty-nine percent of the total clinic group

frankly admitted their intention to seek out an Indian curer
if their health did not improve as a result of the clinic
treatmento
The relative availability and proximity of tradition
al and modern medicine was probably an important factor in
generally determining which form of curing was sought.

When

both systems were equally accessible, an afflicted person
often tried .one and. then the other in what appeared to be no
special order of preference.

Most of the patients in the

clinic group lived in the municipios and parajes which were
closer to the INI clinics.

The inhabitants of more isolated

and distant places were generally less familiar with modern
medicine and were often more hesitant to choose it as an
alternative to traditional, me-dicine,

Some patients who lived

in far-distant, communities such as Chalchihuitan, Magdalenas,
f
,
and Earrainzar reported having been treated by Indian curers
on many occasions- before consulting the INI,

This is not to

imply, however, that there is a direct relationship between
geographical proximity and acceptance of modern medicine in
Highland Chiapas,

The municipio of Chamula, for instance,

surrounds San Cristobal on three sides, but throughout history
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has been "one of the most conservative and resistant TzotzIX
communities <, The INI clinic at Chamula, although the first
established in the area, is still far from being accepted by
the Indians whom It endeavors to serve»
Hypothesis 2 g In transitional medicine the principles
of traditional rather than modern medicine predominate^
The members •of the clinic group used the Tzotzil
system of disease classification in describing their afflictions
in every case0

The*overwhelming' majority attributed their

afflictions to magicd-religious causes^"‘just as did the
>'
'
•
■
.■
.
, ,
. ■
Larrainzar group„ and came to the IUI to seek relief from

■

afflictions which they believed were sent as punishments of
the gods of heaven or earth, witchcraft, or acts of the gods
of death*

Hone had the vaguest idea of modern concepts of

disease causation*
Hypothesis- 5 % Modern treatment is more readily accepted
for diseases such as smallpox, whooping cough, typhus, etc*,
which the Tzotzil, generally consider they share with the rest of
humanity than for afflictions which they interpret as the result
of witchcraft and, therefore, believe to be typical of Indians
only,

; ./

‘

’ ■

■

y

.,

'

’

The present results generally substantiate this hypo the--'
sis * The Indians believe that the Ladinos, like themselves, are
susceptible to the epidemic diseases which they interpret as '
the general punishments of the gods of heaven sent to all mankind.

About two-thirds of the clinic' group believe, however, ■

■
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that many of the remaining diseases from which Indians
suffer are distinct from those of Ladinose

Ladinos, accord

ing to these Indians $ do not practice witchcraft as do the
Indians, and therefore are generally immune to the many
afflictions attributed to- itv

Nor are Ladinos subject to

Tzotzil witchcrd'ft, 'generally interpreted as the punishment
of their lineage and ancestor gods by the Indians0
The remaining third of the clinic group believe
either that both Indians and hadinos suffer the same super
natural punishments, or are undecided in the matter«,
Generally there appears to be more acceptance of
modern treatment for epidemic diseases such as smallpox,
whooping cough, typhus, etc., which are considered universal
punishments of the gods of heaven than for diseases of .the
spirit which in most cases are attributed to witchcraft0
Modern cures are more often sought for the former than the
latter type of disease, which are thought to be the nearly
exclusive realm of the traditional surer by conservative
Indians.0

This is probably so because the INI preventive

medicine campaigns provided opportunities to demonstrate the
value of modern medicine in dealing with epidemic diseases
to a great many people at onceo

By contrast, however,

modern medicine’s ability to successfully treat non-contagious
diseases which generally appear in isolated circumstances'
rather than on a large scale has not been so clearly
demonstrated to the Indian*
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Hypothesis 4 s The principles of traditional and
modern medicine are composed of functionally interrelated
parts so that a change in one part automatically involves
an alteration in the adjoining partsc

Therefore/ the

individuals of the clinic group, who have received modern
treatment on various occasions for the same disease begin
to. change their concepts of the principles of these diseases
for which they have not received treatment„

For example,

a subject treated several times for diseases A, B, 0, and D
in the clinic, may also change-his concept of the treatment
for disease-E, even though never specifically treated for i t 0
The present data are not sufficient to either accept
or reject this hypothesis«

Acceptance tends to occur when

pragmatic, tests point to its effectiveness; while rejection
seems to be the inevitable consequence of failure*

Even

though modern forms of curing are accepted, the principles
of traditional medicine predominate in the clinic group .
(Hypothesis 2)=

The clinic group generally accepted modern

medicine as an alternative method for dealing with the
symptoms of specific traditional diseases, the majority of
which were attributed to magico-religious

causes»

Little

alteration of traditional principles took

place when the

clinic group accepted modern forms of treatment for these
diseases., -while the traditional cause and

effect relation

ships of apparently related diseases were

even less affectedc

When the clinic group .sought something more than just a
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treatment of symptoms, many of its members requested modern
medicine to attack the magico-religious causes of their
illnesses<, Thus, some even asked for remedies to prevent and
protect them from the various forms of witchcraft to which the
Tzotzll believe they a:re subjects
' The history of the INI's preventive medicine campaigns
generally supports these findings.

In order to gain the

Indians 1 acceptance of a given technique, it was necessary for.
the INI to demonstrate the value of each modern technique in
dealing with the symptoms of a specific disease, ' In some munieipios. it became more or less generally accepted that the
INI vaccination could save one -from having smallpox.

The

traditional principles accounting for smallpox as a' punishment
of tiie gods of heaven were unaltered even in communities, where
everyone had. been vaccinated, •harraihzar is .a case in point,
As other preventive medicine techniques were introduced such
as the use of DDT to.prevent typhus, the Indians also submitted
to them.

This study suggests, however, that the cultural

principles which traditionally explain epidemics as the
punishment of the gods of heaven remained practically unchanged
in spite of the INI's activities in preventive medicine over
the last ten years,
Hypothesis 5 : The modern forms of curing are inte
grated into traditional medicine by giving them magicoreligious functions, and they are accepted as alternatives
to traditional remedies because they are believed to be a
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more effective type of magic than is already known»
For the clinic group modern medicine became an
■alternative method- for treating the symptoms of traditional
diseases such as malevolent air, pos lorn, disease of the
spirit, etCo

Certain commonly used forms of modern medicine

such as injections, pills, and patent medicines have won wide
acceptance and enjoy high prestige among the Tzotzil0

Not

realizing that there are many varieties of these medicines
with as many distinct applications and uses, the Indians who
have had especially favorable experiences with one form in
the past ask for the same thing on succeeding occasions
regardless of their illness0

Thus, a person cured by an

injection on one occasion often requests another injection
the next time he is ill.

By the same token, people cured by

one technique recommend it to their friends e

The Tzotzil

have no understanding of the principles of modern medicine,
and for them INI doctors are magicians each with his own
magical formulas for curing diseaseo.
Hypothesis 6 ; Modern medicine is accepted and inte
grated into traditional practices more rapidly if the doctor
is able to gain the respect and cooperation of those who
already enjoy high prestige in the traditional social organi
zation and value system of the society*

If the objectives of

the INI are to be realized, the role of the modern doctor
should complement that of the traditional curer rather than
seek to exclude it, and inter-cultural communication should
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be maximized.,
9?he .few caaea. of -transitional medicine which were
carefully observed during the course of this study suggest
that .when, traditional and modern forms 'of curing are fused,
the two systems complement each other and form a more or less
well-integrated system of psychosomatic medicine»

As stated

previously, when Indians come to the.INI clinics, they are
generally seeking relief from the distressing.symptoms of
their illnesses.

Modern medicine, because of its more

scientific basis, is better able to deal with the purely
physiological side of disease than is Tzotzil medicine with
its limited and'inexact-pharmacopoeia.

Modem

doctors

apply mechanistic cures to the human organism more success
fully than do their Tzotzil counterparts.

However, the

.traditional magico-religious principles of -disease causation
and classification predominate in the clinic group,

Most

Indians do not believe that the INI doctors understand and
therefore cannot correct these supernatural causes of disease
Consequently, even though the Indians’ symptoms are treated
with modern medicine in the INI clinic, such attention seldom
lessens the anxiety concerning the magico-religious cause of
their suffering,

Indians seeking modern treatment for the

symptoms of what they interpret as disease'of the spirit are .
generally only satisfied after ah Indian curer has performed
the proper rituals over them to recover their damaged or lost
spirit.

Therefore, the role of the Indian curer in attacking
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the ultimate cause of suffering is complementary to that of
the IKfl doctor’s treatment of symptomse

In order to put a

patient at ease, doctors and/or curers must treat what the
person believes is ailing him rather' than just giving him
medicine„
.In the several cases of transitional medicine
observed in this study, the INI doctors joined forces with
the. Indian curers in treating patients„

Inrthese cases the

rituals and ceremonies of the Indian curer seemed to play an
important role in inducing the patient to accept modern
medicine and in reassuring him of the ultimately favorable
outcome of his casea

These magico-religious practices

appeared to have a psychotherapeutic effect and anxietyrelieving effect which modern curing techniques do not have
for the Indian0

Most- of the clinic Cases observed in this

study did not appear to be satisfied with modern treatment '
until it was supplemented by the attentions of an Indian
curer o 'y

'

•

- ,•

,,

The present study indicates .that Indian patients are
treated most effectively when traditional:and m o d e m medicine
operate as complementary systems as described above»

The INI.

doctors who were, most familian with, and understanding of
Indian beliefs and curing practices appeared to win the
greatest acceptance for their own methods of curing»

It is

probably not necessary or even desirable for INI doctors to
master the rituals and ceremonies of Tzotzil curers, in spite
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of the potentially favorable results suggested by the one
incident eited in which this was done.
To achieve optimal .results in transitional medicine
it is necessary for the INI doctors and the Indian medical
promoters to understand-and respect each other's medical
system.

A two way educational program of teaching INI doctors

about traditional medicine as well as educating the medical
promoters in the theory and practice of modern medicine is
indispensable.

The doctors and medical promoters who are

able to think and function in terms of both Tzotzil and
modern medicine are generally most effective, for they are
best able to interpret concepts and terminology from one
system to the other with least difficulty.
The Indian medical promoters who were more acculturated and did not share the traditional Tzotzil cosmology
and magico-religious theory of disease causation appeared to
operate more effectively., especially when they had consider
able familiarity with modern medicine.

Those who still

believed in the Indian world view often acted as deterrents
to the acceptance of modern medicine ;by directing patients
whom they believed to be bewitched to the hands of Indian
curers before they could be treated in the clinic with modern
medicine.

Those who were more familiar with the details of

human physiology and the theory and practice of modern medi
cine were more able to transpose Indian concepts into the
terminology of modern medicine, and to the extent that this
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was"possible inteP-cultupal communication was increased,

A

goal for the future might be to train,Indian medical
promoters to become INI doctors,
.'Those entering the field of transitional medicine,
whether Ladino or Indian, ideally should be dedicated to
their professions and closely identified with the goals of
the INIo

It is of utmost importance that they remain at

their posts as long as possible in order to realize their
greatest learning potential and maximize their rapport with
the Indian population they serve,
Hypothesis 7 s As a result of the decreasing isolation
and homogeneity of the clinic group due to its increased con
tacts with the wider society of Mexico, the sacred principles
of traditional Tzotzil medicine tend to move toward

.

secularizationo
The sacred magico-religious principles of traditional
Tzotzil medicine are only slightly more secularized and dis
organized in the clinic group as a whole as compared to the
/
'
'/
harrainzar g r o u p . In Karraimzar it is believed that everyone
in the world has a companion animal in a sacred mountain which
is magically linked to his life and fate. Whereas in
/
.
Larraxnzar these beliefs tend to form highly organized con
ventional understandings widely adhered to, this is less true
for the clinic sample®

By contrast only 56^ of the clinic

group assumed that Ladinos have companion animals as do
Indians,

Thirty percent expressed doubt that ladinos had
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companion animals 0

Bine percent believed that only Indians

have companion animals, and five percent did not believe that
anyone had them, and that life must depend on an animating
principle “still unknown to-1 hem„

For the majority of the

clinic group which had accepted little Ladino culture, these
beliefs were nearly identical to those of the Larrainzar group
described in Chapter 5,

The greatest differences were noted

for the minority of the clinic group which bad accepted more
Ladino culture„

Among these few informants there supernatural

beliefs were more secularized and less highly organized than
in the Larrainzar group..

This study does not attempt to

infer that the above differences are due solely to treatment
in the INI clinics„

More realistically they are the end

product of many such contacts with Ladinos over time which
the Larrainzar group has not had*

These date suggest, there

fore, that this ancient Maya system of ancestor worship, which
in traditional Tzotzil municipios operates to maintain the
social and cultural status quo by fear of witchcraft, tends
to become disorganized and less functional with increased
contact with the wider society and culture of Mexico0
Hypothesis 8 ; As the principles of traditional Tzotzil
medicine become secularized by the acceptance of modern curing
forms and principles, the traditional principle-form connec
tions linking the Tzotzil theory of disease causation, system
of disease classification, and curing practices are severed.
As a result, the functions of traditional medicine begin to
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be fused with and replaced by those of modern medicine„ As
this process of assimilative integration progresses, the
world view of the clinic group tends to more closely approxi
mate that of the wider society of Mexico in which the use of
modern medicine is more common0

•'

In no case in the clinic group had acceptance of
modern medicine progressed to the point where the principles
of traditional Tzotzil medicine were disorganized and fused
or replaced by those of modern medicine.,.

In the minority of

the clinic group which had accepted more Ladino culture,
these magico-religious principles showed some signs of
secularization and disorganizationo

However,,these informants

as well as the more conservative majority of the clinic
group sought modern treatment for traditional diseases to
which they attributed magico-religious causes, just as did
the Larrarnzar group0

In no case, even when patients had

had modern treatment on many previous occasions, were ill
nesses perceived in terms of modern scientific classificational systems, nor was modern medicine, sought by the Indian
with the hope that it would free his body of germs or perform
other functions of modern'medieSne„

Acceptance of modern

forms of-treatment seems to have bad relatively little impact
on the Clinic group1s concepts of the principles of disease,
and by implication, little effect on its world view in
general.
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Summary

.

This is a study of the processes of acculturation
induced by the activities of the INI medical program and
their Impact oh traditional Tzotzil medicine»
Indians were- studied and compared*

Two groups of

The first was from the

isolated municipio of Larrainzar where, with the exception
of a few patent medicines, there is no modern medical atten
tion availableo

The 38 people studied there had never had

m o d e m treatment and were exclusive users of. traditional .
Tzotzil medicine*

The author lived there a total of ten

months studying folk medicine in.its socio-cultural context*
A detailed ethnographic study of the community was made in
order to understand,traditional concepts of disease, causa
tion, classification, and curing practices, as a background
for ,the; second phase of the study*
:-

The second group of 172 individuals was chosen from

the patients who solicited treatment in three INI clinics
and two medical posts in the area, and therefore were users
of transitional medicine*
'

'y

The clinic group was more heter-

y

^

'

ogeneous than the Larrainzar group and represented a wide
range on the- acculturation continuum*

The vast majority of

the clinic group appeared to have accepted little more of
'

/

ladino culture than had the Larrainzar, and many were going
to the clinic•for the first time*

On the other hand a

minority of that group appeared to have accepted much of
Eadino culture in speech, dress, and formal education*
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Most of these patients were living in places near the EanAmerican Highway or on the outskirts of San Cristobal, and.
had. had. modern treatment on several previous occasions 0
The clinic group was studied over a six-month period by
means of a questionnaire concerned.with concepts of disease,
acceptance of modern forms of curing, and world view in
general 0

The main focus of interest .was how the two systems

of medicine were integrated by the clinic group0

The study

was in part designed 1 6 test Barnett’s (1942) theory of
functional substitution of culture traits-.-in culture contact
situations*

Eight related hypotheses were tested*

The clinic group accepted modern curing forms but
not the principles of modern medicine*

The magico-religious

principles of traditional Tzotzil medicine were maintained
in all cases with little or- no secularization*

According to

Spicer (1961:532) the cultural process taking place in this
sort of culture contact is called fusional integration*
Assimilative integration, the acceptance of both the forms
and principles of modern medicine by the subordinate culture
(Spicer, 1961:531), did not occur in the clinic group *
Tzotzil resistance to culture change can only be
understood in terms of traditional Indian social organiza
tion and the system of ancestor worship which complements it,
for upon these structures rests the status quo of Tzotzil
society.

Ancient Maya ancestor worship, functioning as a

system of supernatural social control, sanctifies and thus '
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preserves t h e .most conservative Indian values and traditions,
Its sacred magico-religious principles form the basis of
Tzotzil concepts of disease causation°

It is for fear of

punishment in the form of disease sent by the lineage and
ancestor gods that the Tzotzil: refuse to deviate from the
traditions of the past and take on Eadino ways<, This study
revealed very little secularization of these principles in
the clinic group«
The traditional pattern of ceremonial drinking,
which forms an integral part of all Indian social and. reli
gious, life, presents another major obstacle to culture change
among t he Tzotz.ili, , This -prac-tice leads' to the. immediate
consumption of economic surpluses and has a leveling effect
on wealth differentials among Indians»

This pattern, besides •'

its negative value for Indian health, makes the INI goal of
improving the economic, welfare of the Indian even more
difficult o
. Indian-Lndino relations in Highland Chiapas have
traditionally been typified by a great deal of inter-group
hostility in which the position, of the Indian has always been
subordinate to that of the Ladinoc

The present economic

system of handicraft industry based on an abundance of cheap
labor to produce raw materials tends to perpetuate the
present quality of inter-ethnic relations„ . The abuses of the
Indian inherent in this system create: some of the main
barriers to the integration of the Indian into the wider
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society of Mexico<>

In the 18th and 19th centuries inter

ethnic hostilities crystallized into nativistic uprisings
among the Indians 0
In its nearly 11 years of operation, the INI has
made rapid advances in correcting the injustices to which
the Indians have traditionally been subject in Highland
Chiapas 0

Thousands of Indians now have the opportunity to

receive Western type education and medical care for the first
time in history=

Their civil and political rights as

Mexican citizens are now upheld by the INI in accordance
with the principles of the Mexican Revolution,,

Several
■■
observers in San Cristobal, both Indian and Ladino, have
'

■■

'

/

■

commented to the author that the rights of the Indians have
been protected more in the last ten years than they were
during the more than 400 years of preceding Hispanic contact»
The INI's accompl 1 shments during its brief period of
operation have been commendable, especially in view of its
limitations of budget and personnel0
The Indian-ladino dichotomy is cultural rather than
racial„

Over the years some Indians have made the necessary

cultural transitions to be assimilated into ladino society0
Such cases are exceptional, however, for the Tzotzil have
traditionally opposed social and cultural change0

History

suggests that future attempts to bring the Tzotzil closer
to the main stream of Mexican society will in all probability.
meet the staunch resistance of nativistic movements designed
to maintain a t .all costs the traditional Tzotzil way of life0

APPENDIX A
,PRAYER OF N A G M L I S M
1.

Tot San Antresh, tot Santa Orus, tot ta Tila ka'wal.
Padre San AndresP padre Santa Cruz, padre Se'nor.de
-Tila patr6n,
^
Father San Andres, father Santa Cruz, father Sen or
,de Tila., lord,

2„

tot San Manuel, tot Iskipula k a ’wal,
f
padre San Manuel, padre Senbr de Esquipulas patron,
father San Manuel, father Esquipulas, lord,

3„

tot San Lorenzo, tot San Juan ka'wal,^
padre San Lorenzo, tot San Juan patron,
father San. Lorenzo, father San Juan, lord,

40

tana maistro ta vinajel ka'wal, c h ’ul toj, ch'ul
nen ka*wal,
, .'
- .
,
/
ahora maestro en el cielo patron, sagrade sol patron,
now lord and master in heaven, sacred sun, lord,

5o

tana jun ka ?wal ta shkalta la nichimal sat,
ahora patron, .pronuncio :.tu U n d o nombre delante
de tus lindos ojos,
now lord I pronounce your name before your beautiful
eyes,

60

ta nichimal elove ka'wal,
delante de tu linda presencia,
before your beautiful face, lord,
'/
tana sha* vakbun perton, chi kataj ti ta jun may ole,
ahora me perdonas, me convierto en un mensajero,
excuse me if I transform myself into a messenger,

7o

80

ti jun kavilto ’e, ka ’wal Jana chalchalpabe,
en un transmitidor, patron-, Es mi debe^r participarte,
a transmitter, lord, I must tell you,

@0

jacha .busanbe ka ’wal,
}
es mi deber contarte patron,
I must inform you lord.
340

341

100

yun chi Ilk yun chi tots
que me voy en un viaje
that 1 am going to t ravel

11o

chak’sba shanvil hi ka'wal,
.
como.un poderoso viajero, patron
as a powerful messenger? lord,

12 o

yun chi lik jun chi tots ta ok* taj likel,
me voy en estos mementos,
I am going at this moment,

1 3 o 'jo’ot cha'cha'pabe ti yutsilal sba ke'e,
te.digo con mis palabras placenteras,.
I tell you with my pleasant words,
14o

ti yutsilal sba ti'e,
con repeticiones agradables,
with agreeable repetitions,

15*

tita jun ora, tita meria me ora,
en una hora, en media bora,
in an hour, in a half hour,

IS.

tana llsht6n sba ba /shela'6.n sha ba,
me voy como un 1iston, como una seda,
I go. like a ribbon- of silk,

17*

tana jata k ’an sak'il paloma,
convertido en una paloma blanca (zopilote rey)
transformed into-a white bir:
d(king vulture)

18* ■ tita yolon me sha ja vu ’un'e ka'wal
bajo tu mesa patron (las gradas del cleio)
below your table lord (the levels .of heaven)
ISo

c h ’ul tot, c h ’ul-me-'ka’wal,
sagrado padre, sagrada madre patrona,
sacred father, sacred mother,

20o

ta k ’an jun tent sun, jun i k ’al tsi’
me convierto en un chivo, en un perro negro,
transformed into a sheep, a black dog,

21o

shch’iuk me yab ka, shch’iuk me yab t i ’,
en mis cantos y mis grit os
in my shouts, in my screams,
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22„

jata tak, jata nuts
lo mando, lo transmito,
I send, I transmit '

23„

juri shchfial tana, balun^shoh1ial tana,
una ponzofia, nueve ponzonas,
a poisonous bite, nine poisonous -bites,

-24,

25,

jun stivanam, balun stivanam,
un dolor, nueve doiores,
a pain, nine pains,
/■

-

.

jama lishton tana, jame shela tana,
que vayan como 1is ton, que vayan como una seda,
that travel like a ribbon of silk,

26,

jame toyuk sha batel ti sba k e ’e, ti sba t i ’e,
transmitidos en mis cantos y mis gritos,
transmitted in my shouts and screams,
f■
..
.
^
^ '
* 2 7 o Tana jame taj k ’upin batel ta kjan jun chivo,
.Mi gusto es convertirme en chivo,
I transform myself into a sheep,
28,

jun shoeh,-jun vakos,
en tecolote, en zopildte rey
an owl, a king vulture.,

29,

tesh k ’ot ta lajel, tesh k'ot ta ch1ayel,
para que entren, para que terminen.j.
so that my shouts and screams

30,

31,

32,

33,

ti sba k e !e, ti sba ti *e
mis cantos, mis gritos (en el cuerpo de fulano)
' may enter into the. body of my enemy
ak*o nan sk'uin^ti sba ke'e, ti sba t i ’e,
quien los tendra de camisa, mis cantos, mis gritos,
enveloping him like a shirt, a piece of clothing,
Ja ta k ’an sakil mut, yashal mut,
Mi gusto es convertirme eh una ave blanca, en una
■ ave
■
1 transform myself into a white bird, a green^bird
tita jun ora, tita meria ora k a ’wal,
en una hora, en media hora patron,
.in an hour, in a half hour, lord
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34<, .tesb. kot tesh laj. tl sba ke'e, tl gba t i 1e
para que terminer./ para que acaben mis gritos,
mis cantosjso that my shouts and screams may enter the body
of my enemy o
35o

jame ak'o sk'ni^, jame ak'o spokin,
,
quien los tendra de camisa, los tendra de ropa
enveloping him like a shirt, a piece of clothing

36o

batsi lishtonuk sha batel, batsi shelank .sha batel ,
mandados como un 1 list on mandados como una seda,
sent like a silk ribbon,

.57 o “Ta k 1an jun vak 1os tana k a ’wal,. /
Me eonvierto en,un zopilOte, patron,
I transform myself into a king vulture, lord,
38.

39 o

,

ti sba ke re, ti1e batsi muybajuk ;
./
para entregar mis’cantos, mis- grit os con alegria
in order to send my shouts- and screams
lishtonuk sha, bat el tana,
como un liston,
. like a silk ribbon,

40,, .. ’ololuk me spta s jol, ‘ololuk me yab yaVal,
.■ que_ penetre en medio de su cabeza, en-medio de
su craneo,
to penetrate the middle .of his head, his skull, .
41o

42.

sakba yoronton, k 1anba yoronton, /
en su corazon bianco, en su corazon amarillo,
his white heart, his yellow heart,

.

yech’al bak', yech'al ch’usub.
en las coyunturas de sus..huesos,. en las conexiones
de sus cuerdas„
in the joints of his bones, in the connections of
.his cords,

43. ' Tana k a ’wal, p'ej yo pom, p ’ej yo c h ’ail,
Ahora- patr6n, te ofrezco mi ..hum!Ide Incienso,
mi humilde humo,
How lord I offer you my humble incense, my humble
smoke,
44.

tita nichim b a ee, tit a nichim.. sate.
delante de tu linda presencia, delante de tus lindos
ojos, ' - .. , . .
.
.
before your beautiful face, before your beautiful
e y e s , . !

-

1

' v ' X V - ;

.

f

'

■

i'

.

'

■
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45o

Ka^wal tan tsak b e ^ k’un
^Sirvete ahora patron! ... .
Accept my offering’lord!

'

;
• -

'

460

Jo'otik laj* lekin tik," jo’otik tash kutsintik,
Nosotroa gdzaremos, nosotros‘disffutaremos
We shall enjoy and benefit by

47 0

ti yuta 11 sba ke 1e/ ti yutsi.l
de 'mis cantos„ -de. mis gritoss
my shouts and screams,

aba ti'e,
. .

48 o toyol kalal vin^k toyol kalal aiits,
^
: hombr e s que es tan en la grada mas alt adela mont ana
sagrada, y
/ '
;
z
.
^
mujera que estan en la grada mas alta de la montana
sagradap
.
:
'men.who are in the higheat level of the sacred mountain, .
. women who are in the highest level of the sacred mountain,
49o

pepen vinik, pepen ants,
hombres que se convierten en mariposa, mujeres que se
convierten en mariposa,
men who transform yourselves into butterflies,
women.who transform yourselves into butterflies,

50 o

Tana k a ’wa^. lumil tok’uk nan bat el,
Ahora patron, mando entre las nubes,
Now lord I send in the clouds,

51 o

yutsil sba k e ’e,' ti yutsil s-ba ti’i,
mis cantos, mis gritos,
my shouts and screams,

52 <,

jun me ora, ta merio me ora,
en una hora, en media hora,
in an hour, in a half hour,

53.

Tana ka ,wal ichb^pkun tsakbe ! kun 'ti pej
Ahora patron, sirvete del humilde
Now lord accept my humble

-

54o

yo pom tifpej yo ch'ail li 'ka!wal :
incienso, del humildehumo patron
■ ■ incense, my humble, smoke

55 o

y o fo ta,k’an o Per ton, yo ’o ta k ’an o Lisensia
y concedeme tu perdon y licencia
and grant me your favor and license
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56*

ja’uk j-un yavanam,,.- jun, .aMvanam
para mandar dolor-y ardor
of transmitting the pains and fevers?

5 7 0.talumil tok’uk
me ba^ ta pepeh i k ’uk me b a .
en la niebla, los envio en forma de una maripose
en el aire
flying through the mist like a butterfly
58 0 sakba tok'uk me ba tana^ka'wal,.
junto a las nubes, patron,.
in the clouds, lord,
59o. ta sak'il sutum ik'uk me ba,
lbs. enyio en format, de torbellino,
as a white gust of air,
60.

ta sak'il pepen i k ', ta sak *11 w a k ’nebal,
-en forma de mariposa blanca, en forma de arco
iris bianco
as a white butterfly, as a white rainbow,

61 o' ti yutsil sba ke 1e,. ti yutsil sba ti’e,
en mis cantos, en mis gritos,
in my shouts and screams,
62 a

Tana teme chilik ta ’olol walebal,
Emprendo mi vuelo en medio de la montana sagrada,
Wow I begin, my flight in the middle of the sacred
mountain,

63 o

tana teme chilik t a 1olol mukta walebal, ^ ;
emprendo mi vuelo en medio del gran montana sagrada,
.in the middle of the great sacred mountain,

64e

tashakojol, ta/fosh kojol vinajel,
en la segunda grada, en la tercera grada del cielo,
in the second level, in the third level of heaven,
(likens the sacred mountain to heaven)

65.

ta yolon ja. ch'ul crus.il.
1
d.ebajo .de la sagrada cruz.
below the sacred cross.
✓
Je nompre ra ripsh> Jesucristo ka*wal,
En el nombre de Dios .Jesucristo.Ipht^'Sh,.
In the name of Jesus Christ our lord.

66.
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67 c

tana ka ’wal, aposhtol Santiako
atiora patron apostol Santiago,
now apostle, Santiago,
,

680 aposhtol'San Antresh, tot San Manuel,
. apostol San Andres, padre San Manuel,
apostle San Andres, father San Manuel,
69o

70o

tot,Iskipula, tot San Lorenzo patnon,.
padre Sehor de EqUipulas, padre San Lorenzo, patr<5n,
father of Equipulas, father San Lorenzo, lord,
tana k a ’wal t a jun me ora, ta merio me ora,
ahora patrones, en una hora, en media hora
. now lords , in'an .hour, in a half hour ..

7 1 a ji laj kapta la nichim satike,
.
.. me acuerdo de sus lindas presenc.ias,
I remember your beautiful countenances,
720

miserikotio Jesucristo,•
misericordia Jesucristo,
mercy Jesus Christ,

73o

je nompre ra riosh^ Jesucristo,
en el nombre del Bios Jesucristo,
in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,

.
74/

jalal me*santa i|aria, m e 1'Ma^ia Malalena,
madre Santa Maria, madre-Maria Magdelena,
mother Mary, mother Mary Magdelene,

76*' me'Maria,Santa Marta, me'konsepsion,
madre Maria, Santa Marta,.madre de Concepcion,
mother Mary, Santa Marta, mother Conception,
76*

me'Sokoltenanko, me'lalalupa,
madre de Socoltenango., madre de Guadalupe,
, mother of Socoltenango, mother of Guadalupe,

77*

me ' Ashancion, ine'Eontevaka,
madre de Asuncion,, madre de Contevaca,
mother of. Assumption, mother of Contevaca,

78©

me'Mercel,'me'Kantelario, sme vinajel,
madre de Merced, madre de Candelaria, madre del cielo,
mother of Mercy, mother of Candelaria, mother of
heaven (the moon)

'

79.
.

. 80o

810

y

84.

•85.'

■

.

.

Tana ch'ul antsetlkj,
Ahora sagradas mujeres?
Now sacred la dies y
bat's i lishtonun ska me bat el,
me voy como un listen,
I go like a ribbon,

82 o ;batsi shelauk kun shame batel,
me voy como una seda,
-V
I go like silk in the air,
• 83o

,

jo’osuk shkapta la nichlm satlke.
me. acuerdo de todos sus U n d o a ojos
■I remember all your.beautiful coutenances.

'

...
•

;

;

ta sak’il paloma, ta, yash’al paloma, '
convertido en uha paloma blanca, en mna palome verde,
transformed into a white bird, a green bird
tana k a ’wal te shk’ak be 1o jun stivanam,
ahora patr6n, mando un dolor,
lord, I send pain,
jun shk’ushul me tana, .ta jun ora, ta meria ora,
un ardor en una hora, en media hora,
and fever in an hour, in a half hour

86„

lumil tok'uk, pepen ik'uk,
en las nieblas, en forma de una mariposa volando
en el aire, .
. :1•
■:
flying in the air between the clouds like a butterfly

87o

o ’lol b e ’uk, o'lol shanebaluk me bal,
en medio..del oamino, medio de .la senda,
in the middle of the road, in the middle of the path,

. 88o- jun stivanam, jun yavanam,
un dolor, un ardor,
■ :a pain, a fever,
89.'

90 o

. .
.

jun shchlial, balun shch'ial,
• y una ponzona, nueve ponzdhas,
a poisonous bite, nine poisonous bites,
oshlajunem sha kak, balun sha leak,
trece veces las mando, nueve veces las mando,
thirteen times 1 send them, nine times I send them.
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91 o

jun sha ten, balun sha ten,
una vez las transmlto nueve veces las transmito,
one time I transmit them, nine times I transmit them,

92 o

ta jun lumiltok ta jun pepen ik’,
en uha niebla, en el aire.como una mriposa,
flying in the cloud through the air like a butterfly,

93 c . ja'uk jun yavanam, ja’uk jun stivanam,
i el dolor, el ardor,
...
the pain, the fever,
94o

a k fo nan Sik'uin, a k ’o nan spok1in,
log ten dr a de camisa, los tendra de ropa,
to envelop him like a shirt, a piece of clothing,

95 o

ta yutsil sba ke, ta yutsil sha ti'i*
entregados en mis cantos y gritos,
sent in my shouts and screams»

96 o

Tana c h ’ul maistroetik, tan’
a c h ’ul kapitanetik,
Ahora sagrados maestros, ahora sagrados captiahesf, •
Now .sacred master, sacred captains (gods, of the earth) ,

97o- tana jo'ot chachapabe
ahora a.Usteded les participo
I invite you '.
:.'. =
9 8 o kupino lekino yutsil sba ke yutsil sba t i ’i,
que escuchen mis cantos y mis gritos c o n .gusto,
.to listen to my shouts and screams,
9 9 o ta jun me ora, ta meria me ora,
en una hora, en media hora,
in an hour, a half hour,
1 0 0 c

junun me chivo ta k ’an
me convierto en chivo
when I transform myself into a sheep,

101 o jame ta chi’in, jame taj l a k ’in jun lumiltok,
y me junto con las nieblas para irme como un mariposa,
and rise into the clouds to travel through the air
like a butterfly,
,
102 e. lishtonun sh^, she la jun sha batel,
como un liston, como una seda envio
like a ribbon of silk I send
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103 o

yutsil aba ke, yutsll aba ti'i,
mis cantos y gnltos
,
my shouts and screams,

■

104o ta
1olol spat sjol, ta ’olol yab y a ’al,
. a ^e'netrareri' msd.io de la cabeza, en medio del
craneo,
■ V
to penetrate in the middle of the head, in the
middle of the skull,
1050

ta sak ba yoronton, ta k 1anba yoronton,
en el corazon bianco, en.el corazon amarillo,
in the middle of the heart, the yellow heart
(of my enemy)

106„

jun stivanam, balun stivanam,
un dolor, nueve dolores,
a pain, nine pains,
,

_.

1070 " J a ’uk jun pukuj jun chivo j a ’uk'o te
Me..convierto en un chi^o diablo escondidp, I transform myself into a devil sheep hidden,
108o

kunchiuk, ja *uk1o te buchiuk,
en la niebl-a.opaea,
in the opaque clouds,
' .

109o

je nompre re ribshyJesucristo ta vinajel,
en el nombre del Dios Jesucristo en el cielo,
in the Name of Jesus Christ in heaven,

110o

c h ’ul toj, ch*ul nen k a ’walo
sagrado sol, sagrado patron„
sacred sun, sacred mirror, my lord,

'. .

lllo

Ta 'yutsil ke; ta 'yutsil ti ’i jun shushun.
Con mis cantos,' con mis gritos, con un silbido.
With my shouts and screams, w ith my whistle,

112,

balun shushun tas batel, jun stivanam,. balun stivanam
nueve slibidos, transmito el dolor, los dolores,
my nine whistles, I transmit a pain, nine pains,

113o

jun
shch'ial,
^
t/\* v balun shch’ial,^
una ponzona, nueve ponzonas,
a poisonous bite, nine poisonous bites,

114o

tana jun shkak be bal, ta jun sutum ik1,
ahora lo transmito.en un torbellino,
■2 now transmit in a whirlwind.
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115o

balun sutum I k ', jun pepen, balun pepen9
en nueve torbellinos, en una mariposa, en nueve
mariposasj,
In nine whirlwinds, in a butterfly, in nine
.butterflies,
.

:1160 'lishton sha
tana, shelauko
como un listen, come una seda0
. like a ribbon of silk in the ai r *

1

117 * Tita jun ora, tita meria ora kajal me'olon tana kajwal.
Bn una hora, en media hora, tiro hacia abajo, patron
In an hour, in a half hour I cast (my enemyIs
companion animal) from its place (in the sacred
mountain) *
118.0

Mu valapatilbilukum ti shoch’une.
No me desprecien so me convierto en tecolote.
Do not become angry if I transform myself into an owl,

119.

vak?os'une, ja .chUuk batel ti y a re,
en gopilote rey para transmitir las enfermedades,
or a king vulture in.order to transmit diseases, ■

120o

ta yutsil sba keJe,.-ta yutsil sba ti'e,
en mis cantos, en mis gritos,
in my shouts and-screams,

121,

jun sha moch, balun sha moch,
una vez lo amarro, nueve veces lo amarro
one time X tie him, nine times I tie him (companion
animal)

122,

jun shch’ial, balun shch’ial,
.
una ponzona, nueve ponzohas,
one poisonous bites-,:nine poisonous bites,

123^

oshlajunem me sha kak’be, balun me sha
trecO"veces las mando, nueve veces las
thirteen times I. send them, nine times
(the illnesses) : ;

- 124,

kakfbe,
mando,
I send them ■
.

ich’a b e ’ich’a shanem lumiltok
a emprender sus vuelos, a agarrar sus caminos en la
'niebla
■
to begin, their flights, t o .take their routes in the
clouds
. . .
'
.
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,.125o . pepen Ik*ukot me" batel®
—
como una.. marlposa en el a Ire „
like a butterfly in the air.

■

126.

Pa *ilej tot Sant iako,, p a ’ilej santo^Tila,
En el nombre del Padre Santiago, Sehor de Tila,
In the name of Santiago, Senor de Tila,
■ • '
' ' ' '
'
1
127o pa 1ilej tot aposhtol, p a 1ilej tot Iskipula
Bn„.el nombre del padre apostol, en el nombre del
padre Esquipula s,
in the name, of the apostle, in the name of the father
of Esquipulas,
■
128o

p a ’ilej tot San Lorenzo, tot San Juan, k a ’wal
f en..el, nombre del -padre San Lorenzo, padre...^San Juan,
patrSn, ■
,
:
in the name of father San Lorenzo, father San
Juan, lord,

129.

p a ’ilej tot San Kishtoval,
- .
en.el nombre del padre San Cristobal,
in the name of father San Cristobal,

’130o

m e ’Mersel, j o ’ot ta shkapta la nichin b a ’e,
Madre de Mercedes, me acuerdo de sus 1indas presencias.
Mother of Mercy, I remember your beautiful faces,

131.

.

jo’ot ta shkapta. la nichim sate,
delante de sus lindos ojos
.before -your beautiful eyes,

132 o chababukti junr -chivo, chabanuk ti jun shoch,
mando con felicidad el chivo, con felicidad el
tecolote,
I send the sheep, the owl, happily,
133.- chabanuk ti jun vak ’os
man do con felicidad. en zopilote rey,'
I s'en.d the king vulture happily,
134.' Miserlkiotio Jesucrlsto k a ’wal.
Misericordia; JesUcristo patron!'
■ Mercy Jesus Christ, lordI
135.

Paile j t ot San P e d r o p a i l e j .Sant a Fera,
En. el nombre del padre San Pedro, en el nombre de
Santa Ver6nica,.
In the name of San Pedro, in the name of Santa
Veronica,
.

,
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136„

tana ka'wal jun me ora, merla me ora,
alaora patron, en una media hora,
lord, in an hour, in a half hour,

137o

ja'une me: yutsil gba ke, yutsil sba t i ?i,
mis .Gantog,, mis gritos,
. .
my -shouts and screams,

'13S.. bataitsaletuk, ,-li kichoj talel,.
envao directamente,
I send directly,
1390

virgen pagre ch'ul toj, c h ’ul nen^ka’wal,
virgen padre sagrado sol, patron,
virgin father sacred sun, lord,

140o . ja'uk jun sti-vanam, jun yavanam,
. el,dolor, el ardor,
the pain, the fever,
■

,

141 o :jaki ak 'p 'Sk'*uin, jak ak 'o spokin,
'
.
que ,le enyueleh de cami sa y ropa,
that envelop my enemy like a -shirt, a piece- of clothing,
142 0

ta jun ora, -ta meria'-ora,
en una hora, en media hora,
1 ,
in:an. hour, in a half h o u r ^ x

143£

J l ’ul cha ’pa, balun cha ’pa, Una vez los prepare, nueve veces los prepare.
One t lire- I prepare them, nine t imes I;prepare them,

144,

jun stivanam, jun yavanam,
el dolor, el ardor
the pain) the fever,
-

145o

■
■

tek .a n ’unuk, .tek tsantsunuk ta sabka yoronton,
que penetren en su corazon bianco,
to penetrate his white heart,
~j
.

"

1466

ta k ’an ba ^ohonton,
en su corazon amarillo,
in his yellow /heart,

147«,

ta ’ol.pl spat sjol, ta ’olol yah ya'al, y
en medio de su cabeza, en medio de su craneo
in the middle of his head, in the middle of his heart,

148o

taj o k ’taj likel, jiul k a k ', balun k a k 1
en estos moment os, he venido a ddnarle .
at this moment I have -come to harm him.
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149o

150»

ta lumil tokum talel, .
he venldo dentro de las nuhes,
to damage him with my prayers? my confessions,
j1 8ul j1 1am, 3i*%l v o c h’, ta rezal k-fop ta compichidn
k !op o
,
, ■
■ a malearle con mis rezos, mis confeslones
to damage him with my prayers and confessions*

151*

.Manchuk y o h ’uk, manch!uk yamuk
No se ha de„.quitar, hi de calmar
Please don’t take away or soothe

152„

ja'uk 3un yavanam, 3un stivanam
el ardor, el dolor
the fever,•the pain

153„

ta »olol s3ol, ta ’olol yah y a ’al, ta sab ha yoronton
en meg.io de su cabeza, en medio de su craneo, en sa - ,
corazon bianco,
in the middle of his head, the middle of his skull,
in his white heart,

,

"

i

154*

■

.

-

.

/

■/

-

ta k ’an ba yoronton, ( en medio de su corazon amarillo,
in the middle of his yellow heart,

155 a- tas bektal, tas takupal t i b u c h ’u
en su carne, en su cuerpo
his flesh, in his body
156 *

■ .f
shtiet s3ol, ti bu c h ’u shtiet yoronton,
cuya cabeza y corazon estan. eno3ados,
whose head and heart are angry,

157 *
-

A k ’o nan skurn, a k ’o nan spokin
los tenga de camisa y de ropa
May they envelop him like a shirt, a piece of clothing

158*

ti yutsil sba k e ’e ti yutsil sba t i ’e,
mis cantos,.mis gritos
in my shouts and screams

159o

tita Jun 'bra, •'titu meria ora ta^a k a ’wal*
en una hora, en media hora patron,
in an hour, in a half hour, lord.

160.

ha me cha’-paboshuk, la me bus an boshuk
ya les eonte, ya les partiqipd,
Now I have told you, now I have informed you.
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161„

k ’uyepal 11 *i lamaloshuk, k ’uyepal 11 *1 joyoloshuke
a .todos Usted.es qu,e estan presentes,,
all of you who are' presento

162„

c h ’ul malstroetlk;, c h ful kapltanetlko
sagrades maestros, sagrados capltanes.
sacred masters (gods of heaven), sacred captains
(gods .of the earth)

163o

Mlserlkotio Jesuerlsto k a ’wall
Mlserlcordla.Jesucrlsto patrdnl
' Mercy Jesus Christ my Lord!

4PPENDIX B
T10T2IL SYSTEM. OP DISEASE CLASSIFICATION
Illnesses of the Head, Eyes, Ears, Throat, Month and Teeth
K'nsh Jol
Symptoms: Headache
Causes;

If the discomfort does not last long, it

may be interpreted as natural in origin,such as when one
is exposed to the sun for too great a period of time, etc0
If it lasts a short while, it is likely to be interpreted
as a slight punishment of God0

But headaches of long

duration are generally attributed to witchcrafts
Cures;

In the least severe cases, it is overlooked

or cheap patent medicines are taken.

In the second instance,

it is common to call an 1ilol who usually prays„

In the more

severe cases, the person may bathe his head in a solution
of herbs and have a curer perform a counter-witchcraft
ceremony,

.•
Iv!ush Sat

Symptoms:

Inflammation, burning soreness often

accompanied by redness and discoloration of the area around
the eyes, resulting in most cases in a great sensitivity to
light and some interference with vision.

Many eases

probably correspond to conjunctivitis, but other diseases
with similar symptoms may also be included in this term*
Causes:

The Tzotzil account for this disease b y
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saying that one day when Jesus Christ was still on earth He
saw some pagan gods while walking in the mountains.

He

closed His eyes in order not to see them, hut the next morn
ing when He woke up He had k'ush sat.

Therefore, because

Christ had it when Hef.was on earth, man inherited from Elm,
and He sends it periodically as punishment.

Very few believe

that it is of natural origin.
Cure:

Some believe that this disease has effective

cure and will disappear by itself in time.

It is most

common to buy patent medicines, such as water of Santa
/
Catarina, in the stores of harrainzar and apply them to the
eyes,
A less common remedy is the herb called poshil satil
which, when cut, produces a milk-like substance which is put
into the eye.
This disease is also treated with thirteen black
beans and thirteen black stones which are put into a hollow
stick one by one.

They are then blown into the infected eye.

The secret of this cure is to do it early in the morning
just after rising on three or thirteen successive mornings,
depending on the intensity of the affliction.
Metik ta gat
Symptoms:

A white circle, which grows in the center

of the eye and looks like the moon, causing partial or
complete blindness.
Causes:

Some cases may correspond to cataracts.

The Tzotzil believe that the gods of heaven
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and especially the moon goddess don't like to be gazed on by
man.

Therefore, if one looks at the moon for a long time he

may be punished by having it appear in his eye in the form of
metik ta sat»
Cures;

The curer is usually not called to cure metik

because it is not thought serious.enough> and many people
believe that -if it does not disappear
The most common cure involves

alone, it is incurable.
the use of three or

thirteen black beans which are passed over the eyes and some
times crushed into them as soon as the person awakens on
three or thirteen consecutive mornings.

Sometimes these .

beans are ground up and applied to the eyes, or the juice
from the cooked beans is put into the eyes.
Others take three silver pesos and put them into a
cup of water at 6 ;00 P.M., where they are left overnight.
the morning they are pressed over the

In

eye as soon as the

person awakens on three consecutive mornings.
Mushki lek
Symptoms;

This refers to nearly any impairment of

the vision short of blindness, including nearly all degrees
of near and far-sightedness.
Causes;

The most common explanation

is that the

naguals have been offended by the person's companion animal
and have punished it by throwing it to the ground or hitting
it in the eyes, damaging the vision.

If a person is born

with poor vision, it can be because his parents laughed at a
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person with a similar affliction while the mother was pregnant,
and. G-od has punished them by giving their offspring this defect
from birth,.

If it happens in old age, it is more likely to be

interpreted as natural in origin, for the Tzotzil are aware of
the general physical degeneration which age often brings.
However, an older person can suspect that it is of super
natural origin as readily as a.younger person.
Cures:
poor vision.

The majority believe that there is no cure for
One remedy is

water in the eye.

to put ground tobacco mixed with

However,

no matter what is done, the

Tzotzil are very pessimistic about the effectiveness of any
measures known to them to cure this afflictiono
Tu Pern Sat
Symptoms;
Causes:

Blindness
4'common explanation of blindness is that it

results from punishments of the companion animal by the

naguals.

The blind are often thought to be witches whom God has punished
in this way because their companion animals left their sacred
mountains by night and searched for the companion animals of
children to eat.

As in the- case of poor vision, blindness is

accepted as the will of God, or as a divine punishment of the
person for a sin of the parents.. It may also be the result of
metik ta sat.
Cures;

Hone known.
Helish

,

Symptoms;

Cross-eyes or any stigmatism resulting in
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the person's inability to make the eyes converge«
Causes;

This is generally recognized as a natural

defect from hirth inherited from Jesus Christ,

The Tzotzil

believe that"when Christ was on earth He had this defect and,
therefore. He likes some of His children to have it too, and .
so He sends it to them before they are born,

Christ punishes

in this way especially when the parents make fun of a person
who has the affliction when the mother is pregnant.

The

child is born with this defect as punishment of the parents,
less common is the belief that a child is born this way as
a result of the mother having been bewitched during the
pregnancy.
Cures;

Hone known,
' Makem Chikin

Symptoms;
Causes:

Partial or complete loss of hearing, :
If the hearing loss is slight, it may be

explained as the result of cold air which has found its way
into the ear.

If it is greater, it m a y b e interpreted as the

result of malignant air sent by a witch to attack a person
either while he is conscious or asleep.

One sufferer explains

that her- trouble originated when she was sleeping and she
dreamed that a boy came to blow in her ear.

Deafness can

also result when the naguals strike the person's companion
animal on the ear.
Cures:

Most Tzotzil believe that it is incurable.

However, some suggest that by bathing the ears in lula or

inserting drops of alcohol and then washing the ears with
cloths dipped in warm water, the cold air will be kept from
entering.

•

.
Ktush Nuk

Note;

This is sometimes referred to as cbmak nuk.

Symptoms;

B m p s in the throat and at the root of the

tongue , causing the throat, to ache.
blocking and swelling of
culty in speaking.

It can also refer to

the throat causing pain and diffi

This is sometimes a symptom of a cough or

cold.
Causes;

It is usually interpreted as a punishment of

God, especially when associated with a cough or cold.

Some

eases are thought to result from attacks of malignant air or
an animal magically inserted into the victim’s throat by a
Witch.

The least serious cases may be considered to have a

natural origin, such as something which Irritates a person’s
throat whide he is eating.
Cures;

This disease is generally not considered

serious and is not treated unless, it does not disappear after
a reasonable time and begins to cause great discomfort.
Herbal remedies include washing the throat in sembrillo after
it has been ground up and heated in water.

The inside of the

throat is then washed with the bark of o h ’ich hot, finely
ground and heated in water.

Others•suggest warmed avocado

seeds be passed over the throat, followed by the warmed root
of cho oho tsi.

Another treatment is to rub stones over the
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throat so that the tonsils will dissolve or break.
Very serious cases are treated with magieo-rellgious,
cures„

. ''

'
Mak'al Ko»

Symptomsi

Stopped up throat and temporary loss of

voice, sometimes accompanied by a cough.

It is considered a

light disease,
Causes;

It is generally attributed to malignant air

sent to the person by either
person's companion animal by

God or a witch, or damage to the
the nagual who becomes angry

when one drinks too much aguardiente„
Curess

Most people do not seek attention for it

because it usually is of short duration.
aguardiente is one remedy,

Aleamphor taken with

Magico-rellgious curings usually

consist of just prayers by a priest curer„
E al
' Note:

Referred to as algodonclllo in Spanish.

Symptoms:

This is a

disease of children in which the

inside of the mouth, the tongue, and lips become white and
sometimes have small water-containing eruptions or sores on
the infected surfaces » * The area involved becomes very
sensitive to salt and irritating foods such as chile> etc,
In acute cases the child will stop eating or nursing, causing
his eventual death.
Causes:

This is generally accepted as a direct punish

ment Of God or else the result of neglect of the child's
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companion animal by the naguals who, it is assumed, have not
fed it properlyo
Gnres;

This illness is usually treated with herbs

it does not disappear after a reasonable length of time.
following herbs are ground and heated in water;

if
The

1 ) bark of

ch'ich hot; 2) banana; 3) leaves of jun tsu twj; 4) leaves of
oh'ulelal vomol; 5) leaves of on t e ' or leaves of yanal potoh.
The resulting solution is used to wash the mouth of the child.
If these remedies are not successful, an?"MTol-^mr-sr1
may be called to say prayers, offer candles, possibly sacrifice
a chicken, and share aguardiente with the family,

in elabo

rate magico-religious curing is generally not carried out.
Illnesses of the Organs of the Upper Trunk

Qbal
Sumptoms:
Causes;

cough.

A mild cough which lasts only a short while

-

is accepted as the symptom of another disease such as a cold.
However, a cough which lasts a long time generally is con
sidered to be the result of witchcraft sent directly to the
victim in the form of malignant air or pos lorn, bad dreams,
abuse of the companion animal.by the naguals.
Cures:

Short-term afflictions are not usually treated.

However, when the cough is persistent, it is sometimes treated
by inhaling the fumes of rock boiled herbs, or drinking others
such as yashal nich vomol or poshil obal as tea.

Magico-

religious cures are most often sought in the latter type of
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cases.
K'ush k o 'onton
Symptoms:
Causes;

Chest pain.

If the pain is short-lived, it is likely to

be interpreted as natural in origin or a slight punishment of
Codo

However, if it lasts a long time, it is likely to be

considered a disease of the spirit sent by the naguals in bad
dreams or by damaging the person's companion animal.
Cures:

Magleo-religious cures of the spirit are most

often sought in the serious cases „
Chmak ko*onton
Symptoms;

Difficulty in breathing, often accompanied

by a cough similar to the symptoms of asthma„
Causes ?

The more serious cases are interpreted as

caused by malignant air sent by the naguals to attack the
person's companion animal in the sacred mountain.
Cures;

Magico-religious cures of the spirit are most

often sought for serious eases,
Simal Obal
Symptoms i

It usually begins with a running hose,

high temperature, sore throat and stopped-up chest.

There

are genehal aches and pains in the head and chest often
accompanied by hot and cold spells.

Most cases last from

three days to a week but some last longer and are considered
very contagious.

Simal obal,corresponds most closely to the
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common cold.
Causes;

It is most generally considered to be

lightpunishment of

God sent directly to man

a

often in epi

demic proportionso
Cures:

The less serious cases are allowed to pass

without treatment.

Some. Indians seek patent medicines

such

/

as Mejoral which is available in Larrainzar.,
are used more commonly, however.

Herbal remedies

If the illness is accom

panied by a high temperature, it is said to come with 9heat,®
and the remedy is to bathe the person in chiJiIte*prepared in
cold watero

His diet should also consist of 9cold® foods to

•counteract the heat of the disease.

On the other hand, if it

comes with ®cold,® the patient's cold spells are counteracted
by baths in ®hot® herbs such as c h 1ulelal vomol and ts1s uch
prepared in hot water.

Their herbs as well as -alalats are

also drunk in teas, and his diet will consist of "hot® foods,
Magico-religious cures usually consist of prayers,
.offerings of candles and possibly a chicken sacrifice, as
this is not a very serious disease„
Majbenal
Symptoms;

Majbenal means fever.

It begins with the

same symptoms as the common cold, high temperature, cold
spells, cough, aches In the head, chest and body resulting in
general weakness.

It is usually more intense and may last up

to a month or longer.
It probably includes grippe, pneumonia and most other
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serious acute chest infections„
Causes:

The milder eases may he considered a direct

punishment of man by God sent in the form of malignant air.
The more serious cases are generally considered the result of
bad dreams in which the person's spirit is attacked by pos lorn
sent by witches, or else damage caused by the naguals to the
companion animal in the sacred mountain.
Cures 5

In the serious cases, elaborate magico-

religious cures for disease of the spirit are the most common
treatment.
Jiki Kul Obal
Symptoms:

This usually begins with the characteris

tics of a common cold such as general pains in the head and
chest, temperature, and a great amount of coughing.

The

throat feels blocked and becomes very sore with the incessant
coughing which sometimes results in vomiting and nosebleeds.
It generally lasts two or three weeks but can endure up to
two months and is very contagious, often proving fatal.
In modern medical terminology this probably corresponds
to whooping cough.
Causes:

It is generally accepted as a punishment of

God sent directly to man.
Cures:

This is a difficult disease to cure, and if

the case does not become unusually serious, it is sometimes
allowed to pass without attention.
Herbal remedies such as crus ech8, soyon chuch.
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pineapple leaves, and granata leaves drunk as tea„
If the herbal remedies do not give the desired result,
a curer is called to pray for the patient, but only when
death seems imminent is an elaborate magico-religious curing
conductedo

.

Illnesses of the Organs of the Lower Trunk
E'ush Ch'ut '
Symptoms:
;

Stomach ache.

Oauses:; The simplest, cases are considered to origi

nate in natural causes such as when the person eats too many
68coId18 foods, works too hard, walks too fast, or misses a
meal„

Some believe that it is a slight punishment, of God and

the most serious cases may be the result of witchcraft,
Cures:

Herbal cures are most common»

Teas of hinojo,

15sis uch, and c h 1ail vomol (Bp. hoja amarga) are taken, as
well as simple store remedies such as cologne water.
' If witchcraft is suspected,.magico-religious cures
are sought.
Shenel
Symptoms:
Causes;

Vomiting.
The simplest eases are considered to origi

nate in natural causes such as when too many 88cold18 foods are
eaten.

Others believe that God sends this as slight punish

ment; while the serious cases are assumed to be the result of
attacks on the companion animal or damage to the spirit in
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dreams perpetrated through witchcraft„
Cures:

Herbal remedies suggested include teas made

from pen ku lum, wala shik, c h ’ail vomol (Sp» hoja amarga),
koko1on5, and tul nlchim.

One curer recommended bicarbonate

and orange juice taken together.

If witchcraft is suspected,

magico-religious cures are sought.
;• Me jVinik
Symptoms:

Shortness of breath, fatigue, pains in the

stomach and chest.

"A few cases are accompanied by high tem

perature alternating with
Causes:

cold spells.

The less

severe cases are attributed

to a

"risen heart" due to overwork or having climbed a steep
mountain with a heavy load.

If the difficulty is associated

with the stomach, it may be considered the result of having
missed a meal, or indigestion.

The more severe eases are

assumed to be witchcraft sent in malignant air.
Cures:

The less severe cases are usually not treated

because the discomfort Is

only temporary.

drink three raw eggs with

milk

tive mornings.

One remedy

at daybreak

is to

on three consecu

Another is to prepare a tea of pos lomal vomol

which is drunk and the remainder is used to bathe the person’s
chest and stomach.

Chijilte leaves are also heated in a fire

and pressed against the area infected.
Magico-religious cures are usually not sought.
Pumel
Symptoms:

Swelling of the stomach.
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Causes;

The simple cases are associated with drinking

too much cold water and eating large quantities of cold food„
Only the: long-lasting "cases may be attributed to witchcraft 0
Cures;

The less severe cases are often not treated* •

.Bicarbonate taken with a small piece Of orange is one remedy.
Some.suggest taking hot ashes in water.

Herbal cures include'

teas of tsis uch, C h ’ail vomol (Sp. hoja amarga), poy te1?
and shulemalte*.
Magico-religious cures are not usually sought,
Lu Kum
Symptoms;

Long white worms which grow in the stomach

of babies and grown-ups alike, causing great pains and some
times stomach-bloating, hot and cold spells, diarrhea, and
upset stomach*

They are visible in the person's stool„

Most

cases correspond to .ascariasis*
Causes;

The less serious cases are believed to

originate in the water and food that the person consumes *
Many accept this disease as a natural inheritance from Jesus
Christ, who left the illness on earth for His children.

The

most serious cases are suspected as originated by witchcraft
sent directly to them by their enemies, sent in their dreams,
or else resulting from attacks on their companion animals
by the naguals.
Cures;

This illness is generally accepted as

inevitable and common to all men in various degrees *

Gurers :

are sometimes engaged, but the effectiveness of their cures
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is regarded with great scepticism.

Patent medicines are the

most widely accepted treatment. .
' '
Symptoms;

:8hn Bit

Small dark worms in the intestinal tract

.which are passed in the|stool.
oxiuriases.

Most cases correspond to

. .

Canses:

■

The less serious cases are believed to origi

nate "from worms in the drinking water.

The more serious

attacks are generally accepted as witchcraft sent directly
to the person, or as the result of bad dreams in which the
person is offered something to eat*
Cures;;

Patent medicines such as creolina and others

purchased in the stores of L a r r a m i a r are the most common
remedies.
water„

Kanal chishte1 and other herbs are taken in warm

Magico-religious cures usually consist only of

prayers.

•
G h 1utul

N-ote :

This is also referred to as t s 8ane'l.

Symptoms;
Causes;

Diarrhea.
The less severe cases are considered the

result of eating excessive amounts.- of ncoidt11 foods,

Diarrhea

is sometimes accepted as a slight punishment of God, while
the most debilitating, cases are suspected of being the result
of witchcraft and damage to the companion animal..
Cures;

Herbal cures include teas of walashik, pen

Hu lum, sak pat, chlail vomol (Sp. hoja amarga), shashim.

\
akobal us and nap shuch.
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Magico-religious cures are sought

for the difficult cases.in which witchcraft is suspected.
Sim, Nakal,
Symptoms;

Typified hy many of the characteristics of

diarrhea and ordinary dysentery such as severe stomach pains,
the stools containing large amounts of blood and mucous„

It

may last for a few days, a month or more, in which ease the
outcome is usually death.

Many eases may correspond to

bacillar dysentery<,
Causes:

It is believed a direct punishment of the gods'

Of heaven in moderately severe cases.

The worst attacks are

explained as witchcraft sent as damage to the person's spirit
either

in bad dreams or as abuse of his companion animal by the

naguai

in the sacred mountain...
Cures :

Sim nakal is usually not considered an extreme

ly serious disease and is often allowed to pass without medical
treatment.

Herbal cures include the bark of the suk tree which

is ground, put in cold water, drunk, and then used to wash the
body.

The root of pos lu mal vomol Is boiled in water and

drunk as tea.
The maglco-religious cures are usually confined to
just praying, but more elaborate curings may take place if the
; person is considered betritched.
■

; Cfr'ioh

Symptoms: " Ch'ich begins like diarrhea but is much
more serious.

It is accompanied by great pains in the stomach.
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general weakness> and vomiting»

The stool becomes very loose,

watery, and frequent, and generally contains blood„

The

affliction may be brief or last up to a month or longer, in
which case it is likely to end in death.

This probably cor

responds to dysentery.
Causes;

It is. generally agreed that c h ’ich is a

punishment sent directly from the gods of heaven.
Cures:

Herbal remedies are commonly used, being pre

pared in warm water in the form of te a .

The most commonly
/

Used are the bark of manazana, kanal chiste, durazno, nantsi,
c h ’ich hot, mango and potoj, as well as other parts of the
herbs pby t e 1, suk, and tsis uch.

In addition, paraffin and

wood ashes are ground up and taken with water. Patent
•

/

■

medicines are also sought in the stores in Larrainzar.
It is quite common for a curer to pray for the person,
but an elaborate magico-religious curing is usually not
carried out unless the case becomes very severe.
. ..

Makal

Symptoms:
Causes:

. .

;

Constipation.
Witchcraft ,Is suspected'in most cases which

is sent either as malignant air,-in prayers, or by damage to
the spirit caused .in bad dreams.
Cures:

;

Purges of salt and oil are sometimes used to

relieve this condition.
which is taken as tea.

Herbal remedies include chichicaste
If witchcraft is suspected, magico-

religious curings are performed.

.

;
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Illness of the Genital Organs
.

:'
Note:

Tsu Jem Kat
This Is sometimes referred to as- ta shka'kat.

/ Symptoms:

Affliction of the sexual organs involving

swelling and lowering of the testioles, and sometimes secre
tions of pus.from the urethra which make urination painful.
Serious cases last several months, during which time sexual
activities are suspended.
This may refer to rupture of the testicles as well as
syphilis or gonorrhea, which are very rare among the Tzotzll.
•

Causes ?, It is thought to result from lifting heavy

weights and, causing 'undue strain.

When this happens, to

"babies, it is considered the result of having been looked at
by a pregnant wbman who has strong vision.
When there are secretions

of the urethra it is

accepted as the result of witchcraft causing bad dreams in
which the person envisions an animal such as a sheep biting
his organs, or when he is seduced by a beautiful woman.
Cures:

None known. ;

Illnesses Accompanied by High and Continual Fevers
■■

.... Mukta 'W ok
Symptoms:

..

Great fever accompanied by body and head

pains which is considered very dangerous, as it often proves
fatal.

Paralysis is known to result in- some eases. . .
Causes:

Mukta k'ok is considered a severe punishment
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of God which lasts thirteen days„
Cure's:

The illness is usually attended by a curer..

At the beginning and during the period in which the fever is
at its height, he will just pray, awaiting to see if the person
will survive.

If the person does not succumb after several

days and recovery seems Imminent, an elaborate magicoreligious curing ceremony will be held, and the patient is
bathed in ttcold*6herbs such as chi jiItS* lula, sembrillo, tuil
/

v o m o l a n d kanal chishte „
Kakal Sik
Symptoms:

Hot and cold spells and general aches and

pains of the body, head, and back.

It occurs In the forms of

attacks which leave the victim feeling extremely hot and feverridden and extremely cold just a short while later.

This

Illness lasts several months or longer if not treated, and the
sufferer is usually left so debilitated that he is unable to
work,
A milder form of the illness is Si K'ok,

The attacks

of this disease are more intermittent, .occurring at two or
three day intervals„
These afflictions correspond to varieties of malaria,
Causes:

Both are universally associated with migrat

ing to the hot country to work on the coffee plantations.
All those who have this disease contract it in the low country,
for no one who remains in the mountainous areas suffers from
it.

When the people of the highlands go to the low country.
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the gods of the earth of the new place punish them for coming
to a place to which their bodies are not accustomed.

They

then become 111 with malaria because of the great heat which
their bodies absorb in the hot country.
Cures;

Patent medicines bought in the stores of

Larrainzar are the most widely accepted remedy for malaria as
well as quinine and sulphate.
The services of native curers are generally thought
less effective than the modern remedies.

They often use herbs

such as the bark and leaves of lan t e 1, which their patients
drink in cold water, and other herbs.

The priest-curers will

sometimes pray but elaborate magico-religious ceremonies are
very seldom carried out.
Illnesses Accompanied by Acute Eruptions of the Skin
■ B.ik'lt Kuyel
Sumptoms:

...

Usually attacks only children and is

accompanied by high temperature, general body aches, upset
stomach, and vomiting.

The body is covered with small red

bumps which last for about three days. .'It is highly
contagious and occurs in epidemic proportions.

It corresponds

most closely to three-day measles.
Causes;

It is widely accepted as a punishment of God

sent directly to man.
Cures;

Children afflicted with bik'it kuyel usually

are confined to. bed.

It is commonly believed that this

/

comes with RhotM or 16cold,’6,and it is very dangerous when
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either condition is in the extreme*
When it comes with cold, the child does not have the
temperature which is expected nor do the typical spots appear
on the skin*

It is feared that these spots will break out on

the intestines and cause even greater illness, and if they
reach the heart, death is believed unavoidable„

In such cases,

attempts are make to induce the fever and the appearance of the
A

-

.

spots by bathing the person in water of lula0 Magico-religious cures are also sought, but generally
the *llol only prays and sacrifices a chicken rather than
carrying out an elaborate ceremony,
Kuyel C h ?ul Metik
'Symptomst- Generally strikes children rather than
adults.

It is always accompanied by fever and white water-

filled blisters which cover most of the chest and stomach.
It lasts three days and is very contagious.

It corresponds

most closely to chicken pox.
Causes s

Punishment sent directly to mman by the moon

goddesso
Cures;

If it is not too severe, this disease will

often go untreated.

Herbal remedies include tea of kanal

chishte ‘ and lula in warm water and sembrillo. in cold water,
Maglco-religious cures are also sought but generally
the rilol only prays and sacrifices a chicken rather than
carrying out an elaborate ceremony,

; .

Y ;
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Mukta Kuyel
Symptoms:

This is a very serious illness which is

accompanied by -high temperature and large red spots which
later leaire the body pock-marked.

It is very contagious and

probably corresponds to smallpox.
Causes;

It is widely accepted as a punishment of God

sent directly to man for thirteen days.
Cures;

^t is commonly believed that it comes with

either "hot" or "cold," and that it is very dangerous.
When this illness is accompanied by cold, the person
does not have the temperature which is normally expected nor
do the_typical red spots appear on the skin.

It is feared

that they will break out on the intestines and if they reach
the heart; death will result.

The person is bathed in warm

water hoping to make the spots appear on the skin and to
restore normal temperature..
If the disease is accompanied by a high temperature,
the patient may be bathed in cold water containing herbs in
order to lower the temperature.
When a magico-religious cure is sought, the 'prlest-ip'
#i.ToT may delay several days before attending the patient
until a favorable outcome appears certain.
Chronic and Progressive Illnesses
Kome 1
Symptoms;

General body pains and headache, upset
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stomach, loss of appetite, and diarrhea which Tnay last a
short while or. for several months, during which time the
person becomes progressively weaker„
Causes;

loss of the spirit due to a fall or other

frightening experience in a particular place where the gods
of the earth hold it prisoner, causing temporary or permanent
separation from the owner.
Cures;

Magico-religious cure for disease of the spirit«
Taki Charnel

Symptoms:

Taki charnel means the drying disease.

It

is typified by a loss of appetite, steady decrease of
weight, chronic cough sometimes producing discharges of
blood, night sweats, loss of breath with slight exercise.
Many cases probably correspond to chronic chest infections„
Causes;

This is considered to be a disease of the

spirit and to result from witchcraft sent in bad dreams such
as when the person falls, has a quarrel with a relative, eats
raw meat, chicken, pork or mutton, or drinks aguardiente and
chlcha„

^ t i s attributed to severe abuse of the companion

animal by the naguals„
Cures;
'

Magico-religious cures are generally sought.
Behavioral Disorders
Ti'ol

Symptoms: . Slight affliction involving loss of
appetite, stomach pains and upset„
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Causes:

Illness caused by great anger Is considered

to be the result of a social situation in which the forces of
evil triumpho
Cures;

=
This is not'considered a serious illness and

most people allow it to pass without attempting to cure it.
Herbal cures include hinojo drunk in warm water or
aguardiente.

Cologne water bought in the stores of

harrainzar is also drunk for this illness„

Simple magico-

religious cures are performed such as praying in the church
or hut of the.sick person.
Chuvaj
Symptoms:

As in allsocieties, a person is general

ly recognized as being demented when he becomes disoriented
in his surroundings and his behavior becomes ineffective in
dealing with reality.

Thus, normal relationships.in his

social group are impossible.
If a person sings, whistles, shouts, talks and
mumbles Incoherently when this sort, of behavior is uncalled
for by the social situation, he often loses his ability to
communicate with his fellow man and is- no longer able to
relate to his group effectively.

In this condition he often

wanders off aimlessly through the mountains and sleeps
wherever he happens to be at the time.

Some even forget to

eat. A few cases take off their clothes and assume the dress
of the opposite sex, while others' have sudden outbursts of
hostility and try to kill and injure those around them
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without any apparent reason or provocation.
This corresponds to psychosis in practically all of
its forms.
Causes: . This isgenerally assumed to be the result
of damage to the spirit.

It may be caused by witchcraft sent

in bad dreams such as when he is hit on the head by another
person, or it may result from attacks on his companion animal
by the

naguals,in which

it is cast from the sacred mountain.

Cures: Most people believe that there is no cure for chuvaj.

Herbal cures include stone boiling of remedies and

holding the patient’s head in the vapor produced.

Others

include washing the ill person’s head in chuvaj jil vomol.
4 treatment which, according to Roys (193ls28-39),
is of prehispanic origin and is still widely practiced among
the various Maya groups is that of nblood lettingot$
(

■

In

.

Larramzar, people affected by this ailment sometimes have a
small incision made in the temporal veins so that t he ^ ba d
blood” will drain and leave them free of the disease.
Magico-religious cures are sought in most cases.
hi Kish K'om
Symptoms;
arms or legs.

4 perpetual and involuntary movement of the

This may correspond to an agitated paralysis or

any disease of the nervous system which has similar symptoms.
Causes;

If the disease dates from birth, ii} is

generally thought that the mother was the victim of witchcraft
during her pregnancy. . Those cases which develop in normal
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people are considered the result of attacks on the person’s
companion animal by the naguals of his sacred mountain.

It

can also be the result of another disease such as mukta kok.
CuresS

There is no known cure for this disease.

Magico-religious cures are often sought but there is a great
deal of skepticism about their effectiveness.

'

Tup Ik*
:

Symptoms;

Periodic attacks causing the person to fall

to the ground shaking and quivering involuntarily, momentarily
losing complete control, of bis actions. The person usually
,
'
'
. '
■foams at the mouth and often bites, M s tongue. The seizures
last usually.for several minutes and subside gradually as
qontrol is regained but the person left exhausted.

Many eases

correspond.to epilepsy.
Causes;

A very common belief is that such an attack

is caused by abuse of the• person’s companion animal.

.It is a

contest between naguals serving the forces of good and evil,
the latter attempting to teach the person’s companion animal
the secrets of witchcraft while the former try to save him
from it.

If he survives the test, the secrets will remain

with him for.life.

For this reason, many people who suffer

from these attacks chronically are suspected of being witches.
Illnesses of the Skin and Sub-surface
V a ’ba
Symptoms:

Ache of the face and skin prevalent during
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,adolescence „

.

Causes: ■’This Is an inheritance of man from JesusChrist who had this affliction when He was on earth5 and- He
left it for His children who follow Him.

It is also believed

to occur as the result of eating an ear of corn while lying
in bed because the grains of corn will be transformed into
skin blemishes.
Cures:

It is a very slight illness and causes little

discomforttherefore little effort is made to cure it.
Ch'in
Symptoms;

Boils appearing separately or in groups in

any part of the body.
Causes;

This, too, is an inheritance of man from

Jesus Christ who had this affliction when He, was on earth,
and He left it for His children who follow Him.

Sometimes

witchcraft is suspected if there are a great many.
Cures;

Herbal remedies are common such as pos lo

mal vomol, pu chi vomol, chu pak jo, and pak ch'in, which
are applied either with water or are ground up and used as
powder.

Lard' is also applied.
Symptoms;

SaltsI'
Discolorations of the skin which form

blotches that itch and cause mild discomfort.
Causes;

Mild cases are accepted as natural or else

as a slight punishment-of God.

The more serious cases are
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witchcraft sent in had dreams or else are from damage to the
person1s companion animal by the lineage gods.
Cures;

Mild cases are usually not.considered serious

enough to cure.. Herbal remedies are baths of cho jom pos lorn,
poshil saltsi',.and sak nich vomol.

Cho jom pos lorn is also

used by rock boiling and the affected areas are held in the
vapor thus produced.
■'

Ch'ok

Symptoms;
Causes;

,

Moles or warts of the skin.

This is an inheritance of man from Jesus

Christ who had many such blemishes when He was on earth.

It

is sometimes interpreted: as a slight punishment of God.
Cures:

In the less serious cases little effort is

made to find a cure.

In acute cases, the blemishes are broken

open With a needle or other sharp instrument and s^lt is put
inside to cure it.
iipun Chakal
Symptoms;

A growth which appears on any part of the

body which probably corresponds to tumor or cancer.
Causes;

When the affliction is not serious, it is

likely to be accepted as being of natural origin.

The more

-

serious cases are generally considered to be the result of
witchcraft sent in a bad. dream or damage to the person's
companion animal by the naguals.
Cures:

In the less serious cases little effort is

made to find a cure.

Herbal cures include., poshil apun applied
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when it breaks.
infected area.

Jun tsu'tuj is ground up and applied to the
It is also treated by rock boiling makom bet

and holding the affected area over the vapor thus created.
Ka'el
Notej;'

Same as spojobil.

Symptoms;
Causes;

An infected sore dr lesion containing pus.
This is.generally accepted as pos lorn left

in the road by a witch or else sent in bad dreams.
Cures;

This is cured by rock, boiling cho jom pos lorn

and putting the infected area in the vapor produced.
Sital Chame1
Symptoms:' Swelling of part or all of the body.
Causes;

It may be caused by stepping on a branch

which has been infected with pos lorn by a witch.

It is even-

more serious when it originates in bad dreams such as when
the person is bitten by a dog or snake, kicked by a horse,
struck by a devil, or is seduced by a very attractive member
of the opposite sex.

In either event, it is always thought

to originate in witchcraft.
Cures;

The less serious cases are dealt with by rock

boiling herbs and placing the Infected areas in the vapors
produced thereby.

Chijilte1 leaves are often heated in the

open fire and passed over the. body.

Hagico-religious cures

are generally sought to accompany the above methods.
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Illnesses of the Bones, Muscles, and Tendons
Tse la 1 el
Symptoms;

Spasms or cramps In the muscles of the arms

and legs.
Causes:

It is most generally considered to come from

malignant air or bad dreams sent by the forces of evil,
'

-

' '‘

Cures:

_

•

■

'

z

Herbal cures include heating leaves of chijilte*

in the open fire and rubbing them on the affected area, Magico
re ligious cures are sought in the most serious cases,
K'ush Bakil
,Symptoms:
Causes

General aches and body pains.

The less serious cases are considered the

natural result of bodily exposure to cold air.

When the

affliction becomes more debilitating, it is explained as the
result of malignant air left in a branch in the path -or blown
by a witch accompanied by a curse,
Cures;

Herbal cures include warm chijilte* andmeste*

leaves warmed in a fire and then heId against the affected
part.

Bone curers often use c h !all vomol (Sp. chiChipate)

branches to beat the air out of the body, believing that in
this way the malignant air is absorbed by the branches, which
are then left in the road to attack someone else, ■ Kasemal
Symptoms;
Causes;

Severe aches and pains of the body.

This is generally thought of as a disease of
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the spirit which results from bad dreams in which the personfs
companion animal has its bones broken in fights with others
or else is abused by the naguals of the sacred mountain.
Cures:

Herbal treatments generally include passing

chijilte* over the affected areas.

Magico-religious cures are

generally sought, especially when this illness is accompanied
by other diseases of the spirit.
■

Kasem Bak*11

S y m p t o m s B r o k e n bone »
Causes;

Any accident resulting in a broken bone is

thought to be a triumph of the devil over the forces of good.
Cures;

The condition is treated by a bbne curer who

passes chijlite1 leaves over the broken bone, then sets it and
binds, it with a cloth.

His work is accompanied with a special

prayer to.the devil, but otherwise there is little magicoreligious ritual involved.
B e k ?a
■

. Symptoms;

.

General partial paralysis of the limbs which

does not allow the person to walk erectly, and movements are
greatly impeded and difficult.
•.

Causes:

•

v

-

''

■:

When this defect dates from birth, it is

assumed that God has sent.the individual this Way because He
wants some of H i s .children to be invalids.

In other cases, it

is explained' as the result of Witchcraft sent in a bad dream
of the mother during pregnancy, in which she was damaged by

, ' ; \ -V

;

\ '' , ' : :

;' ''
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the forces of evil.
Cures:

lone known.

Such individuals are often allowed

to starve rather than live at the largess of the group.
:

fus Pat

S y m p t o m s H u n c h e d hack. ; Causes;

.

•

If an Individual is born a hunchback,•it is

accepted as the will of God in most, cases, and in others that :
the mother was the victim of witchcraft.

When he is born

normal and develops this condition as the result of an acci
dent or disease, it is generally explained that the naguals of
the sacred mountain have damaged his companion animal in t h e .
same way, or that he has been the victim of the forces of evil
in some other way.

'

Cures:. lone known.
' T-eoj ba '
lote;

■
'
• ;

41so called stelel bakil.

Symptoms :

This means stiff or dead., bones. - It is ah

acute illness which lasts fifteen or twenty days, during which
time there is a great deal of pain throughout the body.

The

initial stage is often fatal, but if the person survives,the
outcome of the disease is likely to be acomplete

paralysis

of part or all of the body.
Causes:

This is generally accepted as a disease of

the spirit in which,the naguals of the sacred mountain damage
his companion animal by casting it from its level so that it
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falls to the growid and Is Injured in this way, ,
Cures t
eases'.

The "bone curer is often called to attend such

He may pass herbs such, as kashlan chupak and tuil vomol

'over the body,after first heating them.- in an open fire .
are also applied by rock boiling in some cases.

Herbs

A chicken may

be sacrificed and prayers offered, but generally it is agreed
that it is impossible to cure this disease.
Accidents and Other Birth Defects
Ka k*et
Note;

Also referred to 'as. j'i laj chik b a .

Symptoms:
Causes;

Burn on the surface of the skin.

1'

An accident is always a triumph of the forces

of evil.
Cures;

It is common to treat burns with store-bought

remedies, but other treatments include kerosene, aguardiente,
raw eggs , or ground, beans mixed in cold water and put on the
wound.

Herbal ...cures include sembrillo ground and mixed in water.
Hi ya l
Note;

Also referred to as ja 11 jel.

Symptoms;
Causes:
of evil, '

.

’

Any wound in the surface of the skin.

An, accident is always.a triumph of the forces

:

Cures; " When a wound is not serious it may go un
attended. . The deeper-wounds', however, are treated: with
store-bought r e m e d i e s a s well as by applying kerosene, ,
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aguardiente 5 or herbs such as kush pe ul> and wrapping them
in cloth.
Tunko Molo K'om
Symptoms;
Causes;

Loss of an appendage.
A person who is born without an appendage is

believed to b e •that way because.God wills that some of His
sons be incomplete.. If a person who is born normal loses a
limb in an accident, ft is always interpreted as a thiumph of
the forces of evil.
Cures :

Hone.
Cho Pol

Symptoms;

When one of-the bodily members or append

ages is defective to the exteht that its function is impaired.
Causes;

Defectiveness of a bodily function from birth

is believed the will of God by s ome,and as witchcraft direct
ed against the mother during pregnancy by others.
Cures;

Hone.
Tso T e f

Symptoms;

A facial paralysis leaving one side of the

face immobile and twisted so that the mouth does not close
evenly.

The two sides of
Causes:

A defect

the face have a distinct appearance.
from birth is accepted as the will

ofGod because He does .not want all His
It

children to be perfect.

may also be attributed to witchcraft sent to the mother

during pregnancy.

If this develops later in life, it_is often
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interpreted as .damage, done .to the companion .animal -by the
naguals of the person's sad red. mountain..
Cures:

None.
Chiji K'ah

Symptoms;/ Drowning-or suffocation.
'Causes?,

'If, a person drowns in water, it, is explained

that the god of the water seized his spirit- or that the devil
triumphed in the situation.

If a person suffocates, it is

generally explained that the naguals of his sacred mountain
damaged his companion animal in the same way.
Cures:

None.

Umaj
h

Symptoms;

'

Causes;

luteness, -usually from "birth.

When a person is horn mute, it is accepted as

the will of Cod by many because his parents scoffed at such a
person while his mother was pregnant.
after birth, witchcraft is suspected.

If muteness develops
/

.< Cures;, None.

, ■
Toj Sonzo

Symptoms:

,

A person of very low intelligence who is

Unable to work and carry out the simplest duties.-and res
ponsibilities' Of Tzotzil life.
•

Causes;

When a person is born this way, it is accepted,

•as .the will of Cod, or as witchcraft directed toward the mother
'while she is pregnant.
Cures;

NOne.

/ :■./ //

/:

APPENDIX G
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ANALYSIS OF HERBAL REMEDIES

Tzotzil
Name

Spanish
Name

Latin
Name

1

akubal us

2

alalats

3

c h ’ail vomol

chichipate

4

ch'ail vomol

ho ja amarga

5

c h ’ich bot

sangre de
drago

croton
draco

6

chi jilt e#

shauk

sambucus
mexicana

7

ch* it

mesmoscada

8

ch ’ulelal vomol

/
te lajerio

durazno

9

10

stevia
salicifolia

granata

eupatorium sp.

saponaria
officinalis

ataxia,
decrease
in motor
activity

prunus
persica
ataxia,
decrease
in motor
activity

granadilla

hinojo

11

Comment s
may b e ,
sweeten
ing
agent

foemiculum
vulgare
crataegus
pubescens

12

kanal chlshte*

manzanilia

13

kashlan chupak

higuerilla

ricinus
communis

14

koko'on

epazote

chenopodium
ambrosioides

15

kush peul

sosa

solan um
torvum

16

lula

ruda

ruta
chulepensis

anthelmin
tic
I
alkaloids
present,
no
activity
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Tzotzll
Name

Spanish
Name

Latin
Name

mora

rubus idaeus

8

manzana

malus pumila

.9

membrillo

cydonia
oblonga

7

makom bet

:0

/1
meste

!1

mui

>2

nap shuch

B3

on te 1

madron

24

pen ku lum

berbena

25

poshil obal

26

posh.il salts!

27

pos lu mal vomol

28

poto j

guayaba

psidium
guayava

29

poy t e 1

yerba de zorro

achyrantes
aspera

30

sak pat

31

sembrillo

siempre viva

sempr evivum
tectorum

32

sha shim

timbre

acacia
angustissima

33

soyon chuch

mata palo

34

suk

quebracha

35

tsis uch

laurel

Comment s

bacharis
vaccinides
bobotabaco

nicotiana
tabacum

verbena
officinalis
brunella
vulgaris

smoking
tabacco
ataxia,
decrease in
motor activity
ataxia, de
crease in
motor activity

slight central
nervous syst.
activity,
ataxia

slight central
nervous system
activity

ataxia,decreas
in motor
activity

acacia
milleriana
litsea sp.

contains te
tanic poison
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,
Tzotzil
Name

Spanish
Name

Latin
Name

36

tuil vomol

valeriana

valeriana
mexicana

37

tul nichim

yerba buena

mentha
piperita

38
39

wala shik
yaahal nich
vomol

Comments

ataxia,
decrease in
motor
activity

»

NOTES
lo Mestizo refers to a person of mixed Spanish and
Indian cultural and/or racial heritage in Mexico»
2®

To be referred to hereafter as the INI®

3 o I)ata of the Centro Coordinador Tzeltal-Tzotzil^
San Cristobal <,
4® Acculturation is used here to refer to the learning .
of cultural content, including evaluations, from an outside
group e Assimilation 'Involves pa rticipat ion in the social
relations of the other group; with complete assimilation, the
identity of the ego group (in this case, Indians) is lost
(French,.19562379)0
/ *
5 0 To be referred to hereafter as San Cristobal0
6 o An encomendero was a Spaniard who was given a grant
of land by the King of Spain with which was included the right
to work the Indians living there, giving them instruction in
Catholicism in return for their labor*
7 0 'A cacique'was an Indian political leader who controlled
a given area or territory and its peoplea
.
"
,8o J^ata. of the Centro. Coprdlnador Tzeltal-Tzotzil, INI,
San Cristobal„
■ - :' ^

■■

‘

,

'

'

■

■

/

©o The Tzotzil language spoken in Larrainzar has the
following phonemess b, p, t, ts, ch, 1, p 1, t r, ts!, chi,
m, n, s, sh, j(aspiration), v, y, 1, r, i, e, a, o, and u 0
i 10o These data were kindly made available by Sr* horenzo
Diaz and S r „ Refugio Navarro, prevident and secretary, respec
tively, of- the municipio of Darrainzar9
11. Huaraches are made and used by the poor in all Mexico*
Kaites are a type of footwear very similar to huaraches but are
of prehispanic origin in style and similar to those worn by
the ancient Maya (Morley, 1956s170-171)*
12 0 Aguardiente refers to the crudely made, inexpensive
alcoholic beverage manufaceured from sugar cane that is
common in the area*;
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,, 13„ In Larralnzar„ as In many' Indian villages throughout
Highland Chiapas, most agricultural, political and religious
activities are still regulated by the prehispanlc Mesoamerican
agricultural calendar of 18 months of 20 days, plus one month
of five days, which are;
Larrainzar Calendar
1
!

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

mukta sak
mok ,
o l ’ti
u'lol
ok ’in
bikit uch_
■mukta' uch;
hichik1in
sba vinkil
shchibal vinkil
yoshibal vinkil
shchanibal vinkil
pom
yashk-1in
’mush ..
■tsun
batsul
s i sak
c h ’a i k 1in

Georgian Calendar
March 2-21
March 22-April 10 .
.'April 11-30
Mfay- 1-20
May 21-June 9
June 10-29
June 30-July 19
July 20-August 8
August 9-28
August 29-September 17
September 18-October 7
October 8-27
October 28-November 16
November 17-December 6
December 7-26
December 2 7 -January 15
January 16-February 4
February 5-24
February 25-March 1

In this system, only the month names of the old Maya-calendar
are preserved. Due to the introduction of Catholicism, and
resulting'destruction of the native priestly class, the day
names of the ancient calendar and the entire ceremonial
calendar have passed from use among the Tzotzil0. The days of
the week are borrowed from the European system with Tzotzil
pronunciations of their Spanish names 0 .As in prehispanlc
times, the Indians of Darrafnzar believe that there are certain
luckyH and "unlucky*1 days' for the important activities o^their lives„.(Caso, 1958, 56-61), The contemporary Larrainzar
calendar is "frozen66 to the European calendar so that the' same
dates coincide in both year after year. One day is added to
the month of c h ’a i k ’in every leap year, Tn this way, the same
dates are made to correspond to each other in both systems
year after year,
14, At the present rate of exchange, one Mexico peso is
worth 1,08 U,S,
15, Posol is ground,corn mixed with water.
very estensively throughout the Maya area.

It is eaten
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. 1 6 o Chicha is a mildly alcoholic drink made from ground
sugar cane by the Indians» Like- aguardiente, it has a very
important r o l e :in ritual drinkitig among the Tzotzile
17 0 According to Kroeber (1948$284-) peasants are
definitely rural, yet live in close relation to market towns;
they form a class Segment of a larger population which usually
contains urban centers, sometimes metropolitan centers„ They
constitute partrsocieties with part-cultures0
1 8 0 Murdock (1949j4 6 ) .describes a lineage as a consanguinal kin group which includes only persons who can actually
trace their common links in the prevailing line of descent„
. 1 9 o Murdock (1949 s47) describes a s ib as a consanguinal
kin group in which the members acknowledge a traditional bond '
of common descent, but are unable always to trace the actual
genealogical connection between the individuals0
2O0

To be dealt with at length in Chapter

5,

•

■ 21c. This cosmological system is considered very esoteric
knowledge by the Tzotzil and. is usually only known in detail
to the older men and curers0
22 o Chamarra is the hand-woven wool jacket or blanket
worn by the Indians <>
23o

Personal communication^

.

■

24o According to the Popol Vuh (Goetz and Morley, 1950j
Parts III and IV) the original ancestors of the Quiche were
fours Balam-^uitzlj, -Balam-Acab, -Mahucutah, and Iqui-Bala.m0
According to this myth, they left a land to the .east of their
present location, and-^, carrying their gods Avilix, Tohil, a n d . ■
Hacavitz on their shoulders, wandered into Guatemala in search
of new lands, and to await the birth of the new world0 In
their journey they suffered extreme privations and exposure
to the elementso They first arrived at a place called Chi-Pixab
where they remained only a while, and leaving, a stone there as
a monument, they continued-their wanderings, nourishing them- .
selves with roots^o'i They .arrived, at .another place which they
called Chi-Quich^, but also left shortly. Finally they came
to a hill which they' called Hacavitz-Chipal, "where they
settled." . Their ancestors, Balam-^uitz^-,. Balam-Acab, Mahucutah,
and Tqui-rBalhm hid their gods in the mountains one by one0 The
first was Hacavitz who was left on a large red "pyramid on a
mountain cleared of trees now called Hacavitz, where they
founded their first town. Tohil and Avilix were left in other
places o
•
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,

'

'

"

Now altogether on Hacavltz, Balam-Q.ultze, Balam-Acab,
Mahucutah? and Iqui-Balam awaited the dawn and the creation
of the new world, . The following day the sun appeared and the
new world was b o r n , They were happy because they knew that they would have many more years of life; but their hearts.. .
mourned for Tohil, Avilix, and Hacavitz whom they had placed
among the plants and moss of the mountains, They went to see
them, to- greet them, and also to give them thanks, for the
arrival of the dawn. Only by magic did they speak when the
priests and sacrifleers came before Tohil, They did not
bring, great gifts to the gods, only incense which they burned
before them. Then the gods spoke to give counsel to the
priests and sa-crificer-s, They salds
"Truly here shall be
our mountains and bur valleys, We are yours; great shall be
our glory and numerous our descendants through the work of all
m e n , Yours are all the tribes and we, your companions.
Care
for your town and we shall give you your learning,
The gods asked not to be shown before the tribes when
angered. Instead they requested to be given the blood of
creatures of the fields such as deer and birds and occasionally
human beings, wlaich was to be placed in their mouths, In
return the priests and sacri’ficers were to have the skins of
the se animaIs as their symbols, and their position was to be
great before the tribes,
The symbols of each god were the re where they had been
placed on the top of the mountain. The priests did not live
in their houses by day but walked over the mountains, As for
Balam-Quitze, Balam-Acab, Mahucutah, and Iqui-Balam, -it was
not known where they were,' But when they saw the tribes that
passed on the roads, instantly they began to shout on the
mountain tops, howling like a coyote, screaming like a moun
tain cat, and imitating the roaring of the puma and the
jaguar,
• From their beginnings on the mountains of Hacavitz, the
original ancestors begat daughters and sons until they became
very numerous, Balam-Qnitz&, Balam-Aoab, Mahucutah, and IquiBalam were pleased wi th their work, but the time bad come when
they had to withdraw from this world, and they announced their
departure to their children. They gave them their last advice,
their symbol of the royal power and disappeared from sight,
Balam-^ultz.e founded the lineage of Cavec which produced
14 generations of Quiche'' kings, Balam-Acab founded the lineage
of Nihaib from which descended 13 generations of rulers,
Mahucutah founded the lineage of Ahau-Quiche which gave rise
to nine generations of kings,' The three great patrilineages
were ruled by three Nim Chocoh,.who were like fathers (vested
with authority) of all the lords of the Quiche, The three
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Chocoh came together in order' to make known the orders of
the mothers and :
•fathers = ;G-reat iffas, their posit ion „
/

-

/1

The.Quiche_kingdom was founded about .1054 and lasted
for 480 years until 1534, shortly after the coming of the
Spaniards«,.
251 In the Maya area it is quite possible that the
symbolism-.which motivated the construction of some of the
smaller pyramids in the Classic and Post-Classic archaeologi
cal sites of the lowlands of Yucatan is found preserved in
the contemporary Tzotzil conception of sacred mountains«, In
the opinion of the present author, the pyramids, like the
sacred mountains, suggest the Maya.concept of heaven„ When
the present-day Tzotzil curers ascend the sacred mountains,
it is conceptually the same as when the ancient Maya priests
climbed the pyramids 0 For both it represents rising into
the heavens and drawing nearer to the gods e Each of the 13
levels of the sacred mountains of the Tzotzil quite possibly
corresponds to a generation of their ancestors9 This is
supported for the Quiche in the Popol Vuh (Goetz and Mbrley,
1950zPart IV) where the various generations of. kings are
determined.for the ruling houses of that people0 Some of
the smaller and less important pyramids in Classic and
possibly Post-Classic Maya archaeological sites may have
been dedicated to the ancestor gods of the important m l i n g
families<, Each of the several layers .in which some pyramids
were built and the scaled levels' found in the construction
of others, may correspond to the reign of a king of a ruling
pa trilineage. „' A given' level'may have -been used for ceremonial
purposes during the reign of a politico-religious leader„
When leadership of the ruling house changed, another layer
was built over the old. Tatiana Proskouriakof f "(1960s460)
suggests5 wThe first assumption made is that, the inaugural ■
date celebrates the accession of a new rulera The ascension
motif seems peculiarly appropriate to express such a time,
especially in view of certain passages in the Books of
Chilam Balam that refer to the ’seating1 of rulers." From
Roys1 (1933:75) translation of the rise, to power of.Hunac Ceel one might quote the following phrases; "Then they began
to declare him ruler. Then he was set in the seat of the
rulers by them®11 And further: "Then they began to set aloft
the house on high 'for-the ruler.. Then began, the construction
of the stairway._ Then he was set in the house on high in 13
Ahau, the sixth reign." Elsewhere there is mention of, the
jaguar mat in connection with office, and the markings of a.
jaguar pelt can be clearly seen on the. cushion on which the
ruler is seated on Stela 25. Thus, for Proskouriakoff, the
Maya hieroglyphs of Classic times record the.historital
events of the ruling lineages, and especially the periods of
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rule of each sovereign0 • In the opinion of the present
writer, the pyramids of Classic, times were constructed with
each succeeding, generation of rulers adding a layer to the
structures which soon became monuments to the ancestors Of
the ruling houses of that particular area„ In a recent
communication :Vogt suggested that on a visit to Tikal he '
noted figures' of old men carved in stone on the tops of
pyramids which may represent ancestor gods„ In the opinion,
of the present writer, these ancient Maya pyramids may have
functioned •in curing ceremonies as do the sacred mountains
of the Tzotz11 today, where the ancestor gods are propitiated
with offerings for favors in curing ceremonies= Landa
(Tozzer, 1941s44) made, mention .of human sacrifice in curing
ceremonies :'in 1562, among .the Maya of Yucatan-„ ';,260 ; ^The wise men, .the Hahuales, the chiefs and leaders
of the three great peoples "and.of others who joined them,
called U Manae (the old men), extending their sight over the
four parts of the world and over all that i s •beneath t h e ,sky,
and finding no obstacle,, came from the other part of the
ocean, from where the sun rises, a place -called Pa Tulan,
Fa QivanV” The nahuales were the guardian, spirits of, the
Indians but here the word has the meaning l$prudent men.$$
Further on, t h e .gods of the tribes are nahuales0
.2 7 o rtAs' for Balam-Q;uitze, Balam-Acab, Mahucutah, and
Iqui-Balam, it was not known where they w e r e •» But when they
saw the tribes that passed on the roads, instantly they
began to shout on the -mountain tops, howling like a coyote,
screaming like a mountain cat, and imitating the roaring of
the puma and the jaguar
2 8 0 • Personal communication* .
2 9 o The. guilty person was discovered and. reported to
the-Mexican government. He was subsequently charged with
violation of the antiquities laws of Mexico and forced to
relinquish the two specimens in. h^s .possession to the office
of Ministerio Publico in Tuxtla Gutierrez„ After several
months the officials of that governmental office were able
to recover most of the idols 0
•
SO* .The author of these prayers is an Indian from the
hamlet of Santiago * They were tape-recorded in Larrafnzar
in May, 1960, and later transcribed in Tzotzil and translated
into Spanish by Sr. Pascual Hernandez. The translation from
Spanish into English i s the'author' s * '
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31 o' This is the summary of a witchcraft prayer in the
cave of Tib6 by the aforementioned Indian. As the other
prayers, it was tape-recorded in Tzotzil in May, 1960, and
later transcribed in Tzotzil and translated to Spanish by
Sr. Pascual. Hernandez
3 2 o For a more detailed description of the magicoreligious beliefs and practices associated with pregnancy
and birth among the Tzotzil see /G-uit eras-Holmes (1961;
159-166) article on Chalchihuitan«,
3 3 o For an excellent account of the person-companion
animal relationship among the Tzotzil and all its implica
tions, see GuiteraswHolmes (1961)o
:
'
•
.,•
-,.
/
3 4 o During the course of the investigation in Darrainzar
several Indian's became concerned about the possible damage to
■their spirits that might be caused by taking their pictures
with flash bulbs and also from recording their voices on a
tape-recorder.
3.5 o According to Weber (Coser and Rosenberg, 1957?;130),
charismatic authority refers to a rule over men to which the
governed submit because of their belief in the .extraordinary
quality of the specific person.
3 6 0 There are very f,ew modern medicines' or ’medical ser
vices available in Earraxnzar. Those few that are accessible
are generally priced out of the range of the Indian and are
for the benefit of the Ladino only. Therefore, in spite of
the presence of some modern medicine, the Indian's traditional
system of curing ha's felt little .impact.
Various types of patent medicine are sold in 15 of
the stores, in the village0 In three or four, antibiotics,
vitamins, tonics, and linaments are available. When an
Indian consults a shopkeeper for advice on how to treat a
disease, he usually is unwilling or unable to spend more
than a few cents for the remedy’
. As a result, he seldom takes
more than an aspirin tablet or a teaspoonful of milk of
magnesia from which he expects complete relief from his
symptoms. According to the Ladino storekeeper who has the
largest supply of medicines, the following remedies are most
often sought by the Indians s' resin, fat, and oil of the
sesame seed for stomach purges-, powdered sulfa for foot
wounds, cologne water for stomach-ache, and drops of vitapenicillin for inflamed mouth and eyes.
The nearest doctor is at the INI clinic in Chamula
ten miles away. He comes if called in an emergency, but
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makes no regular visits to the village0 Medical treatment
is available for Indians at the INI clinics in Chamul^a and
San Cristobal de las Casas but few people from Larrainzar
take advantage of i t . Campaigns of preventive medicine.have been carried out by the national malaria control and
the INIj which carried on an extensive program of vaccination
in the area several years a g o c
There are. twelve people who give injections in the
village, but only the two who are school teachers are formally
trained to do so 0 These people and those who sell medicines
are the only full time representatives of modern medicine in
the village and none of these have anything but the most
rudimentary formal training for this role*
/
37 o Specimens of herbal remedies used in Larrainzar
were sent to the CIBA Pharmaceutical Co» of Summit, New
Jersey, the Chase Pfizer C o e, Inc0 of Groton, 'Conno, and
the hederle laboratories of Pearl River, New York, for
botanical classification and pharmaceutical analysis„ Some
of the results are presented in Appendix C U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,
not all of the remedies mentioned here were available, and
therefore specimens of them could not be sent for analysis0
.

3 8 o Ralph Roys (1931) did an excellent analysis of
Lowland Maya folk and herbal medicine„
3 9 o The author;' succeeded in witnessing three cures of
this type in‘‘Larrainzar0
4 Q o The:author;succeeded in seeing 24 cures by ilols in
Larrainzar,. many of which were photographed in detail. On
several occasions the entire curing prayers were tape-recorded'
and later transcribed in Tzotzil and translated into Spanish
by Sr. Pascual Hernandez =
4 1 o This case has much in common with the case described
by Gillin (1948, 3 87-400) for the'Pokomam Maya of Guatemala.
42. This is a resume of the content of a curing prayer
of a Larrainzar ilol tape-recorded on May 26, 1960, transcribed
in Tzotzil and'translated to Spanish by Sr. Pascual HernandezG
- 43. These concepts are very similar to those of the
ancient Quichi Maya (Goetz and Morley, 1950$84n.) l$Puz naual
haleb was the sorcery used by the Indians to transform them
selves into balls of fire, eagles, and transform themselves
also into animals
And again page 193 ?
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/
f?As for Balam-Quitze? Balam Acab$ Mahucutah,
and Iqul-Balam, (the original ancestors and most
important, priests and sacrif.icers of the Quiche)
it was not known where they were. But when they
saw the tribes that passed on the roads, instantly
they began to ;shout on the mountain tops, howling
. like a coyote, screaming like a mountain cat, and
imitating the roaring of the puma and the jaguar.
And the tribes seeing these things, as they
walked said: ’Their screams are like those of the
coyote, of the mountain cat, of the puma, and of
the jaguar«, They want to appear to the tribes
as though they are not men, and they only do this
to deceive us, we the people «, Their hearts wish
. somethingo Surely, they do not frighten us with
what they do o They mean something- with the
roaring of the puma, with the noise of the jaguar
which they break into when they see one or two
men walking; what they want is to make an end of
us o ’"
44® .In the Chiapas highlands it is quite common to kill
suspected witches in order to save the/lives of their
supposed victimso The case of Pablo Lopez is typical.
Some years ago the wife of Pablo Lopez, a Larrainzar
;
Indian, became ill,. Pablo called a curer *.0 came and took
her pulse, After brief deliberation, he announced that sh<^
was the victim of witchcraft sent by the wife of-Lorenzo Diaz,
who is envious of her, Pablo asked the cur'er to remove the
disease and sendzit hack to its originator,. During the curing
ceremony, Augustin Diaz, a neighbor, paid th^m a visit and
began to drink along.with them, When Augustin heard of the
case, he proposed a plan to end the witchcraft forever by
killing not only Lorenzo1s wife but the, whole family. That
night Pablo and Augustin went to -the Diaz hut by.cover of
darkness and pounced upon the family completely by surprise,
killing all eight members with machetesQ They lay there for
two days without being discovered. Finally, a relative stumbled
upon the catastrophe while going to pay them a visit® The
municipal authorities were notified and soon appeared on the
scene. After questioning the neighbors, they learned that
Pablo and Augustin were/the guilty parties. The criminals
were taken to San Cristobal where they were incarcerated in
Santo Domingo prison where they remained for a period of six
years, . During this time,. Augustin escaped but Pablo remained
and was later moved to the'state prison in Tuxtla Gutierrez,
where he may still be, if still alive.
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45,

Data of the INI,

46v In order to preserve the native1 frames of reference '
intact, interviewing was carried on in TzOtzii whenever
possible o •
/
4 7 o ;Foster (196,0) :gives'a very good account- of'typical
patterns of resistance to health programs by nonliterate
groups in various areas of the world,
•
48, When the Pan-American Highway was first -extended into
Highland -Chiapas in 1950, the Indians were convinced that the
road building machines were giants propelled by the consump
tion of human spirits. The rumor soon grew up that the LadinOs
were feeding the machines the spirits of Indians and that,
every night they sent groups out'to assault Indians, whose
spirits ran the machines the following day,
49, This study presents a minimum of 12 opinions about
each disease and, therefore, endeavors to represent the con
sensus in, each case, Assumlng that the universe of opinion
in -Larrainzar, is homogeneous as it is in most folk cultures,
these data are probably reasonably representative of the. group..
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